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lntroduction
J. V. II¡\LL. (lhair.nrlrr. Syrn¡rosirrnr l)lann ing (lonrnr ittee

'Ihe Surface Transportat,ion Assistance Àct. (STAÀ) of
L982 was a lândmark piece of federal 1egislat,ion in-
tended to improve the quality of the nation rsdeteriorating highway systen. Onè provision of this
legislation, which is of great concern to highway
engineers, introduced new truck size regulations.
They required all states to allow tractors with 4g-
ft se¡nitrailers, double-trailer combinations with
28-ft trailers, and 8.S-ft-wide vehicles. The I9g2
sTAÀ vehicle size provisions apply to a designated
National Netr,rork that consists of the entire Inter-
state systen and portions of the Federal-Aid prinary
systern designated by the Secretary of Transportation.
The states were also required to provide access
routes for the federally authorized vehicles betr^reen
the National Netnork and terminals and fuel and rest
stops. At the time this legislation was enacted,
several states, primarily in the East, prohibited
48-ft semitrailers and double trailers, and most
stâtes prohibited trucks wider than g ft.

Some seg¡nents of the highi,ray engineering comnunity
did not have in place the appropriate practices and
procedures to design and operate roadr,rays for these
vehicles. Larger trucks can create problems because
of their physical size and their,potentially poorer
operational characteristics. SeveraL critical aspects
of accomnodating the I9B2 STAA trucks are not ad-
dressed in AASHTOTs "policy on Geometric Design of
Iiighways and Street,s.,, The geomet,ric design and
operational factors of principaL concern appear to be

. Sight distance and no-passing zones,. crades and clinbing 1anes,. Intersection design and operation,. Interchange and ratnp design,. Roadside design and traffic barriers,

Bureau of Engineering Research, Departrnent of Civil
Engineering, University of Ner,, Mexico, Albuquerque,
N.M. 8713I.

. Traffic control device usage, and. Safety.

In response to the perceived gap in existing
highway design standards, four TRB com¡nittees with
interest in this subject planned and sponsored a
Symposium on Geometric Design for Large Trucks in
August L985. The intent of this meeting vras to docu-
nent the state of the art in design and operational
pract,ices for these vehicles.

The symposium relied heavily on the expert,ise of
designers in several states who had experience in
accom¡nodating large t,rucks on their h!.ghway systems
and on researchers who had thoroughty sbudied se-
lected aspects of the problem. The 24 papers pre-
sented at the synposium and included in this Record
highlight many of the unusual denands that l9g2 STAA
vehicles place on the geometric design of highways.
It is not possible to state r,rith certainty which of
the design and operational issues discussLd in this
Record are the nost critical¡ however, highway
engineers should be cognizant of the special problems
posed by the 1982 STÀA vehicles and atte¡npt to ame-
liorate them in the design or redesign of roadways
on the National Network.

hppreciation is expressed to the members of the
Symposium Planning Committee ¡.¡hose work and dedica-
t,ion nade the sym[þsium possible:

J.À. Cirillo, Federal Highway Ad¡ninistration
R.W. Eck, West Virginia University
D.B. Fambro, University of Tennessee,
J.C. Glennon, John C. Glennon Chartered
T.E. Mulinazzi, University of Kansas
R.O. Rogness, North Dakota State University
H.E. Ross, Jr., Texas A&¡4 University System
S. Schumacher, Schumacher and Bownan, Inc.
J.J. Schuster, ViLlanova University
R.K. Shearin, Jr., Roy Jorgensen Associates, Inc.
C.M. Wa1ton, University of Texas



National Network for Trucks: Development,

Performance, and Outlook

JOIIN P. EI(lHIìIì, TH()ùlÄS lì. Kl,lñllìK. antl SITELDON G. STRICKLANI)

ABSTRACT
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The Surface Trânsportation Assistance Act (STAÀ) of 1982, as arnended, contains
provisions that concern the length, weight, and width of commercial motor
vehicles. By enacting STÀÀ Congress preemPted state authority completely with
respect to width and partly with respect to length. Congress also extended length
and width controls to those portions of the Federat-Àid Primary system designated
by the Secretary of Transportation. The STAA also requires the states to provide
access for com¡nercial vehicles fro¡n the Interstate and other designated highways
to ter¡ûinals and facilities for food, fuel, repair, and rest, and for household
goods carriers to points of loading and unloading. In this paper the developrnent
of the networks is explained, some observations on how well the system is working
are presented, forthcoming changes are described, and sone speculation about the
near future is offered.

If PauI Revere had been alive in 1983 and had felt
compeJ.led to warn the peopLe of the New England
countryside of a threat to their way of life, he
¡night well have borrowed a 1965 Plymouth with loud
speakers on the roof from a fundamentalist preacher
and with shrieks of hysteria sounded the alar¡n that
'rthe doubLes are comingr the doubles are coming."

There have been fev, issues in recent tirne that
have tested federal-state relations, strained old
friendships, and evoked such public outcry as the
federaL law t,hat allows larger trucks to operate on
certain highways. And' âlthough the dust is beginning
to settle after two years, it has been costly. the
FHWA has been in a federal district court nore than
10 times (twice as ptantiff) r and one case is still
pen<iing. Thousands of pieces of correspondence, which
have required untolti thousands of person-hours to
answer, have been received åt FHI^IA headquarters ând
field offices. Fedêral Register issuances pertaining
to the large truck network totaled more than 20 as
of July 1985, an unprecedented average of almost one
every I t/2 nonthst and hundreds of unanswered gues-
tionË, which will require the dedication of resources
for the next decade to futly ans!'rer r have been
raised. Perhaps a little history is in order.

On January 6, 1983, the Surface Transportation
Àssistance Act (STAA) of 1982 became law. several
provisions of the lavt concern bhe length and weight
of co¡nmercial ¡notor vehicles. on April 6r L983, the
STAA was amended to include truck width provisions.

Before the enâctment of t.hese laws, federal in-
volvenent in these areas was limited to rnatters in-
volving permissible ¡naximum vehicle weights and
widths and v¡as limited in applicability to the Na-
tional system of Interstate and Defense Highways.

The changes created by the STAA have been dramatic
because, as far as the Interstate system is con-
cerned, Congress has preempted stâte authority com-
pletely with respect to width and Partly with
respect to tength. Congress aLso extended length ând
width controls to thosê portÍons of the Federal-Aid
Primary (FAP) syste¡n designated by the secrêtary of

Office of Motor Carrier Transportation, F¡IllA, U.S.
Department of TransPortation¡ 400 7th Street' S.W.,
HCT-L' Washingtonr D.C. 20590.

Transportation. the secretary has been authorízed to
seek injunctive relief as the mêthod of enforcing
these provisions.

The dimensional timits established by the STAÀ

include

l-. I{eight--Àll states must nov.' allow on the
Interstate system 201000 lb on a single axle, 341000
Ib on a tande¡n ax1e, and a gross weigbt limit deter-
mined by the bridge fornula with a cap of 80'000 Ib.
The bridge for¡nula develops a ¡naximum gross weight
by taking the number of axles and their spacing into
account.

2. width--All states must estâblish a I02-in.
width limit, excluding safety devices, âpplicablê to
what is now called the Nat,ional Network, which will
be fu].Iy explained later in this paPer. ALl but three
states (connecticut, Hawaii, and Rhode Is]and) had
to enact legislation on this issue to come into con-
fornance.

3. Length--All states rnust aLlovt on their Portion
of the National Network:

. À 48-ft semitrailêr in a tractor-semitrailer
combinationi however, semitrailer lengths in normalr
nonperrnitted use on December It 1982, nust continue
to be allowed.

. A tractor-setnitrailer-trâiler or "doubles"
combinatj.on vehicle. This has now been interpreted
by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) as
i nclud ing trâctor-semi tr a i Ier -semi tr a i Ie r veh icles
in order to alIov, the use of new coupling rnethods
for the units.

. lventy-eight-foot trailer and semitrailer
units as a part of "doubles." Twenty-ei9ht-and-one-
half-foot-units in legal operation within a 65-ft
overall length lÍtnit on December L, 1982, rnust also
be allowed. However, nore than 97 percent of these
particular units belong to one company, and they are
phasing then out in favor of the 28-ft units.

. Tractor-senitrailer and tractor-senitrailer-
trailer (or second se¡nitrailer) to operate without
being subject to an overall length lirnit.

As an indication of the regulatory changes re-
quired by the length provisions of the STÀÀ consider



. Fifty states and
overall length limits
nations applicable to
h ighways.

the District of Columbia had
on tractor-semitrailer combi-
vrhat are now National Network

Eicher et, âJ..

this list of conditions in effect just before passage
of the STAA.

. E1even states had semitrailer limits of }ess
than 48 ft; 38 states had no semitrailer length limit
but governed the combination by an overall length
I imit.
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änd it, was anticipated thât all states would cooper_ate in the development of a consistent interi¡n Ãet_t¿ork. The goal of the FHWÀ eras to designate a con_sistent, syst,em that could safely acconunodate thesevehicles. Under either approach, FHWA vieered the FÀp
system as a generic class that could safely accommo_
date the larger vehicles.

The responses from the states varied greatly. For
example, 13 states recommended 100 percent of their
FAP systems, 6 states recommended more than 50percent of their FÀp systerns, and tl other states
recommended from l0 to 50 percent of their FAp sys_
terns. The remaining 22 states recom¡nended from 0 tol0 percent of their FAp systems. Further¡nore, several
of the lean submissions consisted of short and un_
connected segnents. In totaI, the states init.ialty
recom¡nended about 38 percent of the non_Interstate
FAP syste¡n, or approximately 96,OOO mi.
. ¡*lany states appeared unresponsive to FHWA policy

stâtements of February 3 and March 10, 1993, aÃa Ue_
cause of the ext.remely timited netvrorks proposed bythose statesr it appeared that, Interstate comnerce
would be impeded. The FHWÀ decided to supplement the
reco¡nmendations of the states.

On Àpril 5, 1983, the FHWA published the interimNational Netlork for the larger vehicles. The 96rOOO
mi recommended by the states and accepted by FHWA
were supple¡nented by an additional 40r000 mi selectedby hhe F¡fivÀ. To emphasize the interim nature of the
neterork and the continuous refining process that the
FHWA had earlier announced, the April 5 publication
also offered an opportunity to request exceptions tothe interim netr,rork.

Thus vras set in motion a process that rras designedto refine the interi¡n netr.¡ork, reLying heavily- onthe judgment of and input from the state highvray
agencies.

ÀLso immediately following the ApriI 5 publica_
tion, the states of Àlabarna, Florida, Georgia,
Pennsylvania, and Vermont requested U.S. District
Courts to enjoin the designation of all highways onthe interirn network that, had not. been recomnended bythe individual states. In response the FHWA removed
from the interim netvrork all routes not reco¡nmended
by the five stat,es. These câncellations resulted in
a reduction of 81800 mi.

Between April 5 and July B. 1993, the FHWÀ ac-
tively sought recommendations for revisions to and
did revise the interirn National Netvrork. The result
was an interim network in 32 states and. the elimina-
tion of more than 71200 FAp system mi1es. Further-
rìor€r the total cancellation' of FHwA-designated
mileage in Alabamar Florida, Geórgia, pennsylvania,
Vermont, and later Connecticut (due to lit,igation
brought by FHWA against Connecticut) resulted in areduction of ¡nore than 9rOO0 rni.

This refined and reduced network of approximately
1621000 ¡ni was subseguently offered for public com-
ment ín the Septenber 14, 1993, Notice of froposed
Rulemaking (NPRM). As a result of public comments
and recommendations by state highway agencles,further âdditions and deletions r,rere mide that re-
sulted in a net addition of about 19rO00 ¡ni for a
total of approximately l8lr000 mi.

As of June 51 1984, 18lr000 mi of FAp routes erere
open to vehicles authorized by the STAA.

12-FT LANES

The final National Netvrork is undergoing an addi-
tional formal examinat.ion that has the potentiâI for
cåusing some adjust¡nent involving the inclusion of
segments with less than 12-ft, lanes.

In part because of language in a Memorandun Opin-
ion issued March 27, 1994, by the U.S. District Court

. Tr,relve stâtes and the Dist,rict of Colunbiadid not allow doubles to operate at âIl, 11 statesthat allowed doubles restricted their ¡novement to
cert.ain higherays or required permits.. Thirty-eight states had overall length linitson doubles applicable to what are now National Net_
work highways.

Obviously, the length provisions of the STAÀ required
at least some regulatory changes in almosE every
s tate .

Finally, the STÀÀ al.so requires that the states
provide access for commercial motor vehicles from
the Interstate and other designated roads to terrni_
nals and facilities for food, fuel, repair, and rest,
and for household goods carriers to points of loading
and unloading.

In this paper the developrnent of the netr,rorks is
explained, so¡ne observations on how well the systemis worki-ng are presented, forthcoming changeJ aredescribed, and speculation about the n]ear fuiure is
offered.

NATIONÀL NETWORK

The STAÀ mandates that the full Interstate system be
available for the operation of com¡nercial vehicles
of the dimensions authorized. In addition, the Sec-
retary of Transportation was required to dêsignate
qualifying Federal-Àid primary (FAp) system highways
on which the larger vehicles ¡nust be allowed tooperate. The term "National Networkt was coined to
designate the combination of the InterstaÈe system
ând t,hose portÍons of other FAp highways on rr¡hich
commercial vehicles of the dimensions authorized bythe STÀÀ v¡ould be per¡niÈted to operate.

The FHVùA could have undertaken the deslgnâtion
process solely âs a federâI initiative r,rithout input
from the states. ThÍs opt,ion was quickly dis¡nissÀd.
In the highway prograrn that has existed since 1916,policy and practice have always been matters ofstate initiation and federal review and, if appro_priâte, approval. Thus the Ft¡wA decided to designate
a network in cooperâtion with the states. Cooperation
with the states in this exercise vrâs essential be-
cause the FHWA (headquarters, regions, or divisions)
does not maintain flles on the detailed geornetrics
of the highway syste¡n. Further, the FHI{A is notstaffed to undertake such a detailed task coveringthe 256r000 ni of the non-Interstate FÀp system.

Two dlstinct approaches were available for draft_
ing thê message to be comrnunicated to the states
through the initial policy statement. One approach
was to designate the entire FAp system in each state
and let the states request, re¡noval of all rnileage
that they believed vras unsafe for operation of thelarger vehicles. The second approach was to designate
only those FAp routes that, met. the highest standards,
namely multilane, divided, full-cont,rol-of-âccess
facilities, and let Èhe states propose additions tothis system that thêy believed were safe for the
operation of the larger vehicles. The final decision
vras to adopt. the second approach because it fit, the
traditionâI pattern of the federal-state relationship
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for the District of columbia in a suit chalJ-enging
interim designations of highways open to STAÀ
vehicles, the preanble to the June 5,1984, Fina1
RuIe proposed to establish a definition for the
statutory term "highway with trâffic lanes designed
to be a width of tr,¡elve feet or morerrr and requested
conments. In October 1984, Congress passed the Tân-
dern Truck Safety Act (TTSA) of L984. Section 105 of
the TTSA amended the STAÀ to provide the FHWA the
authority to designate FAP system highvrays for use
by lo2-in-wide vehicles, if such designation is con-
sistent with highway safety.

This a¡nendment clarified the authority of the FHWA

to designate highways v¡ith less than l2-ft-eride Lanes
and disposed of the need to define further the phrase
"highways with traffic lanes designed to be a width
of twelve feet or more."

In accordånce $rith the TTSA the FHWA is again re-
viewing those highv¿ays that have sections with less
than L2-ft lanes that were designated in the June 5'
1984, rule to deternine their suitability for STAA
vehicLes. OnLy 21200 mi of t.he 181r000-mi neterork
are involved in this review. Those that are inade-
quate will be re¡noved or improved.

REASONABLE ACCESS

"Reasonable âccess" is another term fro¡n the STAA

that has caused ¡najor consternation in some states.
The STAÀ provides that states may not deny reasonâble
access to vehicles of the weights and linear dimen-
sions authorized by the STAÀ betvreen the National
Network and terminals or service facilities. The
September 14, 1983, NPRM stated the intent of the
FHI'IA to allow the states to establish individual
reasonable access provisions. the subsequent conments
did not reveal evidence that the states r¿ould not
provide reasonable accessi thus the intent of the
NPRM was retained in the Final Rule.

The FHWÀ continues, howêver, to monitor the access
policies of the states. should the FH[{A deter¡nine a

staters position to be unreasonable, it has the
authority to seek injunctive relief.

The follorving list indicates the variety of poli-
cies that have been established to define reasonable
access !

' Tventy-one states allow essentia).Iy unlimited
access i. Ten states allor,, from 2 to 20 mi;

' Four states allow I mi or less r,rith no provi-
sions to go farther;

. Two states hâve not yet
pol Ícy t

. One state allows access
the shortest practical routei

established an access

to all terminals via

' Nine states have â Iinited free access of
f.tom L/2 to 2 mi for food, fuel, and lodging' but
require permits for all terminal accessi and

. Five states have a terminal access system that
requires terminals to apply for access rightst the
state evaluates the service road and either grants
or rejects accessi if access is grânted, this route
is publicized.

The FHI{A is especially concerned with the provi-
sions requiring permits for all access or that allo$,
non-perrnitted access for only very restrictive dis-
tances such as I/4 ni or less.

TÀNDEII1 TRUCK SAFETY ACT

In addition to the 12-ft Lane clarification, the
TTSÀ contains two other significant provisions.

Transportation Research Record 1052

First, the act allows 28 L/2-f.E "pup" traiJ.ers the
same access as househol-d goods carriers (i.e., to
any point of loading or unloading). second' a mecha-
nis¡n was established whereby certain Interstate seg-
nents may be withdrawn fron the National Network.

Historically locaI motor carrier pickup and de-
livery operations have been conducted using substan-
tially the same equipment used for over-the-road
operations. In the past this meant an 18 vrheeler that
incl-uded a semitrailer that was nominally 45 ft long
by 96 in. wide. Most cornpânies now plan to use the
individual 28- or 28 I/2-f.E traiÌers allowed in a
doubles conbination for pickup and delivery after
splitting the sTAÀ-authorized combination at the
ter¡ninal. This shoutd improve local traffic flow be-
cause even though these vehicles will be an imper-
ceptible 6 in. wider, they will be a quite percep-
tible 17 ft shorter.

The TTSA also gives the Secretary of Transporta-
tion the authority to exe¡npt sections of the Inter-
state system from the National Network. Originally
the STAA had mandated that the entire Interstate
syste¡n be opened to STAA vehicLes. This neant that
several segments, prinarily older, urban sections,
built to less than current Interstate design stan-
dards, r.rere to be made available to these vehicles
at the sa¡ne time as newly built wide-open rural seg-
ments. Many of the urban segments antedated the
Interstate system and were subseguently included as
logical connecting links but have not been updated
to current Interstate design standards.

The decision to excluded a section of the Inter-
state can be based on the request of a governor or
on the secretaryis own initiative.

In requesting an exemption â governor must consult
with the local government or governnents involved
and, if appropriate, the governor of any neighboring
state concerned. Any request must show consideration
of alternate routes and include specific evidence of
safety problems. In acting on an exemPtion, the sec-
retary rnust follow a notice and comnent procedure
through the Federal Register.

The FHWA is nor,¡ in the process of deveLoping spe-
cific regulatory instructions for both Interstate
exer¡ìptions and pup-trailer âccess.

NETWORK PERFORMÀNCE

As a cook would say, the real test is in the tasting.
In the case of the National Network, whatrs happen-
ing? Let us look at it from three perspectives: com-
bination truck traffic, industry conversion, and
safety experience.

. Truck traffic--Indications are that the
trucking industry is switching to vehicles with the
larger di¡nensions to take advantage of the increased
payload, and this is resulting in a reduction in the
overall vehicle miles of travel (VMT) by combination
vehicles. vMT of combination trucks has increased by
more than 32 percent since 1975r but because all
other vehicLe vMT has likewise increased, the combi-
nation truck share of totaL vMT has remained at a
steady 3.5 to 3.8 percent since 1975. Although exact
data are not available for STAÀ-dimensioned vehiclesr
it. is estimated that by 1990 the totâl vMT for all
trucks will be I.2 percent less than it would be if
the sTAÀ had not been passed. IncLuded in this esti-
nate is the prediction that VllT of tractor-semi-
traiter combinations vri11 decrease by 20 percent,
but that VMT of 28-ft double combinations will in-
crease by 25 percent. From the safety perspective
this means Iess exposure of autonobiles to large
trucks and, it is hoped, fewer truck-involved acci-
dents.
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. Industry conversion--The Truck Trailer Manu-
facturing Àssociation indicates that rnore than 75
percent of current van production is of 48-ft semi-
trailers, 102 in. wide. The remainder is of different
lengths, but almost. a1l are 102 in. wide. Eguipment
orders for STAÀ di¡nensions exist at an estimated
value of more than $l billion. Many carriers are ag-
gressively changing fleet, dimensions. Roadi,ray, for
example, hâs com¡nitted $200 million to up,grade its
fleet to 15,000 twin trailers,102 in. wide, by L986.
In 1983 United Parcel Service had approximately 1r000
trailers 102 in. wide. By the end of 1984 thåt number
had increased to 31000. Obviously, the industry has
confidence in the nete¡ork and intends to use it and
take advantage of the product,ivity gains it offers.

. Safety experience--Much of the concern heard
b¡y the FHWA pertains to a perception that the larger
di¡nensioned trucks, and especially the doubles, are
Iess safe than are conventional sized trucks. Expe-
rience to date, though linited, shows the opposite.
On the basis of L984 data from six stâtes that agreed
to watch closely the twin trailer experience and to
report accident data to the FHWA, both the fatality
rate and the nonfataL injury rate per I00 rnillion
VMT for ¡nui.titrailer trucks i,ras âbout one-half thât
of single-trailer trucks. The FHWA has asked aII
state highway departments to revise their accident
recording systerns to include separate classifications
of the STAA-authorized vehicles in order t.hat accu-
rate surveiLlance and experience can be analyzed and
evaluated.

THE FUTURE

¡,¡ational unifornity in alL aspects of trucking
operations has long been a goal of the trucking in-
dustry. On the other side of the coin, the individual
states have been necessârily provincial in their
outlook, seeking to protect local industry and ship-
pers. If at any time these tno philosophies coin-
cided, it was strict.Iy coincidental.

By enacting the STÀÀ, Congress has come down on
the side of the trucking industry in the first battle
over unifornity.

In the years to cone, indust,ry is likely to con-
tinue pressing for more uniformity, but that uni-
formity, no natter vrhat the issue, is alr,rays to be
at increasing levels, limits, or a¡nounts. In com-
ment,ing on these proposals, the traffic êngineering
connunity must be âble to respond r.¡ith factual in-
for¡nation about the operation and effect of existing
vehicles and sound esti¡nates of v?hat longer and
Iârger vehicles are likely to do.

The FHWA has under way severâl research studies
that are designed to provide some infornation about
many unanswered questionsr including

. "Impact of Specific Geometric Features on
Truck Operations and Safety at Interchangesrrr nhich
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will help improve interchange designs through updatecl
offtracking modeLs and turning templatesi

. rroperation of Larger Trucks on Roads and
Streets with Restrict.ive ceometryr" which will- pro-
vide criteria for the safe operation of large trucks
on local roads and streets and suggest under what
condit,ions the larger trucks should be alLowed or
prohibited; and

. "Techniques for Inproving the Dynamic Ability
of Multi-Trailer Combination Vehiclesr" which in-
voLves the developnent of inproved dollies or cou-
pling devices.

These three studies âre scheduled for completion
within the next 12 ¡nonths. Àdditional studies sched-
uled for later completion include

. rrEffectiveness of Truck Roadwây or Lane
RestrictionsrI which exa¡nines current. truck lane
roadway restrictions, such as prohibiting trucks fronì
using certain lanes of a ¡nultilane highway, to
deter¡nine their impact on operations and safêtyt

. rrSafety Implicâtions of Various Truck Con-
figurationsr" which wiIl examine several possible
near-terrn changes in size and weight limits that ¡nay
influence future truck design; and

. rrsafety Criteria for Multi-Trailer Highway
Netr,¡ork rrr which will deterrnine what controls are
necessary to ensure the safe operation of even longer
combination trucks on the Interstate systern nation-
wide.

These projects should be conpleted in the next 2
years.

currently only 60 percent of the eligible Federal-
Aid mileâge is availabLe to STAÀ-authorized vehícles.
As economic pressures ¡nount fron the trucking indus-
try, and as research and experience expand the body
of knowledge on operational and safety reguirements,
an expansion of the National Netr.rork cân be expected.

The transportation engineer is being pulled in
two directions. The large truck interests want access
to their terminals and other points of loading and
unloading now. The public r,rants to be protected. Hor.,

are access and productivity gains to be balanced
against sâfety? Perhaps research and experience will
provide so¡ne tools for use in making these determi-
nations. In the rneantime, the F¡IWA vrould weLcorne any
assistance or advice in any area pertaining to largê
truck operations.

this paper eras presented at the Symposium on Geomet-
ric Design for Large Trucks but was originally pre-
pared for the Annual Meeting of the Institution of
Transportation Engineers. It is reprinted from the
ITE Journal, september 1985r with permission of the
Institute of Transportation Engineersr Washington,
D.c. Copyright 1985.
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ÀBSTRÀCT

Size and weight regulations represent compronises betvreen confLicting needs. There
is a need to accorunodate diverse kinds of highway transportation de¡nands and a
need to fit trucking into the capâbilities of the highway system. A consistent
pattern of size and weight regulation, characterized as the rrspread-the-load"
strâtegy, has evolved and does a good job of neetÍng nost of these needs. Under
this strâtegy, increased productivity in trucking has come about largely through
changes in vehicle type and gross weight, not through increases Ín the ¡naximum

alloe¡able axle loads. For instance, there have been only tvto general axle weight
li¡nit increases in the United states since weight regulation became of central
concern. One carne during world war II and the second in 1974. The sPread-the-load
weight regulation strategy strongly influences vehicle design ând thus also in-
fluences geonetric hlghr{ây design. fhe Federal-Aid Highway A¡nendments of L974
formalized this weight regulation strategy, and the Surface Transportation Assis-
tance Act (sTÀÀ) of L982 accelerated the use of vehicles dictated by it. How the
industry is adapting to the 1982 STÀA criteria and why there ís ¡ninlmal overaLl
inpact on the híghway net!¡ork are described. AIso presented are sotne specific ex-
amples of hor.¡ size and weight regulations ¡design" the trucks used by the industry
and a brief discussion of how future developments nay be reasonably accomnodated.

Issues that relate to geometric highÍay design and
truck size in the broad context of the overall
strategy that has governed the developnent of vehicle
size and weight limits in the United States are ad-
dressed. This is necessary to obtain a balanced view
of the subject.

Fundanentallyr a11 size and weight regulations
represent a series of conpromises beteteen conflictÍng
needs. There is the need in the trucking industry to
provide for the safe and efficient rîove¡nent of com-
¡nodities of widely different densities and char-
acteristics. There is the need in the highway design
community to provide for the safe and efficient
rnove¡n'ent of a notor vehicle population of signifi-
cantly different sizesr weights, and operating char-
acterist.ics.

If there is one thing that can be saíd about
highway transportation, it is that it is dynamic. In
a period of ?5 years or so. highway trânsportation
has moved fron a nonexistent status to being the
dominant for¡n of transportation in the United States.
the develop¡nent of trucking has paralleled that of
highway transportation in general.

An indicat.ion of the present significance of truck
transportation for economic developrnent and grovtth
is contained in a series of surveys sponsored by
Business Week ¡nagazine. The intent of these surveys
vraE to find out r,¡hat factors industry ¡nanagenent
considers rnost, itnportant when selecting a new plant
site (!) .

Table I glves selected excerpts of those factors
conpâny executives consider rnost important when they
are siting new plant facilÍties. The data reflect

Department of HighwaY Policy,
sociatlonsr Inc., 2200 Mi1l
22314.

A¡nerican Trucking Às-
Road, Àlexandria, va.

TABLE I New Pla¡rt Location Survey-Selected Reeponsesby
Category and Ranking Within Survey

1984 1980 1976

Percent-
age Rank

Pcrcent-
Rank age Rank

Percent-
age

Cost of
property 84

Trucki¡rg 75
Reasonable
taxes 73

Construction
cost 73

Near airport 36
Rail frcight
access 25

lst 79
2nd 79

3rda "t I

3rda 69
24th 3l

29ttr 2'ì

lsta 69 2nd
lsta 76 lst

3rd 61 4tha

29th 3l l?th

2nda 58 6th
28th 26 2oth"

aTied,

responses ln the survey years of 1976¡ 1980r and
r984.

overall, there were 49 câtegories of questions
posed in the surveys. Thís table gives the categories
of generally highest significance plus responses that
related to other prominent transportation nodes.

The survey indicates the significance of the costs
of bullding and owning a new facility and the avail-
ability of truck transportation. The direct cost
factors have become doninant, but truck transporta-
tion has remained a priority itetn. Nearness to an
airport has gaÍned, but availabiLity of raÍl freight
transportation has declined.

Highways and truck transportâtÍon are presently a

¡najor and integral part of the economic fabric of
the United states. They have created a revolution in
the way the nation does its business. It is a revo-
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lution that refJ.ects the superior transportâtion
service they provide for a wide range of activities.
Moreover, the prediction is that the vehicle ¡ni1es
of conbination truck trâvel wil1 grow on the order
ot 2 to 4 percent annually through 1995, indícating
that trucking vrill continue to be â dynamic industry.

Fro¡n this point on, some of the factors that, have
shaped thê trucking industry ând that are expected
to shape it in the future will be discussed. Simply
put, the trucking industry exists in its present form
because of the strategy that has governed develop-
¡nents in vehicle size and weight limits. In other
words, trucks are ldesigned" to obtain the most ef-
fective use of what the sÍze and weight laws per¡nit.

Sone observers may not be aware of this strong
connection between the size and weight laws and
vehicLe design or recognize that a fairLy consistent
"strategy" of regulation has guided the changes in
limits over the years. However, such is the case.
The strategy can be ter¡ned the I'spread-the-load"
concept, and it has been in effect for the najor part
of the trucking industry from the earliest days of
r egulatlon.

For instance, there have been only two general
axle weight limit increases in the United States
since axle weÍght regulation became of central con-
cern. One carne during World war IIr when ¡naxinum
single axle Iimits were increased fron 16r000 to
18r000 lb as a r.rar emergency measure. Tândern axle
limits were not increased at t,hat ti¡ne. The second
general axle weight li¡nit increase came in the Fed-
eral-Aid HlghÍ¡ay Arnendments ot L974, which permitted
a 2r000-lb increase in both single and tande¡n axle
limits up to the 20r000-1b single and 34,000-1b tan-
dern level. It should be noted that these changes af-
fected only some of the states of the nation because
many states had always allovred limits that exceeded
the values included in the 1974 action.

The 1974 amendments also addeil another important
feature to the federa¡. regulation of vehicle sizes
and weights. This was the inclusion of a "bridge" or
gross weight, formula applicable to vehicles that took
advantage of the neer gross limit of 801000 lb. This
action formalized the spread-the-J.oad strategy at
the federal Level for the first time, but the prin-
ciple has been present in state regulations ¡nuch
longer.

300

200
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For instance, the 80r000-J.b maximu¡n gross weight
is permitted only if the overalL axle spacing is 5J.
ft if a vehicle has five axles, or 5? ft if a vehicle
has only four single axles. It is seen that options
exist under the formula, but length limits, vehicle
design considerations, and comrnodity type will
determine how the industry wiII use it.

The present gross vehicle weight (cVW) formula
has two major characteristics. One is that the maxi-
mum axle load limits cannot be legally obtained on
âI1 the load axles unless they have adeguate dis-
tances between thern. The other is that an increase
in the nutnber of axles within a given spacing may
permit an increase. in the maxinum allovrable GVW. In
practice, however, the totãl permissible load will
not usually be equal to the surn of the maxinum al-
Lowable axle load limits.

The strategy has proven effective by increasing
productivity in the trucking industry while reducing
the demand on highway pavenents from the transport
of a given tonnage of freight. Figure 1 shows the
equivalent single axle loads generated in the ¡nove-
rnent of a given aÍìount of freight, for a feÌ,, different
vehicle types. Because of the gross weight formula,
the longer combination vehicles, on the average,
exert less demand on pavements per ton carried thando shorter vehicles, even though they transport nore
freight per trip. These data for 1929 are based on
the average loaded weights reported in the I975-Ig7g
Natlonal Truck Characteristic Report (?).

Truck transportation is not only flexible, it is
also a "talloredÍ transportation ¡no¿le. It is tailored
to fit the con¡nodity involved, it is tailored to fit
the demands of shippers, and it is tailored to fit
the size and weight regulations.

Thus the industry must always adjust its equlpment
to account for differences in density and character-
istics of frelght, operational requirenents, and use
of equipment. The spread-the-load strategy adversely
affects the carriers of some conmoilities by causing
the vehicle dead weight to be lncreased out of pro-
portion to changes in total permissible weight.
Nevertheless, the t.rucking industry generalty accepts
the viability of the concept.

Within the highway comnunity there is the need to
compronise among pavenent cost,s, bridge costs, anC
geonetric costs. To a li¡nited extent., the bridge and
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pavement costs have doninated while the geonetric
costs have receíved lesser concern. This nay be be-
cause modern geornetric features are desirable for
alI types of highway traffic.

Everyone, of course¡ has a strong interest in the
safety of operations. There is no trucking company
that will survive if it operates equipment that has
inherent safety problems. The industry is sensitive
to these issues and works hard, as â group, to have
a good safety record. Because insurance rates are
increasing rapidly, it is likely that safety of
operations will beco¡ne nore and more significant in
the future.

The remainder of this paper is a discussion of a
few specific vehicles that demonstrate directly ho!,
trucking has been fitted into the reguJ.atory en-
viron¡nent. Presented here are onÌy a few examples
that show the broad relationshipi hundreds of dif-
ferent adaptions could be shown.

Figure 2 is a plcture of an old single-unit truck.
The very first stages of axle weight regulation were
applied to this vehicle. The regulation took the forn
of restricting the weight allowed per inch of hard
rubber tire width. This type of reguJ.ation remains
on the books of sotne states and is applied to pneu-
mâtic tires. The maxitnum axle loads permitted on
these vehicles vrere on the sa¡ne order âs are allowed
today.

FIGURB 2 Old singlc-unit truck.

Figure 3 is an early version of the three-axle
!ractor-semitrailer cornbination. Tande¡n axles were
available in the early days of trucking, but ¡nost
gross weight limits precluded their v¡idespread use
on combination vehiclês.

The four-axIe tractor-semitrailer vehicle shown
in Figure 4 becatne the workhorse of trucking during
the 1940s and L950s, particularly on the East Coast
where the heaviest axle loads âre alloweal. The Pass-
age of the 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act led to in-
creases in Gw{ limits uP to 73,280 lb. This led in
turn to the use of the five-axle tractor-semitrailer
in ¡nost of the United States, although the four-axle
semitrailer re¡nained in substantial use in the East
because of the heavier axle limits.

Figure 5 shows the vehicle that vtas designed to
fit the 1946 AÀSHO bridge formula. Àlso. the present
federal formula was slightly altered to permit a
significant population of existing equip¡nent to ob-
tain the productivity gains envisioned by the 1974
Federal-Aid Highway Àmendnents. Even sor the re-
strictions of the for¡nula have prevented sone car-
riers, notably bulk co¡nnodity carriers on the East
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FICURD 3 Bally version of three-axle tractor'-scrnitrailer
combination.

FIGURB 4 Workhorse of trucking in the 1940s antl 1950s.

FIGURE 5 Vehicle designed to fit the 1946 A.ASHO britlge formula.

coast, from converting to the five-axle unlt because
their existing trallers do not fit the forrnula.

This figure also shows the way in which many car-
riers with five-axle sernis are using the 48-ft
trailers. Because their existing equipnent already
meets the spaclng requirenents of the fornula, tnost
are adding 3 ft in back of the rear tandem. Doing
this does not affect vehicle offtracking.

Figure 6 is an exarnple of a vehicle that has been
designed from the ground up to fit the current GVl.l

formula. The multiple load axles are conmon but the
"twin-steering" axles are not. This vehicle fits the
fornula welL and keeps deail load to a ¡ninimum. It is
desirable for certain types of dense com¡nodities.

tl;,
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FIGURE 6 Vehicle designcd to fit the cu'rcnt GVIV formula.

The sane twin-steer concept is applied to the
truck-fulL trailer combination shown in Figure 7.
ConventionaL five-axLe semitrailer combinations have
difficulty in reaching the 80,000-Lb limit because
of problems in shifting enough weight to the steering
axle. This vehicle is designed for about 22,OOO Ib
on the twin-steer assenbly. It thus can be fuLly
Ioaded and also give sone flexibility in loading the
regular load axles. Because of advanced design con-
cepts, this vehicle cornes in at âbout 51000 lb less
dead weight than ¡nany five-axle tractor-semitraiLers.

Figure I shor,¡s another vehicle that fits the cV!{
formula very we1I. It is a five-ax1e tvrin-trailer
cornbination that was buitt to haul a specific bulk
conmodity. Its dead weight, is also about 21,000 lb,
and Ít is easily adaptable to different regulations.

FIGURB 7 Truck.full trailer combination

FIGURB B Â second vehicle designed to fit thc GVW fo¡rnula.

In sunmary, the trucking industry adapts its
vehicles to the regulations that govern their use.
Product.Ívity is the key word, and it is the primary
factor in determining how the industry wiLl ¡nake use
of changes in regulations.

The spread-the-load size and weight, regulation
strategy is sound and there is 1Íttle likelihood that.
it, will be significantl.y altered. The strategy thus
potentially affects geometric design in the areas of
turning and offtracking of longer co¡nbination
vehicles becâuse these âre the vehÍcles the strategy
produces. It should be recognized. bowever, that
nodest adjusttnents in the imple¡nentation of the
strategy rnay be in order and that there r+i1L be a
continuing need for speciaJ.-case exceptions.

The 1982 SfÀÀ introduced the concept of ,'desig-
nated highway systemsl for the operation of ¡noreproductive vehicles on the national level. Such
designations provide a viabte rneans of recognj.zing
the greater capabilities of modern highways for
meeting the cruciat transportation de¡nands õf tne
nation. The need for balancing bridge, pavement,
geometric, and safety concerns wilI remain, but
problems will be worked out as they have been in the
past. coods transportation is too important for this
not to be the case.
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It is unfortunate that the iesue of highway design
adequacy and big truck safety should have been pro-
pelled into the arenas of high polltics and of court
advocacy. Neither of these foru¡ns is the place to
establish the acceptabitity of olderr non-Interstate
roads for use by longer and wider trucks. Hor.revert
as has been the case innu¡nerable tfmes in the past'
the actions of the legislatures and the courts fn
response to the pressures of important publlc inter-
ests have precipitated the intense scrutiny of a
crit,ical area of public health and safety. The re-
sults of irnpartiat research nevertheless have the
unenviable task of bringing up the rear and respon-
slble practitioners have the Herculean job of at-
te¡npting the reform of policies already in place.

Às indicated at the outset' this âuthor is
strongly persuaded that a small nu¡nber of geonetric
design features are of pivotal inportance to the
operating safety of large trucks on TLTW roads. The
investigative efforts of a number of researchers
during the past few years have shown that sight dis-
tance for passing and horizontaL curvature are cen-
tral design parameters for determlning the operating
safety rnargins of large trucks on TLTW roads. Thls
is certainly not to say that other design and cross-
sectional features do not also have a role to play
in the safety of large trucks on these roads. The
interdependence of these features (e.g.r lane widthr
superelevation¡ vertical curvaturer and stopping
sight distance) along with pavenent surface char-
acteristics (coefficient of friction) is heavily
determinatÍve of the nargins of safe vehicle oPera-
tion. Furthermore. the traffic engineering applied
to these roadsr especÍal1y with regard to the marking
of passing and no-passíng zones, is of decisive lm-
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Safety of Large Trucks and the Geometric

Design of Two -Lane, Two-Way Roads

GERALD A. DONALDSON

ÀBSTRACT

Recent federal and state designations of primary highgrays for use by longerr
r.¡ider, and heavier tractor-trailer trucks, pursuant to the Surface Transportation
Àssistance Act of 1982, contain a high percentage of arterials with deficient
geometric and cross-sectionat design features. Recent studÍes indicate the severe
accident overinvolve¡nent potential of largerr especially tandem-trail.er, trucks
on both rural undivided and urban divided highways. Research in the past fev, years
demonstrates both the proctivity of larger trucks for certain kinds of accidents
because of their design characteristics and their incompatibility wlth the sub-
standard operating conditions found especially on older tvro-lane, two-vtay rural
arterials. The safety-deficient design characteristics of larger trucks are re-
viewed ând the incompatiblLity of their operation with horizontal curvaturer
supereJ.evationr skid resistance, and, in particularr passing sight distance defi-
ciencies is surveyed. Recent investigations of passing sight distance and narked
passing zone deficiencies on roads designated for use by longer, wider trucks are
explored. The results of these investigations are buttressed by a number of papers
and research studies produced during the past 5 years. ereliminary co¡n¡nents are
made on the new AÀSHTO geonetric design gulder which appears to condone substan-
dard design fealures on highways open to use by larger trucks. Lastr the current
paucity of accÍdent data collection on large trucks' the need for better on-site
investigatÍon of lârge-truck accident causation, and the necessity of rnore sus-
tained research on the behavior of large trucks on each functional clas6 of road-
way are indicated.

It is rapidly beconing clear that certain geometric
design eleroents play a pivotal roLe in the safe
operation of large co¡n¡nercial vehicles on our na-
tlonrs roads. t{hen these elenentsr some of which are
considered in the body of this paper' are deficientr
they provide the contexb for vehicle and driver re-
sponses that lead to truck accidents. lloreover, the
operation of longr wide trucks, especially on tr'ro-
lane¡ two-way (TLTW) roads with substantial geonetric
deficiencÍesr ¡narkedly compromises the safety of
automobile motorists who ¡nust share the roadway with
big trucks.

A di.scontinuity has emerged during the last few
years betereen the results of research and public
policy on thq compatibility of large trucks with
older arterial and collector roadways. The ains of
increased productivity for À¡nerican trucking lnter-
ests and the perceived need for uniformity of truck
size and configuratÍon and of access privileges to
these older roads have produced rnandates and argu-
ments in statute and regulatíon that attempt to
establish the safety parity of larger trucks i'rith
automobiles.

This author thinks that the investigations of the
past several years Ínto such topics as passingr
stopping, and decision sight distance on TLTI{ roadsi
superelevationi the behavior of large trucks at high
speeds on roads with moderate to severe curvaturei
and other related subject areas should convince us
all that there is a considerable divergence between
the appearance and the reality of safety of big
trucks on roads with i¡npoverished design.

Center for Àuto Safetyr 2001 S Street, N.w., washing-
ton, D.C.20009.
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portance in fostering safe operations. ALso, passlng
zone warranÈs, standards, and practices are woefully
inadequate and will be discussed later in this paper.

The recent research of Lieberman (1) demonstrates
the thorough inadeguacy of the A¡nericân Àssociation
of State Highvrây and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) sight distance formulas for the successful
execution of the passing maneuver at higher speeds
on TLTÌ{ roads. Liebernan has shown that. slgnificantly
longer sight distances are needed when the inpeding
vehicle is a truck not an auto¡nobile. He also points
out correctly that the inadequacy of the AÀSHTO
passing sight distance forrnulas results from the
postulation of automobiles passing only autonobiles,
an approach still used in the latest ÀÀSHTO geometric
design guide (the I'green book") (2). It should be
noted that Liebermanrs assumptions of acceleration
capabilities for the passing rnaneuver and the speed
differential between the inpeding truck anil the
passing auto¡nobile are AÀSHTO's and these assumptions
are unrealistically sanguine for many actuâl vehicles
and on-the-road conditions. His analysis does stress
that the issue of inadequate safety is particularly
acute where vehicles with low height-of-eye¡ such as
nany subcompact. automobilesr attenpt to pass large
trucks at 85th percentile traveling speeds in excess
of 44 nph. However, it, should be pointed out here
that the acceleration capabilities of many legal
vehicles in the United States in the 45 to 65 nph
range are substantially below the figures assu¡ned in
the AASHTO formulas and calculations. \Tust to nention
one or two exanples, the Mercedes-Benz 240D (3) and
the Peugeot 504 (g) diesels having passing-speed
abilities far beloy¡ the rates premised in the AÀSHTO
criteria. There are rnany other examples of recent
auto¡nobiles, Iight vans, and nultipurpose vehicles
with very poor passing abilÍties.

The research of Gericke and l{a1ton (å) de¡non-
strates that the AÀSHTO sight distance for¡nulas for
geometric design are inadequate for any vehicle at-
tempting to pass any other vehicle on TLTW highways¡
and especially inadequate for auto¡nobiLes passing
trucks. Gericke and Vlalton stress that prospective
increases in the length of trucks will correspond-
ingly increase aborted passing naneuvers of automo-
biles and r,riIl thereby increase safety hazards. They
enphasize that additional passing sight ilistance wilL
be needed if safety is not to be compromised. Unfor-
tunatelyr they do not fully address the issue of
successful versus unsuccessful aborts. No existíng
analysis treats completely t,he nature, variety, and
frequency of the naneuvers and consequences of the
inabiJ.iÈy of vehicles to safely concLude an abortt
al.though some inquiries do show conclusively the high
percentage of aborts that are necessary in auto¡no-
bile-passing-truck attenpts on TLTW roads. Moreovert
at* lhe preleq! .time there are no data on the conse-
quences of unsucceiäèfu1 aborts; that is, whether and
to vJhat extent the vehicle that cannot successfully
abort runs off onto the roadslde of the opposing
lane, has a head-on collision with an opposing
vehicler has an accident with the Ímpeding vehicle
during the attempted drop-back, or has an accldent
with a trailing vehicle vrhen the aborting vehicle
attenpts to reenter the queue. These data and re-
search are badly needed. In contrast Èö-'tf¡e compléx-
ity and subtlety of the aborted passing ¡naneuver
problem and its impact on highway safety, the AASHTO
Pollcy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
(¿'p.148) states:

when required, a driver can return to the
right lane v¡ithout passlng if he sees op-
posfng traffic is too close when the ma-
neuver is only partÍally conpleted.

And (3,rp.156)

Even on low-volu¡ne roadr,rays a driver de-
siring to pass may, on reaching the pass-
ing section, find vehicles in the opposÍng
lane and thus be unable to use the sec-
tion. . . .

The reseârch of Saito (6) shows lhe correlative
inadequacy of the passing zone sight distance and
pavement, marking criteria and practices of the na-
tional Manual on Uniforn Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD). Àlthough a previous article in the ITE
.Iournal by weber (7) showed quÍte conclusively that
the use of AÀSHTO sight dÍstance and MUTCD passing
zone standards results in the marking of thoroughly
inadequate passing zones, particularly on vertlcal
and horizontal curves, the only change to these
for¡nulas and resulting markings has been the rnarginal
one brought about through the lowering of the
height-of-eye criterion from 3.?5 to 3.5 ft t4B Fed.
Reg. 54336 (1983)1. As Weber (f,p.16) points out:

Passing zones of 1e6ser standards . . .
are lethaL to the inexperienced driver
who has undue trust in the markings. Such
narginal zones neither fulfitl Èhe expec-
tations of safety experts nor do they in-
creåse the econo¡nic benefit of the
road....

Yet.r Ín the last year and a half, nany thousands of
¡ni1es of roads marked consistently with excesslvely
short, inadeguate passing zones have been opened to
use by longer trucks.

Saito þ) conf ir¡ns Weber rs anal.ysis and adds to
the smaLl nurnber of research considerations of
aborts. He shoÌ,rs that successful aborts are inpos-
sible under nost high-speed conditÍons on the basis
of current MUTCD passing zone sight distance and
st,riplng standards. He argues that there is a high
probability of collÍsion potentlal due to the in-
âbility of the aborting vehicle to reenter the lane
behind the inpeding vehlcle when the 85th percentile
speed is greater than 40 mph. Through the use of
kinematic modeling, Saito denonstrates algebraically
that the imposslbility of successful passÍng on the
basis of MUTCD passing criteria can also be used to
detnonstrate that successful aborts of the passing
¡naneuver cannot be performed after a certain point,
has been reached by the overtaking vehicle.

The importance of Saitols demonstration cannot be
overestirnated. However, one. shortcoming of thls ap-
proach is the postulation of only automobiles at-
tempting to pass other automobiLes. If the kinenatic
¡nodel is extrapolated, it shows substantial increases
in the lengths of ti¡nes and distances for successful
aborts of auto¡nobiles attenpting to pass long trucks
and¡ moreover, shows that an increase ln the per-
centage of unsuccessful aborts occurs as the impeding
vehicLers length is increased. Àt one poÍnt Saito
(9.,p.21) does brlefly consider an automoblle passing
a truck 55 ft long. Hls conputations and graphic
representation clearly imply that a significant in-
crease ln what he terms the ncolllsion zonen is ef-
fected by the attempt of automobiles to abort the
attempted passing of trucks, but his own considera-
tion of this derivatlve conclusion ls too brief. It
appears thåt, on the basis of his ¡nodel, a consistent
arith¡netlc increment of additional length in the im-
peding vehicle, ceteris paribus, causes a corres-
ponding logarithmic increase in the percentage of
abor ts.

r In a paper offered last year, carber and Salto
li(g) applied Saitors analysis to reâL-erorld sight
/;distance and passing zone condÍtions on TLTW highways
Itl
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in mountainous âreas. Passing-attenpt data fron Vir-
ginia roads were used in the analysis to detnonstrate
that MUTCD passing zone values are inadequate for
passing zone marking of TLTW highvrays with signifi-
cant vertical and horizontal curvature. They sho!ù
the functional relationship of AASHTo passing sight
distance values and I4UTCD passing zone length values,
and the inadequacy of both sets to acconmodate safe
passing maneuvers. The minimu¡n values of the MUTCD

for passing zone length are inadequâte at lower
speeds and increasingly inadequate at higher speeds.
This inadequacy begins as lov¡ as the 85th percentile
speed of 30 mph. À 90 percent increase in the mini-
¡num length of passing zones over the IIUTCD minimum
values is needed in order to ensure the safe comple-
tion of the passing maneuver at the 50 mph 85th per-
centile speed. Even at the B5th percentile speed of
30 nphr a 35 percent increase in length is necessary.
These recorunended additional lengths will also ac-
com¡nodate successful aborts.

These research results make it abundantly clear
that passing sight.distance and passing zone stan-
daids are criticalty important engineering features
on TLTW roads wi.th significant curvature. The auto-
¡nobile-truck relationship in the passing maneuver is
highLy dangerous on many thousands of miles of rural
årterial and collector routes that are designed with
inadequat,e sight distance and ¡narked for permitted
passing maneuversr which cannot be acco¡npLishedr in
Sornê câs€sr even by a najority of the vehicles making
the attempts. It might be indicated here that the
South Carotina Department of Highways and PubIic
Transportation (scHPT) reviewed their TLTW highways
for passing capabilities in light of the federal
designation of many of their primary routes for use
by longer, wider, and tandem-trailer trucks. SCHPT

found many instances in which only 30 percent, and
sonetimes as lov, as 25 percent., of the marked passing
zones on a given route would allow an autonobile to
pass another automobile, and these percentages were
further reduced when the pass was of a standard tan-
den-trailer or equivalently long truck Ii.e.r in the
case of a tandem-trailer rig, two 27-ft-long traiLing
units plus the length of the cab (F¡lwÀ Docket 83-4)1.

A few more geometric design elements and their
bearing on the safety of large trucks need to be
considered. Recent research on stopping sight dis-
tance (sSD) by Olson et aI. (9) has shown the in-
adequacy of the current green book formulas for SSD

by revealing rthe improper assumptions J.ying behind
AAsHTo calculations. These include a locked-theeI
pre¡nise for braking that. bn close examination,
proves to be unrealistic and hazardous because the
result of locked-wheel braking is the inability of
the driver to maintain proper control of the vehicle,
particularly to avoid encroachnent into an adjacent
lane. on TLTW roads, avoidance of opposing lane en-
croachment is, of courser crucial and !'then inadequate
ssD combines with locked-r,¡heel braking on a horizon-
tal curver the consequences can be catastroPhic: the
locked-whee1 vehicle will Proceed off the road tan-
gentially to the curve and the crown or supereLeva-
tion of the road will cause the locked-wheel vehicle
to sLide toward the downhill side of the road in a

manner that the driver cannot correct by steering
(9,p.55) .

olson et aI. argue that locked-wheel stopping is
not desirable and that it should not be portrayed in
design standards as an apPropriate course of action
(grp.55). An adclitional consideration about the haz-
ardousness of a Locked-wheel standard is the rela-
tively Low value of pavement skid resistance avail-
abLe at high speeds, particularly on þ¡et surfaces.

As inportant as the research of olson et al. is
for the general issue of reforming SsD require¡nents,
many irnportant insights were gained frorn this rnajor
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invesbigative effort. into other issues that affect
the safety of trucks. In the course of the studyt
the capabilities' design' and efficiency of truck
braking systems were called seriously into question
in their relation to the design features of typical
highways. with regard to ssD' the authors concluded
that, given the substantially inferior frictional
capabiLities of truck tires (approxirnately 0.7 the
frictional capability of autonoble tires) r ctlrÍêot
SSD available on many highways is thoroughly inade-
quate. For controlled (i.e., unlocked-wheel) stops
in which the truck driver modulates his brakes to
prevent spinning or jackknifing and maintain steering
control, it was found that trucks require stopping
distances that are approxirnately 1.4 times those re-
quired for automobiLes. In tests conducted by Olson
et al. involving repeated stops by heavy trucks from
onty 40 mph on a l2-ft-wide lane on a curve with a
1'000-ft radius, of 60 runs performed by professional
drivers, 11 resulted in loss of directional control
and departure of the vehicles from their lanes
1grp.90). Because olson et al. argue for allowãbLe
stopping distances for automobiLes of 85 ft for 50
nph,190 ft for 60 mph, and 350 ft for 70 rnph

¡9rpp.2-3), it is obvious that trucks are not acco¡n-
modated in their stopping distance requirements in
current design standards despite the supposed com-
pensation for inferior braking lent by lhe operatorsl
superior height of eye.

Olson et al. also address the behavior of vehicles
on horizontal curves, a topic that is Particularly
important. for trucks. Neuman (.]p) and Glennon et al.
(ll) have, along with olson et a1., demonstrated the
critical importance of spiral transitions in the
design of horizontal curves. Olson et a1. shovted that
one of the salient effects of spiral transitions is
to reduce the need for object clearance on the inside
of the path of travel when the driver is in the tan-
gent section (9rp.45). Neuman and Glennon et aI.
shov,¡ed conclusively thatr even if spiral transitions
are not provided, drivers always will tend to guide
their vehicles through a path that essentially dup-
Iicates the behavior of a vehicle in a spiraled
transition. When spirals of sufficient length are
provided, dra¡natic effects are achieved ín reducing
the most critical aspects of vehicle path behavior.
Properly spiraled curves radically decrease the haz-
ards of path overshoot.. This in turn substantiaLly
lovrers lateral tire acceleration, thereby ameliorat-
ing undue reliance on tire side friction demands.

flowever r there are rnany thousands of continuous
curves on highways and in some states the policy is
expticitly not to design and build spiraled curves
of appropriate length. Although the new AASHTo design
policy does imply throughout its treatment of spiral
transitions the superior accom¡nodation of actuaL
driver and vehicle behavior achieved by designing
spiraled curves (ZrPP.t95¡198), in the end the en-
dorse¡nent by the green book is really only tepid and
the overall analysis of the functionaL importance of
spiraled transitions is insufficient and simplistict
particularly in the failure to correlate the differ-
ing natures of spiraled versus nonspiraled curves
with regard to run-off-the-road encroachments and
the functional interdependence of different curve
geometries and roadside environrnent.

The question of spiral curve transitions is of
special value in viewing the needs of large trucks
and, in the interrelationship of spiral curves with
lane width and superelevation, constitutes a pivotal
design matrix that should be investigated carefully
for trucks. In the data base used by Glennon et al.
(1I) in their study of safety on rur-al..highway
curves,-'it was found thât the average accident rate
for curves is three tines the rate for tangents, that
the average single-vehicte run-off-the-road accident
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râte for curves is four times that for tangents¡ and
that âccident severity on curves is greater than on
t,angents. In addition, clennon et a1. pointed out
thê high sensitivity of accident rates on curves tothe nature of the roadside environnent, including
the severity of the slope and clear-zone width. They
also shovr that drivers traveling at or near a curveis
design speed will tend to exceed the tire side fric-
tion demands implied by AÀSHTO friction factors and
that the actual margin of safety on vret pavenent isonly 50 percent of that currentLy set forth in the
green book. Moreover, they stress that the current
design manual should explicitly consider the trade-
off necessary between curvature and superelevation,
which it does not.

In concluding with specific recomrnendations,
GLennon et a1. (!L,p.9) suggest thât

ITlhe avoidance of large central angles
betr,reen successive tangents is recom-
mended. AASHTO policy shouj.d state that
central angles of no more than 45o arepreferred. Larger central angles require
either sharp curvature or long curves,
both of which adversely affect safety.

It, is interesting to note here another rebuttable
presumption of the AASHTO green book in regard to
curves. The text would have it that, ',If]or ¡nost
curves the average driver can effect a suitable
transition path within the limits of nor¡nal lane
width" (2rp.195). the expressíon ,'normal lane width',
is left undefined in this passagê, but this author
submits that, indeed, many curves, especially those
bhat are unspiraled with lanes less than 12 ft. wide
on TLTW roads, cannot. be properly and safeLy negoti-
ated by a large truck even vrhen t,raveling at. the
posted speed. Opposing lane encroachment on a TLTI,I
road by the t.ruck is guaranteed and this due pârt1y
to the excessive demands made on the vehicle and
driver by the inâdequate design of the curve andpartly, with some rig configurations, to substantial
inboard offt,racking. IFor a discussion of offtracking
behavior see Millar and Walton (!|) and Ervin et aI .
(À1,p.156).1 Any attenpt to correct for rhis by the
driver vrill result, in encroachment onto the shoulder
if, indeed, there is any shouJ_der.

The nanifest hazardousness of both opposing lane
and roadside encroachment should be apparent to aII.yet, although the green book novrhere has a unified,
coherent. treatment. of the unique needs of desÍgn for
very large vehicles, it nevertheLess sees through aglass darkly that big rigs wiJ.I encroach beyonil the
delineated traveL lanes. Àt one point, in the con-
sideration of turning roadÌrays, the guide reconrnends
that large vehicles pass each other on inadeguatety
wide pavements by ÍntentionalJ.y emptoying the shout-
der or stabiLized roadside area (2,p.23A). But the
green book recognizes neither that, such encroachnents
at high speeds on many curves are conpelled by the
nature of curve geometry and the behavior of many
big rigs nor the consequent harazardousness of this
nìaneuver. The green bookrs exhortation (2¡p.233) that

Ii]n negotiating pavements designed for
smaller vehicLes, larger vehicles will
have less clearance and witl reguire lower
speed and rnore caution and skill by
drivers....

is naive and an adnission that design cannot control
traffic safety. [The issues of truck wheel lateral
placernent and typical ranges of latêraI variation
are relevant here. For some recent data, see Shankar
and Lee (!!,p.9).1

The work by Olson et, aI. (9) and cl-ennon et al.
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(lf) appropriately compl-ernents a recent paper by
Zador et a1. (¡:) in furthering understanding of therelationship of horizontal curves and superelevation.
These three studies make it apparent that present
green book guidance is insufficient to provide ade_quate superelevation rates that guarantee a nargÍnof safety for lateral acceleration of truck tiresgiven the usual ranges of pavenent surface frictioncoefficients found on older roads. Glennon et aI.(l! concluded thât, given the predictâbLe curveovershoot behavior of the typical dr iver, moresuperelevation is required than is called for by
AASHTO policy to produce ÀÀSHTO-specified lateral
tire accelerâtlons at design speed for nominallycritical driver behavíor. Olson et aL. (9rpp.21r55)
intimate the critical contribution of superelevation
t,o safe, controlled braking in curves that will allowthe driver to maintain hÍs lane throughout his ¡na-
neuver. Zador et al. (_l!.) showed that after adjust_
ments were nade for both curvature and grade, fatalrollover crash sections were nevertheless still foundto have less superelevâtion than conparison sections.
The results of Zador et al. were based on comparisons
of the Iinear regression estimates of superelevation
rates as functÍons of curvat,ure. Therefore the defi_
ciencies in supereJ-evation found Ín the study cannotbe due to curvature differences between flat road
sections and those with grades. Furtherrnore, if
downhill grâdes were designed for realist,ic (i.e.,
higher) travel speeds, the rate of superelevation
would be higher for curves with downhill grades thân
for comparable fLat curves because of the higher
average speeds of vehicles trâveling dorrnhill. The
new manual onLy asserts that (2¡p.194):

On long or fairJ.y steep grades, drivers
tend to tråvel somev¡hat faster in the
downgrade than in the upgrade direction.
In a refined design this tendency shoutd
be recognized, and some adjustment in
superelevation wouÌd follow.

How rnuch adjustment to make is not ment.ionedi no set,s
of reconrnended vâIues are provided in the green bookto link the earLier discussion on curve design with
the later consideration of the effects of grades (2 ¡pp.252-2651. The green book (2,p.264) does acknowf_
edge that rrIs] teep downhill grades can . . ..have adetrinental effect on capacÍty ând safety on facilÍ_
ties rlith high traffic volumes and numerous heavytrucks"; however, ,'. . . criteria are not established
for these conditions. . . ."

It is evident that. no such compensatory design
has been provided on tens of thousands of miles of
rurâI TLTW roads for downhill curve superelevation,
a condition particularly serious for large truck
safety given the usual modus operandi of big trucks
of highballing downgrades to offset t.he gradual de-
celeration that acconpanies the trâversal of moderate
to severe up,grades. when combined v¡ith the poor
brakes and braking efficiency found in many big rigs
(]Q) 

' inadequately superelevated curves on downgradãs
are especially dangerous both for negotiation of the
curve and for any necessary braking maneuvers. This
is a point at which the SSD insights of Olson et aI.(9) integrate with the superelevation discoveries of
Zador et al. (!å) and the curvâture insights of
clennon et aI. (4) .

It is clear by now to any reader that, older TLTW
roads are riddled with substandard, hazardous design
and operating features. Moreover, the Latest design
guide, the green book, gives inadequate directiõn
for the substantial irnprovement of t.hose geo¡netric
features that, in their interactive influence on
driver and vehicle behavior, provide a context for
predictably higher accident rates. Ànd r,rhatever the

.,
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serious shortconings of these badly designed, and
oftentirnes inadequately rehabilitatedr roads may be
for automobilesr their adverse effects on the safety
of big trucks are magnified. The compatibility of
big trucks with the operating environ¡nent proiluced
by the interaction of narrow lanes, deficient super-
elevationr unspiraled and severe horizontal curvest
ând severe grades is largely fortuitousi and the at-
tenpt by so¡ne to rationalize away these systemic
incompatibilities by appealing to the experienced
compensating driving behavior of many truckers is
sheer folly. Àn approach to geometric design on older
roads that rationally accommodates the actual ranges
of legally IicensabLe drivers and vehicles is totally
lacking. on TLTW roads with significant curvature
and grades, there is no vehicle ¡nore disenfranchised
from the protection that should be afforded any
highway user than the big truck. Current efforts at
a national level to argue the adequacy of these geo-
metrically deficient facilities is nothing ¡nore than
La¡ne ex post facto constructions.

As Glennon and Harwood point out in their de-
servedly famous article of 1978 (I7rp.80) ,

The apex of the objective design process
is the requirement that desired goals be
defined and completely quantified. rn ad-
ditionr of courser these goaLs must be
defined within the frameerork of a func-
tional classification of highways. This
points to a primary weakness of the ÀÀSHTO
policies. Although they nâme the goals of
safety, efficiency, economy, and comfortr
t,hey do not operationally define these
goals.

end (17,pp.80r82)

In the design process, a lack of under-
standing of basic design constraints and
how they affect the solution contributes
to pieceneal optirnization. The current
approach tends to ignore the consistency
of various combinations of design elernents
and thus oversirnptify the process and
1i¡nit the reliability of refations for
rnost design Purposes.

ID] esign consistency means that combína-
tion of design elements (ând their dimen-
sional specification) . . . does not vio-
Iate the abilities of the driver to guide
and controt the vehicle. Therefore, the
concept of driver exPectancy is whoJ-Iy
embodied ín the general definition of de-
sign consistency.

Ànd¡ finally (I?'P.82),

Atthough the concept of design consistency
has been given substantial attention in
the design policiesr there is a general
Iack of expticit criteria for the contig-
uous co¡nbination of basic design elenents
or for the longitudinat variations of such
features as horizontal a1ign¡nent, vertical
alignmentr and cross section. Without
these explicit criteria, highway designers
wiII continue to build inconsistent geo-
metric details into highways.
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HistoricaLly, the Ner,, Jersey Department of Transpor_tation (N,IDOT) had little need to be interested intrucks and trucking. Intraståte trucking rras and is"unregulated.', Such regulation as has ãxisted__reg_istration, .Iicensing, and inspection__has been doneby the Division of ltotor vehicles, which in New Jer_sey reports to the Attorney ceneral not to the Com_¡nissioner of Transportation. The state police enforcetruck size and r,reight 1aws.
Passage of the Surface Transportation AssistanceAct (STAÀ) of l9g2 and subseguent regulatÍons issuedby the FHWÀ made longer and wider trùcks a major is_sue in New Jersey and a high_priority concern of theNJDOT. The r,ratershed event was notiflcation on April5, 1983, of FHWATs proposed Ùdesignated routes,, forronger and nider trucks in the state. That, netv,¡orklras ¡nuch bigger than had been anticipated and con_tained rnany routes thât !,rere totally ìnacceptableboth on political and public opinion -iroìrnds 

and ontechnical grounds. What had been an islue for trans_portation professionals becane, overnight, front_pagenews. There ensued a period of cris-is managenent,involving legislat.ion, etnergency regulations, nego_tiations with FHt{À, considerablle Jress attention,and the personal invol-vement of Goveinor Thomas Kean.Thê issue of designated routes was not resolved untilsepternber Ì984 when FHIVÀ published its final rule,nhich acquiesced to Nev, Jerseyrs designated netvrork.
- Although the department iwon,' on- tt" issue ofdesignated routes, thê main effect on t,ransportationprofessÍonals vras an increaded 

"""r"n""" åe the com_plexity and app¿¡s¡t intractability of rnany truckproblens and the high level of coniroversy attachedto them. This effect was compounded by a variety ofother truck issues that aroÃe in the sane period.Perhaps ¡nost notable for its complexity f¡is ¡een tfreinplementation of the federal Ëriage e**uf". Thebridge formula was incorporated into state Ia¡,, onlyin September 1983 and only after y"ur" oi discussionanong La$yers for the Nee, ilersey Àttorney Generaland for FHWA, an ultimatum from F¡IWÀ, substantialpolitical pressure from the motor carrier industryover the issue of pernanent, and ternporary exenptionsfrom the bridge for¡nuLa, and agreãrnent,'by the de_partment to become actively invóLve¿ in the exemp_rions issue. NJDoT is srili in;o;J iî' i."ning ourresidual legal and regulatory issues concerning theseexernptions.
During these periods of crisis ¡nanagement, the de_partnent found itself in a reactive, defensive pos_ture. Às one complication and policy issue succeeded

Office of policy
Transportation,
0 862s.

Ànalysis, New Jersey Departrnent of
Trenton, N.J.
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Bie Trucks in New Jersey: From Crisis
Management to Strategy
ùIAIìK L. STOUT

ABSTRÀCT

This paper is a discussion of probtens creâted or brought to the fore by passageof the surface Transportation Àssistance Act of 19s2 ãnd of the efforts of theNew Jersey Depart¡nent of Transportation to address them.

another, it becarne apparent that the departmentneeded a comprehensive strategy for incorporatingtrucks into the overalÌ tranÃportation system onsatisfactory terms. Although ttiis strategy is farf¡om compLete, progress has been made in definingobjectives on several.issues tt¡at eár¡n tey pieces ofthe puzzle. The main issues ttit-ar" üeing irorked onare

I. Developrnent of settl-ed truck size and weightstandards in conformity with the needs of the highway
:Ysten. It appears that a more or 1ess stable situa_tion has been achieved r.¡ith ,"g"rã t" iui"" governingtvro of the three STÀA combinations, ¡ui there stiltis no solution for the third. Combinations with 4g_ftsemitrailers are accepted universally uncler New Jer_sey law. This outcome was a result of the reasoningthat because 4g-ft semitrailers had been in actualand lawful use in Nev, Jersey before Sfee (ritt in 

"55-ft overall. limit. and no se¡nitrailer limit), itwould be inpossÍble to "roll backr, the Limit tosonething less than 4g ft on the non_Sf¡¡ systen.fndeed, the department had agreed in principle withthe trucking industry before passage 
"i 

tt" STAA toaccept an increase in the overall limit to 60 ft,provided that a 4g-ft semÍtraiter Iimit was enacted.
A_ sett,le¡nent appears to have been reached__tempo_rarily at least--on the issue of "doñ-e bottoms.,,Doubles are nor,, perrnitted to t.ravel on an integratednetvrork of Interstates, freeways, and toll roads.Reâsonable access is granted freely for serviceswithin L mi of the systemr Àccess to terminals is¡nuch more restrictedr. requiring a written permit,but has caused relatively ¡., iompfàlnis. artnougf,there are problems with the reguLatitns for Aoubles__especially due to gaps in the Interstate systern__ingeneral the introduction of tt¡ese vet¡icles into Nee,J:.:9y has gone remarkabty smoothly. rnì" is esp"_cially 

- 
interesting because these vehicles have ac_counted for the lionrs share of controversy over bigtrucks.

The third STÀÀ vehicle-_l02_in._wide trucks__pro_vides an interesting contrast to doubLes. Wide trucksattracted almost no attention in the press but haveproved to be the most difficult pràft", for thedepartment. At the tno¡nent, l02s are limited to the
STAA net!,rork in New Jersey. Àlthough this dual sys_tem--Lo2-in.-wide trucks on the STAA systen and96-in.-wide trucks off ít--is far from satisfactory¡the departrnent.s engineers remain .L"ptia"f about
lh" advisability of perrnitting 

"iá" 
-ïu.¡." 

freetravet throughout the state, 
""ó""iãiiv ãn roadwayswith substandard lane vridths.

Truck size and weight issues are not confined toSTAA vehicles of course. Tr.ro exarnples will suffice

1035 parkv,ray Avenue,
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to denonstrate the continuing problems. First is the
question of applying the federal bridge formula off
the Interstate systern. NJDOT is stiLl assessing the
costs and benefits associated with what wouLd ber at
best, a difficult. change to acconplish. The depart-
¡nent is under pressure from segments of the industry
to support their legaL and political efforts to carve
out "grandfather" exemptions fro¡n the bridge fornula
even on the Interstate system.

A second exarnple comes from the solid waste in-
dustry. In New Jersey the transportation of solid
waste has become a subject of considerable contro-
versy and complexity as landfills close and environ-
mental rules tighten. The solid waste hau).ing indus-
try, which is now reLieved fro¡n axle weight limits
for 60.000-tb collector vehicles, has recently ap-
proached the NJDOT with the proposal that they be
relieved fro¡n axle weight limits for 70'000-l-b col-
lectors and 80rOO0-1b transfer trailer combinations.
It is easy to say "no" to such a request, buc to vJhat
extent should the depart¡nent beco¡ne involved in the
problems of a troubled industry that is already
notorious for running overvreight? should the depart-
¡nent be atte¡npting to find and promote transportation
solutions?

These examples ilLustrate the size ãnd r'reight
policy problems that confront decision mâkers in New

Jersey and other states. In Nevt Jerseyr the process
of achieving stability in this area has been slow
and painstakíng and is, of course, always subject to
upset frorn sources beyond the control of the NJDoT.

2. Integration of new truck require¡nents into
design and operations standards. The departmentrs
current view on this subject is that the main re-
quirenent is to mâintain an open process for receiv-
ing, revieving, developing, and applyi.ng technical
infor¡nation that may affect design and operations
standards. In L985 the department undertook a study
of the need to correct geometric deficiencies on the
designated systetn and also made plans to participate
in a study sponsored by the F¡{wÀ entitled "Operation
of Larger Trucks on Restricted Geometry."

3. Recognition of the needs of truck movements
and truck access in the planning and project selec-
t.ion processes. To date this has happened only on a

case-by-case basis. It is expected that inproved
knowledge of actual cotnmodity flowst stronger com-
prehensive planning at state, county, and municipal
Ievelst better Liaison with industry; and more
sophisticated programming techniques will Lead to a

rnore conprehensive approach.
4. Requiring trucks to pay their "fair share" of

highway costs. High$ray finance in New Jersey is not
supported by dedicated user fees. Hovtever, the New

Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Authority' estab-
lished in 1984r provides stable funding for trans-
portation capital projects through short-term bonds
backed by anticipated earmarked appropriations. An

essential êlernent in enacting and Írnplenenting this
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legislation was a $30 milLion increase Ín truck user
fees--including increases in registration fees, motor
fue.L decal fees, and diesel taxes--that were ear-
¡narked for che trust fund program. The $30 million
figure is a major step toetard a fair share contribu-
tj.on, but it was not based on any systernatic highway
cost allocation study.

5. Development of an adequate data base on
trucks. Progress has been made in a number of areas,
notably in a statistical understanding of pavement
damage caused by trucks and in rnapping commodity
flows. However, in generalr the departmentrs knowl-
edge of the population of trucks on the staters
highways is poor and is inadequate for supporting
informed decisions on rnany of the issues discussed
here. This frustration is no doubt wideJ.y shared in
state and federal agencies where decisions about
trucks must be made. Time and ti¡ne again in Nel, Jer-
sey all the obtainable, relevant data on a policy
question have been gathered and found to be pitifully
inadequate. Unfortunately, it is âIl too clear that
the efforts being nade in this area will still leave
NJDoT in an unsatisfactory situation in the foresee-
able future.

6. Better enforce¡nent of truck size and weight
IavJs. The department is now in the process of de-
signing nodernr net{ truck weigh statÍons for en-
forcement by the state police. In additioÍl¡ â cotll-
prehensive review of the current penalties for size
and weight violations l¡as been started. This is
another area in which the departrnent traditionally
had little interest.

7. Better Iiaison with motor carriers and ship-
pers. The controversies over truck size and weight
and increased truck fees caused serious strains be-
tween the industry and the department. Fortunately,
the atnosphere has cooled considerably on these is-
sues and the department and the industry have estab-
lished a joint advisory committee that has led bo
vastly improved communications.

8. Rationalization of truck policy ând regulatory
responsibilities within the departrnent and with other
state agencies. The unsystematic and uncoordinâted
growth of truck responsibilities within the depart-
ment and in other agencies has created the need for
a fresh look at the best vray to assign these respon-
s ibilities.

In sumr the Nev¡ Jersey Depart¡nent of Transporta-
tion has been forced by circumstances--especialLy
enactrnent of the sTÀA--to nove fron a posture in
which truck issues received ¡ninimal attention to a

position in which a steady strean of truck problems
and issues has made aPParent the need for a comPre-
hensivê truck strategy. Although that comprehensive
strategy has not yet been achievedr progress has been

made in identifying irnportant cotnponent issues, in
defining goals for a number of those issues, and in
moving toward several of these goåIs.



Keeping up with Big Trucks: Experiences in
Washington State

STAN A. MOON

Changes in Washington State trucking
Transportation Àssistance Act of l9g2
among states are discussed.

Whether the public is ready for it or not, the bigtruck is here to stay. À concern that must be faced
both now and in the future is that there may be moreof them and they may get still bigger.

It cân be agreed that the truck is a viable meansof transport.ing goods or naterials from one point toanother. This ¡neans transporting râi,, materiâls fronvarious areas such as forests, mines, ports, analfarming communities to manufacturers ând intermodal
distribution points. ÀIso of major importance areintrastate and interstate distribution óf the ¡nanu_factured products and final_ distribution to the userat the local level.

I{hy is the trucking industry ímportant to Wash_
ington State? The Cascade Mountains divÍde the stateinto two quite distinct areas. West of the mountainsthe clirnate is mild wiÈh ¡noderate precipitation. Theregion supports logging, lunberr pulp mills, woodproducts, co¡n¡nercial fishing industries, and pouLtry
and dairy farming, the latter being the seconã larg_est agricultural business in the state. puget Sound
r,rith its deep-water harbors is a major shipping area
and supports such najor industries as shipbuilding
and the manufacture of aircraft, clothing, furni_
ture, construction ¡naterials and equipment, alumi_
num, and glassnare.

Eastern Washington has drier continental v¡eather
and greater temperature fluctuations. Vast expânsesof previousJ.y open grasslands have been developed foragriculture through expanded use of irrilation.
Fruits and grains are predominant and rrheat is thestaters nu¡nber one agricultural product. catt.Ie and
sheep ranches fLourish as wel1.

These diverse activities of Wâshington State re_quire an extensive transportat,ion syãtern to narkettheir raw or finished products. The ZrOOO-rni state
highway syste¡n as shown ín Figure I serves this need.

During the past 15 to 20 years trucks have moved
more tons of freight than railroads at the national
level. In Washington State, however, railroads car-ried neâr1y t,wice as much tonnage as did trucks in
L967. By i.977 that figure had been aLmost reversed.
Rail novement, had dropped from 45 percent to 2? per_
cent while truck movenent had incrèased from 24 per_
cent to 43 percent. These conparisons are shown inFigure 2.

This trend reversal is in part the resuLt ofrailroad abandonnents that have decreased the avail-ability of railroad spur J.ines for the movÍng ofcrops from farns to the usual distribution centers.
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reguì.ations necessitated by the Surface
and attempts to standardize regulat.ions

Washington State Departnent
Transportation Àdministration
Wash.98504.

The increase in the size of trucks has also been åfactor. The number of big trucks (trâctor_semi_
trailers or double conbinations) increased more t.han
10 percent from 1972 to 1927 alone.

This increase in the number and size of trucks
has presented a number of concerns to the Washington
State Department of Transportation (!¡SDOT) and thetraveling public. The prinary concerns are the ef_fects trucks have on the safety of the highway system
and the life of the pave¡nent structure.

Although existing transportation facilities servealL regions of the state, major novements of people
and goods are concentrated within a limited nu*be,of travel corridors. These corridors, which areshown in Figure 3. connect principal ãctivity ànãpopulation centers. These corridors provide for
move¡nent of people and goods by various forns andare vrhêre most big truck movements are occurring.

I'he major corridors shown by hachure lines servetwo major functions. They serve the interstate
trucker making long hauls to and fro¡n the puget
Sound region and the intrastate t,rucker for getting
the raw materials to markets or transfer point,s toraiL or water facilities. Corridors west of Inter_state 5 are used primarily by the logging industryto get timber to market whereas those east of the
Cascades are generally used for transporting agri_
cultural products to rnarket or transfer faciLities.

It, is recognized that l{ashington, along with sev_eral other vrestern states, may be consÍdered liberatin its treatment of trucks on the highway systetn.Table L gives a sumrnary of regulations for trucksize both before and subsequent to the Surface
Transportation Assistance Act (STAÀ) of 1982.

Before 1982 the typicat 1ega1 vehicle r,¡as the
se¡ni with a width of g ft, which was 0.5 ft less
than the AASHTO design vehicle at, the ti¡ne. Doubles
could legally operate on the system if the total
vehicle length was less than 65 ft. Because the
tractor-sernitrailer r{as the typical ì.egat vehicle
and also the predoninant big truck in the trafficstream, Ít was considered the design vehicle and
conformed to the characteristics of a WB-50.

Through a permit process targer trucks could alsooperate over the highway systen. For general freight
handling, annual permits for vehicl_es up to 25 ft inIength,8.5 ft in width, and with gross vehicle
weight. of 105,000 Ib could be secureã. These per_
mits ir[posed no restrictions on when or vrhere the
vehicle could be operated.

For vehicles in excess of t.he noted 1imitsr spê_
cial oversize pernits could be secured. This type ofpernit restricted the useris hours of travel, speedlimit, and special route to his destination. No ab_
solute maxi¡num length rvas established by pernit.

of Transportatlon,
Building, Ollmpia,
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FIGURB I Washington Statc's highway syste¡n.
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Route geometrics established the maximum length and
the pernissible route.

Classification by truck sÍze on the high$ray sys-
tem is not an exact science. The data for vehicle
mix and accident rates given in Table 2 will provide
at least so¡ne insight into their use of the higherays.
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Trucks heavier than 101000 Ib account for about 6
percent of travel on the urban system, and the rural
systen has about 9 percent trucks. overall the ¡nix
is about 7 percent. The data in Table 2 indicate
that these ? percent trucks are traveling 12 to 15
percent of the mileage on the state highr.tays.

It is estirnated that I to I 1/2 percent of the
vehicles on the highway are big trucks (Í.e.r trac-
tor-semitrailers or double combinations). the per-
centage of accidents involving big trucks durlng the
4-year period 1980-1983 ranges fro¡n 5 to 6 percent
(Tabte 2). Big truck accident rates are 0.1 per nil-
Lion vehicle rniles (¡,wM) of all vehicle ¡nlles trav-
eled and 0.8 per l,tVM of all big truck miles trav-
eled. The stater,¡ide âccident rate for all vehicles
ranges fron 1.5 to 2.L Per MVM. The accident rate
for big trucks therefore appears to be about one-
hatf of that for all vehicles.

The surface conditÍon of the roadway appears to
plây a big part in the big truck accident picture.
Figure 4 shows the surface condition at the ti¡ne of
the accident for big trucks. snow and ice were a
factor in 16 percent of all big truck accidents. wet
pavernents v¡ere evident in another 23 percent of
these accidents. An interesting note ís that a large
number of these snow- and ice-related accidents oc-
cur on the best highways' the Interstate system.
This is especíal1y true on I-90 as it crosses the
cascade Mountains. Overall, 60 to 70 pêrcent of the
big truck accidents during the 1980-1984 period oc-
curred within the previously discussed interstate or
intrastate corridors.

There are tvro other potential safety problems
that are not well docunented. The first ls those
cases in which a large vehicle turnlng right strikes
an object outside the roadlray because of the off-
tracking characteristics of the vehicle. The second
is nhen a rlght-turning vehicle swings wide onto a

crossroad to correct for offtracking and strikes a
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FIGURD 3 Statewide tr.ansportation comidors.

TABLB I Sumrnar.y of Washington State's Truck Sizc Regulations

iî'--

ffi
n

Lcgal 'lotal Traile¡
Lcngth Lcgal Lcngth

tegal of Vehicle by
Width Trailsr Length pcrnit
(ft) (ft) ([t) (fr)

I'l?lll 2 Big Truck Miles Ttavcled Versus Total Milcs Traveted by
All Vehicles

Total Vehiclc
l,cngth Âllorvcd
by Permit
for Gcncral
Frcight IIâuling
(fr) Ycar

Vehicle Miles
Vehiclc Milcs Travclecl by
Travcled by Trucks lleavicr
All Vchiclcs than 10,000 lt)
(billions) (billions)

Percentage of Perccntâge of
Total Ìvlilcs Accidents
Travelecl by Involving
Big Trucks Big Tn¡cks

Beforc I 967
1967-t97 |
197 t-197 5
t97 5-t982
l 982- l 985
Semitrailcr
Doublc

I 985
Semitrailer
Double

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

1.87
2.20
2.32
2.39
2.47
2.41
2.33

t2.2
13.3
14.2
t4.6
t4.l
13.6
t2.5

13
1<

56 75
6gî

67
684

60
65
65
65

65

75

40
40
45
45

48
5ga

48
604

19"t7 t5.34
1978 16.50
t979 t6.34
I 980 I 6.33
l98l t't .48
1982 t1.'10
1983 I 8-6?

6.1
5.1
5.6
6.0

8.5
8.5

8.5
8.5

¡Combiûatioil 
vehicle.

vehicle on the crossroad. It is ãntícipated that,
with more big trucks in the traffic streân, those
types of accldents will be nore noticeable and
therefore better documented in the future.

From the point of view of WSDOT| the t9g2 STÀÀ as
it relates to big t.rucks can be sum¡narized as fol-
lows:

. Io2-in-wide trucks ¡nust be allowed¡. À state may grant special use per¡nits for ve_hicles r"Íder than 102 in.;. 48-ft-1ong trailers must be allowed in trac-
tor-semitrailer combinations and 2g-ft-long trailers
must be ai.lowed in double combinations,. Truck tractor lengths are not restricted,. A grandfather clause reguires that any
trailer lengt.h previousLy legal must not be prohib-
ited; and

. Reasonable access to the Interstate systemi
Federal-Aid systetnt tertninalsi facilities for-food,
fuel, repairs, and resti and points of loading and
unloading must be maintained.

Because the 1982 STAÀ reguired that certain vehi-
cles be allowed to use both the Interstate and the
designated primary Federal-Aid system, it became
necessary for the stat,es to review their systetns to
aid in the final determination of what roads they
wouLd desígnate. The approach in Washington Statã
was to look ât the syste¡n as a whole and review the
historical use of the system by t.hese types of vehi-cles. It was believed that the routes uãéA Uy larger
trucks before t.he 1982 sTÀÀ would be generaLly the
same after the L982 STAÀ.

Because the large trucks had been allovred by per-
mit on the system before passage of the I9g2 SiAÀ,
it was deternined that legalÍzing of them as a re-sult of the 1982 STAÀ would be little cause for
hardship on the systern. Except for the truly over-

I9
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sized Loadsr these vehicles were not restricted fro¡n
any part of the systen before and therefore should
not be restricted as a result of the 1982 STAA. For
this reason the entire 7r000-mi state highway system
was designated and incLuded both Primary and second-
ary Federal-Aid highr,rays.

As a result of the 1982 STAÀ¡ width increased
from 8.0 to 8.5 ft. Single se¡nitrail-er length in-
creased fron 45 to 48 ft with no change in total
length (Figure 5). Combined length of double trail-
ers was established at 59 ft and totat vehicle
length was deleted (Figure 6). The legal vehicles in
washington state are the same ones rÎandated by the
1982 STAÀ. Through the permit process the trailer on
a semi can be íncreased fron 48 to 56 ft and the
co¡nbined length of trailers on doubles can be in-
creased from 60 to 68 ft. Once again there is no

restriction on where these longer perrnit vehicles
can operâte. Speciat permits are still required for
oversized loads and include restrictions on time of
operation and the route they ¡nust take.

Figure ? shows both total traffic and big truck
traffic throughout the state since passage of the
1982 sTAÀ and illustrates that there are some

changes. Throughout the state the overaLl traffic
volumes have generally increased about 2 percent per
year with sorne areas seeing as rnuch as a 4 percent
increase. Big truck traffic, however, has re¡nained
relativeLy cõnstant during the sa¡ne Period of tirne
on the minor corridors. on the long-haul najor cor-
ridors the percentage of big trucks has increased by
as much as 40 percent along the r-90 corridor lon
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I-90 at Snoqualmie Pass average daily traffic
(ADT) = 22,000 and trucks increased from 14 to 20
percentl, 30 percent along the southern I-5 corridor
(on I-5 at Centralia ÀDT = 35,000 and trucks in-
creased from 14 to 18 percent), and 67 percent along
the WÀ-395 corridor (on WÀ-395 near Mesa ÀDT = 61000
and trucks increased from L5 to 25 percent).

Às prevÍous1y noted the larger trucks had been
allovred on the system before the 1982 STAÀ. In gen-
eral, it r,ras beLieved that they were using mostly
the najor corridors that were designed to reasonably
high geornetric standards. However, because the num-
ber of these vehicles is Íncreasing, it has caused
WSDOT to take a closer look at even these high geo-
metric standard areas. In the major corridors hori-
zontal alignment on the Interstate roâdvrays neets 80
nph design standards v¡ith 12-ft, lanes. For the re-
naÍning major corridors, with t.he exception of the
washington side of the Columbia River corridor,
12-ft lanes and good aJ.ignnent exÍst.

The ninor corridors have at least Ll-ft lanes but
their alignnents vary considerabty. Most of these
corridors will handle the larger vehicles within the
available Lane width but there are sone isolated
areas where tight curves would require encroachment
on the adjacent lane to keep the vehicle on the
roadway surface.

strictly on the basis of geometrics, the current
Interstate systetn cannot hândle the 1ega1 vehicle
wÍthin the designated Lanes at every access point
because of the offtrackíng characteristlcs of the
vehicles. In rural areas the prirnary proble¡n is the
ramp terninal area at the crossroad. In suburban and
urban areas ramp curvature comes into play espe-
cially on the loop ramps of parclo and cloverleaf
interchanges. The cost to upgrade these rarnp termi-
nals and interchange ramps just for geornetrics to

ADT TRK Z
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âcconrnodate the 1982 STAÀ vehicle is estimated at
$32 rnillion in 1983 dollars.

In a sampling of the rest of the non-Interstate
system in both the major and minor corridors, it r,¡as
noted that intersection geometrics are the biggest
problem area. The cost for upgrading all non-Inter-
state routes is estimated to be $85 million. It
should also be noted that these costs alo not reflect
any cost for providing access to nearby services. Às
can be seen, even though the entÍre system was des-
ignated, it was not designated in ignorance of its
deficiencies.

Bigger t.rucks have also created challenges for
cities and tovrns in providing local access to ter¡ni-
nal or distribution centers. GeneralLy speaking,
truck routes within these locâlities have been es-
tabLished over a period of tÍme. These routes have
provided reasonable access to distribution points.
There have ahrays been some tight spots on city
streets in the industrial arêas. BÍgger trucks no!,
require more roadway for making turns because of
their offtracking characteristics. Those nunicipali-
ties that have large concentrations of big trucks
are involved in nodifying areas along existing truck
routes to accommodate the bigger sizes. Intersection
v¡idening and increased curb return râdii are the
rnajority of nodifications. fn some cases neÍr truck
routes may be established as well.

Since passage of the 1982 STÀÀ there has been
little ínformation published that relates specifi-
cally to the design characteristics of the larger
vehicles mandated by the lav¡. California prepared a
study in 1983 that provided guidance for that state.
This study deterrnined that the tractor-trailer with
the 48-ft box presented the Þrorst case for offtrack-
ing andr as a result, offtracking curves for various
turning radii were developed. For interim design
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purposes WSDOT has adopted California's offtracking
curves as appropriate design guidance for washington.

}lSDoT has not established rigid criteria for when

it will design for large trucksi it is left up to
the designer to make a decision based on existing
and anticipated land use, traffic volumes' and 1o-
calized condition. WSDOT has, howeverr revised its
íntersection geonetric requirements to generally re-
flect the anticipated use of these larger vehicle
types under various conditions. For freeway ra¡np
terminals, the 75-ft right-turn radius has been in-
creased to 95 ft.

There are other arêas in which WSDOT is continu-
ing to work to update both standards and the highway
system to handle these larger vehicles. of major
concern are the sÍght distance requirements for ne-
gotiating intersections and for stopping as well as
passing. Turning roadway widths and approaches to
co¡nmercial establish¡nents are being reviewed to de-
termine what changes ¡nust be ¡nade. storage areas at
weigh stabions and resÈ areas are âlso being studied
to determÍne appropriate turning areas and stalL
Iength and angle. Doubles affect length whereas the
48-ft box combination affects angle and turning
areas.

Àlthough it rrould appear that the 1982 sTAÀ would
work â hardship on state highway systems, inconsis-
tent laws ln adjacent states also work a hardship on
the trucking industry. What is legal in one state
rnay not be lega1 next door. This was true of wash-
ington, Oregon, and ldaho.

Typical areas of concern that have been a detri-
nent to the trucking industry are the legalizing of
doubles or triples, the legal weight per tire inch
aIlowed, the co¡nbined tegal trailer length of
doubl-es, and the total legal length of a tractor-
semitrailer..Table 3 gives differences that exist in
Washington and the adjacent states of Oregon and
Idaho.

To resolve these differences joint neetings have
been held between the DOT staffs of all three states
to discuss the standardi.zation of these items in
particuLar. As of late 1984 general agreement wâs
reached on the figures shown in the "Proposed" col-
u¡nn. The chânges affecting Washington state were in-
broduced in the legislative process and became ef-
fective .TuLy 28, 1985. some of these values are in
excess of those mandated by the STAÀ and yet because
they i{ere not standardized they continued to create
problens. It is expected that this attenpt at stan-
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TABLI, 3 Regulatory Diffele¡rces for Big Trucks in lVashingon,
Oregon, and ldaho

Washington Orcgon ldaho Proposed

Triples legal
lægal wcight carried

per tire inch (lb)
Conrbined lcgal trailer

length for doubles (ft)
Total legal length for

semis (ft)
Mobile home trans-
porting (ft)

Ycs

300-800

NC

600

60

75
l4 and
grandfather
for Idaho

Notc: NC = no changc.

dardization r,rilt snooth the road for trucking firms
operating in the Pacific Northvrest.

wsDOT intends to continue collecting and monitor-
ing traffic and accident data for the entire system.
This should provide appropriate information neces-
sary to identify areas needing attention and what
might be done to alleviate any problems that sur-
face. ALso on the horizon is high-speed weigh-in-
motion (wIM). Its primary purpose is weight enforce-
rnent, but. it appears to have excellent capabiLities
of providing data on truck type and size. This in-
for¡nation will then provide a better data base for
deternining type, number, and route usage of these
vehicles. This information can also be used to help
develop accident statistics and lead to possible
corrective measures.

currently wsDoT is participating in the "Crescent
Demonstration Project" along vrith the states of Ari-
zona, California, New Mexico, oregon, and Texas and
the provlnce of British Columbia, Canâda. The ob-
jective of this project is to develop and inplernent
rnethods to improve the ¡nonitoring of truck usage'
including rneasurements of nileage, size, weight, and
speed. Àutomation of such data gatherlng will result
in ¡nore efficient highway planning¡ designr ånd man-
agenent.

Although the future is uncertainr WSDOT expects
to keep abreast of the changing conditlons and im-
ple¡nent updated standards as necessary to keep the
big trucks rolling. wsDoT would also expect to take
an active role in areas of standardization ânong the
states by suggesting that the steps taken by wash-
ington¡ oregon, and Idaho be expanded to include a

Iarger area.

60

"t5

t1

No

550

59

65
t4

Yes

s s0.600

60

75
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Existing Design Standards

IìOB L. SMITII

Depart¡nent of Civil Engineering¡ Kansas State Uni-
versity, Manhattan, Kans. 66506.

Truck operations have a pronounced effect on the de-sign of highways. various characteristics of trucks
are reflected in the standards used today forplanning, designing, and operating higheays. In de_termining geometry, the type, size, -weight, grad-
ability¡ acceleration, deceleration, and turning
features of trucks all play an inportant part.

The primary guide or policy on highwãy geometric
design is the American Association of State Highway
and Transportatíon Officials (AASHTO) "A polícy on
Geo¡netric Design of Highways and Streets, 19g4. (1),
better known as the green book. The green book. forgeonetric design purposes, replaces the 1965 blue
book on rural highways (Z), the 1973 red book on
urban highways and arterial streets (]) r and other
AASHTO publications. The technical data for the pol_
icy in the green book were essentially compteted be-
fore the enactment of the Surface Transportation
Assistance Àct (STAA) oe 19g2, which increased the
alloÌ¡able maxi¡num dimensions for truck tractor-
traíIer co¡nbinations ("extra large" trucks). The
AÀSHTO subcomrnittee on design is currentLy updating
these criteria and addenda to the green book 

"iff ¡epublished reflecting the effects of the extra J-arge
trucks.

In 1981 Gericke and Walton (4) published the re-
sults of a study of the effects that an lncrease in
legal truck Iinits would have on geometric design
ele¡nents and the implícations that it would have for
segments of thê Texas highr,ray system.

The physical characterisÈics of vehicl.es and theproportions of variously sized vehicles using the
highways are positive controls in geomet.ric design.
Design vehicles are selected motor vehicles with theweight¡ dimensions, and operating characteristics
used to establish highway design controls for accom-
modating vehicles of designated classes. The green
book descrÍbes two generâl classes of vehicles:
autonobiles and t,rucks. The truck class Íncludes
single-unit vehicles, recreational vehiclesr buses,
truck tractor-semitraÍler combinations, ând trucks
or truck tractors with semltrailers in combination
with full trailers (!,pp.t9-36).

ABSTRÀCT

Truck operations have a pronounced effect on the design of highways. variouscharacterist,ics of trucks are reflected in the standards used today for plan-ning, designing, and operating highways. In determining geornetry. the [,ype,sizer weight, gradability, acceleration, deceJ.eration, and turning featureå oftrucks all play an important part. These are accounted for by a classificationof design vehicles that are represented by the rargest truc-ks and their most
imposing characteristics of operation. rn the design process, one crass ofvehicles is selected for a pârticular t,ype of highway or set of conditlons. Theapprication of standards, which refrect design vehicte performance, generall.y
produces appropriate resurts. There are a few areas ín which operationaL âs-pects of trucks rnay be further considered. Also, the more recent introductionof "extra" large trucks not yet incLuded in naèional geometric highway stan-dards for certain conditions shouJ,d be addressed. The features and adequacy ofpresent standards are reviewed and areas in r.rhich reinforce¡nent or inclusion ofadditional standards or concerns is needed are highlighted.

TURNING RÀDIUS

Scale dranings showÍng the minimum turning paths of
the 10 design vehicles are included in the green
book. these turning paths are often reproduced at
various scales on transparent material in sets ofÍturning radius templates." They are excellent de-
slgn aids in determining the design of such critical
features as radii at intersections, radii of turning
roadways, channelization details, and pavement edges
at curved sections.

Of the three truck tractor-semitrailer combina-
tions. WB-40, hlB-50, and WB-60r the WB-50 is criti-
cal for design purposes. Figure I (!, Figure II-6)
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FIGURE I Minimum turning path for WB.S0
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shows t.hat an inside radius of I9.8 ft. and an out-
side radius of 46.2 ft. should be considered in de-
s ign.

PAVEMENT WIDENING ON CURVES

Pâve¡nents on curves are sometimes widened to nake
operati.ng conditions on curves comparabl"e to those
on tangents. Pavement widening is needed on certain
curves because (a) trucks occupy a greater width be-
cause rear wheels generally track inside front
wheels in rounding curves or (b) the drivers experi-
ence difficuJ.ty in steering their vehicles in the
center of the lane. The need for widening is greater
for curves that are unspiralized or unsuperelevated,
or both. Tno-lane highways with radii larqer than
400 ft generally do not require widening as is shown

in Table I (1, Table flf-22r. Mininum pavement inner
edge curves for at-grade intersections and the ef-
fect of curb radii on turning paths are described in
the green book (1,pp.727-75I).

Figure 2 (I, Figure II-II) shov'¡s the svrept path
of vehicles similar to those of the STAA of 1982. rt
is noted (frp.28) that "continuing research is being
conducted into off-tracking of these vehicle config-
urations and the designer should verify the type and
characteristics of the vehicle being used for desÍ9n
purposes. "

SIGHT DISTANCES

The derived mini¡num stopping sight distances in the
green book (1rp.J.38) are for automobile operation.
Trucks generally require longer braking distances,
but, because truck drivers are generally able to see
the vertical features of obstructions substantially
farther ahead because of the higher position of the
seat. in the vehicle, separate stopping sight dis-
tances for auto¡nobiles and trucks are not used in
highway design standards. It is cautioned, howevert
that when horizontal sight restricLions occur on
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downgrades, particularly at the ends of long down-
grades, the greater height of eye of the driver is
of little value to hin. It is recommended that de-
signers use stopping sight distances thåt meet or
exceed the values in Table 2 (I, Table III-I). The
issue of lack of front wheel brakes and poor brake
adjustment is discussed in a following section.

Necessary sight distances at intersections for
stopped vehicles (automobiles or trucks) crossing a

major highway, turning left onto a two-lane major
highway, and turning right onto a tvJo-lane major
highway are presented in the green book (!rp.785).

Of particular concern is the required sight dis-
tance along the crossroad at terminals of ramps at
interchanges. The data given in Table 3 (I' Table
IX-9) indicate that the required sight distances for
trucks are substantially greater than are those for
automobiles (P vehicte). Figure 3 (f, Figure IX-29)
shows how sight distances are measured at ramp ter-
minals.

Påssing sight distances are discussed in consid-
erable detail in the green book (l'pp.148-162) but
with almost no mention of trucks.

HORIZONTAL CURVES

Tables are presented in the green book for various
values of rat.e of superelevation, design speed, de-
gree or radius of curve, and reco¡nnended Length of
spiral or transition curve (Lrpp.188-191). Spiral
(transition) curves provide the only practical way
in which superelevation can be attained in a theo-
ret,ically correct mânner. when the superelevation
runoff is effected without a spiral curve, usually
partty on curve and partly on tângent, the driver
may have to steer opposite to the direction of the
curve ahead ethen on the superelevated tangent por-
tion in order to keep his vehicle on tangent (1,
p.I95). In most agencies that do not use spirals¡
the current design practice is to place approxi-
mately tr+o-thirds of the runoff on the tangent ap-
proach and one-third on the curve. without the use

T^BLE I Calculated and Design Values for Paveme¡rt lVidcning on Open llighrvay Cttrves-Trvo'

I¡ne Pavcments, Otre or Trvo Way (reprintcd'rvith permission of A,t\SHTO)

Wlar.nlng fftl lorTwo.L¡nr P¡vom¡nl¡ on Curu.¡ lotwidth of Pavcmcnt onT

2¡t tl æft

Doign Spccd lmphl Dc¡ign Spcod lmphl

:þ ¡to E0 G0T ¡t0 50 60 70
Dogrro

of Curu¡

l0.r I
r2-14.5
1$r8

r9.2 1

2-2s
2&26.5

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.5
0.5 0.5
0.5 1.0

0.6 1.0
t.0 t.0
r.0 1.5

I
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

2.0 2.5 2.5
?.5 2.5 3.0
2.5 3.0 3.0

2.5 3.0 3.5
3.0 3.0 3.5
3.0 3.5 4.0

3.0 3.5
3.5 ¡1.0

4.0

4.5
5.0
5.5

0.0
0.0
0.5

0.5
1.0
1..0

1.5

2.0

0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5
0.5 1.0

2.0
2.5
2.5

3.0
3.0
3.5

2.02.0 2.5'

r.0
1.0
I

r.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

NOTES: Vrlurs lcrs lhln 2.0 mry be disrôOrtdôd.

3-lrnc Þrvcrnonts: muhiply sbovc vrluca bY I '5.

êltnt prvcrËnts: mull¡ply rbo\¡ù vâlucs bY 2.

Whrro lam¡lr!¡lôI3 trð s¡9nl¡crnl. incrots€ ttbuttr vtluè3 ol w¡dôning by 0.5 lor Curues Ol 10o tO l6o, cnd by

1.0 lor curvæ l7o and shrr9cr.

0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 L0
1.0 1.0 r.0 1.5 I
1.0 r.0 1.5 1.5

2.0

2.0
2.5
3.0

3,5
4.0
4.5

2.0 2.5
2.0 2.5
2.5 3.0
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FIGU&B 2 !w9p1 gath l'idth for various truck vehiclcs lorv-specd offtrncking in a 9O-dcgrec tun (r.epr.inted rvith
¡relmission of AASHTO).

TABLE 2 Stopping Sight Distance on Wet Pavcment (rcprinted with permission of AASHTO)

P'th ol Oúrti'.
lræta lin

Dolgn
Spc.d
lmphl

A¡¡um¡d
Spc.d lot
Condhlon Dl¡tancc

(ftl

Cocfflcl¡nr
ot Frlctlon

(r I

Eraklng
Dirtrncc
on Lcvclt

lfrl

Br¡ko Rr¡ctlon
Sropplng Slght Dlrtrncc

Round.d
lor Dcrlgn

lfil
Tlmc
l¡ccl

Compü.d.
tñt

m
8
æ
35
¡10

¿15

50
55
00
ô5
70

n-m
2LÉ
&æ
32.3s
3È40
40-45
¡l+50
¿t&55

52€0
s6-66
5&70

æ.3. 73.3
88.ù 91.7

102.7.1 10.0
r 17.3.1æ.3
tæ.0-l¡t6.7
146.7.166.0
r61.3-1æ.3
176.0.201.7
190.7.220.0
?ol.7.ß3
212.7.2fi.7

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

0.¿O
0.38
0.35
0.34
0.32
0.3r
0.æ
0.æ
0.æ
0.æ
o.n

&).3. æ.3
50.s 54.8
71.7. æ.7

't00.4.1æ.1
r35.0.16ô.7
172.0.217J
215.1-2n.8
256.0.C¡6.r
310.84r3.8
347.7-485.6
100.5.5æ.3

106.7.106.7 12ç1á
138.5.r¿16.5 r50.t50
177.3.195.7 200-200
217.7.218.4 %.2û
267.0.313.3 27s32j,
318.7-38?.7 ære
376.4-46r.1 ¡t00475
432.0.S¡7.8 450.550
50r.$fir}.8 52s.650
549.4.724.0 550.725
613.1.&0.0 625.850

oDifterent velusa lor the ssmo sÞeod rosult lrom using unoqual cogtf¡cionts ol lr¡ct¡on.

TABLD 3- Required Sight Distance Along the Clossroad at Terminals of Ramps at Interchanges
(reprinted with ¡ærmission of AASHTO)

Aoumod Dcrlgn
Spood on

Cro¡¡rotd Through
thc lntc?chrngc

Slght Olrt.ñcc Rcqulrcd to Pormh
Dcrlgn Vchlclc to Turn L.ft lrom

Ramp ro Cro¡¡¡o¡d (ftlt
Dô.lgn Vchlcl. A¡rumcd ¡t

Ramp Tcrmlnrl

Slght Dlrtrncc Avrllôblc to Erncrlng
Vchlclc Whcn Vcrtlcal Curvr on

Cro¡¡ro¡d lr Dcrigncd lor Stopplng
Sleht Dl¡t¡nccD

SU wB-80 SU or W8.50

70

60

50

40

æ

7q
630

530

420

320

r,060

910

760

6r0

460

l,¡130

1,m
r,030

820

6æ

9æ

730

540

4æ

3r0

1,0¡O

8æ

600

480

350

sSight dietance moEsurod lrom heighr ol oyo of 3.50 ft fo¡ P, SU, ¡nd W8-50 closign voh¡clos ro an object 4.25 fr
high.

bMinimum-ova¡l¡ble atopping sight d¡stanco bosed on tho rssumplion thrl there is no hor¡:ontål sight obstrucr¡on
andth¡rS(L.
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of spirals there is superelevation on the tangent
where none is needed, and there is not enough super-
elevation on â substantiâ1 part of the circular
curve (end sections). Vehicles traveling at the de-
sign speed thus develop side friction factors in ex-
cess of the allowable minimu¡n on the end sections of
the curve. Àlthough the side friction fâctor deveÌ-
oped on the tangent, is undesirable, the developnent
on curves of friction factors greatLy in excess of
the design basÍs results in hazardous conditions
(1,p.203).

Compound circular curves are advantageous in ef-
fecting desirable shapes of turning roadways at at-
grade intersections and at ramps at interchanges. on
conpound curves for open highways it is generally
accepted that the ratio of the flatter radius to t.he
sharper radius should not exceed I.5 to 1. Eor com-
pound curves at intersections where drivers accept
nore rapid changes in direction and speed, the ra-
dius of the curves can be as high as I00 percent
greater than the radius of the sharper arc' a ratio
of. 2 Eo I (f,p.223). It is pointed out that spiral
curves have an advantage in providing for natural
travel paths and a correct transition from one
superelevation rate to another (Lrpp.222-223,249-
250',, .

A reverse curve should have spiral transitions
between the curves in order to properly handle the
superelevation (1rp.250). Às is shown later in this
paper, circular curves, compound curves, and reverse
curves, without proper spiral transitions, can pre-
sent particularly dangerous situations for truck oP-
erations.

VERTICAL ALIGNIT1ENT OF CURVES AND GRÀDES

The "critical length of grade" is used to indicate
the maxi¡num length of a designated up,grade on which
a loaded truck can operate without an unreasonable
reduction of speed. To establish design values for
critical lengths of grade for which gradabÍlity of
trucks is the determining factor' the following data
or assumptions are needed¡

1. Size and power of a representative truck to
be used as a design vehicle along with gradabÍIity
data for this vehicle. À loaded truck' po$rered so
that the weight-to-horseporrer ratio is about 300 is
representative of the size and type of vehicle nor-
mally used for design control on main highways.

2, speed at entrance to critical length of grâde.
3. I'{ininum speed on the grade below which inter-

ference to following vehicLes is considered unrea-
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sonable. fhe co¡n¡non basis for determining critical
Length of grade is a reduction in speed of trucks
below the average running speed. It is reco¡Mrended
thât. a lO-mph reduction criterion be used as the
general design guide for deternining crltical
lengths of grade. A design technique is suggested ln
the green book (L,pp.259-2641.

For increased safetyr climbing lanes are consid-
ered where the length of grade causes a reduction of
10 nph or more in the speed of loaded vehicles pro-
vided the volu¡ne of traffic and percentage of heavy
trucks just.ify the added costs (I,pp.265-278',.

Leisch et al-. (5r6) and Rovran and Johnson (71
have suggested the use of a speed profile as a tech-
nigue to achieve a consistent design speed, critical
lengt.h of grade¡ and the design of creeper lanes for
both existing highv¡âys and nevr designs.

îhe speed profile provides a continuous plot of
the average speed of vehicles along the roâdway in
each direction of travel at a tine when traffic is
sufficiently light to represent a condition that nay
be termed "free flowing.rr Both auto¡nobile and repre-
sentative loaded truck speeds are plotted along with
the vertical and horizontal alignnent. This allows a
complete analysis, in an easy fashion, for a "new"
highway and allovrs the designer to change design
speeds, grades, and curves to achieve a consistent
des ign.

on existing highways the technique can be used to
deterrnine the location of creeper lane beginnings
and ends based on the t0-mph speed differential
rule. Note in Figure 4 (9) that a cli¡nbing lane
should begin at about station 230 and extend to
about Station 315. Note that the speed differential
decreases to about 10 mph, ân acceptable figure, at
305, but this would place the end of the creeper
lane in a sharp horizontal curve.

The green book also describes â procedure for the
design of emergency escape ranps for runaway trucks
on steep downgrades (Irpp.293-303).

cRossoVER CRoI.¡N (algebraic difference of cross
slopes)

It is suggested that the use of cross sloPes steeper
than 2 percent on high-type, high-sPeed pavenents
with a central crown line is not desirable. In a
passing naneuver, drivers nust cross and recross the
crown line and negotiate â total rollover (crossover
crown) or cross-slope change of more than 4 percent.
The reverse curve path of travel of the passing ve-
hicle causes a reversal in the direction of the cen-

Herght ol Eye 3.50'

-8.

FIGURE 3 Measure¡nent of sight distance at Ìamp telminals (r'eprinted with
permission of AÄSHTO).
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R = 1,630'
D = 3'30' R = 750'

O = 7'30'

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT

VER,TICAL ALIGNME NT!o 6o ro ao ? rr tp to tlo tao ,ro rc flo rþ tþ zop ato z?o ,ro,.o 2to ?to 
''o 
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FIGURE 4 Speed profiles /S/.

trifugal forcer which is further exâggerated by theeffect of the reversing cross slope;: Trucks withhigh body loads crossing the crown- line are causedto stay fro¡n side to sfde when tråveling at highspeed, at which ti¡ne control is dlífficult G,p.¡SZ).For turning roaderay and ranp terninaLs a desir_able maximun algebraic dffferènce at a crossover
crown llne is 4 or 5 percent but it may be as highas 6 percent at low speeds and where there are fewtrucks (!rpp.8I4rI0IB).. rhe maxinum crossover croernvalues have severe safety implications for trucks.This is, of course, a problen si¡nilar to that ofdesigning proper transítions for superelevated ses-tions on conpound, reverse, and simple curves.

MEDIÀN OPENINGS

Àn irnportant factor in designÍng ¡nedian openÍngs isthe path of each design vehicie naklng a mininuÍrleft t,urn at I0 to 15 rnph (¿rp.B4?) . ihe patt 
" oedesign vehicles rnaking right- èurns were dlscussedearlier (FÍgure 1). Àny differences betgreen the nin_

imu¡n turning radii for left turns and those forright turns are snall and åre insignlficant in htgh_
way design. fn using turning radius templates, sim-ply-rrturn the Èenplate overr to go fron right turnto left turn. Note that the objective is to have theturning vehicles stay entirety in their o$rn lânes(no encroachment on adjacent ianes) as is shown inFigure 5 (1, FÍgure Ix-55).

SUBTLETIES OF DESIGNING FOR TRUCKS

Rollover

Hutchinson and Shapley (g) present so¡ne soberinglmplicatÍons regarding the potentÍal for truck rol}_
over.

In assessing the rollover potential of tractor_trailers, the concluslon arrived at will depend on

the extent, to r¿hich the various flexibflities andother properties of the trucks are consldered.
For example, a perfectly rigid simple vehiclewith a height of center of gravity above the ground(h) and an overall wÍdth of ""s"rbly (t) woutd rollover at a steâdy lâteral acceLeration of

Àru* = tg,/2h

where g is the acceleration due to gravfty (ft,/Eec?).
Note that t/2h ís often called the "Èripping "å-efficient" of friction. Ho¡{ever, none of the compo_nents can really be considered rigid, especÍally lhetires. Flexible tires further reOüce'eefåctlve truckr¿idth. Note âlso that the forces attempting to over-turn the vehicLe lrill also tend to defiect the tiresand wheels.
RoIl and lateral rnovenent can al.so be generatedby such thlngs as LoosenesE in tbe spring rnounts andclearance in the fifth wheel. goth ãt tñese effectsserve to reduce the lateral acceleraÈion requlredfor overturning.
Road surface irregularltie6, entering a curve,superelevatfon ternplet rrårp, ånd roughness as v¡ellas transient roll inputs induced in response tosteering can directly disturb a ve¡ictã in roll.Ivhen certain dynamic effects are present these vehi_cles may be caused to overturn at levels of lateralacceleration approaching hatf of their steady-stateIi¡nit even without any special outslde trippingforce inputs.
Hutchinson and shapley (_9.) give an exanple inwhich it is shown that the cornerlng ability of aloaded l8-wheeler does not compare ai aII favorabLyv¡lth that of the average well-designed automobile.In the example curve, the automobile would slide outat about 84 mph ¡¡hereas the flexible truck woul.doverturn at 46 mph uslng a tripping coefficfent offriction of only about 0.12.
Surely then, slmpJ.e curves wlthout spirals. re_verse curves, cornpound curves, and areÃs of high
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crossover crovrn values are potential locations for
truck rollovers at modest speeds.

The rollover of trucks can aLso be increased dra-
matically by a nudge (tripping force), in the direc-
tion of centripetal accelerationr by an automobile
in the truckrs fifth wheel or jackstand area. For
example, suppose a truck on the inside lane of a

curve and an autonobile on the outside lane (side by
side at the truckrs fifth wheel area and traveling
in the sa¡ne dÍrection) bunp or nudge each other be-
cause one or both leave their respective lanes. This
can easily increase the tripping action so the truck
wiII guickJ.y overturn onto the automobile.

Guardra ils

one of the reasons a truck may strike a guardrail is
a flat front tire. Some trucks âre uncontrollable in
the event of a flat front tire. This uncontroLlabil-
ity nay reflect either the original design of the
vehicle or poor maintenance. l'¡ith a centerpoint
front axle and a welL-maintained ri9' the alert
driver of an I8-wheeLer can often be exPected to
correct for flat front tire vehicle yaw within the
lateraL clear zone on modern highvtays. Unfortunately
there is frequentty a truck wreck anyhow. A flexible
autornobile-type single-bea¡n !{-section steel guard-
rail is often encountered parallel to the pavement
about trhere the truck is brought under controL. Por-
tions of the guardrail often danage the brake and
steering systems and have enough rail strength re-
naining to guide the truck into the obstructions the
guardrail wås "protecting" (8). Some guardrails,
such as rigid concrete "New Jersey" barriers, are
effective in guiding trucks yet minimizing vehicle
danage and penetration (9).

Dished Wheel Tracks

The abrasion of bare pavements by studded tires and

the conpression or lateral displacement of unstable
flexibLe pavement often result in dePressed wheel
tracks. This causes a properly loaded set of dual
bires to have one of the tires overloaded when it
runs along the hurnp vrhile the nate overhangs the
dish or dePression.

If the brakes are applied this can cause a yai'' to
the right on dry Pavements and to the left under
certain other circumstances (8). Hydroplaning is
al-so a distinct PossibilitY.
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Washboard Pavement

Washboard pavements can cause the tires of a lightly
loaded l8-wheeler ho bounce up and down and skitter
off the crown of a dry road ínto the ditch without
braking at speeds as low as 30 mph (8).

Pavement Warp

For reasons already given in the foregoing discus-
sion of truck rollover, cornpound curvaturer exces-
sive crown templet warP, and superelevation templet
vrarp that "feels t,ricky" but "not too bad" in an
automobile can be enough to cause load shift or
rollover' or bothr in large trucks traveling at the
posted speed linit or advisory speed (8).

The causes of such templet vtarps may lie in orig-
inal faulty design, but originally satisfactory de-
sign and construction (especially superelevation)
¡nay have been so altered during routine maintenance
and overlays that no superelevation or even reversed
supereLevation may now existj the use of a ball-bank
indicator mounted on the dashboard of an autonobile
is recomrnended for quickly checking safe speeds ver-
sus superelevation. Is anybody checking supereleva-
tions after overlay projects?

lruck Brakes

Many trucks are running with no front tractor
brakes. They have been disconnected to prevent
"lockup" and lack of steering. No front brakes and
Iockup of driving wheel brakes are virtually certain
to force the tractor to try to rrreverse ends" re-
suLting in a jackknife situatÍon. Tractor and
trailer brakes are often in poor adjustment. The re-
sutting lack of brakes or adjustment increases the
truck brakíng distance even nore and can more than
negate the positive effect of higher driver eye
height in alt braking situations.

Pavement Edqe Dropoffs and surface Discontinuities

In "The Influence of Roadway Discontinuities--A
state-of-the-Art Report" (_L9rPP.42r37) the authors
caution: "Large commercial vehicles, because of
their size and design, may be more sensitive than
passenger cars to some surface discontinuities. . . .
Erorn t.he knowledge of truck dynamic Properties' it

FIGURD 5 Minimum tlcsign of Inedian opening fol Wlì'40 design vehiclc,

control ratlius 75 ft (r'cprintcd rvith pcrmission of ÂASIITO).
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nay be expected that certain of these road featurescan creâte a greater vibration Ui"ir.i".ã" to trucksthan to cars.,,

SUMMÀRY
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Sight Distance problems Related to LargeTrucks
P. S. IIÂNCIIEIì

ABSTRÀCÎ
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rhan rhoserecom¡nended in the ÀASHTO policy.

the intent of this paper is to provide an under_standing of how siq¡ù ãistan." -i"q-"irlilirs 
are in-

f^t:_"1":U by rhe prãpe-,ries of large rrucks. wherher.targe trucks are invorved in .ro""ing-iii"r"".tion",passing situations on .two_lane ,""0"-,' oï'ìtoppi.ng toavoid objects on the highvJay, p.r'ii".rt truc* char-

acteristics are enough different from those of auto_mobiles lhat design policies ¡"-"J ä"" auronobirecharacteristics cannot be assumed to UJ"uppropriate.with regard to crossin_g int"i"".t-i-or,!l in.r" is areco¡n¡nended ÀASHTo p"Ii-"I for neavy, tiucrs (thewB-50 design vehictel (!i. 
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Jlhåigh rrucksare nentioned, the policy for 
"topping--"igta ai"_tance on crest verricat 
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locked-wheel performance of autonobil'e tires. In the
following sections of this paper relationships be-
tvreen truck performance and sight distance policies
based on AASHTO recom¡nendatÍons are examineCl. IThe
AASHTO policy recognizes that it is less than ade-
quate for large trucks traveling at high speed (1,
p.iv).1

SIGHT DISTÀNCE FOR ACCELERATING ACROSS INTERSECTIONS

The r,¿eight-to-power ratio of heavy trucks (up to
80rOO0 Ib) has experienced a decreasing trend since
1949 (Figure I). This rneans that modern trucks can
cross an intersection from a stop in less tine than
was reguired previously. À recent study l2', has
shown that the accêlerating tine for the assuned
wB-50 design vehicles given in the AÀSHTO policy (!)
for geomeCric design is conservative compared with
(a) ¡neasured results fot a 273-!b/hp truck and (b)

calculated results for a 300-Ib,/hp truck. Given cur-
rent trends toward vehicles with higher power-to-
weight ratios and less ro11íng resistancer the
AASHTO curve of accelerating tine versus distance
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traveled (Figure 2) will provide reasonable esti-
mates of vehicle performance until sone unforeseen
factor causes a major change in the power-to-r¡eight
ratios of heavy vehicles.

Àlthough accelerating tirne versus distance
traveled during acceleration is not changing rap-
idly, there is a trend toward tonger vehicles (e.9.,
the use of ¡nore doubles and longer semitrailers).
The distance traveled for these longer vehÍcles to
clear an intersectÍon nay increase by approximately
10 or 15 ft in some cases. Àt first approxlmation'
the AÀSHTO recommendation (Figure 2) yields an addi-
tional accelerating time of I sec per each 15 ft of
travel for distances of fron 60 to 160 ft. If the
cross traffic vtere traveling at 55 ¡nph, this addi-
tional second of accelerating time l¡ou1d rnean an
additionat intersection sight distance of approxi-
mately 80 ft. As Long as future longer vehicles do
not have lower power-to-weight ratios than current
vehicles, the AASHTO design reco¡nmendations will
apply with the added Length being accounted for by
using the appropriate distance traveled during ac-
celeration when reading accelerating time from the
design curves.

1949 SluóY
1955 Sludy
1953 Sluóy
l9?3 Sludy

1977 SludY

Sl Convcrs¡onl

I mph : l.6l hm,/h
I tl : 0.305 m

I lb,/hP : 0.608 k'lkp
I llhcc2 . O.3O5 m/¡2

cE

2

d¡
<\Go
Êu@
ãqo.o

Ee(9\
ú93-

o'o" 
iåbuåIl,] i"å:låï ü'o io"^o'

FIGUßB I Ttend in weight-to-¡rower ratios from 1949 to 1977 (2').

c¡-.---.--.-o ?z!lb/hp tost dolo 1969 Study (F-6)

o..< 3OO lb/hp Deslqn Vshiclo slorl¡ng ¡n 2nd goor

S:OISTANCE TRAVELEO DURING ACCELERATION (lr)

FIGUßE 2 Accelerating time versus distance traveled during acceleration.
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PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE ON TI{O-LANE HIGHV¡ÀYS

For passing on tvro-lane hÍghways, the ÀÀSHTO design
policy specifies the sight distances needed for one
vehicle to pass another before encountering onconing
traffic. The total passing sight distance is divíded
into four parts: (a) initial acceleration distance
including perception and reaction time, (b) dÍstance
traveled in the left 1ane, (c) clearance safety mar-
gin with respect to the opposing vehicle, and (d)
dístance traveled by the opposing vehicle during
tr{o-thirds of the time the passing vehicle occupies
the left lane.

Vehicle acceleration performance ls Ínvolved in
this maneuver. For automobiles the contribution of
the initial âcceleratlon part of the maneuver is
approximâtely 15 percent of the total passing sight
dlstance. However, some heavy trucks have sustained
speeds on level ground of no ¡nore than 60 nph erhen
fuJ.ly laden, and, at, speeds near 40 nph, distances
on the ordêr of 21500 to 31000 ft may be needed to
accelerate to 50 mph.

On the basis of these observations, the ÀÀSHTO
passing sight, distance model used for auto¡nobiLes
does not appeâr to be appropriate for heavy trucks.
It might be better hypothesized that trucks pass
erhen they have already attained passing speed before
encountering a vehÍcle to be passed. Because of the
height of their eyes, truck drivers can see over
cars in front of then and decide, without slovring
down or pulllng out into the left 1ane, nhether to
pass. If this hypothesized scenario Ís accepted, the
passing sight distance used for automobilês lrould be
adeguate for trucks that have not had to slor¿ dovrn.
Ho¡rever, if trucks must slow down for slowly noving
vehicles, they v¡iII require long distances to accel-
erate to speeds high enough to pass vehicles traveL-
ing at velocities above 40 nph.

Furthernore, researchers (3) have defined a crlt-
ical point at which the passing vehicle cotnes
abreast of the vehicle to be passed. Àt this point,
the drlver decides whether to complête the pass or
to abort the maneuver. Under this nodel of the pass-
ing situation, the initiaL acceleration dlistance 1s
not included in the ¡nini¡num passing sight distance.
Hence, the acceleration characteristics of trucks do
not influence the passing slght distance required
for heavy trucks if this model is used.

In addition to difficutties encountered in ,'see-
ing aroundÍ trucks, the distance traveled in the
left lane by an autonobile passing a long truck is
longer than that needed to pass another automobile.
This increase in passing distance and, consequently,
passing time wiII increase the tine during which
approaching traffic will travel. An additional 30 ft
of vehicle to be passed ¡neans that an additj.onal 2
sec are needed for passing at a speed differentlal
of l0 nph. An oncoming vehicle vrould travel approxl-
mately 160 ft during these 2 6ec if it r.rere travel-
ing at 55 mph. The presence of long trucks could add
nore than 300 ft to the passing sight dÍstance rec-
o¡n¡nended for passlng shorter vehicles, when atlow-
ance is made for (a) 2 nore seconds of travel in the
left lane and (b) 2 more geconds of trâvel for the
oncoming vehicle. (Following thls line of reasonl.ng,
a truck-passing-truck situation night require 4
addit,ional seconds ln the left lane and also 4 addi-
tional seconds for travel of the oncoming vehicle--
perhaps 600 ft more than the dlstance reconmended
for automobÍIes passing automobiles.)

STOPPING SIGHT DISTÀNCE

Sight distance for passing and for crossing inter-
sections depends on the accel.eration capabfllties of
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the vehicles involved. Clearly, the acceleration
capabilities of heavy vehicles have littte to do
with stopping sight distance. Nevertheless, âcceler-
ation capabilities do influence a number of situa-
tÍons in which heavy trucks are able to travel at
high speeds. For example, rrhen climbing a long up-
grade section before a crest vertical curve, a heavy
truck nay proceed slowly. CaIcuIations, nade for
studying the stopping sight distance of trucks at
those particular locations, mlght well consider the
speed of approach of the vehicles invoi.ved.

Given an initial speed, the primary parameters
that affect stopping sight distance include (a) per-
ceptíon and reaction tine, (b) driver eye helght,(c) height of the object in the roadway, and (d)
braking distance. vaLues of these parameters are
used to caLculate the lengths of vertical curves
that. will not hide significant hazards from the
dríver until the driver is too close to be able to
deal with them effectively.

In the Unlted States, ÀÀSHTO reco¡nnends a percep-
tion and reaction time of 2.5 sec and an object
height of 6 in. In this paper. it is assumed that
these values apply to all vehicles, including heavy
trucks. Matters related to eye height and braking
dlstance will be examined in detaiL in the following
discussions.

Influence of Eye Heiqht of Truck Drivers

The AÀSHTO policy for crest vertical curves is based
on automobÍle characteristics (!). when trucks are
conpâred eith automobiles, the additional eye height
of the truck driver is believed to conpensate for
the reduced braking capabilitÍes of trucks.

ceonetric relationships are availabLe for calcu-
lating the length of cresÈ vertical curves for given
values of eye height (he), object height (he) r
and available (specified) sight distance (Se).
These relationshipE are derivable fron the basic
properties of parabolas and tangents to these parab-
olas (2, Appendix E). In this context, the vertical
distance between a paraboLa and its tangent (as
shown in Figure 3) is given by the following simple
equatlon:

h = CS2 (I)

where

h = vertical height,
S = horizontal distance'from a selected point of

tangency, and
C = coefficient of x2 in the parabolic expres-

sion

FIGURE 3 Sight distance with respect to a

parabola.

tongenl
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and (c) it can be used conveniently to gain an un-
derstanding of the influence of differences in eye
heights.

Using L*, the design eguations can be expressed
as follows:

For S¡ ( L*t L=2Se-L*
(i.e.rforLcS¡<L*)

For sÀ > L*, L = s2*/L*

(i.e.rforL>sA>L*)

(s)

(t0)

the algebraic

FIGURB 4 Gcometric properties of crest vertical curves'

y=Bx-cx2 (21

The coefficients B and C Ín Equation 2 are reLated
to the geonetric propertiês of a crest vertical
curve by the following equations that use the syn-
bols shown in Figure 4.

s=91

c = (sr + g2l /2L = a/2L (4)

llow consider the sight distance between a driveris
eyes and an object when both the driver ând the ob-
ject are on the vertical curvei that is,

S" = (h",/C)0.5

so = (holC)0'5

and

sÀ = s. * so = (he,/c)o's + {rro,/c)o's

= (zt/ato's 1n0's + n!'st (s)

Hovrever, the highway design problem is to find the
length of the vertical curve (t) given the needed
avaiLable sight distance (se). solving Eguation 5

for L yields the foltowing design eguation that ap-
plieswhenL>S¡:

L = s2//t(2/a) (h3's + n!'st2t (6)

For t < SA. maxinun L, corresponding to minimurn sight
distance' is obtained when both the object and the
eye are on either side of the vertical curve. For
this câse, the following equation is used in design
(2, Appendix E)s

¡, = 2sa - te/ù tn!'s * nf 'slr (7)

Either Equation 6 or Equation 7 can be used to
examine the situation in which l, = Sa. (CLearly'
Equation 6 or Equation 7 wiLl give the sarne result
because they are equivalent for S = L.) Let L* be
the value of L if L r.rere egual to sÀt specifically,

L* = (2/a, rn!.s + n3.u,, (s)

The quantity L* has at least three interesting prop-
erti.es! (a) it does not depend on sight distancer
(b) it, can be used to sinplify Equations 6 and 7r

For either SÀ > t* or S¡ < L*, the length of vertical
curve (L) depends on two separable quantities: (a)
SA, the needed available sight distance, and (b)
L*, which is a function of eye height. The influence
of eye height can be itlustrated by comparing tt,
evaluated for eye heights typical of truck driversr
with L!, evaluated for drivers of automobiles. For
example, Iet the algebraic difference in grades a =
0.06 (6 percent) and h"¡ = I00 in. for trucks and
h"" = 40 in. and ho = 6 in. for automobiles. Then'
for the truck,

LË = 43r et,

and, for the cart

r,å = 2r¿ tt.
In general, regardless of

difference in gradesr

r,irr,i= rtn!;s + n!'srzrn!;5

* r,o'5)12 (1r)

For het = 100 in., ho = 6 in., and h". = 40 in.:

ritri = z.ot

For so¡ne heavy trucks and driv.ers, het might be as
Ior,, as 90 in. rn this case, L[,zLi = 1.9t. c]early,
the significant sight distânce advantages of truck
drivers (compared with automobile drivers) r¿ou1d
greatly reduce the tengths of vertical curves needed
for trucks if it, were not for the longer stopping
distances of trucks.

stopping Distances for Trucks

In this section the signÍficance of providing enough
sight dÍstance to alloe, trucks to make a controlled
stop on a "poor¡ wet roadl is addressed.

stopping sight distance consists of (a) the dis-
tance traveled during the tirne required to perceive
the object and to react by aPplying the brakes plus
(b) the braking distance of the vehicle involved.
Both the perception and reaction distance and the
braking distance depend on the initial velocÍty of
the vehicle. Perception and reaction distance is
simply equaL to the initíal velocity multiplied by
the perception and reaction tine (i.e., 2.5 sec).

In addition to initial velocity, braking distance
depends on the properties of the tire-road inter-
face. Further¡nore, for safer controlled stops. brak-
ing distance depends on the braking efficiency of
the vehicl.e and the control efficiency of the driver
in modulating the brakes (2).

The followÍng discussion outlines the elenents of
a procedure for predicting the braking distances of
trucks operating on poor, wet roads (lr!). the items
considered in this procedure are (a) roadway charac-

(3)
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teristics, (b) tire propert,ies, (c) vehicle proper-
ties, and (d) driver control factors. The flow dia-
gram shown in Figure 5 illust,rates the sequence of
calculations that are to be perfor¡ned as speed de-
creases. Because the forces âcting on the vehicle
are functions of velocity, the equations of motion
are solved using an integratlve proceilure Ii.e., a
numerical integrat.ion routine such as that given in
Appendix B of Olson et aI. (¿)1.

The roadway characteristics employed in the basic
rnodel are skid number and skid number gradient.. The
skid number at 40 ¡nph and the skid number gradient
are used in an exponential function Èo predict the
skid number at the velocity of current interest in
the iterative procedurei that is,

SY}lBOLS

SN¿O -- pavernen¿ skid number at 40 nph

MD -- mean texture depÈh

GD -- tire groove depth

SNV -- skid nmber at veloclty V

V -- instântaneous veloci.ty

Vo -- initial velocicy

f -- tire road friction capability

- BE -- braking efflciency

CE -- driver control efficiency

C" -- aerodynanic coefficients

f. -- aerodynanic drag divided by vehlcle weight

Di -- ideal braking disÈance (perfect controller)

D" -- braking distance for a controlled srop

TABLE I \uations for Dstimating Blaking Distances

Equation Explanation
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BE

ca

Equation
No,

L - 0.0084 sNv

îsQl32 in.) = f, - (0.s918) 

^f
fo = 1.45 f.

Braking efficiency = BE =
(0.47)l@.7s + 0.23fp)

Control cfficiency = CE = 0.62
Aerodynamic drag = ¡. --
0.00238 A C¡ V2l1V

fs is thc locked-whcel f¡iction 15

capability of â new truck tire
Àf = -0.0762 + 0.008045V and l6
V is the instantaneous forwarcl l1a
velocity in mph

fu is the maximunr friction capa- l8l'
bility fo¡ a brakcd but unlockcd
tire

BE * Q.55 to 0.59 for an cmpty l9
truck. For locked-wheel calcu-
lations, BE is sct equal to 1.0.

A = frontal area (100 ft2) 20
CD = drag coefficient (0.8)
lV = weight ( 14,600 ll¡ for an
empty truck)

s\ = sN49 explP(v - 40)]

r,rhere

P = -0.0016(MD)-0'47

v = velocity (rnph), and
MD = nean texture depth in inches as determined by

the sand-patch method (5).

For wet roads in the United States, the 15th percen-
tile values (representing the poor, $et road) are
given by the following equation (2.6):

SNy = 29 exp[-0.0115(v - 40)l (14)

where sN40 = 28 and MD = 0.015 in. [Note that the
poor, !¡et road used in the ÀASHTO design policy is
indeed a slÍppery surface. À reasonable alternative
to extreme changes in geonetric desÍgn may be an im-
provenent in pavement skid resistance (¿).1

The equations given in Table I have been used for
estimating the braking performance of a prototypicaf
truck stopping on a poor, wet (15th percentile)
road. The coefficients in these equations have been
selected to represent (a) vrorn truck tires wíEh 2/32
ín. of groove depth¡ (b) the braking efficiency of
an enpty heavy vehicle ¡¡ith typical brake propor-
tioning, and (c) the aerodynamic drag of a typical

lEquations I ó and I ? ôre for eslimating the influence of tread weÜ on fr¡ct¡on (2, 7),
'Equ.lion l8 ¡sâpplicd lo either ncrvor worn tircs.

heavy truck. These selections correspond to a set of
unfavorable conditions that refj.ects a conservative,
safety-biased approach to design.

Figure 6 shows the influences of velocity, tire
wear¡ and sliding and rolling frÍction on the esti-
mated frictional capabiLities of truck tÍres. When
these frictional capabilities are combined with
braking efficÍencies and aerodynamic drag factors,
the deceLeration capabilities at various velocities
rnay be predicted. Deceleration capabillties for new
and vrorn tires and for the vehicle making locked-
wheel and perfectly modulated stops (CE = 1.0) are
shor¿n in Figure 7.

tocked-vrheel values can be used (as they are in
the ÀAsHTo procedure) to calculate locked-wheel
stopping distances, but these values are not deemed
appropriate for predicting stopping distances that.
allovr drivers to control trucks during stops fron
highway speeds on poor, wet roads. Truck drivers
wilL rnodulate their brakes to eliminate wheel }ock
in order to ¡naintain directional control (!, Àppen-
dix B). However, professional truck drivers are not

(12)

(13)

lnt egra t ion
Routine

Vehlcle

Properties

Driver
Characterlst ics

Dc

FICURB 5 Diagram illustrating the calcr¡lation of braking distance.
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FIGURE 7 T[uck deccleration on poor, wet roads.

able to perfectly modulate their brakes to obtain
performance corresponding to the ¡naximum capability
of the road-tire-vehicle systern. Experimental re-
sults have been used to esti¡nate that truck drivers
attaln approximately 62 percent (CE = 0.62) of the
performance capabilit.ies of the road-t,ire-vehÍcle
systen Q) .

The results of these considerations of truck per-
fornance show that trucks erith norn tires will re-
quire stopping distances that are substantially
longer than those recom¡nended in the AASHTO policy.
Furthermore, if spins, traiLer swings, and jackknif-
ing are to be avoided, controlJ.ed stops will reguire
exceedingly J.ong stopping distances ât highway speeds
(Figure 8).

The notion of atteÍìpting to design for trucks
passing over crest vertical curves at 60 mph or
faster rnay not be economically reasonabLe. Àt 60 nph
the brakíng distances for controlled braking exceed
the AASHTO policy for 80 nph (Figure 8). Àt 55 mph,
controlled stops of trucks requlre braking distances
that are approximately equâl to the AÀSHTO policy
for 80 ¡nph (i.e., approxirnatei.y 800 ft).

Consider the cost j.mpl.ications of restructuring a
crest vertical curve to allow a braking distance of
800 ft, for trucks instead of 340 ft for auto¡nobiles
at 55 nph. tet. the total difference in grade be 0.06
(6 percent) and the initial velocity be 55 rnph. Un-

o-2030405060?oao
vo, mph

FIGURE B Truck braking distances on a poor, wet
road.

der these circu¡nstances, the controlLed stopping
sight distance (CSSD) for trucks is Ir002 ft and the
AASHTO stopping sight distance for automobiles .is
542 f.t. From an earlier exampler tt = ¿¡f ft and r,! =
214 ft and' applying Equat,ion 10 with SA = CSSD for
the truckr it is found that L¡ = 21329 ftt for the
autonobile, Lc = 11373 ft.

Another r,ray to consider this situatÍon is to
evaluate the acceptable speed of trucks operating on
crest vertical curves built for auto¡nobiles travel-
ing at, 80 nph. In this case (with a = 0.06 still) r

)
L = 5t654 ft = s,-/43I¡ or S, = 1156I f t. using the

IE
braking distance for a 2/32-in. controLled stop, as
shown in Figure 8, it is found that, at 67 mph,
braking distance equals 1r315 ft and the perception
and reaction distance equals 246 f.t. Hence, trucks
traveling at 67 ¡nph will be able to ¡nake controlLed
stops on the vertical curve designed for autotnobiles
traveling at 80 mph. Carrying out si¡nilar calcula-
tions for curves designed for 70 mph and 60 mph
yields the results given in Table 2. From this point.
of view, crest vertical curves designed according to
AÀSHTO recoÍì¡nendations for 70 or 80 nph will be more
than adequate for trucks traveling at speeds of less
than 59 mph.

SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUSIONS

This short review of sight distance issues related
to the characteristics of heavy trucks has presented
technical arguments supporting the following posi-
tions:

. The AASHÎO curve (-U displaying accelerating
tine as a function of distance traveled for the
WB-50 design vehicle is applicable to current longer
trucks as Long as the additional length of the t.ruck
is included in the distânce traveled.

.'The initial acceleration distance enployed ín
estimating passing sight distance does not apply t,o
heavy trucks. This portion of the conceptual frame-
work used for determining passing slght . distance
needs to be revised. Nevertheless, auto¡nobÍIes pass-
ing long trucks will. spend ¡nore time in the left,
lane than is required for passing another autoÍlo-
bile. If the average relative passing speed is 15 ft

-94
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TABLD 2 Truck Control Speeds

Controlled Truck
Lc (ft) St (ft) Speed (mph)
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longer braking distances of trucks will greatJ.y in-
crease the vridth of the zone to be kept free of
sight obstructions, if the heavy truck is used as
the design vehicle. [See Àppendix E of Olson et aI.
(2) for a calculation procedure for sight distances
on horizontal curves.l
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Car Speed AASHTO SSD
(mph) (ft)

Fora = 0.06 (67o),Li= 214 ft, Li = 43¡ ¡¡

52
59
67

60
'to
80

52
59
67

60
70
80

650
850

I ,100

t,974 922
3,37 6 t,206
s,6s4 1,561

For a = 0.12 (127o),Li = l07 ft, h. = 2lS tt

3,949 922
6,7 s2 |,206

1 1,308 1,56 1

Note: Lc = length of vertical cu¡ve based on thc AASHTO SSD (hc - 40 in,) and
St = âvail¿ble s¡ght distance for a truck drivcr (hc = tOO in.) opcrâting on a vcrtical
curve of length Lc.

per second, the addit.ional tine in the left lane can
be readily esti¡nated using the additional length of
the lârger vehicle.

. The stopping sight distances given in the
AASHTO policy for crest vertical curves are much
shorter than those needed for stopping trucks while
maintaining directionai. control. The primary factors
that contribute to the longer stopping distances
estitnated for heavy trucks are (a) truck tire prop-
erties on poor, wet roads¡ (b) braking efficiencies
of heavy truckst and (c) driver control efficiencies
in modulating the brakes to avoid vrheel lock. It is
concluded that vertical curves designed for design
speeds of nore than 60 nph in accord with the ÀÀSHTO
policy are adequate for trucks traveling at speeds
of less than 52 tnph. A vert.ical curve designed in
accord with the AASHTO policy for a design speed of
70 mph'is adequate for trucks traveling 59 mph.

Although stopping sight distances for horizontal
curves were not considered in the body of this
paper, the braking distance ¡naterial presented here
is applicable to that situation. For tnany horizontal
curVêsr the additional eye height of the truck
driver will not be an advantage. In those cases, the

6s0
850
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Operational and Safety Problems of Trucks in
No-Passing Zones on Two-Lane Rural Highways
SNBIIAÙIAY KIIASNABIS

ABSTRACT

Two-Iane rural roads in mountainous terrain with large truck volumes pose a
real probJ.em for the ¡notorist. Extended roadway sections with severe sight
restrictions and inadequate passing opportunities cân make overtaking and
passing a slor¡-moving vehicle extremely difficult. Further, the ability of
large trucks to ¡naintain speed decreases drastically over tengthy gradient sec-
tions. The inability of notorists to pâss slower noving vehicl.es on these high-
ways causes reductions in throughput ând increases in delay, conflict, and
hazard. Passing maneuvers on two-Lane highways require a series of complex
information-processing and decision skills, which makes these maneuvers one of
the ¡nost demanding and risky operations perforned by Èhe motorist. Trucks re-
quire considerably longer distances than do auEomobiles to pass on two-lane
rural roads. Even with t.heir greater eye heights, t.ruckers are placed at a dis-
advantage under the current system of marking no-passing barriers. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss the interactive effect.s of geometric design ele-
ments and traffic composition (with particular emphasis on truck traffic) on
traffic accidents and operationar aspects on two-lane highways in rnountains.
Included in this analysis are passing-related accidents, human factors ele-
mentsr and the impact of passing lanes and four-Iane sections. conclusions and
recom¡nendations, which draw on the findings of various research studies on the
topics of truck traffic and no-passing zones, are also presented.

There are nore than 3 milLion niles of tvro-lane
rural highways in the United Stâtes that comprise
about 97 percent of the total rural system and 80
percent of all U.S. roadways (1). These highways
have about 3.4 million intersections and ¡nore t,han
100r000 railroad crossings. Further, more than two-
thirds of the two-lane nileage is in ¡nountainous or
rolling terrain characterized by steep grades and
sharp curves. Geometric design standards vary con-
siderably within this rural system, and the use of
traffic control- devices is sparse. An estimated 68
percent of rural travel and 30 percent of all travel
occur on the rural tlro-lane system. Many of these
roadways experience significant increases in traffic
on weekends and during peak vacation periods.

It has become increasingly evident that there are
some serious safety and operational problems on
rural tr,ro-lane highways resulting from their a9êr
geotr¡etric standards, and traffic composition. About
80 to 90 percent of two-lane accidents occur in the
rural environment and certain accident categories
are prevalent anong thetn, including passing naneu-
ver, run-off-the-road, and raiLroad crossing acci-
dents.

The recent growth in recreational vehicle and
truck traffic on these roads has lêd to serious
operâtional problems. The limited ability of these
large vehicles to maintain speed on long grades
causes following motorists to initiate passing ma-
neuvers, often in the nost hazardous situations.
Trucks and recreational vehicles are also likely to
encroâch on the opposing lane because of their
widths and dynarnic characteristics. The terrain,
pavement widths, and traffic characteristics of the
ruraL tr,¿o-lane syste¡n frequently limit, passing op-

Department. of Civil Engineering, Wayne State Univer-
sity, Detroit, Mich. 48202.

portunities and make this maneuver difficult and
hazardous. These operational problems manifest them-
selves in reduced levels of service, delay, and in-
creases in passing attempts, as well as in aborted
passes and greater driver frustration.

Possibl-e solutions to t,his problem inci.ude the
addition of 1anes, vehicle turnouts, and truck
climbing lanes and the installation of signal con-
trolsi hovrever, factors such as limited funds, the
nature of the terrain, and potential environmental
irnpacts often restrict the use of these solutions.
Alternate passing zones on three-1ane roads, or
short four-1ane sections with appropriate traffic
cont,rol devices, may also represent feasible solu-
tions. UnfortunateLy, little is known about the rel-
ative characteristics and effectiveness of these
solutions.

SURFACE TPÀNSPORTATION ÀSSISTANCE ACT

The passage of the Surface lransportation Àssistance
Act (STAA) of 1982 nakes it possible for wider,
longer, and heavier trucks to operate on selected
Interstate and other federalJ.y aided highway sys-
tems. The increased limits specified by this new act
are as follows:

. Length: Truck unit 65 ft long, t¡¡in-traiter
combinations with 28-ft-Iong trailers, sernitrailer
combinations with 48-ft-Iong trailers.

. Width: Maximum width of 102 in.
' Weight: Maxinu¡n single axle weight of 20r000

Lb, maximun tande¡n axle weight. of 341000 Lb, maxi¡num
gross vreight of 80,000 lb.

Before 1982 the federal governrnent, as well as
individuaÌ states, placed size and weight restric-
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Èions on trucks operating on Interstate and state_
maintained highways. A complete description of thepre-STAA limit ranges is presented in NCHRP ReportI98 (?1. The l-992 act has raised questions aboutpossible hazârds associated v,¡ith thã operat,íon oflarger, heavier trucks on roadways with inadeguategeometrics. Concurrently, there is an increased needto identify roadways that can support these largertrucks. The 1982 act not only increased the allow_able weights and size of vehicles but aLso desig_nated a National Highway Network consisting of fn_terstate and other prinary highways on which theseÌonger and r^¡ider vehicles could õp.rute. A set ofcriteria has been defined for designating such a na_tional network. Among the criterij are included ti.rofactors that have raised some questions in the mindsof traffic safety experts:

1. The route has adequate geometrics to supportsafe operations, considering sight distance. sever_ity and length of grades, pavenent width, horizontalcurvature, shouJ.der width, bridge clearances andload limit.s, traffic voLumes and vehicle mix, andintersection geometry.
2. The route consists of lanes designed to be awidth of 12 ft or more.

The controversial part of the act is the lack ofexact definition of geonetric adequacy¡ andl thequest,ion of inclusion of highways r.rith L2_ft orr¡ider l-anes over much but not all of the ì.ength. The
outcome of these unresolved issues and other clarifi_cation in the near future may dictate whether largetrucks wilI operate on roadways with restrictivegeo¡netrics. specifically, for a given stretch ofhighway, "What should be the maxi¡nun allowable per_
centage of no-passing barriers that can be consid_ered safe for such heavy truck operation?'r Sitni_1ar1y, r'How shou.Id a tr¿o-lane section be regarded,i!,.9u"I a given stretch, a majority (but not aII)of the facility has l2-ft pavemènts?; rire passage ofthe act has raised nee, questions about truck safetyand operational problems, an area that has been ofgreat concern to many highway engineers for a long
t i¡ne.

PASSING-RELATED ACCIDENTS

Overt,aking and passing maneuvers require motoriststo make compLex decisions regarding roadway, envi_ronmental, and vehicular characterisËics. The aver_age notorist is considered a poor judge of speed anddistance and has difficulty perfor-ning the fourbasic tasks required in a typicãf passing situation(3). rt has also been esti¡natèd thal passìng_related
accídents constitute about 3 to 4 p-ercent of thetotal number of accidents reported in the UnitedStates (4). Furtherrnore, nationally, approximately
1r500 fatalities nay be related annuafty-to passing
maneuvers. iuoreover, the incidence of passing_
related äccidents is much greater on two-lâne roads.For example a 1972 study conducted by Kemper et aI.(5) 

-found that approximateLy 20 to 23 percent oftotal reported accidents in Virginia were passingrelated. Àlso, between 4O and 5O percent of alLpassing-related accidents generally occurred atintersections and driveways i4rs¡. Fìrther, nany ofthese accidents at intersectÍãnã and drive$râys werethe result of a motorist attempting to pass anothervehicle rnaking a left, turn aC an-inteisection. Itshould be noted here that none of these studies men_tioned any specific anal.ysis trith regard to trucktraffic.
A recent FHwA-sponsored study conducted by parker

et al. (!) attempted to assess the nature and magni-
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tude of passing-accident problems at rural intersec_tions on tvro-lane highways. As a pârt of this study,the authors collected accident, traffic, and geo_¡netric datâ from IrO2g rural intersections in Michi_gan in an effort to identify and analyze specÍficpassing-accident problems. On tt¡e basis of analysisof these data and a detaiLed review of the accidentreports, roadvray deficiencies and other causal fac_tors erere identified. The feasibility ãf using geo_netric design treattnents to reduce the number andseverity of intersection-related passing accidents
was examined.

The major finding of the study is that a passingaccident is a rare event at a rural intersection.Only 20 percent of the Ir02g intersect.ions sampledexperienced any passing accident during a 3_yearperiod. Fe¡.rer thân g percent of the intersection ac_cidents ¡.rere found to involve p.""ing naneuvers.
Ho$rever, in the context. of passing accldents onJ.y,those that occurred at inteisectiõns and arivewayåcomprised a major proportion. Approximately 5g pei_cent of.the passing accidents involved intersectionsand driveways. ÀIthough this high percentage ofpassing-related intersection accidents might sùggesta.major safety problem, an analysis of the distribu_tion of passing accidents by intersection revealedthat fer.rer than 1 percent of the lrO2g intersections
had an average of one or tnore passing accidents peryear. À rural intersection with two or more passingaccidents during the 3-year period $ras a rarity.Thus, to summarize this finãing, passing_reJ-atãd
accidents. conprise a small fraction of atf intersec_tion accidents. However, of all eas"inj_rg1.ted ac_cidents, those that occurred at or near an intersec_tion cornprise a major proportion. The findings ofParker et aI. generally agree r,rith those of an eâr_lier study that also concLuded that. a high percent_
age of passing accidents occurred at intersections
and driveways (¿).

Another important finding of the study by parker
et al. is that the severity of injuries ìn passing_related intersection accidents is significantly lessthan that in other types of rural intersection acci_dents. This result is.because a rnajority of passing_relåted accidents at intersections are ihe result ofcollisions of vehicles traveling in the same direc_tion caused by a notorist attempting to pass anothermotorist making a left turn. the ãutnois, however,note that "the results of this study shouLd not becons.trued to inply that there are no safety probl.ernsat intersections." The authors conclude that sonespecific accident. problems occur in sufficient num_bers at specific sites to economically justify theinplementation of geometric design and tr;ffic engi_neering treatrnents.

Àn earlier FHWA study, conducted by the Texas
Transportation Institute (Z) r used passing_accident
data from three states, California, Kentucky, and?exas, for the purpose of developing improved cri_teria and guideLines for establishing no-passing
zones. The findings of this study generally corre_
spond with those of the study by parker et al. inthat a high percentage of passing accidents was
found to occur at intersections and driveways;
again, the severity of these accidents v¡as much lessthan that of those at nonintersections. A second
FHWÀ study conducted by the Texas Transport Insti_
tute used accident data from North Carolina, Texas.and Utah to identify passing-related probLems (4).
The study concluded that passing accidents are r-are
events for any special highway condition, inci.udingrural intersections. Hovrever, the study also reconl
fir¡ned the earLier finding that a high percent,age of
passing accidents occurs at intersections and drive-
erays. In none of these studies r,ras the phenomenon oftruck accidents studied in any depth, nor r,ras any
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conclusion reached regarding any possible relation-
ship among passing accidents and geonetric and other
roadway or traffic factors.

TRUCK ÀCCIDENTS

Numerous studies of truck accidents have been con-
ducted during the last 10 years. Unfortunately'
there does not appear to be a consensus among re-
searchers as to whether large trucks have a higher
or a lor,rer accident rate conpared with other vehi-
cles. One of the earlier studies conducted by the
author of this paper in 1977 used the 7-year (1970-
197?) Michigan accident data base to assess the rel-
ative nagnitude of truck accidents compared with
those involving al)- other vehicles (q). The primary
finding of the study was thât the relative involve-
ment of large trucks in fatal accidents was much
greater than that of all other vehicles. The author'
in a later study, used the concept of "opportunity
for interaction" in est,imating exposure and used the
sane Michigan accident data base to denonstrate the
approach (9). This second study reconfirmed the ear-
Lier finding that large trucks are involved in a
high percentage of fatal accidents.

A comprehensive study of large truck safety lras
sponsored by NHTSA and conducted by wagner-Mccee &

Associates vrith the objective of synthesizing aI1
significant infornation relative to large trucks and
large-truck accident counterneasures (¿q). Nearly
200 references identified fro¡n previous studies were
reviewed in this project. This study found that
single-vehicle truck accidents account for 32 to 50
percent of fatal truck accidents. Run-off-the-road
and overturning were the two most freguent dynamics
for single-vehicle t,ruck accidents. In nultiple-
vehicle accidents, trucks are more likely to be the
st,riking vehicle, and angle accidents produce the
most fatalities. Accidents j.nvolving trucks hauling
hazardous cargo are infreguent.

Tabte I gives the results of three studies that
have developed accident rates for trucks and for all
other vehiclesr including those developed by the
author of this paper in 1977. The obvious disparity

TABLE I Accident Rates for Trucks and Other Vehicles

Accidents per Million Vehicle-Miles
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TABLE 2 Accidcnt Rates of Total Traffic, Nontrucks, and
Iarge Trucks by ßoadway Type (II)

Accidents per Million Vehicle-Milcs

Roadwây Type

Vehicle
Type

Rural
Freeway

Rural Urban Urban
Nonfrccrvay Freeway Nonfreeway

Total trâffic
Nontrucks
Total large trucks

3.59 4.92
3.65 5.07
2.73 3.02

0.90
0.87
t.t2

2.61
2.69
2.34

1F¡om vallctte et al. /,¡rr.
lFrom Khasnabis an¿ ntãuat lal.
:lncludes p¡ckups, panel trucks, and vans.
cldentified 

as l¡ghl lrucks.

anong results of these studies can be attributed to
differences in data base and criteria for rneasuring
exposure. In none of the studies ¡cas any attetnpt
¡nade to categorize accident data by type of facil-
ity. A later study by vallette et a1. (11) devetoped
accident rates for large trucks and nontrucks for
four types of roadways in CaLifornia and Michigan.
The data in Table 2, reproduced from the vallette
study, indicate that large-truck accident rates $rere
lovrer than those for nontrucks in three of the four
roadway types. It is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that
the basic issue of whether trucks experience ¡nore or

feçrer accidents per unit exposure compared with all
other vehicLes has not been satisfactorily resolved.
The Vallette studyr however, had a fevt other inpor-
tant findings:

I. Empty trucks have substantially higher acci-
dent rates than do loaded vehicles.

2. otherwÍse' within the range of vehicLe sÍzes
observedr there !,rere no najor differences in acci-
dent rates or severity in the heavier truck vreights.
lengths, and widths.

since 1975 the National Highvtay Traffic Safety
Àdministration has initiated a program of collecting
co¡nprehensive data on all accidents nationwide. This
data base, connonly referred to as the Fatal Acci-
dent Reporting System (FARS), was used by OrDay et
al. (I¿) in 1980 to analyze the first 5 years of ac-
cident experience of combinatlon trucks (tractor-
trailers). The orDay study generally shows that a

majority of truck accidents occur on U.s. or state
routes and that freeways are safer than nonfreeways.

GEOMETRIC FEATURES

Perhaps more important than the type of road is the
specific location on the various road types where
truck accidents are prevalent. An effort to identify
specific geonetric features by the wagner-Mccee
study led to the generaJ. conclusion that particu-
larùy hazardous locations for trucks are inter-
changes and intersections, with off-ramps being nore
hazardous than on-ramPs. For examp.Ie, a data base
containing approximately 34r000 reports on truck ac-
cidents prepared in 1978 for the Bureau of llotor
Carrier safety (BMCS) by various motor carriers
shows a 53:47 split between off-ramp and on-rarnp ac-
cidents (Ë) . wt¡en the BMcs accidents are divided
beteJeen collision and noncollisionr there are, how-
ever, ¡nore collision accidents at. on-ramps (like1y
due to merging) and nore noncollision accidents at
off-ramps (likely due to overturning on sharp
curves). The FARS data file provides even further
evidence of the off-ramp hazard reported by OiDay et
aI. (!.).

The study by OrDay et al.r using the s-year FARS

data, also indicated that approximately 25 percent
of fatal truck accidents are intersectlon related
and 4.7 percent occur near a driveway. A similar
finding is reported by Lohman et aI. (À4) frorn an
analysis of truck accidents ln North Carolina in
1973, which showed that nearly 33 percent of large-
truck accidents occur at intersections and another
13.5 percent occur at driveways and alley intersec-
tions.

The question of truck operation and safety on
steep grades and sharp curves has been a topic of
research for nany years. The scope of this paper
does not alIor,, any elaborate dÍscussion of this
topic, other than to mention that large trucks have
special safety probLerns on vertical grades. On an

Source

Tractor-
Straight trailcr All
Trucks Combinations Trucks

Other
Vehicles

Six states. 1976-19774
Michigan, l9?7b 37 .2
2l toll expressways
t9'16-t918 1.95d

4.98

t.'1 9

2.35
7 .47c

3.t2
s.42

l.l3
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upgrade, t.hey are likely to be struck by overtaking
vehicl.es, and on a downgrade they may strike slower
moving vehicles. OrDay et al. report that 30 percent
of fatâl truck accidents occur on grades, and that
gradient sections generally experience higher levels
of fatal truck accidents than do nongradient sec-
tions. Àmong recent studies thât have addressed the
question of truck operation on grades are the rrorks
of clennon (fl), Walton and Lee (lq), Hunphreys
(!Z), and Polus et al. (¿']L).

sharp curves are considered hazardous for vehi-
c1es, particularty for trucks. past studles by
vallette et al. and others, using the FARS dâta,
generalLy attest to this hytþthesis, although the
analysis of OiDay et al. indicates that, compared
with straight sections¿ curved sections showed a
slightly lorrer accident rate. Obviously, rnore infor-
mation is needed before generalized conclusions can
be drawn.

lwo recent research studies conducted by Chira-
Chavala et aI. (fq,20) at the University of Michigan
deal with the topic of truck accidents. In their
1984 study. the authors investigated the severity of
accidents i.nvolving targe trucks and combinatÍon
vehicles using the 1980 BMCS data. This study re-
ports that on undivided rural roads collisions ln-
volving trucks can be severe under all conditions,
pârticularly at n19ht. Truck-car collisions on di-
vided rural roads were found to be less serious than
those on undivided rural roads. The second study at,-
tempted to investigate the degree of association be-
tween truck accident,s and other influencÍng factors.
The analysis indicates that. ¡nost doubl.es and singles
shovred higher accident involve¡nent rates than did
straight trucks. In both of these studies, the au-
thors reiterated their concern about the safety of
undivided rural highways.

PÀSSING BEHAVIOR

A recent study by Seguin et al. (2ll attempted to
assess the effects of truck width on passing behav-
ior on a two-lane rural road. This study is consid-
ered particularly pertinent in view of the L9B2
STAÀ. The authors used as an experimental vehicle a
tractor-trailer combination that lras systematically
varied in width from 96 to 114 in. by 6-in. incre-
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ments. A surnmary of the data compiJ.ed in this study,
with the truck as the "passed vehiclerÍ is given in
Table 3. The authors inferred fro¡n the results that
there are no significant differences in passing
tine, distance, and speed Írith varying truck r,ridth.
The authors also analyzed speed data of onconing ve_
hicles. These results shovred greater varÍation among
"oncomers" than among Íovertakers,, as â functlon of
truck width.

Às a further test to assess any possible "intimi_dation effect" due to truck width, the authors ana-lyzed the "accepted gap sizer'--the su¡n of decision
tine, passing tine, and time margin (Table 4). Con-trary to cornmon expectation, total gap size and tine
nargin measures were found to be significantly lower
for trucks of greater widths. However, the extent of
driver uncertainty, as reflected by the a¡nount ofdecision tine, was found to be independent of truck
width.

Àn analysis of the prepass and minimun headways
demonstrated that following vehicles maintained
greater separation when encountering wider trucks.
This ¡{as due to the need for greater sight distance
or to the intlnidation effect. Regardless of the
cause, the authors found that truck follovrers are
definitely sensitive to truck width but found no
evidence of increased hazard resuLting from wider
trucks. The authors also concluded that truck width
is an intimidating factor in lateral pLacement of
vehicles during passing.

Sequin et al. also analyzed the effects of in-
creasing truck size on the speed and lateraL place-
ment of oncoming vehicles at or near a narrow bridge
site in Nevada. No signÍficant differences vrere
noted in the speed behavior of nontrucks when fnter-
acting with oncoming t,rucks of increasing length.
SimilarJ.y, no significant differences in lateral
placement were found to occur during approach,
bridge, or exit interactions involving longer
trucks. In spite of the general reduction in lateral
distance from the road edge, i.ncreased truck nidth
was not shown to be a source of i.ncreased hazard in
this regard.

Sequin et â1. also studied t,he impact of ín-
creased truck length on driver behavior. Unfortu-
nately, none of t,hese analyses were related to pass-
ing nìaneuversi more specificalLyr these analyses
included driver behavior in freeway entrance merges

TABLB 3 Summary of Passing Time, Distance, ând Speed Statistics by Truck Width

Truck Width (in.)

I 1410810296

Passing time (sec) 10.3
Passing distance (ft) 786. I
Passing speed (ft/sec) 76.7

2.4
I 84.5

8.1

t0.?
814.0

77 .l

2.7 98
164.'t 97

'1.8 9'l

84
84
84

85
86
85

8r
8l
8l

9.5
2.6

15.0
20-2

10.3 2.5
786.7 185.9
76.6 6.3

I 1.0 2.8
843.1 200.0
76.8 5.6

TABIE 4- Summary in Seconds of Decision fime, Time Margin, and Accepted
Gap Sizæ Statistics by ï\uck \Ìidth (21)

Truck Width (in.)

il4108t0296

=-Xo
Decision time
Passing time
Time margin
Accepted gap size

7.3 8.t 5.6 "1.6 6.3 6.5 8.t10.3 2.4 10.3 2.s I I .0 2.8 I0.7
29.9 18. I 24.64 rc.7 24.9a t4.5 24.8a
47 .4 20.5 40.4^ r 8.6 38.3a t7.9 43.6

asignificant 
at or beyond p: 9,¡5 comp¡red with 96-in. value.
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and interactions of onco¡ning vehicles at narrov,
bridge sites. Although the authors noted increased
traffic turbulence associated r'¡ith longer trucks
(such as forced Iane changesr gore encroachmentst
and sudden braking), there was no basis fot the
argument that increased track lengths are associated
wíth increased safety hazards.

there is sone controversy about the adequacy of
the procedure for deter¡nining passing zonesr partic-
ularly when trucks are involved. A recent study by
the FH!{À Q2l, using infornation compiled by the
SwedÍsh Road Research Institute' concludecl that
truck-automobile passing zones should be at least
I.5 times as long as those for one automobiLe pass-
ing another. This observation is based on the assurnp-
tion that passing distance is proportional to pass-
ing ti¡ne. The Swedish study also concluded that
passing zone narkings based on auto¡nobiles passlng
trucks should be 1.25 to 2.0 tines longer than those
needed for one autornobile to pass another. In the
event of a truck passing a truck, the passing zone

should be even longer. The increased distance can
partly be attríbuted to the fact that an autonobile
driver passing a truck starts further back than he

does e¡hen passing another âutomoblle and thus re-
quires longer decisÍon distances. It thus aPpears
that passing zones designed for autonobiles are not
adequate for trucks. Although trucks have a L7 lo 27
percent slght distance advantage over autonobiles on
crest vertical curves, this does not fulJ.y conpen-
sate for the 50 percent greater truck passing dis-
tances. A nore recent study by Gericke and walton
(23) essentially confirns the sr,redish study resuLts.
Tt¡e authors contend that if current pavement narking
practice Ias described in the Manual on Uniforn
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)l is maintained, an
adverse safety inpact may be expected.

The use of passing lanes and short four-Iane sec-
tions has been suggested as a rneans of alleviating
safety and operational problens on two-lane high-
ways. A passing lane is defined as an added third
lane that is placed to provlde passing opPortunities
on a two-lane highv¡ay. À four-lane section on a two-
lane highway is generally Less than 3 mi long and is
provided for the specific purpose of providing pass-
ing opportunities in both directions at the same 10-
cation. A recent study by Harwood et aI. (4, at-
tempted an operational and safety evaluation of
passÍng lanes and short four-lane sections to in-
prove traffic services on tvro-Iâne highways. The
âuthors used S-year accident data collected at se-
Iected sites in L2 states fot 66 passing lanes and
10 short four-Iane sections. some of the inportant
conclusions of this study are discussed next.

Passing lanes and short four-lane sections are
IÍkely to provide significant operational benefits
on tr,¡o-lane highways. Both types of treatments sig-
nificantly increase the passÍng rate in the direc-
tion of travel cornpared with a conventional tv¡o-lane
highway. The percentage of vehicles platooned is
reduced by nearly one-half ln a passing lane. The
percentage of vehicles platooned inrnedliately down-
stream of a passing lane is even Less than the up-
stream value. Further, the operational benefit of
passing lanes can persist for several miles dorrn-
stream from the treated section. on the question of
highway safety' the study found that the installa-
tion of a passing lane does not increâse accident
rates ând, indeed, probabty reduces them. No unusual
safety problens were found to be associated with
either lane-addition or Lane-drop transition areas.
The rate of accident involve¡ûenÈ for vehicles
craveling in opPosite directions hras found to be the
sarne or lower on passing-Iane sections than on un-
treated tvro-lane highwaysr even for passing J-anes

where passing by vehicles moving in opposite direc-
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tions is permitted. There was also no indÍcation of
any najor safety problem in the fane-addition or
Iane-drop transition areas of passing 1anes. No

safety problems associated with vehicles rnaking left
turns fro¡n the treateal direction of a Passing lane
were found.

A substantially lower accident rate eras found for
short four-lane sections than for conparable un-
treated two-lane highways. The authors, however¡
were not âble to conduct any statistical slgnifi-
cance tests on the addition of four-lane sections.

SI¡4ULATION MODELS

Since the mid-1960sr conPuter simulation has been
used extensively as an analytical tool in the field
of traffic and transportatlon engineering. During
the period L969-L972 a computer sirnulation ¡noilel was
developed at the Civil Engineeri.ng Departrnent of
North Carolina State University (referred to as the
NCSU model) to deterrnine the effect of systematlc
alteration of no-passing zones (NPzs) on throughput
traffÍc. The nodel was calibrated with traffic flow
data fro¡n rurâI highnays in North Carolina and then
applied on a specific field site to evaLuate trafflc
flovr conseguences of systernatic reductions of no-
passing barriers. The rnodel !,tas developed as an out-
growth of its predecessor developed at the Franklin
Institute of Research taboratory.

The najor findings of this study have been re-
ported ín the Literature' but for the most part
these are sornewhat irrelevant to the topíc of thÍs
paper (ë-4). However. during the initial model de-
velopnent process a series of sensitivity analyses'
using the original conputer si¡nulation model (FIRL
model), was conducted with the specific objectÍve of
evaluating the traffic operationâ1 inpact of per-
centage NPz, truck percentager and input volume on
speedr delayr and passing-related output. The model
used for the sensítivity analysis was not calibrated
with fielcl data; however, the trends in the output
datar as a result of changing the three input vari-
ablesr are v¡orth notlng.

The input to t,he ¡nodeL consisted of a hypothet-
ical 30r0OO-ft-tong roadway on which five leve1s of
no-passing barriers (imposed by horizontal or verti-
cal sight restrictions singLy or in co¡nbination) r

along v¡ith vertical grades, had already been estab-
lished. Tvo types of trucks were specifieCls Type I'
a single-unit vehicle and Type 2, a heavy tractor-
traiLer cornbination. The distribution assigned to
these two tyPes was 43:57 and was taken fron the
ÀASHO policy manualr which reported the results of a

nationwide survey of truck travel on ruraL roads in
1963.

The results of the sensitivity analysis for an

input volume level of 800 vehicles per hour (vph)

are presented in f igures (Q) . tne important features
of these figures are as follows¡

. Figure 1¡ An increase in the percentage of
trucks shows a consistent decrease in mean speed for
the 50 and 70 percent no-passing zone configuration.

. Figure 2: Increases in truck Percentages gen-
erally produce an increase in the number of at-
tenpted passes per hour Per mÍle.

. Figure 3: Àn increase in the no-passing zone
percentage fro¡n 20 to 50 percent, or frorn 25 to 70
percent, realuces the number of completed Passes Per
hour per mile approximately teto- to sixfold. An in-
crease in the percentage of trucks is acconpanled by
a substantial increase in the number of co¡npleted
pasaes per hour per mlle.

. Figure 4! The number of vehicles passed per
hour per mile increases beyond the 50 percent no-
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Percent Trucks

FIGURE I Mean speed for an input volume of 800 vph (two ways) versus percentage lrucl<s (25).

passing zone configuration v¡hen the percentage of . FÍgure 5: À reduction in the no-passing zone
trucks is 15 percent. or greater. Àn increase in no- percentage câuses a clear decrease in the delay per
passing zones from 25 to 50 percent results in a hour per mile for all. truck percentages fro¡n 0 to 20
decrease in the number of vehlcles passed for all percent. the change in delay for increasing percent-
input volunes and for. all truck percentages. For ages of trucks is negligible for the 25 and 50 per-
truck percentages greater than 10 percent, the 70 cent no-Passlng zone classifications. f'or 70 percent
percent no-passÍng zone shows a greater number of no-passing zonesr there is a clear increase erith in-
vehicles passed than do the 25 or 50 percent zones. creasing truck percentages.
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FIGURE 2 Number of attempted passes per hour per mile for an input volume of 800 vph (two waya) vereue
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

The purpose of this paper ís to review the basic
issues pertaining to truck safety and operational
proble¡ns Ín no-passing zones on two-Iane rural high-
ways. A6 a result of this review and lfmited diecus-
slons v¡ith a nu¡nber of researchersr the following
conclusions are drawn:

1. Passing-related accidenta are generally prev-
alent anong the accident categories within the t!ro-
lane rural systen of U.S. highways¡ however, these
accidents comprise a smalL fraction of all accidents
in the country.

2. Pas6ing-related accldents comprise a sma1l
fraction of all rural intersection accidents. How-
ever, of all pagsing-related accidents, those that

a 251 NPZ

a 502 NPz

I tol ¡rpz
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FIGURE 5 Delay per hour per mile for 800 vph (two ways) vereus percentage trucks (2s),

occur at or near intersections comprise a major pro_
por tion.

3. There does nôt appear to be a consensus anong
researchers as to whether the accident lnvolvemenirate of large trucks is significantly higher orlower than that of all other vehicles. Most truck
accident studies, however, appear to indicate thatthe involve¡nent rate of large trucks in fatal acci-dents Ís much higher.

4. Anong fatal truck accidents, slngle-vehicle
accidents conprise a rnajor category. These slngle-
vehicle fatal accidents nay be lndicative of roadway
and geornetric deficiencies. There is, however, no
conclusive evidence in the literature of such geo_
¡netric deficiencies, other than sorne li.mited fndica-tion of hazards on off-ramps.

5. There is no information available in the Lit_erature on the incidence of truck accidents in no_passing zones. However, a number of recent studies
have indÍcated that on undivided rural roads collÍ-sions involving trucks are severe under all condi_tions.

6. Truck size (length and width) appears to bean intimidating factor Ín Lateral ptacement of vehi_cles during passing, as weLl as 1ongitudinal separa-tion (Sap) fron the following vetrlcle. Àlso, in-creased traffic turbul.ences are associated r.¡ithlonger trucks (as evidenced by forced lane changes¡gore encroachnents, etc.). However, there is no Ãvi_dence of increased hazard resulting from widertrucks.
7. The current MUrCD practice of ¡narking passing

zones designed for autonobiÌes may not be aãequatðfor trucks. The increased eye he!.ght of truckers
does not co¡npensate for increased truck passlng dis-
tance.

8. Linited evidence from the literature suggests
that both passÍng lanes and short. four-lane sectionsare likely to provide significant operational bene-fits on two-lane highways. rhese olerational bene-fits appear to extend several ¡niles downstrean fromthe treated areâ. Further, there does not appear tobe any indication of a sâfety problen in Èhe 1ane_

addition or Lane-drop transition areas of passing
lanes.

9. The use of sinulation techniques appears toprovide a tneans of assessing operational impact (ondelay, speed, and passlng ¡naneuvers) of lncreasedtruck traffic as lrell as altered roadway geometrics(as reflected by various measures of no-passlng
zones). wlth the proper calibration of such si¡nula_tion nodels it nay be possible to quantify some of
these operational effects.
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Use of the WHI Offtracking Formula
KENNIìT}I L. HI'ALT)

The Surface Transportation Assistance Act. (STAA) of
!?8? provided badly needed new funding for U.S.
highway facilities but is al-so a ',mixed blessing,'from several different points of view. Surely¡ nothinking person can deny that the 4g-ft senitruit"r,
novJ mandated nationwide, has brought about a rnajorupheaval in the arena of geornetric design standards.Further, the doubLe-trailer phenomenon, ner,, to some
sectors of the count,ry, has given rise to a renewedinterest in a reexamination of truck t,urning re_quirement.s.

ProperLy used. the WHI offtracking formula canprovide considerabLe insight into the highly variableturning requirements associated r¡ith different ve_hicle configurations. The purpose of this paper isto establish the bâsis for a correct understanding
of the data reguirenents and use of this relatively
simple offtracking fornula.

OFFTRACKING DEFINITIONS

offtracking is nost frequently recognized by its
consequences, but the subject has a history of docu_
¡nented study going back at l_east 25 years. ouringthe period of recorded study, several differenùdefinitions have been advanced, each typically re_flecÈing the concerns of the research -åpproach. 

Abrief expLanation of the basic research methodologies
and perspectives wil-l be presented to help develop abasis for understanding the concept,s curiently usedto define and quantify offtracking. These methodolo_gies include full-scale testsi scale-rnodel testsirnathernatical and graphic procedures; and, most re_cently, computer-tnodel simulations.

Full-ScaLe Test,s

The earliest offtrâcking research involved rneasure_
rnents using actual vehicles on test.-track curves of
known radius. One offtrack definÍtion that evolvedfro¡n this type of vrork dates båck to 1966 and cones

ABSTRÀCT

offtracking is the phenomenon that occurs when the trairing axr.es of a turningvehicLe increasingly migrate toward the curve center untir they final.ly reach amaxinu¡n steady-state offset from the steering arignment path. steady-state off-tracking is achieved when the projected extensions of ar1 iixed axLes pass throughthe curve center. For turns of L2o degrees or less, maximum offtracking observedwirL seldom fully achieve that. of the steady statet however, the cr.ean geometricreLationships that exist at the steady-state condÍtion nake it possible to readilyquantify and use this worst-case perfornance as a basis of comparison for variousvehicle configurations. The western Highvray rnst,ltute (!ì]l¡r) offtracking formulaprovides a relat.ively straightforvrard method of closely approxinating thã steady-state expectations for any given vehicle or combinaiion. However, the vehicledi¡nensions required and the implicat,ions of their use in t,he formula need to befully understood to ensure that calculations âre performed and interpreted cor-rectl-y. The purpose of this paper is to establish ihe basis for â correct under-standing of the datâ requirenent.s and the use of the wHr offtracking fornula.

western High$ray
Bruno, California

Institute,1200 BayhiIl Drive, San
94066

from stevens, Tignor, and LoJacono (]), who indicated
that

Offtracking is the path of the outside of
the outer tire on a rear or trailing axlethat deviates inward toward the center of
a turn fro¡n the circuLar path of the out-
side of the outer front tire, while the
vehicle or trailer combination is making
a turn.

The definition obviously comes from a practical
highway engineering perspective and accounts for the
entire ninimu¡n pâvetnent width reguired. This per_
spective establishes the overall objective for the
final offt,rack tneasurement of interest, and the
n¡ethodology ulti¡nately provides the basis for the
validation of the alternative estimating procedures.

ScaLe-Model Test.s

Scale-nodel vrork proved ¡nuch more expeditious thandid dealing with actual vehicles, anà these toolsprovided most of the source drawings from which
existing turning templates were originally developed.
The definitions of offtracking that evolvèd were much
less explicit and are typified by this 1962 statenent
fro¡n a Society of Àutomotive Engineers (SAE) report
(?) t

In general, offtracking is defined as the
difference in thê pâth of the first inside
front wheel and of t,he last inside rear
wheeL as a vehicle negotiates a curve.

The trâcerix integrator, Figure I, is perhaps the
rnost widely known and used of the template_drawing
scaLe-rnodel devices. IÈ is distinctive in that, thèline-wídth relationships developed capture the rela-tive distances desired, but the phyJical aspect oft.ire width must be considered an additive factor.
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FICURE I Tractrix intcgrator.

Mathenatical and Graphic Techniques

The mathematical and graphic techniques depend quite
explicitly on the geometric relâtionships de¡non-
st,rated in offtracking. These properties are shown
in Figure 2 and are pictured verbally in this defi-
nitionr which appeared in the 1964 SAE Handbook
(3 

'p.877) 
.

,/ /s
/o
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offtracking is the difference in radii
from the turning centêr to the vehicle
centerline at the foremost ând rearnost
axles of a vehicle or co¡nbÍnation and
represents the increase beyond the tangent
track occasioned by a turn.

I,¡otice that, as illustrated, thê vehicular centerline
taken in combination with the adjacent radius lines
fron the turning center fortn a series of right tri-
angles.

The oft-referenced SAE offtracking formula is
based on the v,rell-known Pythagorean theorem from
geonetry that the square of the hypotenuse of a
right-angle triangle is equaL to the sum of the
squares of the other two sides. Àlthough simple in
theory, the vehicle-specific forrnulas proceed from a
basis thât is less than obvious for a tvro-axle
vehicle and becone increasingly nore complex as ad-
ditional axles are considered.

The SAE fornula for offtracking of a single two-
axle vehicle is

or = (wa'z + ([(TR, - w'2lt/21 - rr¡z¡r/z
- [ (TR, - *gz¡ t/z¡ + HT (1)

where

OT = offtracking,
!{B = e¡heelbase,
HT = front vrheel track * 2, and
TR = turning radius of outside front r,rheel.

The conplexity of the sAE formulã sterns from the need
to deal with turning centers located at the vehicular
centerline rather than on the path of the turning
radius. The annually published SAE handbooks care-
fully defined and explained this forrnula up to and
through the 1972 issue. However, beginning with the
1973 volume (¿,p.1209), sAE dropped ¡nuch of the prior
detail and revised the text to include this state-
ment:

In recent years, there have been developed
data which are accurate enough to use for

TURNING
PAIH OF
FRONI AXLE
C€NT€RPO'{f

TURNING
PAIH OF
RTÂR ÀXLE
c€ Nlt RpotNt

,T
TURÑING CENTER

FIGURB 2 Typical offhacking geometrics.
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â1.1 practical purposes. The rnethod wasdeveloped by the western Highr,rây Insti_tute. . . . It is this ¡nethã¿¡ êâs! tocal-culate and simple to apply, which isrecorn¡nended as a general practice.

À detailed discussion of the WHI formula, its deri_vation, and its accuracy in cornparisoi-"itt resultsobtained via other nethoìs i" prå""niÀà in WH¡,s Re_seargh Committee Report 3 (5).
- -The WHI equation for ttre calculation of maximu¡nofftracking uses as one basis the surnmat,ion of thesquares of the components of the overâlL wheelbase.Thus..the WHI concept is frequently rãferrea to asthe r,sum of the squares,, ana, .ri'tãJ-àrt.n, mis_takenly âs the 'sum of the squares of whee1bases.,,This latter ¡nisconception can U" unã-¡"" been thesource of so¡ne grave misjudgments 

"ona.rnìng relative
ll:ning capability. Before iurther aiscì"si.on of theWHI for¡nuIa, one rernaining oeftracf--iethodologyde¡nands consideration.

Computer Modeling

Manual rnethods of cornputation prevíously constrainedmathenatical offtracking analysès to a åornparison ofthe maxi¡nu¡n values occurring at sorne variable butunspecified degree of turn. Hòwever, the mathematicaL
!n-":r" - 

and the computational muséle 
'no, 

"*i"t tofully define the transient offtrack values for anyturning condition. Às might be expected, an expanaeddefinition of offtracking resulis fiom- tnis newcapability and one such is as follows (6¿p.4):

Offtracking is the phenomenon which occurswhen the trailing axles of a turningvehicle increasingly migrate toward thecurve center until finally reaching amaximum steady state otfset frotn thesteering alignment path. The measured
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guantity of offtracking is defined as theradial distance sepârating the rear axlecenter path fro¡n the front axfe 
-a"na",

aLignnent pâth.

This definition recognizes that offtrack values in_crease along with the degree of turn__up to the pointat-lrhich a steady-staté condition einaffy develops.offtrack ar rhe sready_srare 
-c"naitiãi-ill obviously,that ehich the manual nethods t"". 

-iypiJ"rly 
termed

"¡naximum. t'

- Figure 3, taken fro¡n the report of lgooalrooffe et
"1.- 

(gl, quored previously, gr"phl."iiv'iortrays tfreofftrack cycle for one specifið vehicie'combinationas it enters inro and co^fteres 
" 

¡ãólããã.". rrrn.Notice that the ,e"uiting 
"ritÃ.È"1" âpparentvrell before and ends well. beyãnd tf," 

"ur""ture pointsdefined by rhe steering input. A"1;.ü;r"d for rhisco¡nbinat.ion, offtrack 1r,cr-eas." ."plãriìnrough thefirst 60 degrees of turn and very quicffy approachesthe steady-state varue even though the theoreticalpoint of occurrence nay be referenced to a signifÍ_cantLy larger ang1e. Overall, this Canadian transientofftrack rnoder appears to replicate observed ¡nove-nents reasonabty well. rt snoùta ¡å- oãããõnir"d rharfield tests and t.heir associated ,"""rr"rlia" do tendto be somer,rhat erratic and may 
"f"" 

-äi"pf"y 
sonesensitivity to deviations ero^ ite-;i"";ä sreeringinput.

The positional relationships, graphically shownin Fisure 4, itlusrrare ttre póint"";;-ã; folrowingtechnicaL definition of sieady-state ãtetrac*ing(6,p.4) ¡

[A] condition where a projected extensionof aII fixed axles of ã vehicie--passthrough the curve center forming a rigtrtangle triangle with the vehicle -r,rhere 
thehypotenuse is the alignment 

"urrr" iuaiu"and. the right angle is formed ny- ttrevehicle wheelbase and the radiu's ofcurvature at the trailing axle center.
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curve cenler

FICUBE 4 Graphic representation of eteady-etate offtracking.

It can be seen that when the steady-Etate condition
has been reached the sAE and WHI for¡nulas are both
directly applicable. However, if the degree of turn
is Less than that requiretl to reach steady state,
the naxinun-poÍnt fornulas will always overstate the
expected response. It should also be notei¡ that the
maxinun-point formuLas mây breâk down for long
vehicles on short-radius curves. Thls will occur
$rhen the curve center falls between the path of the
rearmost axle and the curve itEelf.

Turning Track

Transportation Research Record 1052

CONSIDERATIONS FOR USE OF FORIIIULÀS

The general for¡n of the !{HI offtracking equation is

OT¡nax,/ss = R - (R2 - ¿¡z¡t/z

where

R = radius of the curve follor¡ed by the front axle
center ând

L = individual conponent distances betneen points
effecting or directly affecting turnability.

The offtrack value to be calculated is in actualÍty
an estimate of the maxÍmum or steady-state value. Às
computed, the value is centerlíne related but can
readily be correlated with any other comparison
poÍnts glven the correct add-on constants. Figure 5
shows several of the significant offtracking compo-
nents and ter¡ns.

llurning Track

Although comparative offtrack values for different
vehicle configurations are the primary products vi-
sualized fron vùHI for¡nula use, turning track con-
parisons are of Ínterest as vrell. this dinension ¡nay
also be referred to as svrept width or track width;
however, the latÈer tern should be avoided if at all
possible because it has another quite different con-
notation as a vehicle dlnension. Turning trackr or
svrept nidth, can be co¡lputed as the sum of offtrack
and effective width where effectlve width lncludes
an overhang component. ÀASHTO policy suggests the
use of I ft 6 in. as the approprlate add-on factor
for effective width.

Turn¡ng Path of Front Axle
Ceñterpo¡nt

Turn¡ng Perh ol Rea. Axl€
Cente.po¡ñl

Tu¡ning Cenaer

,l

(.

I
c.

(2')

Turning Radius - To CenteroorAt ,)f T¡re

FIGURE 5 Schematic of turning track components and tems.
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Turning Râdius

In offtrack conputat.ion, the first radius of concern
is the turning radius. As used, turning radius (TR)
is câken to be the âIignment path of the outer front
tire at its centerpoint. For cornputat,ional purposes,
however, the formulas relate to the geonetry found
at the centers of axles. The computational centerline
radius (R) is therefore thât of the centerline of
the outer front tire (TR) less one-half of the front
axle track (i.e., half-track or
aJ.gebraic forn:

R=TR-HT

Front Axle Trâck

HT). Restated in

A conmon mistake is to assu¡ne that the half-track
value is one-half the maxlmum vehicle lridth. A simple
function of vehicle vridth obviously results in over-
stating the effective turning radius. However, the
point is that front axles on heavy-duty trucks âre
typicaUy narrovrer than are aII other axles in the
unit.

The infor¡nation shown in Figure 6 comes directly
frorn a major manufacturerts data book and clearly
indicates that the front axle can reasonably be as-
sumed to be approximately 80 in. This being the case,
half-track as used for computational purposes should
be taken as 40 in. or 3.33 ft.
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Elements of Vehicle Length

It is worthy of note that, from an offtracking
standpoint, multiple axles of an axle group operating
together within a single suspension system are
treated as though they were a single axle located at
the geonetric center of the group. As shown in
Figure 7, this is consistent with the general defi-
nition of wheelbase. Other typical di¡nensions in
Figure 7 are suggested to serve as â test of reason-
ableness for the designation of representative length
dimensions.

Overall length of truck combinations is still ân
act,ive controlling factor even though trailer-only
Iimits are noe¡ the rule on the Interstates and other
designated hi.ghways. These length 1i¡nits, coupled
with various bridge table requirements, have acted
to largely predetêrrnine many t,ruck length character-
istics. Although this subject is admittedly a sepa-
rater unrel.ated issue, Ít is ment.ioned briefly here
to encourage somê consistency in the selection of
di¡nensions for representative "anal.ytical t' ¡nodel.s of
various vehicle combinations.

Understanding the surn of l,2s (EL2) portion of the
WHI for¡nula is undoubtedly the key to ensuring proper
use. The Ls are defined as the distances between
points involved in or directly affecting turnability.
Figure 8r an axles-only schemat.ic of a tractor-semi-
trailer-full trailer (double-trailer unit), will be
used as the basis for the explanation of ts.

¡,¡heelbase dimensions are obviously significant

(3)

FS? FOTO FRONI ÂXLE

i tz FoTo FRoNT AXLt

F{8 FOTO FRONT AXLE

FRO FOTO FRONT AXLE

FRI{ FOTO fRONT ÂXLE

FS¿ F I ?O FRONT AXLE

FT¿ T I ?O FRONI AXLE

F¡3 F I ?O FRON] ÂXL€

FS7 F i ?O FPONI AXLE

FI7 F I2O TRONI ÂXLE

^XLT 
PPO

FVH FO5O FRONT ÂXLÊ 5OOO HYOR^UL I C

AIR TRUCK

AIR fRACIOR

HYORAUL IC

AfR lRUcr(

HYDRAUL I C

AIR IRUCI(

AIR TRACIOR

HYORAUL I C

AIR IRUCK HO

AIR IRACIOR HD

HYORAUL IC

AIR IPUCT

AIR TRACIOP

POUNO CAPACIIY
POUND CÀPACTIY

POUNO CAPACIIY
POUND CÄPÀCITY

POUND CAPACITY

POUNO CAPACITY

POUND CÂPACITY

POUND CÂPACITY

POUNO CÂPACITY

POUNO CÄPÀCITY

POUNO CAPAC I TY

POUNO CÀPACITY

POUNO C^P^CITY
POUNO CAPACI TY

7000

7000

7000

7500
7 500

9000
9000
9000

r 2000
I e000

F5¿ F I 2O FRONI AXLE I EOOO

FS6 fL93 I FR0NI ÂXLE r 8000
Fr6 fL93t ÊR0Nr 

^Xt€ 
t8000

Front Axìe Track - 80"
0ther Conrparabìes (L 0utside Duaìs)

Trâc tor - 84¡"
Trailer (Std.) - 84¡"
Tr.¡itcr (t/ide) - 90i,'

FRONT

FIGURB 6 Front axle dimensione.
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General:

l.lheeLbase

dnere

L' s m,ly be = WBs

= ¿c,s

FIGU&EB Axlesandconnectorsconcept. 
* c¿'s

but are definitely not all usedl in the calculations.
The I¡s actually represenÈs the trace or single path
from front to rear that connests adjacent axles or
axle-group centerlines with each other or with
intervening points of artlculation (connectors). As
indicâted, the relevant axle-related dinensions are
rrheelbases (WB) and the unit connectors are typically
fifth $heels or plntle hookE, or both.

llraces fro¡n axles (a) to connectors (c) are ref-
erenced as acrs and will alrúays be found to produce
contra-offtrack behavlor (negatfve offtracklng). îhe
acrs when sguared are always treated as negative
valueE in the L¿s summation. (The negative offtrack

fransportatlon Research Record

The dlstance betseen the t- (cencerllne) of the lead
axle and ttre t of the cralllng axle or axle group
for any given vehlcle uolÈ: l.e., to rL of tandenrs

1052

Tractors:

Bunper to rL front axle - 28'-30- typical for long haul

t'lheelbase - hlghly varlable

¡ cab-over-englne (COE) without sleeper
(4x2) - ll6" typtcal

. conv. wfth sleeper (6x4) - 212" rypical

5th r.rheel offset - adJustabì.e typlcal

¡ forward for load transfer to front axle

o back - nonsensical

. zero offset ylelds greaÈesc offtrack
Trailers

Klngptn sertlng flxed - 28"-48", 36" typlcal

Reer overhang - from { of rear axle/axle group

. shorÈ doubles unlcss 3-4 f.r. (f1xed)

o longer conv. unlcss 4-12 ft. (ffxed/slider)
FIGURE 7 Elementg of vehicle length.

(c+ a)

Pintle HooL
(Connector)

Trac tor Seni trai le.

Ge¡rera I Forn forñv | ô:

R - /? .;-3--

I

5t

Ful I frai ler

(whee I bases )
(axìe-> connectors)
(connec tor -) ax I eì

phenotnenon has long been recognized antl is used to
âdvantage in so¡ne type8 of conbinaÈions; however¡
personal veriffcation 1s Left to intuition or other
sources. )

Traces fron connectors (c) to axles (a) complete
the norrnal list of options for L measurements. Re-
ferred to as cars¡ these traces react in the sane
manner as a wheelbage in both the calculations and
the turning process. It perhâps goes srithout saying
that ln the LE sun¡nation proceEE the number of acrs
rnust equal the number of cars.

Summarizing then, the Ls nay be wheelbases (l{Bs),
axle-to-connectors (acrs) or connector-to-axles

5th vheel
(connector)
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5th wheel
(Connec to. )

tr
d)

i
I

-tl cô^

a 
l..-'

IIrI\\K__ 
we

------*l
I

al
i

to l

Pintle Hook
(Connec tor )

Senritrailer

/1 1/R'- î.L'

22i222- o.l *..t1 o.2 *.o2 *w8z

*t2

I

-p
Tr¿c tor

måx

I L2 =wBr

FIGURE 9 General case illustration.

(cars). Further. acls s¡iIl â1ways generate negative
L2s. Referring to Figure g, the ,L2 is shown
trritÈen in algebraic for¡n for thê illustrative, gen-
eral case doubles unit. Follovring the L trace from
front to rear r,¡ith all acrs negative after squaring,
the lLz statement. is as follows:

fi2 = we? - acl + ca! - acf + caz, + wzf (4)

where

liBl = ¿¡".¡or wheelbase (as properly defined),
acl = fifth wheel offset (irrespective of for-

vrard or back),
cal = kingpin to rear tandem centerli.ne,
âc2 = gq.¡.rline of rear tändem to pintle

hook,
ca2 = pintle hook to centerline of dolly axle

(t.railer 2), and
WB2 = ¡r"i1"r 2 wheelbase (dolly fifth v¡heel

offset = 0).

Note again that the number of acrs equals the nu¡nber
of cars, even though an ac value, for exarnpler ¡nay
actually be zero. It lrill also be observed that the
second trailer could also have a small fifth wheel
offset, in which case an âca and a ca3 v¡ould re-
place the WB2 sho!.rn.

For the fifth v¡heel offset, small values, say 1
ft or 1ess, have virtually no inpact as an ac because
values less than 1, when squared, beco¡ne even
smaller. Hovrever, the ca difference conpared with
the corresponding vJheelbase cân and does become sig-
nificant. The rule is: when a fifth r,rheel offset is
the desired assumptÍon, always use the ac and ca
terms rather thân the corresponding wheelbase.

SAITIPLE CÀLCULATIONS

The first step ln âny offtrack calculation is to sort
out and harnonÍze the various length co¡nponents such
that. (a) all of the ts are accounted for and realis-
tic ând (b) the sum of the parts equals the overall.
This is not always as easy as might be inagined; and
sone visual aid, such as an axles-onLy schenatic,
wilJ. prove invaluable. It is recommended that thÍs
step precede any cal.cuLation effort--even if done on
a conputer.

Selected Combination

The Ls concepts r,¡ere worked through with a sonewhat
unusual doubles configuration, a Rocky-Mountain
doubJ.e¡ this unit r,¡i11 atso be used to iLlustrâte
the câlculation process. Figure l0 is a fuLly dirnen-
sioned drawing of one such combination with the Ls
components identified hereafter.

These particular units r,rere assenbled and used in
the 1984 Multistate Highvray Transportation Agreement
(MHTA) over-the-road de¡nonstration tests. The dimen-
sions are exaggerated somewhat in conparison with
nornal prâctÍce. The purpose of the test $ras to
gather real-vrorld data for input to the F¡IWA Longer
Co¡nbination Neterork Study, and FHWA insisted that
the STAÀ dímensional maximuns be used as the basis
for the study.

L2 calculation

when the L conponents have been identifÍed, the sum
of L2s conputation is straightforward. Referring to
Figure 10, the mâth, including the conversion of alL
rneasurements to the conmon units base, is as follows:

Fuìl Trailer

OT

Component (in.) L(ft)
WB1 = 149 12'333

(-) ac1 = 12 L.000
caL = 472 39'333

(-l ac2 = 65 5.500
ca2 = 82 6'833

(-) aca = 91 .083
ca3 = 264 22'000

L2
Is2.1 0

(1. 00 )
1 ,547 .08

(30.2s)
46.69

Ignore
4 84 .00

tL2 = 2tI98.62

The selection of feet as the basis for cornputation
is primarily a natter of number size conveniencei
however. because offtrack conparisons are often a
matter of inches it is reconmended that calculation
accuracy be maintained to at least tenths of a foot
and preferably to hundredths, as shown. Notice that
the tL'z is a characteristic of the vehicle itself and
is total).y independent. of any turning radius con-
siderations.

Selection of Intersect,ion Radii

The turn radius of interest may be a special case (a
given) or alternatively nay be selected to represent
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'-z¿7

rrLs" Componeñts

"c| = 't2" 
""2 = 82"

cal = 496" - 2l¡" (ìcJ = l"

-- tr72" cô3 = 26q"

FIGURE 10 Sample calculations, Rocky-lì{ountain double.

I L2 . wgt2 - ".,2 
. .",2 - 

".12

where

WBr = llr8"

?22. ."2 - ."3 * 
""J

""2 = 66"

The sÍmplicÍty of the final calculation points out
once again the significance of the ÍL2 as the
key to the pröper understanding and use of the !{HI
formuLa.

Maximum lurninq Track Calcul.ation

Consíderation of the PracticaL highway engineer's
defínition of offtrackÍng leads again to the deter-
mination of minimurn pavernent requirernents (i.e.,
turning track or swept r.ridth). AASHTO policy guidance
¡nakes this a sirnple task and suggests that a constant
of 8.5 ft be added to the indicated offtrack value.
If

U = turning track and
U¡¡ = MOT¿¡ + 8.50 (5)

then for the selected co¡nbinationt

u6O = 24.9e + 8.50 = 33.34 ft
UIoo = 12.13 + 8.50 = 20.63 ft

The ÀÀSHTO constant' on closer exanlnation, ap-
pears to have been so¡newhat overgenerous as orlgi-
nalLy specified for use erith 96-in.-side units. Às a
result' there appears nolt to be no strong argunent
for using a larger value 1n conjunction lrith 102-
in.-width turnÍng performance.

OVERVIEW OF WIT FORI{UI,A

In introducing the subJect¡ varíous definitions of
offtracking irere given to illustrate the unlque
characteristics of the wItI fornula. It was pointed
out that the for¡nula yields a naxirnurn or steady-state
value related to the centerllne of the vehicle. Àn

understanding of front axle track width and its re-
lationship to turnlng radius was emphasized, and the
real world of truck length cornponents was dÍscussed
r.rith respect to the identification and handllng of
the Ls in the EL2 deter¡nination.

The sample calculatlons used an unconrnonly long
vehicle configuration and short-radius curves to iI-
lustrate

sorne particular class of facility. Illtll analysis in-
dicates that the following türning radii assumptions
are reasonable and generally representative:

. Principal ci¡y streets = 60 ftr

. Rural state highways = 100 ftr and

. Freeways (cloverleaf) = 165 ft.

To complete the samPle calculation process' two of
these radii will be used to esti¡nate the offtrack
perfornance expected for the selected combination.

60-Ft Turninq Radius Calculation

Given

TR = 60 ft. (principal city street) 'HT = 3.33 tt 0/2 front axle) r
R=TR-HT

= 56.67 ftt
R2 = 31211.49r and

EL2 = 2tL98.62 (constant calculated earlier)t

then

MOT6o = R - l(R'z - ¿¡z¡t/27-- 
=56.6? - t(3,211.49 -2.Lg8.62rr/21
= 56.67 - 3I.83
= 24.84 f.l.

ÌOO-Ft lurninq Rådius calculation

Given

TR = I00 ft (rural state highway) r

HT = 3.33 fE (L/2 front axle) r
R=TR-HT

= 96.67 fE¡
R2 = 91345.09, and

)JL2 = 2tL98.62 (sarne constant) t

then

MOT1oo = R -t 1F.z - Et'zlr/"!
= 96.6? - t(9'345.09 ' 2,Lg8.62rt/21
= 96.67 - 84.54
= 12.13 ft.
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. The concepts of axLe-connector (negative off-
track term) and connector-axle distances as they
interrelate r,rith overall wheelbase to deter¡nine the
vehicle-dependent vâlue tL2,

. The correct, half-t.rack adjustment of the
turning radius to determine the vehicle centerline
radius (R), and

. The relative simpLicity of the calculations
when the formula components hâve been properly de-
fined.

Às a general overview of the formula application,
it can be said thât the WHI offtrack for¡nula is an
accurate and expeditious tool for comparing worst-
case vehicle turning performance. Worst case is em-
phasízed because the steady-state vâIues as computed
virtually always exceed those for a 9o-degree turn.
Be aware, however, that the for¡nula rnay break do$rn
for long units on short-radius curves.

Not even mentioned was that the mathemat.icâl
formulation of the Canadian transient offtrack model
now offers the capability to conpute maximum offtrack
for any given degree of turn. The for¡nulâs available
in the report by Woodrooffe et al. (6) can be used
to adjust the steady-state value when it has been
determÍned. That discussion, however, is a fol1or,r-on
subject and will not be at.tempted as part of this
presentation.

Offtracking calculations and their interpreta-
tions are indeed skiLls that âre t,honed¡, only with

Vehicle Offtracking Models

MICHAEL W. SAYBRS

Motor vehicles typically etnploy a single steered
front axle folLowed by one or more unsteered rear
ax1es. In Lovr-speed turns, the rear ¡rheels track in-
side the paths taken by the front wheels, such that
the pâth svrept by the vehicle is wider than the
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when a vehicle t,urns, the rear wheels track inside the path traced by the front
wheels. This behavior is called offtracking and can lead to probLems when large
trucks operate in confined areas. The nethods that have been used by desÍgners to
estimate the offtracking of heavy trucks are reviewed, and then a conputer rnethod
for graphing the complete s$rept path of an arbitrary vehicle making any type of
turn at 1or,, speed is described. The ¡nethod is valid for nearly all truck config-
urations in use on the highways, including double and triple combinations. The
paper includes several example plotsr and a computer progran that uses this
method, developed for the Apple II computer, is described. The progran is avail-
able free fro¡n the Federal Highway Administration.
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frequent use. further, when i.mproperly used any spe-
cial-purpose tool will fail to do the job for which
it. was designed. The purpose of this presentation
has been to out.line the concepts and procedures re-
quired to correctly use the WHI offtracking formuta.
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vehicle itself. Figure I shows how this behavior re-
su1t,s in an additional swept width, called offtrack-
ing, for the vehicle. Offtracking can pose problems
whenever there is not enough space to accorn¡nodate
both the width of the vehÍcle and the additional
offtracking displacement. Thus engineers laying out
geonetric designs for intersections, parking areas,
and other Locations with restricted geo¡netry need to
address the potentÍaI offtracking requirements of
the Largest vehicles that will be using the area.
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The methods that have been used by designers to
estimate the offtracking of heavy trucks are revieweil
and their limitations are ¡nentioned. A computer-based
method for graphing the cornplete sleept path of an
ârbitrary vehicle maklng any type of turn at 1or,,
speed is then described and demonstrated. The com-
puter method presented is valid for nearly all truck
configurations in use on the highways¡ including
double and triple combinations. A cornputer program
that uses this method has been developed for the
Apple II computer and is availabLe to the public from
FlIwA. when equipped with the appropriate plotting
hardware, the program produces high-quality scaled
drawings of vehicle offtracking. By using this pro-
gratn or an equivaLent, t.he designer can see just hor,,
much space will be requÍred by various vehicles to
navigate a turn.

Most vehicle rnodels used for offtracking predic-
tions are one dinensional and neglect effects of
vehicle width during low-speed turns. The assurnptions
underlying a one-dimensional rrbicycle rnodelt' are
relevant to the range of applications for which the
rnodels are valid and are described first.

BICYCLE MODEL

Description

In this paper are discussed models that assume that
all nonsteered whee¡.s that are rigidly connected can
be represented by a single "equivalent. wheel" located
near the centroid of the actual vrheel positions. Be-
cause highway vehicles are syrûnetric from right to
left, with each erheel on the right side of the
vehicle having a corresponding wheel on the left
side, the model is bâsed on a single wheel located
at thè center of. the ax1e. Thus the vehicle is
¡nodeled geometrically as a bicycle. Multiple-axled
suspensíons are similarly nodeled as a single effec-
tive axle, usually located at the geometric center
of the nonsteered axles.

Figure 2 shovJs hov¡ an l8-r,¡heeled tractor-semi-
t,railer co¡nbination vehicle would be represented by
t$¡o linked bicycle models. The bicycle ¡nodel for the
tractor has the front point coinciding with the cen-
ter of the front axle and the rear point coinciding
with a point nidway betereen the two rear axles. The
wheelbaser designated L1r is the distance betvreen
these points. Note that the r.¡heeLbase pararneter is
less than the longest wheeLbase di¡nension of the
tractor because it does not extend to the second rear
axle. NaturalLy, it is also less than the overall
length of the tractor. The wheelbase for the se¡ni-
traiLer ' designated L2, is the distânce between
the hitch and the center point of the two axles. The
front point of the sernitrailer does not necessary
coincide with the rear point of the tractor unit,
and therefore the offset distance, designated À1r Ís
also needed. The offset is shown as a positive quan-
t,ity in the figure because it is in front of the
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IIIGURB 2 Two linked "bicycle" vehicle models.

equivalent lrhee1 position. when the hitch point is
located behind the rear wheel, a negative value is
used.

lerns

In this paper, each conponent (tractor, semÍtraiJ.er,
doJ.Iy, and so forth) of a combination vehicle is
called a "vehicle unit.rr The rear point in the bi-
cycj.e model wilL be referred to as the "rear axLet'
for convenience, although it is recognized that it
is actually the center of the tvro or ¡nore rear i{heels
in the actual vehicle being nodeled. For a single-
unit vehicle, such as a truck, bus, or auto¡nobiLe,
the front point al$rays corresponds to the center of
the steered front ax1e. The same is true for the
tractor in a combination vehicle. For towed units,
the front point always corresponds to the hitch Io-
cation. Because the front point may represent either
the center of a steered axLe or a hitch location, it
will be referred to sirnpLy âs rthe front point."

Limitations

When turning at low speeds¡ the unsteered reâr wheels
of a vehicl-e follor., a pâth that is deter¡nined nainly
by two factors: (a) the paths taken by the front
v¡heels and (b) the fixed geometric relationship be-
tween the front and rear axle or axles. At higher
speeds, the masses of the vehicle conponents cause
forces that resist change in direction. These forces
interact with tire forces to deter¡nine where the
vehicle goes. UsuaLly, the effect of the ¡nasses is
to force the rear wheels to the outside of the turn,
reducing the offtracking. Although it is possible in
so¡ne cases for the rear axle or axles to actuaLly
track outboard at high speeds, the swept width ls
generally largest at 1or,, speeds. Thus nodels based
only on kinematic reLations can be used to predict
"¡¡orst-case I' of f tracking.

There is a great deaL of additional mathernaticaL

$
FIGURD I Examplc of the offtracking effect for a singlc-unit vehicle.

t\
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complexity that is encountered v¡hen going fro¡n a
simpJ.e bÍcycle nodel to one that includes details of
tire mechanics. Fortunatelyf these effects have only
â slight influence in rnost of the situations that
concern pavement fayout design. Therefore thís paper
deals exclusively with methoils based on the bicycle
mottel. Before continuing, however, a fey¡ exceptional
cases wiII be ¡¡entioned for which the bicycle notlel
is not appropriate. The bicycle moileL is inaccurate
in these cases becâuse the tlre mechanlcs act in
such a way thât identically steered wheels do not
perform the sâme as a single equivalent wheelr as is
assumed in the bicycle ¡nodel.

For an axle with dual tires to follovr a curved
path, it is necessary for the individual tires to
assune nonzero slip anglesr generating forces that
cancel but nonetheless create a steering rnonent. This
monent acts âbout the center of the axle and resists
any turning. The same effect is createil nhen there
are tlro or ¡nore nonsteered axles rigldly connected
in a tandem or triple suspension. A resuLt of these
tire forces Ís that significant steering effort is
required to navigate a turn in contrast to the zero
steering effort that would be adequate if all tires
grere to roLl with no sLip.

The steering effort is not of concern as fong as
the requÍred forces are available. One li¡nitation is
the friction of the pavenent surface. If the required
steering forces at the front axle exceed the friction
avail.able, then the front tlres ¡+iII slÍde and the
vehicle wiII noÈ nake the turn as predicted with a
no-sJ.ip bicycle ¡nodel. This ¡night happen for a spe-
cial vehlcle with many heavily loaded rear axles that
are unstêered and a lightly loaded front axle, but
such behavior would be most uncornnon for a hlghway
vehLcle.

Another case in which a single wheel with zero
slip is not a good representation of a group of un-
steered wheels is that in v¡hich the tires on the
wheels are not identical or all the tires in a group
are not loaded equally.

I{hen the tires are nore or less the same, and
equally loaded as intended. the steering noments
generated by Èhe nonsteered tires have only a ninor
influence on the vehicle tracking performance on
high-friction surfaces (that isr dry pavenent) and
can be included ín a bicycle model by modifying the
$rheelbase pararneter (Ð. This effect is typically so
slight that a simple georîetrlc averaging is generally
acceptable for obtaining the wheelbase pararneters of
the bicycle nodlel.

On slippery surfaces sone of the tlres can reach
the frictional limits while others do not, resulting
in different offtracking performance than wouLd be
obtained on a high-frlction surface (3). rt¡e bicycle
moilel applies only for the case of a high-friction
surface.

Although there is nothing to prevent the bicycle
model fro¡n being used for vehicles with steerable
rear axlesr steerable rear axles are not treateal in
thÍs paper. À1I of the analyses that follor apply
only to vehicles vrith unsteered rear axles, for which
an equivalent vehicle unit r,eheelbase can be assumed.

ANÀLYSES IN USE

Maxlmu¡n Offtracking

For a glven radÍus of turn, the ¡naxirnu¡n offtracking
occurs when the vehicle ha6 reached a steady-state
condition. The case of steady turning is relatively
simple to ânaÌyze for the bicycle model. Because the
vehicle is a rigid body. there is a center of rota-
tion about whfch every point Ín the body rotates.
The no-slip condltion at the rear means that the
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circle traced by the rear wheel ¡nust be perfectly
tangenÈ to the vehicle body, as shown in Figure 3.
This condition of tangency tneans that the Pythagorean
theorem cañ be used to calculate the radius of the
circular path at, the rear sheel:

nl=nf"-{

Thus the no-sLip conditíon requires that the rear
axle nust follow a srnaller radius than does the
front, such that steady-state offtracking is always
inboard. Note that the offtracking is rnaximu¡n at the
equivalent rear axle position because it ls onJ-y at
the position of the rear axle that the vehicle frame
Ís exactly tangent to the curve. EÍther for¡vard or
aft of this positionr the vehicle must be further
fro¡n the cÍrcular curve (and thus it must lie on a
longer radius curve) as can be seen fro¡n the figure.

FICURB 3 Use of the Pythagorean
theorem to compute maximum
(steady-state) offtracking in a

constant-radius turn.

,rust as the steady turning of a motor vehicle is
determined by the radius of the path followed by the
front axler the turning of a to$real trailer is deter-
mined by the radius of the articulation point (hitch
location). Figure 4 shows the geo¡netry for the case
of a tractor-senitrailer vehicle. Às before, the
Pythagorean theorem appLiqs to the tractor ' such that
the radius of the effective rear axle (Rf) can be
calcuLated using Equation i. rhe Pythagoreãn theorem

FIGURE 4 Uee of the

þthagorean theorem to
analy?Æ maximum (steady-state)
offtracking of a tractor-
semitrailer in a conetant radius
turn.

(1)



(3)

al= af;- rl
= R]r, 12, + x2, - r,/
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is used consecutively to next calculate the radius
of the path traced by the hitch

nfr=n!+rl
=n? -r?+x? (2')

¡.NII

and it is used once ¡nore to compute the radius of
the effective trailer axle!

The path taken by the hitch is the input for the
trailer, just as the path taken by the front axle is
the input for the tractor. This procedure can be ex-
tended for more trailing units. Thus complex combi-
nation vehicles can be analyzed for steady turning
(maxi¡nu¡n offtracking) simpJ.y by repeated application
of the Pythagorean theorem. when this is done, the
cumulative offtracking of the rearnost effective axle
can always be calculated directly. A simplified ver-
sion of the general forrnuLa was originally recon-
¡nended by the l{estern Highway Institute (I,ùHI) (3)
and has been adopted as a recomnended practice by
Che Society of Auto¡notive Engineers (SÀE) (4). (The
hitch offset parameters' designated Ài in this
paper, are neglected becâuse they are usually much
snaller than the wheelbase parameters and thus have
a negligible effect when sguared in Equat.ion 3.)

The steady-turning scenario, represented by the
SAE formula, gives only the naximu¡n offtracking that
will eventually occur for a given vehicle configura-
tion and input radius. Hovrever, for ¡nany large trucks
the steady turn condition is not reached until- the
vehicle has turned more than 360 degrees. For tight
(small-radius) turns, Equation 3 may not have a
solution. For exa¡nple, typical length paraneters for
a 60-ft tractor-senitrailer combinat,ion vehicle are

Lt = 16.S ft (5.0 n),
LZ = 37.0 ft (II.3 m), and
Àt=o'
Equation 3 wiLl give a zero radius for the rear¡nost
axle when Rin = 40.5 ft (12.4 m); for any shorter
radius the t.railer is forced backward and Equation 3

cannot be used.
In practice' nearly all situations for which off-

tracking performance is desired are transient. The
steady-turning relations eere presented here nainly
as an introduction to the nore generalized analyses
of transient turning that folIow.

Tractrix Inteqrator

The transÍent path followed by the rear axle in a
bicycle model is called the general tractrix of the
path followed by the front point. The tractríx is
defined by the tvro mathematical constraints that have
been illustrated in FÍgures 3 and 4, nanely'

1. The rear axle is always a constant dÍstance
fron the front axle (wheelbase) and

2. The path traced by the rear axle is at all
times tangent to the line connecting thê rear axle
to the front axle (no-slip condition for the un-
steered r,rheeL) .

The tractrix integrator is a drafting instrument
that can be used to trace the trâctrix of a curve
(3r5). The instrument consists of a bar supported at
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one end by a stylus (the front point) and at the
other by a single knife-edge wheel (the rear axle).
The tractrix integrator is essentially â physical
bicycle nodel.

The distance betr,¿een the wheel and the stylus or
the integrator can be adjusted to model different
wheelbases. To use the integrator, a scaled drawing
is prepared for the input curve, which would be foL-
lowed by the front axle of the vehicle of interest.
The distance between the stylus and the wheel of the
tractrix integrator is adjusted to match the r.rheel-
base of the vehicle according to the scale chosen
for the drawing. The erheel of the integrator is
coated with wet ink, and the input curve is carefully
traced vrith the stylus. The inked wheelr rolling in
Iine with the bar, draws the tractrix. For a combi-
nation vehicle, the instrunent would next be adjusted
to match the wheelbase of the trailerr and the
process v¡ould be repeated using the tractrix of the
Iead unit vehicle as the ínput for the second unit.
Thus the path followed by the rear axle of the
trailer is the tractrix of a tractrix.

The tract,rix integrator can be used for any trac-
tor-trailer conbination and any type of input path.
The procedure described for tractor-trailer combina-
tÍons can be extended to include doublê and triple
co¡nbinations by using the tractrix of the previous
unit as the input for the following unit. The trac-
trix integrator gives on]-y the paths that $rould be
taken by the center of the vehicle--the r,rheels in a
bicycle ¡nodel. To obtain the swept path, the drafts-
man must, manually add the width of the vehicle.

The procedure used for multiple vehicle combina-
tions does not allow for hitch locations that are
offset from the equivalent axle locations. Often
these offsets are fairly small relative to the
wheelbase measurenents so this error is negligible.

Exact Solution

ceneral nathematical solutions for the tractrix of
both straight-line and circular steering curves have
been derived (5) and can be used to shov? quantita-
tively just how the radius of the rear axle varies
during the turn. Considering t.he sinPlicity of the
vehicle geometry and path inputs, the relations are
striking in their complexity. Because the path of
the rear âxIe of the tractor is not circularr the
recursive approach used with the Pythagorean theorem
and tractrix integrator cannot be used v¡ith the exact
solutions. The exact solution is therefore limited
to a single-component vehicle, unless great Liberties
are taken when fornulating engineering approxima-
tions.

Design Templates

The most popular ¡nethod for esti¡nating offtracking
requirements involves overlaying a te¡nPlâte with a
scale drawing of the design area. The template shows
the swepth path of a specific vehicle in a specific
turn--typically a 45-ft radius for the outside wheel,
which corresponds to a 4l-ft radius for the center
of the front ax1e. For these tetnplates' the vehicle
approaches the turn along a straight line, follows
the constant radius arc for a specified arc angler
and then departs in a stralght line. The arc angles
are typically 90 and I80 degrees, although other
angles are sometimes aLso shovrn. The ÀÀSHTO green
book includes figures for several design vehicles
(6), and similar tempLates are available frotn other
sources (3). ltost of the design templates nere pre-
pared graphically using a traxtrix integrator.
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NUMERICAL ¡T1ETHOD

None of the methods discussed thus far are cornpletely
satisfactory as an everyday design tooL. The ten-plates can offer only an approximate indication of
the offtråcking that, a design vehicle would exhibit
in a reference turn. The radii used as inputs for
the templates may have little in common r,rith the
design area. A ¡nore immediate problem is that tem-plates are not necessarily available for the vehicle
of interest, particularJ.y if it vras not previously
alloned on public roads. OnIy the tract,rix lntegratoiis capable of providing a iepresentative simuLation
of an arbitrary vehicle following an arbitrary path.
Às a drafting instrument, however, it, requires scale
drawings and a certain amount of skilt in its use
and interpretation, and it has not. proven practical
for everyday use. The alternative that follows is
basically a comput,er simulation of the tractrix
integrator.

General Approach

A nurnerical offtracking solution must duplicate the
operation of the tract,rix integrator. Thus the con-
straints that define a tractrix need to be trånslâted
into ¡nathe¡natical eguivalents. Although a generalized
mathemaÈical solution to the tractrix problen is not
known, it is relatively simple to soLve the tractrix
equations for very short distances. The generaJ.
solution ¡nethod is therefore one of stepping through
the trajectories.

Because the computations are intended to be pro-
graruned into a computer, it, is convenient at this
point to consider a flovrchart of the sinulation,
which is shown as Figure 5. The flowchart shor.rs threer'loops" through which the flow of the program might
be redirected to repeat computationâI sequences. Thenain loop, which goes from the bottom diã¡nond box to
the box labeled b, indicates that, when aLl of the
caLculations have been perforned for a specific pointalong the input path, the vehicle is ¡nãved foiward
slightly and the process is repeated for the newposition. The incretnent (as¡ is usually set to avalue of I ft (0.3 m). tqhen the vehicle has reached
the end of the path, the progran finishes as indi-
cated by QUIT at the botton of the chart.

There are also tr,ro inner J-oops in which calcuLa-
tions are repeated for each unit in the co¡nbination
vehicle. The letter n in the decision dia¡nonds indi-
cates the nu¡nber of vehicle units and would be set
to n=I for an automobile, n=2 for a tractor-
se¡nit.railer, n=4 for a doubles combination (trac-
tor, senitrailer, dotly, pup sernitraÍIer), and so
forth. Note that for a single-unit vehicle, none of
the caLculations $rould be repeated ând there r,rould
only be the sÍngle loop ínvolving the calculation of
posit,ion as the vehicle stepped through the rnaneuver.

Coordinates of a point in a vehicle Unit

l,fhen the position of the rear wheel of a vehicLe unit
and the heading angle are both known, the position
of any point associated with that unie can be cal-culated on the basis of the position of the point
within the vehicle unit. Figure 6 shows the x-y co-ordinate systems used in this paper to describepoints lying on a vehicle unit. There is an absolute
coordinate systen needed to describe the positions
of the vehicle units as they trace a path, designed
with capital letters, xry. The origin of the systern
is arbitrary and can be set to any convenient loca-
tion. (The beginning of the input path is one such
convenient location.) In addition, each unit has its

UGUßI 5 Florv char.t for offtr.acking computation
rnethod.
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trIGURD 6 Coordinates of arbitr.ary
point P in vehicle unit.

ovrn relative coordinate systen, designated by sub-
script Lovrer-case letters (xirVi). Às shown in
the figure, the origin of thJ relative coordinate
system (xir yi) has absoÌute coordinates (Xi, yi) and
is located ât the position of the rear axle oi that
unit. Note that positive x vâlues lie in front of
the axle and that positive y values lie on the right
side of the vehicle centerline. The absotute coordi-
nates of the point indicated in the figure are

Xp=Xi+PxcosO-PysinO (4)

Yp=Yi+PxsinO+pycosO (5)

where \ and Yo are the absoLute coordinates of
the poiñt. p, p; and pv are t,he relative coordi-
nates of the point p wl.thin the vehicle unit. ând
xi and Yi are the absolute coordinates of the
rear wheel of the unit.

Points of interest that wouLd be located using
Equations 4 and 5 are the front point (with relative
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coordinates Px = Lir Py = 0) and the hitch location
(coordinates Px = Ài i pv = 0). Two other points of
interest are (a) the outei-front corner of the lead-
ing vehicle unit., which usually defines the outer
edge of the s$repth path' and (b) the inner-rear
wheels on the rearmost. unitr which usually define
the inner edge of the sr,¡ept path.

Equations 4 and 5 are used directl'y in plotting
reference points (step h in Figure 5) and are also
used to determine the Ínitial vehicle position (step
a in Figure 5). when used to begin the simulation,
Xi and Yi represent the front point of the unit,
ana xo and Yo are the calculated initial position of
the rèar axlè, using Px = -Li' and Py = 0.

Characterization of Input Path

Most of the tiner designers are interested in the
case of the vehicle rnaking a circular turn for some

angle of interest (typically 90 degrees) and then
exiting the turn in a straight line. Thus the path
input is represented by a circular arc ancl a tangent
line. A nore general representation would be helpful,
hovrever, so that offtracking simulations could deal'
nore realistically with the types of rnaneuvers that
truck drivers actually nake. For exa¡npler when turn-
ing to the right in an intersection, the driver rnight
first turn to the left to make better use of avaiL-
able space.

A genera].ized input path could be specifieil as a

series of x-y coordinates at closely spaced inter-
vâ1s, but this would reduce flexibility in selecting
an appropriate distance incrementr and requires ân
assumption of how the points are connected (straight
1ines, arcs, poLynomiat function) in order to derive
a solution. In this paper the input path will be
characterized âs a sequence of arcs. The end point
of one arc is also the beginning point of the next'
and the arcs are constrained to be tangent r'rhere they
meet. Using this method, most lnput paths of interest
can be represented with just two arcs--the first a

constant-radius turnr and the second a straight line
out of the turn. $lhen nore conplex paths are desired,
they can be built up easily from congruent arcs, as
shown for three examples in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows
the sinple case for tvro arcsr the second of which
has zero curvature. FÍgure 7b shows a more conplex
type of turn that could be used to ¡node1 a maneuver
in-which the driver first turns to the left in order
to obtain ¡nore room for a right turn. It is conposed

p1 =p5 =-p2=-pl P3=P5=0 st=s2=s¿=s5

c. Lane chanSe

FIGURD 7 Tlrrec maneuvers rePresented ag

sequencee of circular arcs.
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of four arcs, the fourth of which has zero curvature.
Figure 7c shovrs a lane-change type of path, vrhich
could be used to model the maneuver made by a bus
pulling into a bus-stop lane and then leaving.

Each arc segment in a path is subject to teo con-
straints at the end points to maintain continuity:
(a) the end points of consecutive arcs must neet and
(b) they must be tangent to each other. As a result
of these constraints, each arc can be defined mathe-
matically by two paraneters: radius and length.
Mathematically, it is ¡nore convenient to use curva-
ture--the inverse of radÍus with units of l,/length--
than direct radius (v¡hich is infinite for a straight
Line) or degree of curvature (which has arbitrary
units ând reguires conversion factors). Turns to the
right are indicated in this Paper as positive curva-
ture, straight tines have zero curvaturer and curves
to the left. have negative curvature. The curvature
of an arcs is indicated as p, and radius is there-
fore !/p,

The second parameter used in the following deri-
vations is arc length. indicated as s. The arc length
is used instead of the interior angLe because arc
length is relevant for straight lines, whereas an
interior angJ.e is not.

In addition to the two paraneters for each arc,
the X-Y coordinates of the first point and the head-
ing angle (O) at the first point can be included
for plotting purposes to match the coordinates of
the input path to another coordinate systen. when
these values are specified for the first ârcr cor-
responding coordinates and heading angle can be com-
puted for all subsequent arcs frorn the conditions of
continuity.

coordinates of a Point on an Arc

To begin the mâthematical representation of vehicle
offtracking, consider the co¡nputation of the x-y co-
ordinates of an arbitrary point on a circular arc.
Figure I shows a sketch of an arc with curvature p

and tength s. In addition, the coordÍnates of the
beginning point of the arc are given as Xgr Y0t
and the initial heading angle is OO. At dÍstance
s along the arc. the heading angJ.e will be the ini-
tiat angle plus the angle subtended by the arc. The
angle is the product of the arc Length and the cur-
vaturer and thus

Q=Og+sp (6)

The coordinates of the end of the arc (for nonzero
curvature) can be written as

x = XO + e/pl [sin (00 + sp) - sin 66]

y = y0 - $/pl fcos (Q0 + sp) - cos ç61

which can be rnanipulated (using trigononetric iden-
tities) to yield

x = X0 + s [sinc (sp) cos g6

- sinc (sp,/2) sin 0¡ sin (so/211 (7)

v = Y0 + s [sin (sp/21 sínc (sp,/2) cos 69
+ sinc (sp) sin ool (8)

where the function sine curve (sinc) is defined as

sinc (x) : sin (x)/x (9)

Although Eguations ? and I are derived for non-
zero curvature, they are also valid for straight
lines when p = 0 when they revert to sinpler forn
lif p = g, then sinc (sp) = sinc (sp/21 = I, and sin

a. Simple 90'turn b. Complex 90" turn
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FIGURE B Coordinates along a constant.
radius curve.

(sp/2) = 97. These equations are used in severalplaces in the offtracking simulation to compute ner,,coordinates for various points (Steps b, d, and f inFigure 5).

Riqid Body Rotation

As a rigid body follows a curved path, at any instantit can be characterized by a clnter of rotation.Figure 3 shows t,his for a single vehicle unit andalso indfcates how the center of rotat,ion is calcu_lated for the bicycle model: it is the intersectionof the tt¡o radial _tines (labeled R1 and Ri¡) thatpass through the end points of the *bicycle 
ää¿ arenor¡nal to the pâths follor,¡ed by thoså points. Figure4 shows the special, steady-stãte case in which bothunits of a two-unit vehicle have the sarne center ofrotation. fn. the figure both intersections occur atthe same point because this is an illustration ofthe steady-state case. For transient offtrackÍng¡the two centers of rotation change as the vehicleprogresses and do not coincide.

For s¡nall novetnents about any given positlon, thepaths of aIJ. points ol the vehicle are ãpproximatelycircular, as defined by the instantaneouå curvature.
Furthermore, the approxirnation beco¡¡es more exact asthe distances becorne smaller. fhus the movenents ofthe axles of the vehicle can be cornputed using Equa_tions 5-B if the distance s ís sma1l. For nost ap_plications, a step interval of several feet is ade_quate, and an interval of 

^s 
= I ft (0.3 ,n) is aconservative choice to keep errors negJ.ígib1e.

The nethod used to compute oeetiaciing can besurn¡nârized in two steps, r,¡hich are repãatãa as shown
9y !1" two Ínner loops in the flon chårt (Figure 5).In the first loop, the curvature at the rear axle isconputed for each vehicle unit. In the second step,nehr poslt.ions for each unit are calculated on thebasis of an incremental advance of the front axle ofthe lead vehicle unlt.

tiqyr:.9 shows the geometry for an arbitrary vehicleunit (j) hitched to the preceding unit (f) such that

Even though it is shown for two linked units,Equation 13 also applies to the first vehicle unitwhere j = 1 and i = 0. In this case, Àn = 0, and 0nand pO are the current heading angle" and' ;;;;:ture of the input path.
Starting with the fÍrst vehicle unit, Equation 13is appLied in turn to each vehicle unit to obtainthe curvature at the rear axle for that vehicle unit¡as shown by the first loop in the fLor,, chart (Figures).

Y (east)

forrîed, with the

(10 )

(11)

function of

This poin is rhe intercection of2 circles,
. radii L¡ and It p¡

ß=0i-tj*o

Eguations 10-12 can be combined
yield

pj = [tan (01 - e¡) + Àio1J,/(Li tl
- Àipitan (ei - qjll ¡
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(12 )

and manipulated to

(13 )

x j,Yj

FIGURB 9 Computation of
curvature of rear axle.

Updating Vehicle positions

Equat,ions 5-8 and 13 can be used to compute nei¡ co_ordinates and. heading angles for each vãhic1e unit,lt the correct arc distance is known. The incrernentaldistances are not the sane for each vehicle unit andwill vary during the simulation. Figure l0 shows that.the arc length can be defined by a point of inter_section of two arcs with known centers and radii.

point is known (input)

newe j

AIso-, the angle g can be erltten as athe heading angles of the tÍo units

_l/pi
old 0¡

FIGURE l0 Calculation of ncw position of rear
axle.

The coordinates of the new axLe position (X*,
Yi) can be expressed using Equations Z and g3 J-

This point is known
(old position)

xj = xj + sj[sinc (sioi)cos ei
- sinc (sioi,/2)sin 0i sin (siol/2)l

= xi + s5ô*

XJ YJ

(new)

Xi'Yj

(r4 )



The coordinates of the front of the unit are the
sa¡ne as the coordinates of the hitch for the preced-
ing unit. Applying Ðquations 7 and I gives the hitch
coordinates:

n--2

Lr = 17.5 ft (5.3 nt), Àr = 2.1 ft (0.6 m)

Lt= 40.0 ft (12.2 nì)
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vj = "i 
+ sjlsin (sioi,/2)sinc (sioi/2) cos 0j

+ sinc (sioi) sin (oi)l

= Yi + si6"

where x] and yl are the new coordinates for

wheel of unit j, and

ôx = sinc (sioi) cos ei

- sinc (sioi/2) sin 0i sin (sio3,/2)

6y = "itr 
(sioi/2) sinc (s5oi,/2) cos 0j

+ sinc (s3oi) sin ei

Xh=Xi+Àicosei

Yh=Yi+À1sin01

The distance between the front and rear
uniÈ can be câIcutated from the coordinates
t,ions 14, 15, I8¡ and 19) and must equal the
base (Lj). The Pythagorean theorern gives

tx.+s.6 x. 12+ (Y.+s.ô -Y,12' j lx h' I lY n

Equation 20 can be solved for si to yield

s. = {a 6 + a ô- t(t? - 
^2 

-¿?lto?+-j '-x-x YY -'l x Y x

* (o*ô* * oror)27r/2¡¡ tol + oll

where

ôx=xj-xh
-xj xi-Àicos0i

at=Yi-Y¡
=Yj-Yi Ài sin 0i
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EXAMPLES

Templates for Two vehicles

Tables I and 2 give the pararneters that are used to
describe two vehicles of interest: a long (6O-ft)
tractor-senitrailer and a typical (65-ft) doubles
combination. Note that a typicat doubles conbination
is composed of four units: tractor, semitrailer,
dol1y, and second senitrâiler. A triples combination

TABLII t Vehicle Paranreters for Long Tractor'Se¡nitrailer
Coml¡ination (60 ft Ovcrall, 4B-ft Trailer')

llicycle Modcl Para¡ncters Refercncc Points

(rs)

the rear

(16)

(17 )

(18)

(Ie)

of the
(Equa-
wheel-

(20 )

(2r)

(22')

(23',)

Left front corncr of tractor
(Unit I )

l'* = 20.5 ft (6.25 trr), Py =
-4 0 ft (1.2 nr)

Left front wheel of tractor
(Unit l), P' = 17.5 ft (5.3
nr), P, = -4.0 ft (1.2 nt)

Midpoint betwcen right otlt-
sidc rvhccls of scnìitraile¡
(Unit 2), Px = 0, Py =
4.25 ft (1.3 nì)

l

TABLD 2 Vehicle Palarnctets for Doul¡les Combination (Cab'

Over-Bngine Tractor, Trvo 28'ft Trailcrs,65'ft Overall Length)

Bicycle Mo(lcl P¡rametcrs Refcrence Points

n=4

Lr = 11.00 ft (3..4 nì), trr = 1.8 ft (0.5 nì)

L2 = 22.8 ft (6.9 nr), \z = -2.2 ft (-0.7 m)

L3 = 6.1 ft (1.9 m), l¡ = 0

Lq = 22.8 ft (6.9 nì)

Lcft front corner of Iractor
(Unit I )

Px = 14.0 ft (4.3 m), P, =
-4.0 ft (1.2 m)

Left front whecl of tractor
(Unit I )

Px = I 1.0 ft (3.4 nr), I'y =
-4.0 ft (1.2 n)

Midpoint betwccn riglìt out'
sidc rvhccls of second scmi'
railcr (Unit 4), P* = 0,
Py = 4.25 ft (1.3 nr)

would usually be conposed of six units containing
the four from the doubles plus an aclditional dolly
and semitrailer. Table 2 includes a negative hitch
offset (ÀZ). This means that the hítch is behind
the effective rear axle for the second unit¡ the
first semitrailer. Figures 11 and L2 show traces of
the two points that define a swept path in a right
turns the left front cornêr of the tractor and the
midpoint of the right i,theets of the rearmost unit.
The path lying 4 ft to the left of the input path is
also shown. The input for these two figures is a
4I-ft-radius turn (at the vehi.cle center) followed
for angles of 9Or I80, 270t and 360 degrees. Although
longer, the doubles co¡nbination svreeps a narroeter
path than does the tractor-semitrailer combination.
Indeed, the tractor-semitrailer is too long to reach
a steady-state conditÍon for a 4I-ft-radius turn'
and Equation 3 (the SAE fornula) has no solution for
this vehicle.

Figure 13 shows the type of trajectory that would
be predicted for the tractor-senitralLer for a con-
tinued turn. The figure is based on the same radius
input but continues the turn for three complete
circles (I080 degrees). shortly after 360 degrees,
the rear wheels of the trailer have tracked so far
inboard that the trailer is actually being pushed
backwards as the tractor Progresses. As it is pushed
backwards, it tracks outward in a diverging path un-

ô2)
v

Equation 2L is not a compLete nathematical solu-
tion for si because the terms 6x and ôy' which appear

in the equation, are themselves functions of sj
(Equations 16 and 17). However' it becones a good

aplroxination if a close estimate of si is used in
nãuations 16 and l?. Because the incre-¡nent ôs used

in the cornputation is small enough for all of the
paths to be approximately circular, the change in
s: from one increment to the next is s¡nalI. Thus
tte value of s1 that vtas câlcuLated for the pre-
vious position õan be used in Equations 16 and 17 to
compute ô* and 6yr and those values are used in Egua-
tion 2I to obtaiñ the new value of si.

For the first calculation there' is no previous
value of si to use. Hovrever, if the rnultiple units
of the veh'icle are lined with each other (atl ar-
t.iculation angles at the hitches are zero), then aII
axles rnust move the same distance. This orientation
is assumed for starting purPoses, and therefore each
variable s¡ is initially equal to the increment of
the front axJ.er sg = ôs.
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FIGURB I I Offtracking for a 60-ft h'actor'-
scmitrailer vchicle in a 4l-ft-radius turn (45
ft to the outside front wheel).

Position Eost

FIGURE 12 Offtracking fol a 65-ft
doul¡les combinâtion vehicle in a 4l-ft-
radius turn (45 ft to the outside front
wheel).

Position Eost

FIGURB 13 Example of a trailel backing up
when attempting a continued sl¡ort-radius
furn

til it is so far outboârd that it can go no further.
Àfter this point it is once again puJ.led by the
tractor and tracks inboard. The figure denonstrates
that the numerical ¡nethod is stable and versatile,
but is aLso demonstratès a result that. could not be
obtained with an actual vehicle. To generate the
paths shown, the trailer had to pass over the trac-

6I

tor. That is, t,he articulation angle bet$¡een tractor
and trailer went. clear to 180 degrees and continued.
Actuâl tractor-semitrail-ers are const.rained to ar-
ticulation angles of a lÍt.tle ¡nore than 90 degrees,
so a real vehicle would have janned and possibly been
danaged if this maneuv€r had been attempted.

Ðescription of the Apple II Prograrn

A computer program that performs the offtracking
computations described in this paper and prepares
plots of the paths on an X-Y plotter is available
fro¡n F¡IWA. The program v¡as r,rritten for the FHWA at
the University of l4ichigan Transportation Reseârch
Institute (UMTRI) as part of the project "Inpact of
Specific Geo¡netric Features on Truck Operations and
Safety at Interchânges" (contract DTFH61-83-C-0054).
The progra¡n runs on an Apple II computer (II+, IIe,
IIc) and reguires 48k menory and one disk drive. The
progran is self-contained and relatively user
friendly, so that persons who do not hâve any ex-
perience with computers in general (or the Àpp1e II
in part.icular) can use the program without learning
much about the operation of an Apple II.

The progran allores the user to enter, edit, and
sâve input paths ând vehicLe descriptions. When a
vehicle description and a path description are both
chosen, the progra¡n si¡nulates the trâcking of the
selected vehicle as it follows the seLected path.
The coordinates of the reår axles of each vehicle
unit are stored on disk along with the heading angle.
Preselected reference points are plotted on the dis-
play screen to sho!, the progress of the si¡nulation.
Later, the stored data can be used to plot the paths
of any arbitrary points in the vehicle.

Scaled hard copies of the vehicle offtracking
paths can be obtained in two r.rays. If a plotter (the
Apple X-Y plotter) is available. the program will
use it to make scaLed ink drawings of the paths
traced by any reference points of interest. The
plot.ter can use either paper or transpârent material,
so it is convenient for making transparent, overLa!¡
ternplates. Although t.he progra¡n was developed pri-
narily for use with a plot,ter, it also allows a dot
matrix printer to be used if a ,,smart.r'.interface card
thât can control the printer to reproduce the graphic
inage from the screen is installed in the cornputer.
Àt the tine the progran eras vrritten there was no
software available that alLowed detailed graphics
covering an entire printed page at once. (The main
problern is t,hat a full 8- by 10-in. printer page
contains rnore than 4 million dots and requires rnore
than 400k bytes to store the image.) The hard copy
is limited to the information shor¡n on the screen.
To rnake a typical scaled plot, it is necessary to
nâke four hard copies, each shovring a different
fraction of the entire plot,. These can then be taped
together, as shonn in Figure 14. Thus the trade-off
in cost versus perforrnance between a printer and
plotter includes both speed and quality. The pLotter
produces high-quality output in less tirne than the
pr inter .

The prograrn was developed for a microcomputer in-
stead of a mainframe coÍìputer in order to nake the
program ¡nore accessible to state agencies. Most lârge
computers (and many small cornputers) have special
hardware and software for plotting, which means that
â program wÍth graphic output wiII require custorn-
ization to run on a part,icular installation. By using
an inexpensive and co¡nmonly available microcornputer,
the problerns assoclated wíth installation effort and
hardware incompatibility are reduced, ând they can
be conpletely elininated by using the supported x-y
pLot,ter.

€
oz
c
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41 ft to center 180'exit

Left-front corner of Tractor

lrailer ls pulled forward
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The main disadvantage of this progran is that it
is slow to execute. It takes fro¡n several minutes to
about 20 ¡nin to calculate the offtracking paths for
a single vehicle ¡nâDêllvêEr with the longer tÍ¡nes
needed for the ¡nore co¡nplicated vehicles (doublesr
t,riples). It then takes 5 to 15 min to nake a plot,
as it reads stored data frorn a disk file. (If the
hard copy is made with a dot-¡natrix printerr the tine
is nultiplied by the number of printed images that
must be taped together to obtain the full-scale
plot. )

SI,DIMÀRY

À revier,, of the nethods in use by designers to esti-
¡nate the offtracking of heavy trucks shoers that ana-
lytical ¡nethods are not available for predicting
low-speed offtracking for transient paths. T1'ro

graphic methods are used instead: the tractrix in-
tegrator (a tlrafting device) and transparent overlay
templatesr usually generated with the tractrix inte-
grator. A co¡nputer-based nethod for graphing the
co¡nplete s$ept path of an arbitrary vehicle making
any type of turn at low speed is described anil
de¡nonstrated. The computer nethod is essentially a
numerÍcal version of the tractrix integratorr with
the i¡nprovenents thât can be obtained using conputer
graphics equipnent. À progratn that uses this ¡nethod
has been developed for the ÀpPte II conputer and is
available to the public from the FHwÀ. $lhen equipped
with the appropriate plotting hardwarer it Proiluces
hÍgh-quality scaled drawings of vehicle offtracking.
The progran can simulate most highway vehicles and
handle arbitrarily conplex turn geonetries. Therefore
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virtually any geometric design can be evaluated for
a particular vehicle of interest.
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Expected Performance of Longer Combination
Vehicles on Highway Grades

Among the nurnerous items introduced in the Surface
Transportation Assistance Àct (STAÀ) of 1982 is the
concept of the longer comblnation vehicle (LCV) such
as the doubLe 48-ft and the tripLe 28-ft truck co¡n-
binatÍons. Í{ith an overall length of 120 ft, an ef-
fectlve width of I02 in. r and ¡naxi¡num axle weight of
20 kips for a single axle and 34 kips for a tanden
axler the gross vehicle weight (GVW) of these LCVS
can reach approxinately 130r000 lb. Àlthough the
STAA cited an upper overall lengÈh of 1I0 ft. funda-
rnental considerations of configuring LCVs identified
the length of 120 ft as more appropriate for these
units. The current criteria for determining the
critical length of grades and for providing clinrbing
lanes, suggested in the recent (1984) AASHTO green
book on geornetric design policy (I), assu¡ne a
weight-to-horsepower ratio of a typical 3-S2 heavy
truck to be approximately 300 fb,/hp. Operational
tests conducted by the California Depart¡nent of
lransportation (Caltrans) in 1984 (2) indicate that
LCVS are generally slower than are other typicat
heavy trucks, particularly when the weight-to-horse-
poner ratios are greater than 350 lbrlhp.

The purpose of this paper is to gain more inslght
Ínto the performance characteristics of. LCVS on
grades. 9lith this understanding, the objectlve is
then to assess the impacts that the operâtion of LCVS
on grades night have on the current design criteria
for deter¡nining the critical. length of grades and
for the provÍsion of climbing lanes.

K.N.À. Safi.ratr Department of Civfl Engíneering,
Michigan Technological University, Houghton. Mich.
49931. C.M. fvalton, Center for Transportation Re-
search, The University of Texas at Àustln, 78712.

K. NABIL A. SAFWAT and C. MICHAEL WALTON

ÀBSTRACT

Sections 138 and 415 of the surface Transportation Assistance Àct (STAÀ) of 1982
require the FHWA to report to Congress on the benefits and costs of a national
intercity truck route network for the safe and efficient operation of longer com-
bination vehicres ([cvs) such as the doubre 4g-ft and the trlpre 28-ft combina-
tions. The current (L984) AÀSHTO criteria for determining critlcal lengths of
grades and climbing lane design for the safe and efficient operation of exÍsting
heavy (3-S2) five-axle trucks assune a gross vehicle ireight-to-net horsepor,rer
(GVIVNHP) ratÍo of 300 Ib,/hp to be Írepresentative." The objective of this paper
$as to investigate the expected performance of LCVs on highway grades and possÍbJ.e
impacts on the current AASHTO design criteria. The ânalysis involved the ãpptica-
tion of a modlfied simulation ¡nodeL (used by earlier studies for regular five-axle
trucks) under alternative hypotheses about cvf{//NHp ratios, rolling resistances,
and aerodynamic drag for LCVS operating on different percentage upgrades (1-9
percent grade). The research also íncluded a lirnited collection of data on GW
and NHP values of actual LCVS. It was found that for LCvs, a cvVNHP ratio between
300 and 400 would be considered normal, and a ratÍo above 400 couId, occasionally,
be observed. It rras also found that critical lengths of grades up to 6 percent
could be significantly less than À.ASHTO-recon¡nended values depending on the per-
centage grade and the Lcvrs characterÍstics such as GWNHP ratio, rolling resis-
tancer and aerodynamic drag. The expected difference in critical lengths could be
as large as Lr060 ft on a 2 percent gradei that is, 44 percent less than the
AÀSHTO-recommended value of 2r40O ft. In order to make specific reconunendations
with respect to changes in current ÀÀsHTo design criteria, actuâl field data for
the operation of LCVS on grades have to be collected and analyzed.

To achieve this objective, the factors that ¡nay
influence perfornance of vehicles on grades were re-
viewed, and those factors that could be relatively
rnore important for Lcvs were highlighted. This is
the subject of t.he second section. In the third sec-
tion the issue of the prediction of LCV perforrnance
on grades is addressed. This involves a discussion
of existing approaches, the selection of a partlcular
approach for the study, a detailed description of
the selected approach, and the actual appllcation of
the nethod to LCVS. In the fourth section the focus
is on the analysis of results for f,cvs compared with
current ÀÀSHTO criterÍa for the crÍtical length of
grade and climbing lane design. The fifth section
includes a surn¡nary and conclusions.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE VEHICULÀR
PERFOR¡4ANCE ON GRÀDES

Most of the ¡naterial in this section is extracted
and summarized from walton and tee (3).

The ability of any vehicle combinatíon to overcome
any given grade is directly related to the resultant
effect of two principal types of forces. These are
the tractlve effort forces (Í.e., the pulling forces
generated through the poter train of the vehicle and
delivered to the drive wheels) and the tractive
resistance forces (i.e., the resisting forces due to
inertiar internal vehicle friction, rolling, winil,
grade, curvature, etc.). Each of these forces is a
function of several factors related to one or more
of the four principal components of the transport
systen. These four conponents are the vehicle, the
roadway, the driverr and the environ¡nent. A brief
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description of the major influencing factors related
to each of these four cornponents follov¡s. The factors
that are expected to be relâtively nore influential
in the case of LCVs will be highl-ighted.

Factors Related to the Vehicle

The vehicle is probably the most inportant component
that nay influence perforrnance on grades. Vehicular
characteristics that are nost likely to affect per-
for¡nance are the gross vehicle vreÍght (GVw) , the
povrer train characteristics, and the physical dimen-
sions of the vehicle.

The Gwil is no doubt a najor factor. As the Gwl
increases, the rolIing, inertiâL, and grade resis-
tances increase, leading to excessive reductions of
speed on grades.

The povrer train characteristics of the vehicle
are also of prirne importance. It is the vreight-to-
horsepower ratio that, is considered to be a deter-
mining factor as far âs the vehicLers performance on
grades is concerned.

The physical dinensÍons of the vehicl.e t.hat. nay
infl-uence its performance are side area, shape t
frontal area, and number and configuration of ax1es.
These features affect the nagnitude of air resistance
on the vehicle. In addition, the number and config-
uration of axles may affect the vehiclers inherent
resistance. The influence of these features on the
vehiclers perfornance is generally considered to be
less significant thãn is the cwr/NHP râtio. Hovrever,
in the case of LCVS, these features are expected to
play, re1âtive1y, a greater role in determining the
climbing capability of these particular vehicle
types.

Factors Related to the Roadway

The roadr.ray is no doubt an elenent that has a najor
influence on the vehíclers performance. The mâin
roadway features of influence are length and steeP-
ness of grader cross-sectional Profiler horizontal
alignment, and pavement type and condition.

The length and steepness of grade are the most

significant factors related to the roadway. The

vehicle's deceleration rate is directly dependent on
the steepness of grade and the total speed reduction
is primarily dependent on the length of grade.

The main cross-sectional vâriables are the nunber
of lanes, the width of lanes, and the type and width
of shoul<iers. These factors cân affect the entry
speed at the beginning of a grade' which is a najor
influencing factor on a vehiclers performance on
grades. Significant variability in any of these fea-
tures along the grade itself can have inportant ef-
fects on the vehiclets performance.

Pavement tyPe and condition can influence operat-
ing speed and rolling resistance and, consequently'
the vehicle I s Perfor¡nance.

Factors Related to the Driver

The perfor¡nance capabilities of and the ultimate
speed at which a heavy vehicle can overcome â grade
are¡ in many ways, dependent on the ability of the
driver to coax the ¡¡axi¡nu¡n pulling force frorn the
vehicle. The training, experience, familiarity with
the vehicle' and physical abilities of the driver
are the main characteristics related to the driver
that are most likeLy to affect the vehiclers per-
formance.
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Factors Related to the Environment

The major environmental factors that can influence
the vehicle's performance are atrnospheric conditions,
traffic conditions, and land use along the roadway.

Atrnospheric disturbances such as strong winds,
heavy rainr dense fog¡ high humidity, high or lor,t
temperatures, and different altitudes will tend to
adversely affect the capability of the driver and
the vehicle to operate efficiently on grades. The
driver wilI naturally tend to travel at reduced
speeds and the vehiclers engine output will also tend
to be reduced.

Heâvy traffic volumes, high percentages of trucks
and buses, and wide variability of speeds in a traf-
fic strea¡n will certainly have a significant detri-
mental effect on the performance of vehicles on
grades.

Às the density of abutting land use increases,
the Likelihood of interference caused by nerging
traffic attributable to adjacent activities in-
creases. The nâturaL reaction of the driver in these
situations is to be nore cautious and to reduce
speed.

The relative contribution of each of these factors
related to the vehicle, the roadwayr the driver, and
the environment can be assessed through modeling the
interactions among these factors in order to predict
the vehicleis perfornance on grades and performing
sensitivity analysis for each factor in the predic-
tion rnodel.

The discussion in the next section should provide
more insight into this issue.

PREDICTION OF PER¡ORMANCE OF LCVS ON GRÀDES

There are three major approaches to predicting the
perfornance of vehicles on grades. These are actual
field testing, econo¡netrics nodeling, and simulation
nodeling.

Actua1 field testing is no doubt the most satis-
factory procedure, but it is rather laborious and
expensive to conduct. In addition, the results are
applicabte only for the given conditions of the
tests.

The econometrics nodeling approach invoLves col-
lecting data on actuaL vehicle performance¡ vehicle
characteristics, the driver, the roaderay, and the
environment. These data are then used to calibrate
an econonetric nodel that relates all relevant fac-
tors to the vehiclers perfornance. This econometric
nodel is then used for prediction. This approach has
been used by walton and Lee (9). rhey colLected an
extensive amount of data to stu¿ly the speeds of con-
nercial as well as recreational vehicles and devel-
oped mult.iple regression tno¿le1s for different vehicle
types and sÍtes considered in the analysis. The
longest truck combination included in their analysis
was the 3-s2 truck (i.e., three-axLe tractor and
tsro-axle senitrailer-truck combination). A total of
I0 factors were used in their analysis. lhese are
length of grade, percentage grade' approach speed¡
gross vehicle weight, vehicle horsepowerr frontal
area, side area, driver experience, age of driver,
and age of vehicle. The roadvray and environmental
conditions were recorded and controlled through the
selectÍon of the test sites and tirnes.

The major advantage of this approach is that it
allows the predÍction of vehicle. performance for
values of the variabLes that are different from those
observed. It also allows an' investigation of the
relative importance of each factor. On the other
hand, the resultsr generallyr are applicable only
within a certain range of values and under environ-
mental and roadway conditions thât are more or less
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similar to (or at }eâst not significantly different
fro¡n) those observed. For exâmplê, the cvI{ and the
side area of tCVs r,rill certainly be significantly
greater than those used by wâIton an¿l Lee (f), and,
hence, their regression nodel may not produce suffi-
ciently accurate predictions for tCVs. Nevertheless,
the econornetrics modeling approach remains a viable
alternative.

the third najor tnethod for predicting perfornance
of vehicles on grades (i.e., the simulation modeling
approach) has been used by SAE (L), St. John and
Kobett, (å) of t.he Midvrest Research Institute (re-
ferred to later as the llRI study), and Àbbas and May
(É) of the Institute of Transportation Studies at
Berkeley (referred to Later as the ITS study). The
simulation approach focuses on the truckrs engine
characteristics and deceLerations (because of grav-
ity) during gear shifts. It. gives explicit consid-
eration to gear shift delays, roLLing losses, chassis
lossesr and aerodynamic losses. The basic assurnption
of the ¡nodel- is that the engine is employed a varying
fraction of the total ti¡ne.

The simulation rnethod has the advantage of cap-
turing t,he vehiclers related factors in detaiL. Às-
pects of the driverrs behavior are taken into con-
sideration in I'gear shift. deLay.t'

On the other hand, it is not clear how the Íother"
factors could be considered in the approach. Both
the l,tRI and ITS studies have introduced ¡nodifications
t.o t.he coefficient values of the SÀE (4) model in
order to validate the ¡nodelrs results with field
datâ. The behavioral irnplicat.ions of these ¡nodifica-
tions are not appârent.

In this study Ít Írould have been desÍrable to use
all three approaches in order to gain the advantages
associated with each. Hor,rever, because of the lack
of sufficient fíeLd data on the actual performance
of L,CVS on grades¡ the approach that relies the Ìeast
on field data or that is rnore behaviorally oriented.
or both, vras selected.

It is clear fron the discussion of different ap-
proaches that a1I three rnethods involve the use of
field data. In the econometric approach, field data
v¡ere used in the calibration of the regression nodeL,
and in the simulation tnodel the field data v¡ere used
in the adjustnent of SAE-recommended values of coef-
ficients reÌated to rolling force and aerodynamic
drag.

It is not quite clear whether the difference be-
tween'rcalibrationrr and rradjustment of coefficientsrr
is significant. or not. Nevertheless, it mây be argued
that adjustments in the sinulâtion modeLrs coeffi-
cients can be achieved through a deeper understanding
of the behavioral implications of the irnpacts of
changes in the vehicle's characteristics on the
rolling, chassis friction, and aerodynamic drag
forces. In this câse the role of field data in the
use of the si¡nulation model could be reduced sig-
n ificantly.

As far as the behavioral orientation of different
approaches is concerned, it is obvious that the
si¡nulatÍon model has a definite advantage. There-
fore, in this study, the si¡nulation approach has been
selected. À detailed description of the approach is
given followed by a discussion of the appropriate
values for the modelrs input variables and paraneters
for its application to predict LCV performance on
g rades.

simulation Moile1

The nodel consists of a set of perfornance eguations
that depict the capability of the truck along a
straight section of roadway wíth a given gradient
under free-flon conditions. The nodeL focuses on the
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truck rs engine characteristÍcs and decelerations
during gear shifts. It gives explicit consideration
to gear shift delays, GW./NHP ratios, rolling resis-
tances, chassis friction, and aerodynamic losses.
The basic assuûrption of the nodel is that the engine
is employed â varying fraction of the tot.al time.

The basic performance equat.ion in the rnodel câI-
culates the vehiclers effective acceleration at a
given vehicle speed taking into account the âccel-
eration in coasting during gear shift delay. lhis
equation may be expressed as

n" = Ãn{(n . v),ztnv + sprs(Ãp - Ã.)l}, v > vt (r)

r.¡here

A" = effective acceLeration (ft/sec'z);
Ãn = power-Ii¡nited acceleration (i.e., with engine

enployed and vehicle at speed V) ¡ the bar in-
dicates the use of average available net,
horsepower (ft/sec'?) ¡

n = para¡neter dependent on the range of engine
speed normally enployed; typical values
range between 0.33 and 0.43¡

V = vehicle speed (ft,/sec) t
SÞ = one ti¡nes the sígn of Ão {i.e., +1 or -1)t
t¿ = gear shift. delay (sec);'
Àc = acceleration in coasting at a vehicJ.e speed

Vr the bar indicates the use of average gear
ratio (ftlsec2) r and

V1 = mâxinum speed in lowest speed gear ratio
(ftlsec) .

In Equation I, the speed parameter (n) is defined
as the ratio between maxinum and ¡ninimu¡n engine
speeds in the operating range minus one. Its typical
vâlues vary between 0.33 and 0.43. A value of 0.4
was reconmended and used by the !,lRI study. When the
truck speed is less than V1r the t.ransnission will be
in the first gear ratio. In this case the term ¡V in
Equation 1 is replaced by V1.

The gear shift delay (t") is an inportant variable
in the model. Its value is dependent on the driverrs
experience and physical condition. À value of ts =
1.5 sec was used by SAE, ¡¡lRI , and ITS.

The other two rnajor variables in Equation I are
the power-lirnited acceleration an¿l the acceleration
in coasting.

The power-Iimited acceleration is dependent on
the GVW/NHP ratio, rolling resistances, aerodynamic
drag. chassis friction losses, and highway grade.
These factors, except for the gradientr are essen-
tial.J.y related to the vehiclers characteristics in-
cluding its engine' shape, lteight, and physical
dimensionsr and their effects on the vehiclers per-
formance will vary accordÍng to several environmental
conditions such as ternperature and elevation. The
perforrnance eguation that gives explicit account of
these factors ¡nay be expressed as

À. = 9"" Ct,/[(cvW/NHPs) (l + Ce)¡o -'Ì rc; + cav)/(L-+ ce)l
- {cae cav./Í (cvnlÀ) (1 + ce)l}
- (c;Ri/t (Gvn/Gv!{r) (1 + ce) I )

- tg(sin o)/(I + ce)l (2',

where

Ap = power-limited acceleration (f.t/sec2r,
cvW = gross vehicle weight (J.b) ¡

NHPS = net horsepov,¡er at sea level (hp),
V = vehicle speed (ftlsec) t

Gvw, = rated ¡naxiÍrum gross vehicle weight (1b) ;
Ri = speed ratio (engine speed,/vehicle speed)

in the ith gear ratio [rmp,/(f.t/secll,
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A = projected frontal area (ft2) t
o = grade angle (positive for uwrade),

sin c = percentage grade,/100;
g = acceleration due to gravity (32.17 Ê.t/

sec2) t
cÞê = altitude correction factor converting
' sea level net horsepower to local eleva-

tion, D (ft);
= 1 = 0.000048 (for gasoline engines) t

Cde = altitude correction factor converting
sea level aerodynamic drag to local e1e-
vation, E (ft)

= (1 - 0.0000068878) **4.255; and
Ce = correction factor for engine inertia

= 14080,/t (GV9¡,/NHP) *v2l .

Cyt C2t C3t C4, and C5 are coefficients reflecting
t,he influence of different factors on the perfornance
of the vehicle.

Acceleration in coasting (i.e., when the engine
is not enployed during gear shifts) is rnainly in-
fluenced by rolling resistances, aerodynanic drag,
and grade. In addition. chassis frict.ion Losses may
be assumed to be 15 percent of the fuJ.l-power value.
The performance equåtion in coasting is, therefore,
given by

Ac = -C2 - C3v - fC¿sC4v2/ (GVW,/A)I

- t(O.Is) CsR/(GW/GW¡)! - g sin o (3)

where Àc is acceleration in coasting lf.t/secz).
To appl.y performance Equations l-3 to LCvs, appro-
priate values for the input variables to the model,
correction factors, and tnodel coefficients hâve to
be specified. This issue is addressed in the next
subsection.

Àpplication of the Simulation Model to LCVs

It is apparent that the results of the simulation
¡nodel are quite sensitive to the values of its input
variables and parameters. The input variabLes to the
rnodel are gear shift delay' gross vehicle weight,
net. horsepower, vehicle engine speed, frontal area,
entry vehicle speed, and highway grade.

The gear shift delay is no doubt an inportant
variable in the model. Hovreverr its value is not ex-
pected to be significantly different fro¡n 1.5 sec.
(i.e., the value used in previous studies) in the
case of LCVS because this value is rêl.ated to driver
characteristics, which should be nore or less sinilar
for professional truck drivers.

The cvl.¡ and NHP vaÌues of LCvs are expected to be
significantly different from those of regular five-
axle truck cotnbinations. Table I gives typÍca1 gross
weights and horsepowers of different LCV types
Ii.e., Rocky-Mountain doubles (RMD), turnpi].e doubles
(TD), and turnpike triples (TT)¡. Fro¡n this table it

TABLD I Typical GVW and NHP Values for LCVs

Source LCV Type Rated hp

Roadrvay (carrier)

Western llighway Institute

Caltrans

Rydcr/PlE (carricr)
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is obvious that practical maxinun cvlÌ¡ is consistently
greater than 1001000 lb up to 138,000 lb. The GW/NHP
ratio could exceed 400. A ratio between 300 and 400
would be considered normal. In this analysis GW/NHP
ratios of 300, 350, and 400 were considered. It was
assumed that a ratio of 300 corresponds to NHP = 3L5
hp and Gvl{ = 941500 lbr a ratio of 350 corresponds
to NHP = 315 hp and GvI{ = 110,250 lbr and a ratio of
400 corresponds to NHP = 330 hp and GW = 1321000 Ib.

The vehicle engine speed varies with the vehicle
speed in any given gear ratio. In this analysis a
value of 2¡000 rpn was used, which should represent
an average operating engine speed (2).

The projected frontal area of a vehicle is the
maximurn cross-sectÍonaI area perpendicular to its
direction of motion. In the case of LCVs this vaLue
vras assu¡ned to be 1I4 ft2 based on a truck heiqht
of 13.5 ft and a v¡idth of 8.5 ft.

Entry vehicle speed was assu¡neil to be 55 mph
(i.e., the maxinum allowable speed on freev,¡ays). The
highway grade was assumed to vary betr.¡een +1 and +9
percent. This should include all upgrades thåt nay
be encountered in practice. Incrernents of I percent
grade are considered. Downgrades v¡ere not considered
simply because the objective is related to cli¡nbing
lane design criteria. The model. pârameters include
correction factors and coefficients.

There âre three correction fâctors in the nodel
reLated to engine characterísticss two for converting
sea level net horsepower and aerodynarnic drâ9 to
local elevation and a third for engine inertia. These
factors should not have signiflcant effects on the
modelrs results' particularly i,rhen it is assumed that
a reasonable value of local elevation would be 11000
ft above sea level. Therefore the fornulas of the
MRI study are used in the analysis.

The sirnulation model includes six different coef-
ficients. These are nr Cy C2t C3r C4r and C5 (see
Eguations I-3).

The speed para¡neter (n) is dependent on the
operating range of engine speeds in different gear
ratios. Its value, âs indicated earlier, varies be-
tween 0.33 and 0.43. An average value of 0.4 was used
in the MRI study. In this study 0.4 v¡as assumed to
be a reasonable value to use.

The coefficients Cyr C2t C3r C4t and C5 account,
respectively, for the influence of weight-to-horse-
pov¡er ratlo, speed-independent rolling losses,
speed-dependent roll.ing losses r aerodynarnic drag r

and chassis friction losses. It shoul-d be clear that
the vaLues of these coefficients used in previous
studies were validated with actual data for the per-
formance of regular truck combinations. Indeed' the
MRI study introduced significant nodifications to
C3 and C4 compared with SAE-recomrnended values
so that the ¡nodelrs results may be closer to actual
performance data. More specifically, C3 was reduced
to 22 percent of its SAE-recorunended value (i.e.,
reduced from 1.982 x l0-r to 0.44 x 10-3) and C4 was

Practical
Maxinrum GVW/NHP

NrlP GVW 0b) (ratio)

RlvlD
TD 365
TT 365
RMD 350
TD 440
r"[ 350
RMD
TD
TT

350

328.5
328.5
315
396
315
3041340
3401480
3O4l34O
315

138,000 420
10s,000 320
100,000 3t7
125,000 3t6
106,000 331
107,000 3t413sl
123,000 3601256
l l r,000 3651326
120,000 380
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reduced to ?2 percent of its SÀE-recornrûended value
(i.e., reduced fron 0.0317 to 0.0228). What the val-
ues of these ând other coefficients for tCVs should
be is an issue that is yet to be investigated through
actual fieLd experimentation lrith LCVS. Such an in-
vestigation is, however, beyond the scope of this
paper. Therefore, rrreasonable" values of coefficients
for LCVS erere hypothesized and a sensitivity analysis
of the rnodelrs predictions under alternat,ive hypothe-
ses was perforned.

As obvious as it may be, the modelrs coefficients
for LCVS are expected to be generally different from
those recomnrended by SAE (4) as well as those nodi-
fied by MRI ând ITS. In particular, the coefficients
for rolling resistances and aerodynamic drag are ex-
pected to increase in order to reflect an increase
in these losses for LCVS due to their increased
nu¡nber of tÍres and ax1es. additional weight, larger
side âreas, and increased number of conbinations
Isee Knight (7) for a more detai].eal discussion of
the effects of these factors for rolling and aero-
dynamic losses.l ft eras assumed that C3 (the speed-
dependent coefficient for rolling resistances) could
be as high as 0.003 compared with the 1965 SAE-rec-
om¡nended value of 0.001982 and the MRI ¡nodified vaLue
of 0.00044. Às far as the aerodynanic drag coeffi-
cient (C4) is concerned, it vras assu¡ned that it. couLd
reach 0.04 compared with the SÀE value of 0.0317 and
the MRI modified value of 0.0228. The speed-indepen-
dent rolling losses coefficient (CZ) r,ras assumed
to remain unchanged. The re¡naining coefficients (C.t
and C5 for GWNHP ratio and chassis friction lossesJ
vrere also assumed to be unchanged. This assurnption
of unchanged coefficients reflects the hypothesis
that the differences betvreen their values for tcvs
and their corresponding current values in the ¡nodel
are expected to be reLatively less signÍficant com-
pared vrith the expected differences Ín C3 and C4. The
best way to verify this hypothesis is to perform âc-
tual field tests. Às indicâted earlier, this is not
within the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, for
the purpose of analysis, the hypothesis appears to
be appropriate.

TabLe 2 gives a sunmãry of all assunptions related
to the application of the sirnuLation nodel to predict
performance of LCVS. The results of the application
are presented and analyzed in the folJ.owing section.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The main objective of the analysis is to investigate
the possibj.e impacts that the operâtion of LCVS on
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grades might have on the current AASHÎO criteria for
determining critical length of grades and climbing
Iane design under alternative assu¡nptions for rolting
losses' aerodynamic drag, cvlü/NHP ratio, and per-
centâge grade.

The recent edition of the AASHTO green book (1)
considers three nain criteriat these are speed at
entrance of grade, allowable speed reduction along
the grader and vehicle gradability. The average
running speed is assumed to approxi¡nate the entry
speed (e.g.r a speed of 55 mph on najor freeways).
Allowâble total reduction in speed is âssumed to be
10 mph. This value is recom¡nended primarily for
safety reasons. In the 1965 ÀÀSIiTO policy a 15-mph
speed reduct,ion was considered a1lowable, but studies
in 1970 indicated that accidents involving trucks
with four or more axles were 2.4 times greater for a
15-nph reduction than for a IO-rnph reduction (8).
The truck gradabiLity criterion is stated as follows:
"A loaded truck r povrered so that GW,/NHP ratio ís
about 300r is representative of the size and t,ype of
vehicle normalLy used for design control on main
highways.rr The relationship anong speed reduction,
percentage grâde, ând length of grade for an assuneil
typical heavy truck of 300 Ib,/hp is shown in Figure I
(!r Figure rrr-30).

The four najor variables of analysis are the
GVW,/NHP ratio (300, 350r and 400); rolLing losses
coefficient (Ca) (0.00044, 0.001, 0.001982, and
0.003) ¡ aerodynamic drag coefficient (C4 ) (0.0228,
0.0317, and 0.04)i and percentage grade (I, 2, 3. 4,
5, 6t 7, 8, and 9). The remaining variables and
parâmeters in the si¡nulation model are set at their
appropriate values as expLained in the third section
and summarized in TabÌe 2. Therefore the analysis
involves 3x4x3x9=324 simulation runs. The
results are summarized in the appendix. The tables
and figures of this section are essentially extracted
from the ravr data in the Àppendix as needed for
analysis. A detaiLed analysis of the major issues
under consideration follows.

Impacts of No Change in Coefficients of Both
Rolìino and Àerodvnamic f,ossês

In this case it was assumed that coefficients of both
rolling and aerodynamic losses for an tCV are iden-
tical with those for a regular five-âxle truck. Thís
situation corresponds to the use of MRI modified
val.ues of C3 and C4. That is, C3 = 0.0OOa4 and
C4 = 0.0ZZS. The results l.referred to later as CTR

TABLE 2 Summary of Assumed Values of the Variables and Para¡neters of the
Simulation Model for Application to LCVa

Variables and Pârarneters Assumed Values in the Application

cvw 0b)
NHP (hp)
GVWi NIIP ratio (lb/hp)
Entry speed (mph)
Percentage ende (o/o)

Rated CvW (lb)
Vehicle frontat area $t2)
Gear shift delay (sec)
Average elevation E (ft)
Acceptable total speed reduction (mph)
Engine speed parameter (4)
GVW/NHP ratio cocfficient (Cl)
Speed-indcpcndent rolling losscs coefficicnt (Cz)
Speed-dependent rolling losses coefficient (C3)
Aerodynamic d¡ag coefficient (C¿)
Chassis friction losses coefficicnt (Ç5)
Acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec¿)
NHP corrcction facto¡ for clcvation (CDe)
Aerodynamic correction factor for eleúation (C¿")
Engine ine¡tia correction factor (Ce)

94,500, I 10,250, and I 32,000
315 and 330
300, 350, and 400
55
l, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, ?, 8, and 9
l 20,000
l14
1.5
1,000
l0
0.4
t7,693.5
0.2445
0.00044, 0.001, 0.001982, and 0.003
0.0228, O.O3l7, ând 0.04
0.0035 387
32.2
I - 0.000048
(l - 0.00000688'tE) 4*4.255
r4.080/[(Gvw/NHP)'v' ì
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(i.e. r Center for Transportation Research at the
University of Texas at Austin) I in this case are ex-
pected to be sinilar to those of MRI but not identi-
cal because of differences in Gvw, rated Gwlr frontal
area, and NHP. For the same GW/NHP ratio, differ-
ences between CTR and l4RI should be ¡ninorr âfìdr
hence¡ CTR results are rnore or less representative
of regular five-axIe trucks. This i¡nplies that lrhat
is essentially investigated are the i¡npacts of dif-
fering GW/NHP ratios on truck gradability conpared
vrith AASHTO recorìnendations at various percentage
grades.

Table 3 gives and Figure 2 shovrs a conparison of
critical lengths of grade betereen cTR and AASHTo

under the preceding assunptions for different GW/NHP
ratios and percentage grades. For a GVVNHP = 300'
CTR and AASHTO values are almost identical for grades
of 4 percent and greater. This confirms the earLier
expectation that CTR results in this case may be
representative of regular five-axle trucks. For 3

and 2 percent grades, howeverr CTR values are greater
than AASHTO values by about 3.9 and l0 percentr re-
spectively. This slight overestimation of gradability
on lower grades could be related to the higher NHP

value used in CTR conpared with that of regular
trucks. This can be explaíned by noting that the
vehiclers power characteristics becone predominant
on lovrer grades because the effects of percentage
grade and Gvw are decreased. This implies that CTR

results are conservative with respect to ÀÀSHTO-
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recom¡nended values. This should r in general t
strengthen the analysis and conclusions.

Looking at Table 3 and Figure 2' it is observetl
that as the GW,/NHP ratio and the percentage grade
increase the critical lengths of grade decrease as
expected. More inportant, the differences between
CTR and corresponding AÀSHTO values vary (both in
absolute terms and percentage-wise) according to a
general trend depending on the GW/NHP ratio and
percentage grade. In generâÌ, the range of differ-
ences (absolute values and percentages) becones wider
as the percentage grade decreases and becomes nar-
rower as the GVI{/NHP increases. In other words, more
variability in the results is expected on Ìower per-
centage grades and for GW/NHP ratios closer to 300.
The actual difference (in absolute terns and per-
centage-wÍse) of course increases as the GvI{r/NHP
ratio get.s further fron 300 and as the percentage
grade decreases. For a 2 percent grader the critical
length of grade could be less than the AÀSHTO value
by as much as 3?5 ft (for GW,/NHP = 400); that is' a
reduction of 16 percent from 2,400 f.t. This is a
significant difference. For GW,/NHP = 350r the dif-
ference could be L74 tt. (i.e., a 7.3 percent reduc-
t,ion), which is still considered significant. At
G\/W/NHP = 300r the CTR value is +247 f.L more than
the AASHTO value (i.e.r a l0 percent increase). This
indicates that the difference between CTR and AASHTO

values on a 2 percent grade have changed considerably
trom +247 to -174 ft as GWNHP changed from 300 to
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TABLD^3 
^Cornparison 

of Critical Lengtl¡s of Gradc (ft) Betrvecn AASHTO and CRT Assuming No Change in Aer.odynamic and Rolling
Losscs C¿efficients (C3 and Ca ), Bnù.y Specd = 55 rnph, and Speed Reduction = l0 mph
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CTR Minimum Differcnce CTR Average Differencc CTR Maximum Difference

Grade
0o)

Gvw/NHP = 300
C¡ = 0'000a4

^ASltTO 
C¡ = 0.0228(ft) (ft)

Differencc GVW/NHP = 350
C¡ = 0'00044

Percenl. C¿ = 0.0228
Feet age (ft)

Difference CVW/NHP = 400
C¡ = 0'00044

Percenl- C4 = 0.0228
Fcet age (ft )

Difference txpected Expccted
Difference Differcnce

Percent- Range Range
Feet age (ft ) (vo)

+24'l
+55

+ó
-l I

+3
+4
+l
-l

I
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

t8,000r
2,400 2,64'l
1,400 I,45s
1,000 1,006
780 769
620 623
520 524
4s0 45 I
400 399

7,'t t2
+ l0 2,226

3.9 t,32t+0.ó 94t
-l.4 733
+0.5 ó0t+0.8 50ó
+0.2 440
-o.2 388

-t14 -'ì.3
-'t9 -5.6
-59 -5.9

-t9 -3
-t4 -2.7
-t0 -2.2
-t2 -3

-375 -l 5.6
-148 -r0.6
-9t -9.¡
-69 -8.8
-34 -5.5
-22 -4
-t't -3.8
- I 5 -3.'Ì

5,4't2
2,0?5
|,252

909'nl
58ó
498
433
385

+24'lto-3'15 +l0ro-16
+55 to -148 +4 ro -l I
16to -91 +l ro -9

-l I to -69 -t to -9
+3 to -34 +l to -ó
+4to -21 +l to -4
+l to -l? +0to -4
-l to -¡5 -0to -4

9{I
.{
.t

1

8¡
I
I

:
:?-
:
!
:

-1Þ--

:
:
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0:
E:
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cTR, GW/NHP = 300,
c¡ - 0.00044' ca = O.ozzs

- cTR, GW/NHP = 400,
C3 = 0.00c¿, CO = 0,0228

Entry Speed = 55 mph

Speed Reduction = I0 mph
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FIGURB 2 Comparison of AASIITO and CTR critical lenghs of grade assuming
no change in either rolling ol aerodynamic losses coefficiente.

350 and continued to change, but at a reduced rate,
fron -174 to -375 ft as cvw/NHP changed fron 350 to
400r respectively. The sârne trend can be observed
for other percentage grades as vrell, but the differ-
ences becotne less significant as the percentage grade
i ncreases.

For a I percent grade the variability and diffêr-
ences (in absolute values and percentage-wise) are
expected to be extremely large. If it is assumed that
the AÀSHTO value for a I percent, grade is not less
than 101000 ft, Ít is seen that the difference could
be as large as -41528 ft. This could represent seri-
ous problens if the grade actually extended for a
few miles. In practice, however, this could be a rare
event.

Probably the nost important conclusion to be drawn
fro¡n Table 3 and Figure 2 is that even if it is as-

sumed that. LCVS would have the same aerodynanic and
rolling losses coefficients as those of regular
f ive-axle trucks, their GW,/NHP ratios ' v¡hich may
normall.y vary betr.reen 300 and 400 ' could result in
significant reductions of critical lengths of grades
compared with AÀSHTO design criteria. These reduc-
tions could reach 16 percent (375 ft) on a 2 percent
grade, 11 percent (148 ft) on a 3 percent grade, and
9 percent (f91 ft) on a 4 percent grade.

Itnpacts of the Increase in coefficient of
Àerodynamic Drag (C4) OnIy

It was assuned that the rolling losses coefficient
is unchanged (Ca = 0.00044) while the aerodynamic
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TABLE 4 Cornparison of Critical Lengths of Grade (ft) Detween AASHTO and CTR Assuming an Increase in Aerodynamic Drag
Coefficient (Ca) Only, Entry Speed = 55 mph, and Speed Reduction = 10 mph

CTR Minimun Diffcrcnce CTR Average Differcncc Cf R Maxinìunr Diffe¡encc

Crade
(7,)

CvWi NllP = 300
ca = 0'00044

AASIITO C4 = 0.03 I ?(ft) (Ít)

Diff€rencc GVlv/NllP = 350
ca = 0.00044
C¡ =0.031?
(fr)

Perccnt.
age

Differencc CVW/NI|P = 400
C¡ = 0 00044

Percent- C4 = 0.04
Fcct agc (ft)

Difference l;xpcctcd Expccted
Difference Dilfcrence

Percenþ Range Range
Fect age (ft) (!o)

I
2

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

I I,69'l
2,400 2,320
t,400 t,349
1,000 955
?80 7t4
620 604
520 509
450 440
400 388

-318
-r53
-96
-'t 3

-37
-?5
-t8
-19

-E0 -3.3
-5 I -3.6
-45 -4.5
-40 -5
- t6 -2.6
-l I -2.1
-10 -2.2
-t2 -3

5,604
2,022
I,24',1

904
'Ì0't
583
495
432
381

-t5.7
-n
-9.6
-9.4
-6
-5
-4
-4.8

3,888
l,?ó5
I,t46

8s0
6'14
5ól
480
4t8
314

-635 -26.5
-254 -18
-150 -r5
-106 -r3.6
-59 -9.5
-40 -'1.'1
-32 -'t
-26 -6.5

-E0 to -ó35 -3 to -2'l
-51 to-254 -4 to -18
-45to-150 -5to-15
-40 to -106 -5 to -14
-16 to -59 -3 to -10
-¡ I to -40 -2 to -8
-l0to -32 -2to -7
-12 to -26 -3 to -7

drag coeffÍcient (C4) is increased from its current
value of 0.0228 in MRI to 0.04 in CTR. The SAE-recom-
mended value is 0.031?' in the middle between the MRI
and CTR values.

In Table 4 and Figure 3 the crit.ical Lengths of
grade obtaÍned from CTR are conpared with those of
AASHTOT under the previously stated assumptions, for
different GW,/NHP ratios and percentage grades. The
cTR values are consistently less than t.he corres-
ponding ÀASHTO results, as expected. The discrepan-
cies become more and nore significant as the per-
centâge grade decreases. For a 2 percent grade the
difference could reach 27 percent, and it is about
16 percent on the average. In absolute terms, the
expected tnaxi¡num difference is 635 ft and the ex-
pected average is about 378 ft. These are indeed
extremely large differences. For a I percent grade

(Figure 3) the difference is expected to reach about
I0 ti¡nes that for a 2 percent, grade. For higher
grades, up to 5 or even 6 percent, significant dif-
ferences could still be observed. The expected maxi-
¡num differences are 254 f.t (18 percent), 150 ft (15
percent), 106 ft (I4 percent), and 59 ft (f0 percent)
for grades of. 3, 4, 5r and 6 percent, respectively.
On the average (that isr for GW,/NHP = 350 and C4 =
0.031?), expected differences are 378 ft (16 per-
cent), 153 ft (11 percent), 96 ft (9.6 percent), and
73 tE 19.4 percent) for grades of,2, 3t 4, and 5
percent, respectively. The differences between CTR
and AASHTO results become less significant for grades
of 7 percent and ¡nore or GVÍû/NHP ratios closer to
300, or both.

Probably the most irnportant conclusion that couLd
be extracted from Table 4 and Figure 3 is that if it
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of AASIITO and CTR critical lengths of grade assuming an
increage in aerodynamic drag coefficient (Ca ) only.
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is assumed that the aerodynanic drag coefficient
(Ca) for LCvs is increased by about 75 percent of
its !4RI ¡nodified value¡ gradâbility results could be
quite different fro¡n ÀASHTo design criteria. The re-
ductions of critical lengths of grades could reach
27 percent for a 2 percent grade (an absolute dif-
ference of 635 ft). Significant differences could be
expected for grades of up to 5 or even 6 percent and
for GVW,/NHP ratios around or greater than 350.

ImÞâcts of the Increase in Rolling Resistances
Coefficient (Ca) OnIy

In this case it was assu¡ned that the aerodynamic drag
coefficient is unchanged (cq = O.O22e) while the
rolling losses coefficient (c¡) is increased front
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its current value of 0.00044 in the MRI study to
0.003 in cTR. within this range a value of 0.001
(between MRI and SAE) and the SAE-recornmended value
of 0.001982 were considered.

In Table 5 and Figure 4 the critical lengths of
grade obtained from the CTR study are compared with
those of AÀSHTO, under the previously stated assurnp-
tions, for different GW,/NHP ratios and percentage
grades. The trend of the CTR results in this subsec-
tion is similar to that fn the preceding subsection,
as expected. The cTR results are consistently less
than those of AASHTO, and the differences between
CTR and AASHTO increase as the percentage grade de-
creases and, of courser as the GW/NHP ratio gets
further above 300. The rate of increase, however¡
decreases as the GW,/NHP ratio increases.

conpared with those of Table 4 and Figure 3, the

TABLE 5 Compar.ison of Criticat Lenghe of Grade (ft) Betwcen CTR and ÀASIITO Àssuming an Increasc in Rolling Losscs Coefficient
(C3) Only, Dntry Speed = 55 ¡nph, and Speed Reduction = 10 mph

CTR Minimum Diffcrence CTR Average Difference CTR Maximum Differcnce

GVW/NHP = 300
Cs = 0'001

AASHTO C4 = 0,0228
(ft) (ft)

Difference CVW/NIIP = 350
C¡ = 0'001982

Percent- Cq = 0.0228
Feet age (ft)

Difference GVW/NHP = 400
ca = 0'003

Percenl' Cq = 0'0228
F€et age (ft)

Difference Expected Expected
Difference Difference
Range Range
(ft) (Vo)

Grade
g"\ Feet

Percent-
age

-38
-27
-22
-¡9
-14
-12
-10
-10

-3 -0
-25 -2
-34 -3.4
-33 -4.2
-t2 -2
-'t -1.3
-7 -1.5
-8 -2

I
2
3
4
5

6
'l
8
9

r 5,898
2,400 2,391
1,400 1,375
r,000 966
780 747
620 608
520 513
450 443
400 392

4,091
|,'t 4't
r,t56

857
6'18
564
480
421
374

-9t2
-37 5
-220
-t 50
-89
-62
-4'l
-4t

-653 -27
-244 -l',l
-143 -14.3
-t02 -t 3

-56 -9
-40 -'1.'ì
-29 -6.4
-26 -6.5

2,'150
¡,488
I,025

780
630
53t
458
403
359

-3 to -9 12 -0 to -38
-25 to -315 -2 to -27
-34 to -220 -3 ¡o -22
-33 to -150 -4 lo -19
-12 to -89 -2to-14
-1 to -62 -l to -12
-7 to -47 -l to -10
-8 to -41 -2 to -10
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differences in Tab1e 5 and Figure 4 are considerably
greater. This is because the assumed values of C3
in Table 5 i¡nply nore variability than do the assumed
values of C4 in Table 4.

Looking at the lâst tv¡o columns of Table 5, the
differences bet$reen CTR and AÀSHTO could reach 38
percent (9L2 fl'), 27 percent (375 f.tl, 22 percent
(22O ft), 19 percent (150 ft), and 14 percent (89
ft) for grades of.2,3,4, 5, and 6 percent, re-
spectively. On the average (for cvWlNHP = 350 and
Ca = 0.001982) r expected differences are about 27
percent (653 fÈ), 17 percent (244 ft), 14 percent
(f43 ft), and 13 percent (102 ft) for grades of 2,
3, 4, and 5 percent, respectively. These expected
¡naxi¡num as well as average differences, which range
between 9I2 and 90 ft for grades of 2 through 5 per-
cent and GVW,/NHP râtios 400 to 350f are certainly

Transportation Research Record 1052

significant and should have strong impacts on the
current ÀÀSHTO criteria, if it. turns out that indeed
the rolling losses coefficient for LCVS should be
adjusted to the assuned values.

Impacts of Increases in Both Rolling and
Aerodynamic Losses Coefficients (Ca and C4)

In this subsection it was assu¡ned that coefficients
C3 and C4 are increased from their current values in
the MRI study to reflect the expected increases in
aerodynamic and rolling resistances for LCvs compared
vrith regular five-axle trucks. This is the basic
underlying assu¡nption of the analysis.

Table 6 gives and Figure 5 shows a comparison of
ÀÀSHTO criteria and CTR results under alternative

T^BLD 6 Comparison of Critical Lengths of Grade (ft) Behveen CTR and AASHTO Assuming Increases in füefficients of Both ßolling
and Aerodynamic Losses (C3 and Ca), Dntry Specd = 55 mph, and Speed Reduction = l0 mph

C'f R Minimum Diffcrcncc C]'R 
^vcragc 

Diffcrcncc ('TR il'laxinìutrr l)¡[fcrcncc

CVW/NllP = 300 Differcncc
ca = 0'001

Gradc 
^^SllTO 

Ca = 0.03 | 7 Perccnt-
(%) (ft) (ft) Irccr asc

GVW/NIll'= 350 l)iffcrcncc (;Vw/Nlll'= a00
Ca = 0.00 I 981 ('¡ = 0.003
(q=0.0317 l'crccnt- (i=O.O¿
(ft ) Fect agc (ft )

l)ilfcrcncu lìxttcctcd [ìx¡rçç¡s.¡
l)iffcr{ncc l)il lcrcnc(

l'crc('rþ Rilrgc Ratrgc
l:cc't ðgc (fl) (iI

I

2
3
4
5
(t
7

8
()

't,o18
2,400 2,124
r,400 1,283
I,000 919
780 ? t8
620 590
5:0 498
450 432
400 385

-?'t6 -t t.5
-n7 -8.4
-8t -8.t
-63 -8
-30 -5
-22 -4
-t8 -4
-15 -3.8

-'t 42 -3 I

-le9 -t t.4
-l?6 -t7.ó
-l: I -t 5.5

-7 t -t 1.5
-5t -t0
-36 -8
-34 -tt.s

3,440
1,658
l,l0l
8:4
659
549
469
4t4
366

t,:88
¡,341

9S:
140
604
50e
443
391
.148

- | .058
-448
-:ó0
-t7 6
-lD
_11

-5lJ
-51

-:ó
-1.1
- lll
-t5
-t-1
-t3

-l?(r to -1,058 -l I to -44
-l I 7 lo -488 -tl to -.11
-81 ro -¡60 -8 ro -t6
-ó? to -l ?6 -8 lo -13
-30to -lll -5to-t8
-22 ro -17 -4 ro -l 5

- I li to -5¡l -4 to -13
-15 ro -53 -4 ro-13
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FIGURD 5 fümparison of AASHTO and CTR critical lengths of grade assuming
increases in both lolling and aerodynamic losses coefficients (C3 and Ca).
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assutnptions for C3 and C4 for different GVW,/NHP
ratios and percentage grades. The trend of CTR re-
sults is, again, similar to that, encountered in pre-
ceding subsections. fn this subsection, however, the
differences betrreen AÀSHTO ând CTR resuLts are be-
coning extremely large because both coefficients were
allowed to increase simultaneously.

tooking at Table 6, the differences in critical
J.engths of grades betr¡een CTR and ÀASHTO ranges frorn
1l to 44 percent (276 to lrO5B ft) r 8 to 32 percent
(I17 to 448 ft), and I to 26 percent (8I to 260 ft)
for grades of. 2, 3, and 4 percent, respect.ively. This
indicates that even the expected minimum differences
(for GVI{,/NHP = 300r Ca = 0.001, and C4 = 0.031?)
for lower grades are significant. Of course, the ex-
pected maxi¡nu¡n differences (for GW,/NHp = 400, C3 =
0.003' and C4 = 0.04) are quite J.arge for grades of
up to 6 percent and are stiU signlficant for higher
grades. The expected average differences (for c\rwrl
NHP = 350, Ca = 0.001982, and C4 = 0.03I?) are
quite high for grades of up to 5 percent and are
still significant for higher grades.

These results indicate that differences betereen
crÍtical lengths of grades for LCVS ând AÀSHTO-rec-
o¡nmended values could be as Large as 44 percent
(1,058 ft) for a 2 percent grade depending on the
values of aerodynamic and rolLing losses coeffícients
and GVW/NHP ratios of these LCVS. Thistrextreme'l
dÍfference is expected to decrease for grades of rnore
than 2 percent and cW//NHp ratios beLow 400.

SUMMÀRY ÀND CONCLUSIONS

The current ÀÀSHTO (-U criteria for determining
crit.ical lengths of grades and climbing lane design
for the safe and efficient operation of heavy
vehicles assumes a c\/w/NHp ratio of a typical five-
axle (3-S2) truck to be about 300 Ib,/hp. Operational
tests conducted by Caltrans (Zl indicate that tCVs
such as double 48-ft and triple 28-ft truck combina-
tions with an overall length of 120 ft and an effec-
tive width of I02 in. are generally slower than other
typical five-axle trucks, partlcularly r,¡hen cW,/NHp
rat.ios are greater than 350.

The main objective of this paper lras to gain nore
insight into the perfornance of LCVS on highway
grades and to investigate the possible impacts that
the operation of LCVS on grades might have on the
current AÀSHTO design criteria.

To achieve this objective the factors that nay
influence perfornance of vehicles on grades vrere re-
viewed and the relat.ively more important factors for
LCVS vrere highlighted. The issue of the prediction
of the perfornance of LCVS on grades was then ad-
dressed. This involved discusslon of exÍsting ap-
proaches, selection of a particular approach for the
study, detailed description of the sêlected approach,
and actual application of the approach to LCVS. The
results of the application erere analyzed in view of
the current AÀSHTO criteria.

The najor conclusions of this pâper may be stated
as follor,rs:

1. The practicaL naximun G\nll for tCVs is con-
sistently greater than 100¡000 lb up to 1381000 lb.
NHP ranges bethreen 300 and 330 hp and could exceed
400 hp. A GVI,¡/NHP ratio between 300 and 400 lb,/hp
would be considered norrnal. and could, occasionally,
exceed 400.

2. The larger side area of LCVS should increase
their aerodynamic drag. The increased Gvw and nunber
of tires for LCVs should increase thelr rolling
resistances. These increased aerodynamic and rolling
resistances could be considerable. The rol.ling losses
coeffÍcient (C3) in the simulation nodel could in-
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crease from its current value of 0.00044 (the MRI
modified value) to 0.003. The aerodyna¡nic drag coef-
ficient (Ca) could increâse from its MRI modified
value of O.0228 to 0.04. Àcbual representative values
for tCVs can only be obtained from âctua1 field
tests.

3. If it is assu¡ned that the rolling and aero-
dynamic coefficients (C¡ and Ca) are unchanged
fro¡n tbeir current MRI values for regular five-axle
trucks. the results (CTR) of critical lengths of
grades (assuning entry speed = 55 mph and speed re-
duction = I0 mph) at GW/NHP = 300 are almost iden-
tical with the correspondÍng AASHTO values for grades
of 4 percent and more, as expected. For 3 and 2 per-
cent grades, hotever, the CTR values are greater than
the AASHTO values by about 3.9 and lO percent, re-
spect,ively. This slight overestination of gradability
on lower grades can be explained by not.ing that ef-
fects of percentage grade and Gvw tend to decrease
on lower grades, where the effects of the vehiclers
power capabilities beco¡ne predominant., and that the
net horsepower used in the analysis (NHp = 3IS hp)
is indeed higher than the value for regular trucks
wi.th the same cVw/NHp = 300 ratio. This irnplies t,hat
CTR results are conservative with respect to AÀSHÎO
criteria. This should strengthen the anaLysis.

4. In the cornparison betlreen critical lengths of
grades obtained from CTR and the corresponding ÀASHTO
val.ues, a certain trend for the differences depending
on the GW/NHP ratio and the percentage grade was
observed. Of course the differences Íncrease as the
Gvw/NHP ratio increases, but the rat,e of increase of
differences decreases for higher cW//NHp ratios. Às
the percentage grade increases, the differences de-
crease both in absolute value and percentage-erise.
In other words, ¡nore variability in the results is
expected on lower percentage grades and for cW//NHp
ratios closer to 300.

5. Under the assumpt.ion of no change in rolling
and aerodynamic losses coeffícients for LCVS compared
wlth regular five-axle trucks, the critical lengths
of grades can still be significantLy less than AÀSHTO
criteria. For GVW/NHP = 400r these reductions could
reach 16 percent on a 2 percent grade (from 2r4OO to
2tO25 ftr, II percent on a 3 percent grade (fron
11400 to Lr252 fil, and 9 percent on a 4 percent
grade (from 11000 to 909 ft).

6. Assuming that the rolling losses coefficient
is unchanged (Ca = 0.00044) while the aerodynamic
drag coefficient (C¿) is increased from its current
MRI value ot 0.0228 to 0.04, rnore significant dif-
ferences beteeen CTR and AASHTO could be observed.
Expected maxi¡num reductions (for cVw,/NHp = 400 and
C4 = 0.04) are 2? percent (635 ft), 18 percent
(254 ft), 15 percent (I50 ft) , 14 percent (106 ft) ,
and l0 percent, (59 ft) for grades of.21 31 4, 5, and
6 percent,r respectively. Expected average reductions
in critical lengÈhs of CTR cornpared eríth AÀSHTO (for
GW/NHP = 350 and C4 = 0.03}]) are 16 percent (3?g
ft)r 11 percent (153 ft). 9.6 percent (96 ft), and
9.4 percent (73 ft) for grades o1.2,3r 4.r and 5
percent, respectíve1y. In other words, under the
prevlously stated assurnptions, gradability results
for LCVS could be quite different frotn those of
AASHTO.

7. Àssuming t.hat the aerodynamic drag coefficient
is unchanged (CA = 0.022A) while the rolling re-
sistances coefficient (Ca) ís increased fron its
MRI value of 0.00044 to 0.003, the differences be-
t!'reen CTR and ÀÀSHTO become ¡nore and ¡nore dra¡natÍc.
Expected differences could be as much as 38 percent
(912 ft), 27 percent (375 ft), 22 percent 1220 f.t, ,
19 percent (150 ft), and 14 percent (89 ft) for
grades of 2. 31 4, 5, and 6 percent, respect:ively.
On the average (for cVw/NHp = 350 and C¡ = 0.001982),
expected differences are about 27 percent (653 ft),
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17 percent (244 fE') ¡ 14 percent (1.43 ft), anil 13
percent (102 ft) for grades of 2t 31 4, and 5 per-
cent, respectively.

8. Àssuming that both rolling and aeroilynamic
coefficients (C3 and C4) are increased from their MRI
values to reflect the expected increases in rolling
and aerodynanic resístances for ICVS conpared with
regular five-axle trucks, the resulting reductions
in critical lengths of grades could be extrenely
high. Expected reductions of CTR compared with AÀSHTO
critical lengths could be as high as 44 percent
(11058 ft) r 32 percent (448 ft) ' 26 percent (260 ft),
23 percent (176 ft) r and 18 percent (111 ft) for
grades of. 2, 3t 4, 5, and 6 percent, respectively.
Expected minimum dlfferences corresponding to cW,/
NHP = 300, ca = 0.001' and C4 = 0.0317 are still sig-
nificant for lower grades. These differences are Ì2
percent (278 fLl, 8.4 percent (117 ft)' and 8.I per-
cenÈ (81 ft) for 2, 3, and 4 percent grades, respec-
tively.

9. Reductions of critical Lengths for grades of
7 percent and greater could be at nost 77 ft (15
percent), 58 ft (13 percent) , and 52 ft (I3 percent)
on grades of.7, 8. and 9 percent, respectively.

10. The varÍability in the results for a I percent
grade is enornous. Estimâted critical length reduc-
tÍons could reach about 75 percent. The âbsolute
values for crÍtical lengths arer however, quite large
in ¡nost cases. On the basís of the hypotheslzed re-
sults in this paper, as long as the length of a I
percent grade is Less than 2t50O tt, the perforrîance
of LCVs should be satisfactory in the majority of
s ituations.

In sumÌary, the CTR resuLts indicate that critical
lengths of grades for LCVS could be less than the
AÀSHTO design values by as nuch as Ir058 ft on a 2
percent grade (44 percent less than the reco¡nnênded
2,400 fbl for GV\IINHP = 400r Ca = 0.003, and C4 =
0.04. ThÍs extreme difference is expected to decrease
for grades of more than 2 percent, GW,/NHP ratios be-
lov, 400¡ C3 values below 0.003. and C4 values Less
than 0.04.

Notice that in the analysis no attenpt v¡as ¡nade
to recommend specific values for rrrepresentative"
fcvs. Insteadr a sensitivity analysis was perforned
within certain "reasonable" ranges of values for
GVIVNHP ratiosr percentage grâdes, Ca coefficients,
and C4 coefficients. The message conveyed through
this analysis is thât the operation of LCvs on grades
could indeed have serious implications for the cur-
rent.AÀsHTo criteria for deter¡nining critical lengths
of grade and cLimbing lane design. To nake specific
recom¡nendations in this regard, actual field experí-
mental data on the performance of different Lcv types
(such as turnpike doublesr turnpike triples, and
Rocky-Mountain doubles) on grades have to be col-
Iected and analyzed. These field tests may consider,
in addition to straight upgrades¡ operation along
loop ratnps at major interchanges. Operation on loop
ranps is influenced by thê combined effects of grade
and curvature. of course' the entry speed at loop
ranps is considerably tess than 55 mph. thls co¡nbi-
nation of factors could have serious adverse conse-
quences as far as the operation of r€vs ls concerned
unless appropriate changes in existing geonetric
design practÍces, if deemed necessaryr are under-
taken.
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ÀPPENDIX --SI¡,IULÀTION RDSULTS

TABLE A-f CTR Critical Lengths of Grades for GVW/NHP = 300

f Gnade
Ce ¡ 0.000tlll

c¡t) 0.0228" o.03t?

r -- 1169?.3

2 2647.1 2320. r

3 tr¡55.2 t3¡19.1

rr 1006.9 95r.5

5 769.6 ?{0.r

6 623.3 ó0rt.8

7 52\.5 509.8

I rt5l.¡t tt[0.3

9 399.8 389.0

GW : 94500 Ib llHP : 315 ovr/NHP - 300
Ca s 0.001 Ca ¡ 0.0019820.0¡¡ 0.0228 -0.0317 0.0tr 0.0228- 0.03r? 0.0tr

6591,4 15899.0 ?o',t8.',t 507Û.'.t 6173.2 rt55ó.0 3685.8

2080.1 2397.2 21?\.5 1920.8 2056.3 1852.4 ró95.8

126f.8 r375.r 1283.2 120ó.3 1258.0 11?.'1.6 rlt.?

91 1.5 9ó6.9 919.1 878.'t 908. r 8órr.3 830.9

71¡.3 7\7.6 718.2 692,5 7r0.9 685.r 663.0

586.q ó08.6 590.r 571.9 583.1 568.0 5rt9.9

498.5 513.5 498.9 q87.7 195.2 rr8rr.0 \12.9

q3a.? 4ttt¡.0 433.0 425.4 432,7 ¡¡2t.8 ¡lt¡1.3

38r.6 392,5 385.1 3r',t.'t 381.6 374.? 3ó6.8

ç1 r 0.003
0.0228 -0.03r? 0.0¡r

fr165.r 339r.5 2892.2

1?91.4 1631.6 r5rf.0

1155.7 1086.3 r03r.3

853,2 816.rt ?83.5

6?7.8 652.3 633.t

5ó0.9 546.0 53r.3

¡80.3 1165.8 t50. I

¡tr8.2 ¡il0.6 399.9

3?0.6 3ó3.3 359.3

i
i

ä

TABLE A-2 CTR Cútical Lengthe of Gradee for GW/NHP = 350

f Grade GVt{ c 350 llHP : 315 GVll/llHP ¡ 350

C3 e 0.00044 C3 = 0.001 C3 : 0.001!82 C3 : 0.003

c\+ 0.0228 0.03r? o.otr 0.0228 0.03r? 0.0¡l 0.0228 0.031? 0.0¡l 0.0228 0.0317 0.011

1 7712.5 560¡r.3 [49¡r.2 5193,7 \550.5 3800.5 rr091.9 3¡rrr0.r ?999.5 3153.7 2755.7 2465.9

2 2266.8 ?022.3 18ór.? 2048.4 1873.2 1734.5 179?.1 r658.5 1552.2 1593.1 l¡103.6 1395.8

3 r321.6 t2¡t8.0 r185.5 1?59.1 1r89.5 1130.9 1156.9 1r0r.6 1050.¡r r0ó9.t 1021.2 97I.3

4 941.9 90tr.9 871,7 908.8 872.1 842.5 857.3 82tt.3 79r.0 806.? 780,? 754.5

5 ?33.3 T0'1.7 ó89.0 ?il.4 689.3 670.7 ó?8.4 659.8 6¡tr.rt 6¡18.8 630.q 612.2

ó óor.t¡ 583.2 568.5 586.8 572.0 557.3 56l,t,7 550.0 535.5 5\2,? 528.1 51?.O

7 506.¡t 1t95.3 ¡t8?.6 rt98.8 ¡t82.8 4?6.8 480.? 1169.? \62,1 165.8 l¡5tt.9 ¡tl?.g

8 ¡r¡0.3 43?.8 q25.r¡ 433.0 q25.5 418.1 l¡21.8 4lll.rt 407.0 1r07.¡t ¡100.0 396.0

9 389.0 38r.? 377.7 381.8 317.8 3?0.6 37t.2 3ó6.9 363.0 363.3 359.¡1 352.2

TABLE A-A CTR Critical Lengtha of Gradeg for GVW/NHP = 4ü)

f Gnadc

Ca : O.oOOqq

6[.!' 0.0228 0.03r?

I 5472.8 11519.6

2 20?5.4 t882.rt

3 1252.1 ll9rr. r

r¡ 909.0 816.2

5 ?11.6 693.1

6 586.9 572.4

? ¡t99.0 488.1

8 ¡t33.1 425.7

9 385.2 3?8.0

GVU : 1321000 NHP : 330 CVlf/tlHP : ¡100

C3 : 0.001

0.01t 0.0228 0.0317 0.01r

3888.8 4r¡86.5 3829.3 3369.8

1765.2 1879.2 1754.6 1652.1

11¡16.2 119rr.t tll¡2.6 1098.5

850.3 876.2 8rt6.9 8?rt.5

674.9 693.1 6?4.8 659.9

5ó1.3 512.\ 561.2 550. r

¡180.6 rt88.1 480.5 ¡r73.t

¡¡r8.5 425.7 ql8.l¡ 4tlt.5

314,2 3?8.0 37rt. r 367.0

C3 : 0.001982

0.0228 0.0317 0.011

3¡¡23.0 3027.8 2733.9

166¡r.0 1565.1 1tt8lt.¡¡

r106.0 1058.6 1021.'l

828.3 802.6 ?80.5

6ó0.3 6¡15.rr 630.?

550.4 539.3 531.6

¡73.3 ¡65.8 185.¡

41¡t.6 ¡t0?.3 ¡t03.lt

36',t,1 363.3 359.5

C3 : 0.00J

0.0228 0.0317 0.04

?150.2 2rr88.6 e?88.¡r

Irt88.? r¡¡!1.5 t3¡2.1

't025.5 985.3 952.2

780.E 758.7 ?¡t0.r

630.9 616.1 60rt.8

53r.8 520.8 509.9

¡58.5 45r.0 ¡t43.?

r¡03.5 396.3 392.¡

359.6 355.8 348.?
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Influence of the Geometric Design of Highway
Ramps on the Stability and Control of
Heavy-Duty Trucks
R()IIERT D. ERVIN, CI{ARLES c. MacADAMo arrt MICIIELTE B^RNBS

ÀBSTRACT

A research study is described in whicb accidents experienced by tractor-serni-trailers on expressvJay ranps $ere found to depend J.argely on the interaction
betvreen highway geometrics and vehicle dynamic behavior. rhe accident rates oftractor-semitrailers on expresseray rarnps in five states were scanned to select14 individual ramps that exhibited an unusual incidence of serious accidentsinvoLving these vehicles. The geonetrics of each rånp were fulry defined in acomputer simulation in such â eray that the dynanic behavior of exâmpre tractor-semitrailers couLd be examined. The results of combined study of accident data,sinulated vehicle response, and geometric detairs of ramp aeãign are presented.The findings of the study Índicate that the maneuvering iírit" of certaintrucks are quite 1o¡¡ relative to those of auto¡nobiles so current practice inramp design leaves an extrenely small nargin for control of heavy vehicles. Thêprimary design issues are embodied in the nominal side friction fâctor achievedat each curve, the transition geometry, and the rayout and signing of curvesegments in order tó assure that truck speeds are suitubry reduced for negoti-ating small-radius curves.

The geonetric design of highway ranps is guided bythe design policy of AÀSHTO (l). These policies pro-
vide specific guidance on the relationshÍps among

fransportát
Michigan. Ànn Arbor, Mich. 4glo9.

curve radius, superelevation, transition sections,
vehicle speeds, and other details that control ramp
design. For a given anticipated ra¡np layout, there
exists a range of variations, which are allowed
within the design policy, in each design parameter.
In the real wor1d, ramps that are in service around

0
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the country exlribit even further variations in pa-
raneters because they were built before the tighter
prescripcions of modern design or because certain
physical or economic obstacles made strict adherence
to the AASHTO policy unachievabLe. AccordingLy, it
is clear that highway ramp design varies widely
around the country.

When considering the margins of safety that ex-
isting ramps provide for the operation of heavy-duty
trucks, it is i¡n¡nediately apparent that the consid-
erations that underlie ranp design recomnendations
in the ÀASHTO design manuaL (1) make little or no
alLowance for the special reguirements of trucks.
Indeed, it is cLear that the geometric design of
ranps is alnost exclusively rationaLized on the
basis of automobile usage. This situation is in dis-
tinct contrast with the specifÍc attention that is
givên to truck requirements in other areas of road
design, such as climbing lanes, the width of turning
roadways, corner radii at intersectÍons, and certain
sight distance considerations. The particular truck
requirements of interest, here are those that govern
the limits of vehicle stability and control. Thus,
both because of the variations in design that exist
from one ra¡np to the next and because even the rec-
onmended design policies take no particular note of
truck stability and control limits, it appears to be.
reasonable to explore the possible conflicts that
trucks may encounter in negotiating highway ranps.

Particular inpetus for such exploration is given
by the accident. record for trucks in general, recog-
nizing for example that the accident file of the
Bureau of Motor Carrier safety (BMcs) for 1980 shovts
that 9 percent of alt jackknife accidents and 16.8
percent of all truck rollovers occur on ramps.
clearly, such percentages arê much higher thân the
fraction of total híghway miles represented by ramp
sections. The influence of certain of the geo¡netric
design variables of ramps on accidents or opera-
tional aspects, or both, has been examined by many
investigators in the past (2-15) r although no one
has focused a ramp-accident study specifically on
trucks. Nevertheless, some studies (?l have found
trucks to be underinvolved in the population of all
aggregated ranp accidents relative to their presence
in the traffic stream. such findings' together vrith
the indication in the BMCS data that trucks are
overinvolved in loss-of-control accidents on ramps,
nìay suggest that the main problen that trucks expe-
rience on ramps is that of controlLabilityr although
t,he potêntiat for collision accidents involving
trucks on ramps rnay be ho worsêr or even better,
than that of other vehicles.

To examine truck controllability problems on
ramps, and to relate the¡n to geometric design, a
project was conducted by the University of Michigan
Transportat.ion Research Institute (UMTRI) under
sponsorship of the FHWA. This paper is a report on
the proninent findíngs of that study that serve to
identify the special types of conflict that occur.

METHODOLOGY

The study first sought to identify specific examples
of highway ramps on which had occurred an inordinate
nu¡nber of loss-of-controL types of truck accidents.
Because it was deter¡nined that national-level acci-
dent files do not contain sufficient detail to en-
able identification of individual ra¡nps, it i,ras nec-
essary to draw fron the accident fil.es of selected
states in order to identify ra¡nps for study. Because
it was not. possible to clearly deternine accident
rat,es because of a lack of exposure inforrnation, a

"first cut" in selecting ramps r,ras done on the basis
of absolute numbers of truck accidents at indivÍduaL
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sites. f{ith the aid of automated data-processing
capabiLities, a number of states were able both to
identify indivÍdua1, heavily involved ramps and to
supply hard-copy reports for each truck accident on
the selected ramps. During exânination of each of
the individual accident reports for each candidate
ramp, a total set of L5 ramps was selected. The par-
ticipating states were California, IIlinois. Mary-
land, l4ichigan, ând Ohio.

Engineering drawings were obtained docunenting
the geonetric design' posted speeds' and traffic
control devices at each of the selected ramp sites.
The individual accident reports fro¡n each ramp vrere
then examined ctosely to locate the approxirnate
point on the ramp at which t.he loss-of-control
events appeared to be occurring. In general, it was
possible to focus attention on a specific curve or
transition area on each ramp. lhe geometric data
needed to completely define the curvature, superele-
vation, and grade of each ramp section of interest
were then provided âs input to a comprehensive sinu-
Iation of the dynamic behavior of heavy-duty trucks
Gli). îhe sirnulation nodel provides a 32-degree-of-
freedorn representation of a tractor-semitrailer r al-
lowing the fuII range of steêring and braking maneu-
vers over the three-dinensional roadvray. The model
is configured such that an active "driver" system
steers the vehicle, following the lane centerline
with response characterístics that are denonstrably
like those of a real driver up to the control lirnit
conditions (-IZ). The validity of the simulation
model has been demonstrated in vârious exercises
that conpared computed results with experínental
measurements from full-scale tests (18-¿9_).

Each of the selected ramps was examined by means
of the simulated operation of tractor-se¡nitrailers
that were represented in t!,ro loading conditions'
nameJ-y (a) a baseline loading placing thê payload
center of gravity (CG) at 83 in. above the ground--a
value that is thought to characterize a large frac-
tion of typical truck traffic and (b) a loading case
with the payload CG at a height of I05 in. r which is
representative of vârious specialized tank vehicles
as weII as van trailers carrying a fuII cube load of
hornogeneous freight. The tractor-semitrailers were
simulated at various speeds--sone cases at the
posted advisory speed value and so¡ne above--over
each ramp. The gross motion response of the vehicle
v¡âs then interpreted in terms of a likely loss-of-
control outcone.

The si¡îulation results, supported by various
other research findings that generâIize on the dy-
namic behavior of heavy vehiclesr serve to ident.ify
certain aspects of ramp geo¡netric design that tend
to restrict the ¡nargins of safety available for
truck operation. Five cases that serve to illustrate
the more potentially signifÍcant of these aspects of
ramp design wilI be discussed.

ILLUSTRATIVE CÀSES

Heavy-duty trucks and truck combinations suffer con-
straints on their tnaneuvering câpability in negoti-
ating ramps as a result of certain size paraneters
and also because of certain limitations in the
¡nechanical performance of the vehicles and thelr
components. In additionr it may be inferred frorn
reading the hard-copy accident reports that a sub-
stantiâl number of truck drivers tend to take ramps
too fast, perhaps because of the desire to keep up
speed in anticipation of merging or sinply because
of a lack of appreciation for the s¡na1} tolerance
that sone ramp designs afford for trucks exceeding
the advisory speeds.

In the iLl.ustrative câses that follorr' the cited
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"problems" fall either into the category of inherent
linitations in truck stability and control quaLities
or into the category in which truck driver behavior
appears to frequently involve peculiar nisjudgrnents.
Each case is fÍrst characterized by the particular
aspect of ramp design that, appears to be connected
r¡ith the truck control problem of interest.

Case I (side frictíon factor is excessive given the
roll stability limits of many trucks)

The first case involves the exit ramp that is
sketched in Figure L. Às shown, Curve 3 is preceded
and follov¡ed by spiral transitions and is posted
with an advisory speed of 35 mph. The R and J desig-
nations indicate the approximate points at which
vehicLes involved in rollover and jackknife acci-
dents ca¡ne to rest. At 35 mph, t.he 342-ft radius of
this ra¡np curve yields a centripetal acceleration of
0.24 g. Although the lead-in spiral is 150 ft long
(ample for full attainment of the 0.28 ft,/ft super-
elevat.ion of the curve), the full superelevation is
not developed until almost conpletely through the
curve. Thus, at the point, of entry of the steady
curve, the superelevation level (e) is only 0.03
ft/ft, and the side friction factor (f) at that
point is 0.21. Àlthough it is unusual and perplexing
to find a spiral transition thaÈ provides such an
incornplete development of superelevation at the
point of curvature, it is general pract.ice on non-
spiraled transitions to have achieved only one-half
to tgro-thirds of the full superelevat,ion level at
the initial point of curvature.

Shown in Figures 2 and 3 are si¡nulation result.s
that illustrate the dynarnic response at 35 and 40
mph, respectiveJ.y, of a tractor-se¡nitrailer that is
loaded with freight in the high CG configuration
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(payl,oad mass center at 105 in.) and that is oper-
ated over t,he cited curve. The results show that the
vehicl-e at 35 mph experiences a near rollover, with
a large anount of load being transferred from the
right to the Left tires. The transient. character of
the maneuver is such, however, that the roll re-
sponse hâs not fully developed during the brief du-
ration of the peak lateral acceleration level. Thus
the vehicle rrjust squeaks by" at the posted speed by
virtt¡e of the relatively short-lÍved peak de¡nand
condition. In the 40 mph case (Figure 3) it can be
seen that the tire loads on the right have reached
zero at approximately 5.5 sec into the run--at which
ti¡ne the vehícle is approximately 50 ft beyond the
leading end of the constant-radius curve. Although
the zero-Load condition on the tractor rs inside
wheels signals an i¡nminent rollover, the body of the
vehicle vrould not actually strike the ground for
another 100 ft or so.

Although, at first note, it appears surprising
that a comrnon comrnercial vehicle will nearly rolJ.
over at the posted ramp speed on a primary U.S.
highway, it is instructive to examine the margin of
safety that is reflected in the side friction factor
that pertains to the cited curve. Shown in Figure 4
is a diagran of the components that nake up the in-
stantaneous side friction factor at the advisory
speed of 35 nph, plotted as a function of the longi-
tudinal position along the ramp sect.ion. The figure
presents the centripetal acceleration (e + f), the
side friction factor (f), and a suggested "likely"
side friction demand curve that is 15 percent above
the f curve¡ reflecting the level of steering fluc-
tuat.ions that has been ¡neasured in tests of the nor-
maI driving of a tractor-semitrailer through ex-
pressway ramps Ql). Because superelevation is not
fully developed along the spiral transition, the
peak side friction factor of. 0.2I, at the point of

R - Rollover
J - Jockknife

CURVE DATA

SC = ¡¡ -ZLZS'
cs= 35+43.74'

R = 342.06'
L. ??2.O|
O = 16045'

FIGURE I Layout of gite that poses a challenge to truck roll stability level.
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FIGURE 3 Responee variable¡ showing rollover at 40 mph.

curvature (SC), corresponds to a dernand level of
0.24. allowing for steering fluctuatlons. This de-
mand level Ís essentially equal to the steady-state
rollover threshold linit of fully loaded tractor-
semitrallers that lie at the low end of the stability
range of vehlcl.es ln co¡n¡non service (22) .

To reconcile the clear hazard that such a curve
will pose for many heavy-duty vehiclesr lt is useful
to note, firstr that at the final superelevation
value of 0.08 ft,/ft, the curve would be character-
ized by a nominal frlction factor of 0.16. This
value ls in virtual compliance with the AÀSHîO rec-
om¡nendation of a maxi¡nun of 0.155 for the side frlc-
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tion value in curves posted at 35 nph. The first
issuer thenr concerns the basic natter of the suit-
ability of a design policy that allows frlction fac-
tor levels of 0.f55 (or 0.16) r recognizing that
loaded heavy vehicles exhibit statlc rollover
threshold levels as loyr as 0.24. À full discussion
of this natter Uould reguire review of (a) the es-
sentÍal basls for the ÀÀSHTO policy on side frlction
factors and (b) the ¡nechanics and operatlonal reali-
ties that deter¡nlne the roll stabllity levels of
heavy comrnercial vehicles. Although no cornprehensive
treatise can be attempted here. a minor elaboration
on each polnt is warranted.
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o

FIGURE 2 Vehicle response variables fo¡ travel through the ramp of Figure t
at 35 mph.
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The low stability level of trucks derives, of
course, from the height (H) of the center of gravity
of the co¡nbined payload and tare vehicle relative to
the track width (T) and to a host of other sensitiv-
ities involving t,he cornpliances of tires, suspen-
sions, fifth wheets, and frames (23.). perhaps part
of the reason that truck stâbllity li¡nits may have
been traditionatly overestimated, and thus dis¡nissedin considerations of highway design, is that the ve-hicle was consÍdered to be effectively rigidl inrollr such that t,he roll stabitity limit, in grs,
would be simpLy T/2H. If. it had been assuned that
trucks were as stable âs the T/2H f.ígúres suggest,
with minimum values around 0.45 gts, it wouLd have
been reasonable to conclude that the skidding lirnitof approximately 0.35 for automobiles constituted
the effective design condition. Because of thê co¡n-
pliant, ele¡nents in actual trucks, hovrever, rollover
occurs at approxj.mâtely 60 percent of the T/2H
values (?Zl. Shown in Figure 5, for example, arefive comrnon vehicle loading arrangenents with their
accornpanying rolt stability limits. Clearly, a num-
ber of cornmon freight loadings render vehicle roll-
over threshold levels that are quite near the levelsof side friction factors that prevail in the Case j.
exanple.

ÀLthough the transit,ion of superelevation in this
example is nonideal. and certainly disapproved of by
AÀSHTO as a design practice, the fact that a zero
tnargin of safety exists with some trucks should not
be dismissed as attributable simply to the transi-
tion ano¡naly. ['or the more conmon cases in r.ùhich
superelevation is transitioned without spirals, the
ÀASHTO-preferred tnethod would have tvro-thirds of the
superelevatlon achieved at the point of curvature.
Even this policy would still aLlo¡,, a side friction
fâctor as high as 0.20 in the transit,ion portion of
the curve, thus yielding 0.23 as the effect.ive side
friction demand level, allowing for steering fluctu-
ations. Thus it appears that the problem that led to
the identification of the Case 1 ramp âs heavily in-
voLved in truck loss-of-cont,rol accidents ls (a)
understandable in terms of ranp geornetry and (b)
rather generalty antícipated for rarnp curves that
are built to the linits of the reco¡nmended AÀSHTO
practice.

It is also worth¡rhile to note that ÀÀSHTO design
policy for low-speed urban streets allows side frlc-
tion factors up to 0.30! Such a 1evel will surely
yield rollover in a large fraction of the population
of loaded co¡nmercial vehicles.

Çase 2 (truckers assu¡ne that, the ra¡np advisory spee<l
does not apÞlv to a¡.I curves on the ramp)

One aggravating aspect of the truck loss-of-control
problen on rarnps is that many ramps involve ¡nultiple
curved seg¡nents that have differing side friction
factor dernands, although only one ramp speed is gen-
erally posted. Às a consequence, it appears that
truckers occasionally assume, at sone point along
the rarnp, that they have now passed the curve or
curves that warranted the Low value for the posted
speed. Subsequently, they begin to speed up ln prep-
aration for the nerging task, only to flnd that the
remainíng curve Lg at least as demanding of the low
advisory speed condition as was the preceding por-
tion of the ranp.

À clear case in point is the râ¡¡tp shor.rn in Figure
6--a loop with four curves !,rithin a partial clover-
J.eaf, rural interchange. The ranp is posted at 25
nph and has tvro rather sharp curves at either end
and two internediate curves with rnore noderate

trons¡t¡on of -lsuperelevol¡on, e I

TS SC CS

FIGUR.D 4 Elemerrts of side friction demand compared with
range of truck rollover tolerance for ramp curve layout of
Figure l.

The AÀSHTO poticy (1) on side friction factor aL-
lowance is clearly based on consideration of (a) theproxiníty of the friction demand level to the lat-
eral traction Li¡nits of auto¡nobiles, beyond which
'rside skidding'r nay occur and (b) tf¡e point of dis-
confort noted by automobile drivers. It is clear
that the maximum reco¡n¡nended values for side frlc-
tion factor have been set by ÀASHTO primarily to
avoid driver díscomfort. It is apparent that thls
policy intends a substantially larger nargin than is
achieved wÍth heavy trucks that âre at the lohrer
(but by no neans râre) end of the stability spec-
trum. For example, the discussion of the AASHTO po1-
icy in the green book (L) indicates that the effec-
tive limit conditÍon is-established by the maxi¡num
side frictÍon capacity of autonobile tires (as lou
as 0.35 at 45 mph) that can be sustained vrithout
skidding on eret pavements r,rith srþoth treads. Àc-
cordingly, the guidelines that lirnit the design
value of side friction factor (to a rnaxÍmum of O.1Z
at 20 rnph) appear to reflect a substantial degree of
conservat,ism Ín behalf of auto¡nobiJ.es. Indeed, the
design policy for side friction factors has been
derived to accon¡nodate the Li¡nits of driver discom-
fort--at hthich leveIs the conservatis¡n relat.ive to
sÍde skidding ís quite generous.

Considering the nârgin of safety for trucks, hoer-
ever, it is apparent thât there âl.so exlsts a funda-
¡nental difference betvreen the respective probabili-
ties that trucks and automobiles wíll ',bump againstrl
their reËpective naneuvering timits when traversing
a denanding ramp. Although, on one hand, an auto¡no-
bile nay be constrained by a 0.35 traction coeffi-
cient only when (a) smooth tires and (b) a poor
pavement texture condition are cotnblned with (c) wet
weather, an adversely loaded truck vrill be continu-
ally constrained by its low rollover threshold char-
acteristic as it goes down the road. Accordingly, it
can be seen not only that the truck rnargin of safety
on AÀSHTo-reco¡n¡nended ramps can be exceedingly nar-
ro9r, in absolute terns, conpared wlth the margÍns
provided for automobiles but also that the risk of
loss of control for certain trucks is continuaL
rather than tenporaLly dependent on malntenance
factors and vreather.
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FIGURE 5 Inading data and resulting rollover threeholds for example

tractor-semitrailers at full load.
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FIGURE 6 Layout of compound curve ramP.
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radii. Listed in the following table are the essen-
tial data for each of the four curves.

Curve Radius Length Side Friction
No. (ft) (ft) Factor
I 2s0 435 0.09
2 s20 993 0.00
3 s00 L44 0.003
4 252 362 0.09

Spiral transitions to the tangent legs at both
ends of thls rarûp provide that both Curves I and 4

are superelevated at 0.08 fþ/f.t throughout their
lengths. Thus the no¡¡inal values llsted for slde
friction factor are also the rnaxinum values.

The truck accid€nts that occur on èhis ranp are
all clustered at the approximate nidlength location
of Curve 4. Because Curves I and 4 are both charac-
terized by identical. values of side friction factor,
it can only be sur¡nized that truck drivers (a) rea-
sonably satisfy the speed requirenents of Curve I
but then (b) ¡nisjudge the continuing need for re-
taining the lov¡ advisory speed while traveling the
l'100 ft through the nild curves (Curves 2 and 3).
The analysis shoers that a high-CG tractor-seml-
trailer such as cited Ín Case I r,rould ro11 over ln
Curve 4 if the driver perrnitted his speed to exceed
34 mph.

The number of jackknife accldents reported at
this site eguals the nurnber of rollover incidents,
which suggests that heavy braking is probably being
âpplied when the driver perceives that general loss
of control is i¡nminent. Àltbough this site l¡as un-
usual because the posted speed was mandated by the
designs of'both the initial and the final curves on
the ramp, a number of other problen sltes erere also
identified where drivers apparently lost the convic-
tion that the speed advisory still applled later in
the ramp. Àgain, the trucker is peculiarly vulner-
able in the event of such a rnisjudgnent because of
t,he small tolerance that the low-stability vehicle
has for lncreased side friction factors.

ALso, it appears reasonable to hypothesize that
the very short lengths of acceleration lane avail-
able for brÍnging a fulJ.y loaded rig up to speed
serve to encourage the drlver to achieve as ¡nuch
speed as possible within the ramp before rnerging.
For example, Ít was noted that a typical 80r000-1b
tractor-semÍtrailer combination powered by a 250-hp
engine wiII require in excese of 51000 ft to accel-
erate from a rarnp speed of 25 nph to 50 nph (24).
Indeed, even the provision of an ÀÀSHTO-reco¡n¡nended
acceleration 1ane. 11100 ft 1n length (f), does vir-
tually nothing to Lessen the truck driverrs concerns
over nerging with mini¡nu¡n disruption of through
traffic. Thus, although the truck ilriver who exceeds
the posted ramp speed can be criticized, it appears
more realistic to observe that the sum of the high-
way geonetric constraints imposed in this case has
'rboxed in" the driver and, perhapsr pronoted the
possibility of misjudgments.

Case 3 (deceleration lane lengths are deficient for
trucks, resulting in excessive speeds at the
entrance of sharplv curved ranps)

The 1965 ÀÀsHO blue book (25, gives a definitive
background rationale behind the recom¡nended lengths
of deceleration lanes. Notwithstanding the careful
basÍs that is developed for designlng such lanes to
meet the needs and comfort threshold of automobiLe
drivers, both the blue and green book specifications
for deceleratlon lanes pJ.ace a substantial burden on
the stopplng capabiLity of many heavy-duty truck
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combinations. The background figures in the blue
book reveal that the "co¡nfortable" Ievel of deceler-
ation for automobile drivers slowing from 55 tnph is
0.24 gts. The recotnnended lengths for deceleration
Ianes are calculated to allow approxirnately 3 sec of
deceleration of the vehicle in gear, follovred by
braking at ther¡comfortableÍ automobile rate. The
blue book does note that trucks requÍre longer stop-
ping distances than do automobiles to decelerate for
the sarne difference in speed but finds longer allow-
ances for deceleration Lânes unvrarranted because
"average speeds of trucks are generally lower than
those of passenger cârs.rr Àlthough the green book
does not restate the observation concerning truck
speeds, the newer reco¡nmendations for length of de-
celeration lane are virtually identical to those Ín
the 1965 policy. Further, it appears reasonable to
observe that average truck speeds on U.S. highways
today are at least equal to, and perhaps exceed,
those of âutomobiles.

The study of truck accidents on ra¡nps has indi-
cated caseE in which the deceleratíon lengths avail-
able for trucks appear to be patently inadequate.
The cases in which the problem becomes pronounced
are those in which the ramp Íncorporates a rather
sharp curve right at the end of the deceleration
lane such that the low value of advlsory rarnp speed
¡nust be achieved very quickly after departure frorn
the through roadway. Shown in Figure ? is an exanple
of such an exÍt ramp with a 249-f.t radius and a ¡nax-

O - Other

CURVE OATA

sc = 34r71.05
cc = 30+35.83
o:230
R = 249-ll'
L = 435.22'

TS

FIGURE 7 Layout of ramp with tapered decelcration lane.
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imun superelevation value of 0.08 ft,/ft. The side
friction factor has a peak vaLue of 0.13 at the ad-
visory speed, given a transition that achieves ap-
proxinately 50 percent of the fuII development of
superelevation at the point of curvature. The ta-
pered exit begins 375 ft ahead of the point of cur-
vature and thus requires a no¡ninal deceleration of
0.2I grs even if braking begins immediately on entry
to the curve. the 0.21-9 requirement allows no dis-
tance for delay in brake application beyond the
Ieading edge of the taper and assumes that the vehi-
cle will begÍn decelerating vrhlle still placed fully
in the through lane. According to the ÀÀSHTO recom-
mendations, this deceleration lane is extremely
short and provides onLy approxinately 100 ft of
roâdvray that shouLd be rrcounted" for deceleration in
recognition that the acknowledged decel.eration lane
begins only at the point at which the taper has pro-
gressed 12 ft from the right edge of the through
1ane.

The penalty paid by truckers who fail to achieve
the required speed on entering this curve is, of
course, most likely to be rollover. The accident
data show both roLlover and jackknife accidents oc-
curring right at the beginning of the example curve.
Of course, the jackknife accidents are seen as sim-
ply resulting from the overbraking behavior of truck
drivers who are endeavorÍng to achieve a speed that
is low enough to avoid rollover. Si¡nulatÍon results

I lb.: 4.45 N ,t lt : .3O5 m
t tllsrc = .O3l g's .t rñilh : 1.609 km/h

Uc
Þ-

FIGURE B Vehicle response on entering
35 mph.
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shonn in Figure 8 iLlustrate that a tractor-semi-
trailer carrying freight at a more or less typical
level of Cc (payload mass center at 83 in.) passes
through the curve easily at 25 rnph but barely es-
capes rollover at 35 tnph. Other calculations for the
same vehicle with a high CG (payload at 105 in.)
show that the rí9 rolls over quickly if it enters
t,he ramp at 35 mph. Thus there is no question that
the deceleration task must be accomplished by nost
loaded truck combinations if they are to safely ne-
gotiate curves that, have this degree of demand.

The key issue, then, is the extent to which de-
celeration requirenênts of the level represented in
this case, and more generally of the level implicit
in AÀSHTO policy¡ can be reasonably accomplished by
heavy-duty truck combinations. There is a great deal
of evidence establishing that the braking capability
of heavy-truck combinations is quite low (26r?I.
Even on a dry pavementr a stop at approximately 0.4
grs would be considered a severe braking condition
for a heavy truck. The Federal Motor vehicle safety
standard 121 that requires a deceleration capability
of 0.41 grs for air-braked trucks stopping from 60
mph was seen as imposing a serious challenge to the
state of truck braking technology. Thís standard,
applied to stopping on dry pave¡nentr inplied a brak-
ing efficiency of approximately 50 percent. Further,
because trucks suffer from large variability in the
effectiveness of the basic brake itself, poor main-
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tenance of slack adjustnentr and large variations in
axLe loading depending on the cartage application'
levels of braking efficiency even lovrer than 50 per-
cent are encountered in service.

Under partial- loading conditions, a vehicle can
exhibit both a low level of roll stability and an
extremely poor level of braking capability. In such
cases, the unfavorable distribution of axle loads
rnakes it difficult for the truck to decelerate' even
though the relatively high cG demands that speed be
reduced as reguíred by the curve in order to avoid
rollover. shoern in Figure 9 is a plot of the naximun
deceleration capability of a doubles combination
with a partly loaded rear trailer and a Loaded front
trail-er. To achieve a deceleration level equal to
the 0.21a condition required on the exampLe ranp
(with brakes applied right at the beginning of the
taper) requires a rather substantial peak tire-road
friction level of 0.55. The extrernely poor stopping
capability of this partly loaded vehicle is attrib-
utable to the light load prevailing at the rearmost
axle. As braking is increasecl, the brâke torque
level applied at that axle quickly arrives at the
point of saturating the shear force capability of
the lightly Loaded tires such that an unstable
swinging motion of the second trailer is threatened.
Si¡nilartyr â tractor-semitrailer vrith payload only
in the front portion of the t,railer, or a conpart-
rnented tãnker with fluid emptied from its rear co¡n-
part¡nents' would exhibit very poor stopping perfor-
rnance (co¡nparable with that of the exanple double) r
while also providing a 1ow Level of rollover resis-
tance. Although completely empty truck conbinations
are aLso knoi,¿n to be conspicuously poor in braking
efficiencyr their higher roll stability levels tend
to be sornevrhat compensating (assumÍng that the
driver senses that full deceleration to the value of
the posted ramp speed is not so crucial that he is
pronpted to overbrake).

o.4

o o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.o
LIMIT OF TIRE,/PAVEMENT FRICTION, I¿

FIGURB 9 Maximum deceleration capability of partly loaded

doublcs combination as a function ofthe tile'pavcment friction
level,

The AÀSHTO policy for length of deceleration
lanes cleâr1y provides for more relaxed braking con-
ditions than those requÍred by the exa¡nple ranp, aI-
though trucks rnusc take Iiberties with the design
relative to the expected usage by automobiles. rn
particularr the green book requires that deceler-
ation length be measured on tapered exits beginning
with the point at which 12 ft of taper is achieved.
By this standard, the exarnpte ramp would have been
constructed with the taper beginning approxinately
390 ft sooner than it vras. Trucks that begin braking
right at the taper of such a deceleration lane would
experience onLy a rnoderate braking denand. Taking
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the reconmended lengths of deceleration lanesr gen-
eralLy, truck drivers could make a compromise usage
of the suggested design by simply âppLying brakes
throughout the available length of the lane thus
forsaking the luxury of a 3-sec period for coasting
in gear. By this approach, for exa¡nple, the 490-ft
vatue that the green book recornmends for reducing
speed from 55 to 25 mph erouLd require a steady de-
celeration of 0.16 g's--a level that should be rea-
sonabLy achievable by aLnost all trucks under most
wet and dry conditions.

The primary observation that has been made on the
subject of deceleration lanes pertains to the very
poor stopping capability of ¡nany truck cotnbinat.ions.
clearly, the problem in this regard is analogous to
that encountered with regard to allowances for side
friction fâctor. Namely, design specifications that
are selected to assure comfortable operation of
autonobiLes pose demands that may challenge the con-
trolJ.ability limits of heavy-duty trucks.

high-speed ramps)

Recent findings (29,29) that indicate the potential
for hydroplaning with Iightly loaded truck tires
offer a tikely explanation for loss-of-control prob-
le¡ns that are seen at certain ranp sites in wet
weather. These findings are based on the observation
that at the Light tire loads associated vtith empty
truck combinations the footprint with which a truck
tire contacts the pavement is unusually incapable of
expelling vrater. Accordingly, very IightIy loaded
truck tires are vulnerable to a pronounced traction
deficiency on pavenents on which the water cover
stands sufficiently above the textural asperities.
Because the loss of tire traction on wet surfãces is
clearly nost pronounced when speed is high. poten-
tially troublesome ranps are categorically those
thât have large-radius curves such as at inter-
changes between t$ro high-speed highways. The appli-
cable scenario leading to loss of control involves
an unloaded truck conbinationt a high-speed turn
that also poses a substantial side friction demandi
and poor pavenent texture or water drainage charac-
teristics, or both.

An example ramp site that was found to provide a

dramatic illustration of this phenomenon is sketched
in Figure I0. The rânp constitutes a nearly steady
curve, 2t600 tE in length, which is comprised of two
curve segments of 1.400-ft radius with a 290-ft tan-
gent section connecting the tt9o. The entÍre curved
portion of the ranp plus the 290-ft tangent section
¡,ras superelevated at 0.05 f.E/fE, yielding a side
friction factor of 0.05 at the special truck advi-
sory speed of 45 mph. The evidence suggests, how-
ever, that many truckers sirnply sustain the 55-nph
speed that is posted for other vehicles and thus the
trucks experience a side friction factor of 0.09.

Forty-four loss-of-control accidents occurred at
this site with trâctor-semitrailers during a 2-year
period foltowing operating of the new roâdr'¡ay. ÀlI
44 accidents occurred when the pavenent was wet. The
rate of accidents was so great when wet conditions
prevailed that a number of the accidents rdere wit-
nessed by police officers who were on the scene to
aid in the recovery of another truck that had lost
control. Thirty-two of the accidents at this site
involved tractor jackknife, five cul¡ninated in roll-
over, and seven involved other events such as simply
running off the road or striking a guardrail. The
ramp was resurfaced at the end of this 2-year period
with a high-friction bituminous concrete overlay,
after which the wet-weather accident probLem essen-
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tially disappeared. ÀLthough the police-reported ac-
cident forms provided no note of vehicle loadingr
the large number of Ìoss-of-control incidents that
involved running off the road without rollover sug-
gests that rnany of the se¡nitrailers were lightly
loaded or empty.

Shown in Figure 11 are si¡nulation results illus-
trating the jackknife response of an unloaded trac-
t,or-semitrailer running on the example ranp at a
constant speed of 55 mph. The conditions producing
Loss of control in this example involve the assunp-
tion of a near-hydroplaning level (mu = 0.12) ât the
tractor rear ând trailer tires cornpared with a fric-
tion level at the front tires of 0.50. This pecuLiar
distribution of tire-pavement friction leveIs was
rational-ized on the basis of large differences in
tire load among the respective axles and the corre-
spondÍng irnpJ.ications for friction, consÍdering the
potential for strong hydrodynamic influences (28).
Static Loads on front and rear tires were 41700 and
11300 lb, respectively. The simuLation results indÍ-
cate that if the friction leve1s attain the identi-
fied values, the vehicle beco¡nes sufficiently dis-
turbed in traveling over the superelevated tangent
portion of the curve that a rapid jackknife iliver-
gency is precipitated (on saturating the lateraf
force output of the tractor rear tires).

Although this example simulation illustrates one

Transportat,ion Research Record 1052

possible set of conditions under which accidents
such as those reported could occur, it should be
recognized that braking and steering inputs cou!.d
also disturb the vehicle to precipÍtate the actual
jackknife sequence. That the great majority of the
jackknifed tractor-semitrailers came to rest on the
inside of the turn suggests that the jackknife typi-
cally began when tractor drive wheels r,rere locked'
following which brakes were released, causing the
vehicle to go rapidJ.y in the direction toward which
the tractor had begun to rotate--toward the inside
of the turn.

The item of general importance illustrated in
this case is that heavy-duty vehicles are now known
to be unusual in their potentiâl for loss of control
on wet pavements. Ramps that impose moderate to
Iarge denands for side friction factor while also
permitting high-speed travel nust be maÍntained with
particular attention to pavetnent friction level and
vrater drainage in order to safeJ.y acco¡nmodate
lightly Loaded truck combinations.

Case 5 (curbs placed on the outer side of curved
ranps pose a peculiar obstacle that may trip
and overturn articulated truck cornbinations)

Every truck driver knows that the rear axles on the
traiLing elements of an articulated truck combina-

R - Rollover
J - Jockkn¡fe
O - Olher

CURVE OATA

l) R: |4OO.OO'
L : 972.08'
D:405'

TC: 4 + O9.9O'
CT= 13+81.98'

2) R = laOO.OO'
L : 1645.63'
O = 4o5'

TC: 16+73.09'
cT:35+18.72'

FIGURE l0 Layout of curvcd ramp sitc at which numcrous loss.of-
control accidents occurred with tractor-semitrailers in wet weather.
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tion will t,râck inboard of the path of the t,ractor
during lor,r-speed, tÍght-radius turning maneuvers.
'fhis pheno¡nenon has been called low-speed offtrack-
ing and has been recognized as a consideration in
highway design for many years. It has been observed
in recent years, however, that the trailers in trac-
tor-se¡nitrailer and doubles combinat.ions tend torrfling out,r' in a turn as the lateral acceleration
level increases, such thât the rearnost axles nay
actualLy subtend paths that are outboard of those
traced by tractor axles (30). The nagnitude of the
outboard offset in wheelpaths can be of the order of
2 to 3 ft in a steady turn (ë) . tne particular
safety concern that arises fro¡n this behavioral
characteristic is that the rearmost axles may strike
a curb that is situated, on certaÍn ramps, along the
outer side of the curve. Because it is thought that
truck drivers are generally unaware of this so-
called rrhigh-speed offtracking" phenomenon, the
safety problem ¡nay be exacerbated by the harmful
natural instinct of drivers who may tend to steer
close to the outer curb, believing that the trailer
axles always tend to go inboard.

As shor,rn in Figure L2, the trailer attitude asso-
ciated with the outboard offtracking notion is such
that the outer trailer tire approaches the curb at a
sideslip angle, with the tire pointed away from the
curb rather than tor,rard it. Àccordingly, the tire
tends to resist mounting at the curb face. Although
no definitive experiments are known to have been
conducted to examine tire force response under such
curb contact conditions, it appears certain that
large side force levels would be available so that
ro.Llover would be a likety outcone.
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Shown in Figure 13 is â case in which truck ro11-
over accidents appeared to have involved tripping at
an outside curb. The ramp involves tvro 12-ft lanes
that constitute an interchange Leg betereen tvJo urban
expressways. The curve radius of. 374 ft, together
$rith a superelevation of 0.05 and an original rarnp
advisory speed of 35 nph, yielded a side friction
factor of 0.17. The ramp incorporated a cross-sec-
tional design, as shovrn in Figure 14, !¿it,h curbs
provided to assist in channeling water drainage. The
right curb is a nountable type per¡nitting access by
disabLed vehicles to a paved right. shoulder.

This ranp provides, firstr a relatively severe
side friction demand together with the curb that is
within approximately 20 in. of the lane edge along
the outside of the curve. It would appear that, t,ruck
co¡nbinations may have experienced sufficient out-
board offtracking of the trail"er axles¡ because of
the substantial side friction factor, that the rear-
most outer tire struck the rnountable curb. Because
the sideslipping tire, with its inward orientation,
was unable to mount. the curb. a laterâl force re-
sponse developed due to the curb contact and thus
produced the additionaL rolL moment needed to over-
turn the truck co¡nbination.

The practice of building curbs on the outside of
a curved rarnp was among the approved design ap-
proaches cited in the ÀASHO blue book (25). Even on
J.oops or direct connection roadways erith continuous-
curve alignment in one direction, curbs along the
outside edge i{ere justified as providing "an effec-
tive delineator on the high side of the pavement."
In the nore recent green book (1), ÀÀSHTO poJ-icy has
apparently changed such that the use of curbs on ln-
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TRACTOR

WHEELPATHS

\
FIGURB l2 Outboard offtlacking of
sem¡trailer that leads to contnct between
trailel tilcs and an ot¡tside cull¡,

SITE I3

FIGURE 13 Layout of ramp on rvhich curb-contact accidents occurred.
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termediate and higher speed ra¡[ps is not recom-
mended. Indeed, the green book suggests that curbs
be considered only to facilitate particularly diffi-
cu1t, drainage situations. It is clear that the use
of a curb on the high side of a superelevated curve
cannot be rat,ionalized as an aid to drainage.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The study thât led to the findings presented herein
examined individual ranps that had been found to
have numerous truck loss-of-control accidents. A1-
though, on one hand, a nunber of these ramps incor-
porated features t,hat AASHTO policy discourages, it
appears that even the current recommendations of
AASHTO on geomet.ric design will atlow ramps that
severely limit the safety margin available to nany
lìeavy-truck combinations. Indeedr the most useful
aspect of this study. from the viewpoint of the
highway design comnunity, may be simply the illus-
trâtion that truck stability and control leve1s are
low relative to the vehicLe control limits that are
assumed in geometric design. Although it may be i¡n-
practical in certain respect,s to truly design high-
nays so that trucks can be operated as comfortabLy
as automobiles, it does appear rãtionaL to suggest
that highways be designed so that truckers obeying
the post,ed speeds can be assured of nominally safe
travel.

It would also appear beneficial for those nain-
taining the highway system to examine ranp sites
that have frequent truck accidents to determine
whether âny of the peculiar problerns identified here

R - Rollover
0 - Oiher

CURVE OATA

R = 3?4'
L = 697.49'
D = 15" 19'

fC : 17+17.36
cT :24+14.85

FTGURE 14 C.ross section of roâdrvay from ramp site shown in Figure 13.
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might. apply. Although nany of the countermeasures
implicit in the discussion here would involve major
reconstruction of the ra¡np, improved speed advi-
sories, resurfacing, and curb removal are also amonE
the actions that can be taken in certain cases.
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ConsiderationsS afety

ABSTRACT

Because three-guarters of highway traffic is composed of passenger sedans, most
current roadside hardware has been designed to interact with this vehicle type
because of techni-caI and economic restraints. Recent. trends in nat.ionaL data
indicate that the percentage of vehicles larger than passenger sedans is in-
creasing. In addition, as a result of the Surface Transportation Àssistance Act
of Ig82,large trucks are expected to become wider and longer. The import of
these trends is examined with respect to roadside safety considerations, in
particular to the roadside features and hardware that may need to be upgraded.

Until the mid-1970s about 80 percent of all vehicle
miles of travel in the United states was done by
automobiLest the re¡naining 20 percent was attributed
to (a) motorcycles, (b) buses, (c) Iarge and small
trucks, and (d) special vehicles such as concret,e
trucks. Roadside safety research concentrated pri-
narily on the pâssenger automobile because it was
the principal risk. Specifically accomnodating any
or all of the remaining 20 percent of the other
vehicle types was considered technically and econom-
ically guestionable. (Even within the passenger ve-
hicle segnent of the traffic stream, drastic down-
sizing has occurred since 1974 and has necessitated
design modification to roadside hardware.)

The proportion of vehicles heavier than the
4r500-Ib passenger sedan in the traffic stream has
increased in the past L0 years with an attendant in-
crease in roadside accidents involving larger vehi-
c1es. In response, more roadside safety research has
been directed to the large vehicle problem by state
and federal agencies. with the passage of the Sur-
face Transportation Assistance Act (STÀÀ) of 1982.
there is concern about the effects that the longer
and wider trucks permitted by the act will have on
roadside safety.

The guestions that are addressed here are (a) how
serious is the Iarge vehicle-roadside safety prob-
lem? (b) is the problem becoming rnore critical? and
(c) what, if anything, can be done to lessen the
probLe¡n?

BÀCKGROUND

Although several state and private agencies per-
forned sone full-scale crash testing of roadside
hardware before 1960, it was in September 1962 with
the publication of Highway Research Board Circular
482 (¡) that vehicle crash test procedures (and
roadside safety research) were formalized. It is
notei{orthy that â 4r000-lb passenger sedan was indi-
cated as the only test vehicle. In 1974 NCHRP Report
I53 (2) presented more in-depth methods of evaluat-
ing highway appurtenances by vehicle crash testing
and these methods were further refined in f978 (3).
However, only passenger sedans were specified as the
test vehicles. It was not unt,il NCHRP Report. 230 (3)
vras pubLished in March l98I that test vehicles
larger than a 4r500-Lb passenger sedan were speci-

Dynatech Engineering, Inc., 301 South f'rio, Sân An-
tonio, Tex. 78207.

fied; even so, tests nith larger vehicLes were not
considered required experirnents but were recomrnended
for use as supplementary experinents.

Irrespective of the lack of standardized crash
test procedures' the F¡IÍlIA in the early 1970s begân
expJ-oring the technicaL feasibility of developing
longitudinal barriers that vrould contain and redi-
rect large vehicles. In the period L972-1976 the
collapsing ring bridge rail-ing system was developed
and evaluated for school busr intercity bus, and
bractor-traiJ.er rig impacts; gross mass of one test.
vehicle r¡as 70,000 lb (5). AIso in 1976 the concrete
¡redian bârrier was shown to have the capability of
redirecting a 40r000-lb intercity bus (6). Early on¡
it, was recognized that the high-perfornance barriers
wouLd have a prenium cost cornpared with barriers
designed to redirect only passenger sedans and could
not be econonically justified for general use. In-
stead¡ application of these special barriers would
be li¡nited to a few high-rísk sites. A benefit-to-
cost method was used in developing a rnuLt.iple ser-
vice level approach to v,rarranting bridge rail sys-
tems (7).

As shown in Figure 1, traffic volume is the prin-
cipal warranting factor for the four leve1s of ser-
vice based on a benefit-to-cost analysis. RecentLy,
other overriding factors have been proposed for an
expanded array of bridge râil systems including the
"tall wall" and "super talL walL" developed by
Hirsch et aI. at the Texas Transportation Institute
(TTI) (9,9); sites for such high-perfor¡nance bar-
riers !rilI probably be justified on the basis of
"unacceptable consequences, regardless of the i¡n-
probable risk of occurrence, of a heavy vehicle and/
or its cargo penetrating the bridge raiI." Exa¡nples
of such sites might. include a bridge that spans a
critical water supply, a petrochemical plant, or a
pedestrian maI1.

Two large-vehicle accidents occurred in 1976 and
focused national attention on the li¡nited collision
perfornance capability of bridge rail systems. The
first on May 11 in Houston, Texas, involved a
tractor-t,anker carrying anhydrous am¡nonia that pene-
trated an overpass bridge rail and fell on freevray
traffic. The second on May 24 involved a schooL bus
that failed to negotiate an off-ra¡np curve in Mar-
tinez, California, penetrated the bridge rail, and
resulted in 28 occupant fatalities. Àlthough the
FHWA had recognized the growing need for high-per-
formance barriers, these two incidents focused na-
tionaL attention on Large-vehicle safêty and galva-
nized support for accelerated roadside safety
r esearch.
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TRÀVEL GROWTH OF T,ARGE VEHICI,ES

During the period of 19?0 to 1982 overall vehicle
exposure measured in vehicle miles of travel (VMT)
grer¡ from l.f2 x 10e to 1.59 x 10e vltll or a 42
percent increase Gll). This is shown in Figure 2.
The passenger autotnobile part of this total travel
grew from 0.9 x 10e to 1.1 x 10e vMT or 22 pet-
cent. The largest growth area eras in the vehicle
segment denoted as nsingle unÍt trucksr" which more
than doubled from 0.1? x loe to 0.38 x 10e vMT.

r0 ,, 
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FIGURE 2 Travel growth by vehicle eize.
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This trend is further analyzed in Table 1. Find-
ings of interest are

. Although passenger auto¡nobile travel con-
tinued to increase, its percentage of all travel de-
creased from 78.9 to 72.L percent;

. Single-unit truck travel increased in both
magnitude (i.e., 218.9 x 106 to 376.7 x 106 VMT)
and percentâge (i.e., 16.5 to 23.6 percent); and

. the combination truck and bus segnent exhib-
ited little travel growth and a decrease in percent-
age of overall travel.

Frotn these stat.istics' it âppears that the
singLe-unit truck is the rapidly growing part of the
traffic st,ream and there is little if any change in
the conbination truck and bus segment. Even with the
effect of the STÀÀ of 1982, the author spêculates
that thê 4 to 5 percenÈ of travel of co¡nbination
trucks r,rill not chânge significantly during the next
decade. These are, of course, national averages and
rnay not reflect locaL conditions. Specific routes
such as the New ,Jersey Turnpike are used by a dis-
proportionate amount of truck traveL and wouLd not
be properly represented by these statlstics.

The single-unit truck not the co¡nbination truck
may rêpresent Èhe ¡nost important vehicle with regard
to roadside safety. Insight into the type of vehi-
cles that comprise the single-unit-truck segnent. can
be obtained frotn TâbLe 2 (l0,p.U). Of the 2.7 mit-
lion trucks soLd in 1983, about one-half had a mass
in the 0- to 6r000-1b range. Àlthough it cânnot be
deduced fro¡n the figures in Table 2, it is judged
t,hat about 0.5 ¡niLlion of these vehicles have nass
less than 41500 lb and faLl r¡ithin the passenger ve-
hicle test matrix of NCHRP Report 230. The conven-
tional pickup and van probably represent the major
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'IABLB I Billions of Vchicle Miles of 'lì'avcl 110i

Passcrrgcr 
^utomobilc 

Sirrglc-Unit Trucka Co¡nbinatio¡r Truck 
^ll 

Motor Vchicle
Travcl Trâvcl and Bus Travcl Travcl

Ycar VMT Pc¡ccntagc VMT Pe¡ccntiìgc VMT Percc¡ìtagc VMT Perccntage

t975 1,050.5 ?8.9
t 980 | ,129 .9 ?4.3
1982 I,148.9 72.t

2t8.9 16.5
324.6 2t.3
376.'t 23.6

60.7
66.4
66.9

l,330. I
I,520.9
t,592.5

100.0
t 00.0
r 00.0

4.6
4.4
4.2

¡t'riilci¡rôllyvclriclcs\vcighinglcssthan lO,0OOlbîlsodenotcdrs"lighttrucks¡ildvans."

T^BLIì 2 Rct¡il Salcs of Nerv Tlucks by Franchisctl Dcalcrs of U.S. iVlanufacturus (10)

Ycar

Gross Vchicle Weight 19"t8 I 980 I 981 I 982 1983

0-6,000 rb
Utility
Car-typc pickup
CoÌìpact pickut)

Donrcstic
Import

Van
Mini van
Convcntional pickup (includcs

cxtcn(lcd and crerv cabs)
Statiorr wagon (truck chassis)
Mini passcnger carricr
Passenger caricr

Toral 0-6,000 lb

6,001-r 0,000 rb
Utility
Van
Van cutaway chassis
Convcntional ¡rickup (includes

cxtcn(lcd antl crcrv cabs)
Statiorr rvagon (truck chassis)
Passcngcr carrier
Multi-stop

Total 6,001-10,000 lì)

r0,001-14,000 lb
14,00r-t 6,000 lb
16,001-19,500 lt)
19,50r-26,000 lb
26,001-33,000 lb
33,001 lb antl rnorc

Total

I,334,392 t,27 I ,327

275,790 205,18t
47 I,334 33 I ,848
76,277 43,797

I,t7 t ,25't 884,55 I
100,395 73,294

6,398 4,792
38,¡ 93 30,81 ó

2,139,644 I,574,279
'13,t t9 15,408
5,792 2,686
2,699 2,952

155,616 t45,977
4l,032 49,623

161,608 t73,s43

3,9t3,902 3,235,795

895,947 r,101,625 1,313,922

70,93Â 76,457 84.4e.ì
168,469 20't,466 31t,207
2t,662 30,95 l 45,228

79,588
83,522

t40,736
t26,072

904,002

472

'14,8'18

77,094

783,03 5

439

50,842
49,696

544,959

6,446

,85,rn

I 07,54 I
t72,04s
19,918

36,3 89
3?,080

s20, l 80

8,333

78 25,525
22s,4t0 228,878
I 10,393 78,871

59,431 359,t7't 433,167
I59,55I 95,2t7 55,143
74,983 74,546 61,299

s0,735 2s3,823
25,305 26,t'10

485,9't'1 445,3'tO
- 8,394
- 8,174

10,608 t6,364

545,'t20 468,730
38,807 37,564
6s,9t7 56,964
24,86't 25,622

974,8 l 5 849,949

3,510 748
195 t2

2,309 t,916
89 ,7 64 7 t ,993
s8,436 5t,402

I t"t ,2't0 l 00,334

2,23t,516 I,9'12,30t

484,909
54,5t7
74,992
3t ,77 |

961 ,063
t,062

9
t,434

44,2t4
62,488
? 5,'t't7

5 ?3,91 8
68,844
76,985
45,924

1,206,599

t45
2

t,159
46,s32
59,383
8t,647

2,24'1,672 2,709,389

part of vehicles in this group with mass greater
than 4,500 Ib. Even sor most of these vehicles would
be at least narginally addressed by the NCHRP Report
230 procedures.

vans ând conventionâ1 pickups comprise a large
pârt of the I.2 million vehicles in the 6,001- to
I0'000-1b mass range. It is unknovrn what part of the
200r000 odd vehicles r,rith mass greater than 10r000
lb is combination truckst regardless' it is less
than 10 percent of the total 2.7 nillion vehicles.

The most important factors are that (a) about
one-hatf of the truck population (i.e.r that which
weighs less than 6r000 Ib) is at least grossly ad-
dressed by current NCHRP Report 230 test conditionst
(b) another 45 percent of the total truck population
weighs between 61000 and 101000 lb and ís composed
chiefly of conventional pickups and vansi and (c)
the renainder, less than 10 percent of all trucks,
have mass that extends fron 101000 lb to more than
33r0OO Ib. This last segment wiII include the new

wider and longer vehicle provided by STAA of. 1982
atthough it witl be several years before there are
significant nu¡nbers in the vehicle fleet.

SAFETY ASSESS¡,IENT

Roadside safety research addresses rnainly the sin-
gle-vehicler ran-off-the-road accident scenario.

This scenario begins with an inadvertent encroach-
tnent and concludes with either an unreported "drive-
awayrr or a reported accident. Inadvertent encroach-
¡nents have been the subject of extensive research in
the past 20 years; findings indicate that highlray
geometrics (e.9., curves, grade, number of lanes)
and traffic volume are the two main factors that af-
fect the number of errant vehicles that leave the
traveled i,ray. With regard to traffic volume, acci-
dent statistics indicate that the number of each
type of vehicle involved in roadside collísions is
roughly proportional to it.s portion of the traffic
stream.

An analysis of highway accidents for each najor
vehicle type is presented in Table 3 (I0-l¿). Vehi-
cles in accidents and vehiclês in fatal- accidents
are compared with billion ¡niles of travel for each
vehicle type. Nurnbers of fatal accidents are re-
ported events lrhereas the National Accident Sampling
Systen (NASS) accident numbers are projected to a
national basis from a scientifically controlled sam-
ple of I5r000 events. Table 3 includes nultiple- as
r¿eII as single-vehicle events. Findings of interest
are that automobiles are overrepresented in acci-
dents and underrepresented in fatal accidents. Light
trucks ând vans are underrepresented in both acci-
dents and fatal accidents. Buses are representative
in both. Heavy trucks are representative in acci-
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TABLD 3 f9B2 Data on Acciderrts by Vchiclc Type Compar.ed with Bxpostu.e (10-12)

IÌxposure
N^Ss-Projected Vchicles in
Vehicles in Accidents lìatâl Accidents

Vchicle Type
Billion
Vchicle-Milcs Percentagc Pc¡centâge No. Perce¡¡tage

No.
( 1,000)

Passengel autonrobilcs
Motorcycles
Spccial vchicles and unknorvn
Buses
Light trucks and vanstt
I'leavy trucksb

Totâl

l , 133.9
I 5.0

1t.2
0.9

0.4
)1 1

3.8

100.0

7,'1t5.0
t77.0

17.0
51.0

1,571,0
344.0

9,8? 5.0

78. I
1.8
0.2
0.5

15.9
3.5

100.0

33,95 5
4,420
2,884

286
10,057
4,s88

60.4
7.9
5.1
0.5

17.9
8.2

6.6
3"Ì6.6

60.3

|,592.5 56,190 100.0

dents but overrepresented in fatal accidents. The
seriousness of heavy-truck accidents may be attrib-
uted to the misnatch of the large truck mass com-
pared with the s¡naller vehicle nass of other traf-
ficr to the propensity of large trucks to jackknifer
and to t.he longer distance required to decelerate
heavy trucks.

A further analysis of types of vehicles in accÍ-
dents is given in Table 4. The 9.8 million accidents
that were extrapolated by NASS in 1982 are summa-
rized by single-vehicle and niltiple-vehicLe types,
and then the single-vehicle accidents are examined
for noncollision, fixed object, and other object.
With regard to single-vehicle, fixed-object âcci-
dents, automobiles and heavy trucks are slightly
ovêrrepresented and light trucks and vans âre under-
represenbed. It. is noted that rollover or overturn
accidents involving heavy trucks as well as jack-
knifing (i.e., other noncoLlision) are overrepre-
sented with respect to exposure neasure. with the
projected increase in the number of ilouble- and
triple-trailer combinations that result from the
STAA of 1982, the author speculates that these
heavy-truck rollover and jackknifing types of acci-
dents wÍ11 increase. Moreover, the seriousness of
these accidents in terms of property damage' inju-
ries, and fatalities wiII probably also increase. On

a national scale vrhere heavy trucks represent only
3.8 percent of the traffÍc stream, it may not be
cost-effective to provide high-perfor¡nance roadside
safety design to accornrnodate special requirenents of
the large ¡nass vehicles. on the other hând, on spe-
cific routes vrhere heavy-truck traffic greatly ex-
ceeds the 3.8 percent national average' the highway
design engineer can and should take ¡neasures to min-
i¡nize the occurrence and consequences of roadside
excursion events.

Às an independent check on the findíngs for 1i9ht
trucks and vans, insurance claim frequencies r,rere
exa¡nined for 198I-1983 for vans, pickups, and util-
ity vehicles and these clain frequencies are shown
in Table 5 (13).

It is cLear that vans, pickups, and some utility
vehicles are not involved in as nany accidents as is
the traffic fleet Ín general. The reason for this
underinvoLvement is not clear, but it rnay be attríb-
utabLe to travel pâtterns and driver profiLes asso-
ciated with this type of vehicle. Thus it is seen
that while the volume of tight truck and van traffic
is increasing. this segment is relatively safe and
is underinvolved in accÍdên¡s.

ROADSIDE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR TARGE VEHICLES

In sotne cases vehicles lârger thân passenger sedâns
exhibit more demanding perforrnance requirements for
roadside appurtenances. In other cases, roadside in-
teractions with these larger vehicles are less crit-
ical.

SpecificaIly, breakaway structures such as sign
and Iu¡ninaíre supports, which are usually designed
for stnalL automobile irnpacts, cause â lesser veloc-
ity change in the larger nass vehicles and are
therefore Less hazardous fro¡n that standpoint. On
the other hand, the sign blank ¡nissile hazard to
truck occupants may be another problen. Mounting
height of the sign blank should be developed r,¡ith
regard to truck compartment. geonetry as well as to
inpact. trajectory after passenger autornobile in-
pacts. These safety considerations are in addition
to sign visibility and readability, which are also a
function of nounting height.

Crash cushions are generally designed for two

TABLD 4 1982 Data on Single- and Multiple-Vehicle Accidents by Vehicle Type (10,11)

Single Vehicle

Exposure l.loncollision

Rollover/Overturn Otherâ Fixed Objectb Other Objectc Multiple vehicle Total AccidentsBillion
Vehiclc-

Vehicle Type Miles No.No.No.o/oNo.Vo Vo No. lo lo No. o/o

Passenger
âutomobiles

Motorcycles
Spccial vehicles
Buses

l, I 33.9 't L2 11 ,t50
ls.o 0.9 49,560

170
6.6 0.4

77,t50 5t.2 694,350
t,770 1.2 t9,470

500 0.3

39.6
25.5d

77.5 231,450 81.9 6,634,900 79.5 ?,?15,000 78.1
2.1 7,080 2.5 99,t20 t.2 I 77,000 l.8

340 0. I t6,490 0.2 17,000 0.2
1,500 0.5 49,000 0.6 s1,000 0.5

Light trucks and
vAnse 376,6

Heavy trucks 60.3

Total I,592.5

23.7 47,t30 24.2 47,t30
3.8 .20,640 t0.6_ 24,080

100.0 194,650 100.0 150,630

31.3 141,390 15.8 31,420 I1.0
16.0 4t,280 4.6 I 0,320 3.5

100.0 896,490 100.0 282,tt0 100.0

l,303,930 r s.6 l,s7 1,000 l 5.9
247,680 2.9 344,000 3.5

8,351,120 100.0 9,875,000 100.0

LJackkn¡fing of corìbinatiotr utrits, cx¡rlosio¡rs, immcrsion, gas ¡nlralation, etc,
:Buildings, br¡dge abutmcnls, polcs, trccs, erc.
:An¡nlals. trains. ctc.
fMotorcyclc ovcrlurtring accideilts afc diffcreIt in naturc fronr rollover of otlrer vehicles bccause of the inherott instab¡lity of two-whcclcd vchicles
"Vchiclcs less th¡n 10,000 lb.
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'tABLIì 5 t9Bl-1982 I¡rsurance Clai¡n
Light Tnrcl.s and Vans 1.1.3/

Frequency for

Makc
Rclativc lìxposurc
ClainrFrcquency (vehicle-ycârs)

^ll 
passenger automobiles

All vans
Small pickups
Stand:ìrd pickups
Small utility vehicles
Intennediate utility vehicles
Lrrgc utility vehicles

4,696,446
t33,267
245,250
380,858
24,434
5 I ,081
10,837

confLicting conditions: softness and stroke effi-
ciency. For softness, a lor,r-Ievel interaction force
must be naintained to protect occupants in srnaLl-
vehicle collisions. For larger automobiles, the
crash cushion nust have sufficient stroke to absorb
the kinet.ic energy yet be compact in size to adapt
to nost sites. Crash cushions âre generally staged
with a soft nose and a crush stiffness that in-
creases along its length. Labra (!g) exarnined the
feasibility of extending crash cushion design capa-
bility to include large vehicles. 'Ivo vehicle prop-
erties Iimit this âpplication. First, semitractor-
trailer rigs are inherently unstabLe vehicles and
will readily jackknife after even a minor collision
or sudden ¡naneuver. Second, cargo restraints, espe-
cially for flatbed trailers, are designed for brak-
ing forces (about I g) and are inadeguate for normal
crash cushion forces of I to 10 grs. Under crash
cushion collision conditions, a cargo would readily
break loose fron the tie-dov¡n restraint and ¡nove
forwârd crushing the driver cab. For these reasons,
it is judged irnpractical to develop crash cushions
for very large trucks. On the other hand, it would
be pract,ical to develop crash cushions for light
trucks and vans with ¡nass of up to 101000 lb.

A roadside feature that is speciaLly designed for
very large trucks is the escape ramp. These features
are situated at the bottoms of long, steep inctines
where trucks are Iikely to loose their brakes and
require energency assistance in stopping. Several
techniques have been successfully used arnong which
âre elongated beds of loose gravel ând a reverse in-
cline. These designs are contained in current stan-
dard design specificâtions and will not be discussed
further here.

In the past 15 years research has been directed
to longitudinal barriers designed to contain large
80,000-1b vehicles. such barriers are not, insignifi-
cant because they nust âcconnodate kínetic energy
Ievels 40 times that of sma1l 2'000-1b passenger
sedans. Two principal factors govern perforrnance of
a longitudinal barrier! height to interact r{tith a
substantial structural elernent of the vehicLe and
structural strength to sustain thê impact force. It
is noted that the tractor-trailer rig has tv¡o sepa-
rate components that nust be redirected. Barrier
height must be sufficient to interact with najor
structural elements of both the tractor and the
trailer. For van-type trailers' a height of 5.5 ft
has been shown to be adequate. On the other hand'
the midheight of a tanker trailer is about 84 in.,
and an adequate bârrier height is about 90 in.
Hirsch (9) has recently developed and demonstrated
two high-performance bridge rail systens to contain
and redirect 80r000-Ib tractor-trailers. HÍrsch de-
terrnined that critical barrier loading occurs when
the rear tandem axles of the tractor rotate into the
barrier with a 50-ns peak acceleration of 5.5 to 6.0
g's. Coupled with locaL vêhicle mass of 341000 Ib'
the applied horizontal loading is about 200,000 Lb.
It is speculated that the 200r000-lb force will not
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be exceeded by the longer and wider vehicle per-
tnitted by the STAA of 1982.

with the exception of the concrete safety shape
(i.e., New Jersey) barrier and the recently devel-
oped SERB system, most, current guardrail and median
barrier operational systens cannot cont,ain or redi-
rect large trucks and buses including the erider and
longer vehicles that are being íntroduced into the
traffic strean. Benefit studies reveal that high-
performance longitudinal barriers are generally too
costly for highways r,rith only 3.8 percent heavy-
vehicle traffic but may be justified for those sites
where the truck traffic exceeds 25 percent of the
total traffic stream.

SUMMARY

Key findings developed in this paper with regard to
large vehicles and roadside safety are

l. TraveL growth
. singLe-unit truck travel is increasing

both in VMT and as a percentage of alL VMT.
. cornbination truck and bus travel is

static and is decreasing ås a percentage of all
vMT. Locâl traffic properties may differ markedly
from these national averages.

. A large part of the single-unit truck
segment is conposed of pickups and vans t.hat
weigh less than 10,000 Ib. Only about I percent
of all 1983 truck sales erere trucks weighing nore
than 10r000 1b.
2. Àccident experience

. Light trucks and vans are underrepre-
sented in (â) totalr (b) single-vehicle' (c)
single-vehicle and fixed-object, and (d) fatal
accidents. on the other hândr the number of non-
collision rollovers or overturns ís representa-
tive of the total traffic ¡nix.

. Heavy trucks are representative in (a)
totaL, (b) single-vehicle and fixed-object, and
(c) nult,ivehicle accidents but overrepresented in
(a) overt,urn or ro]Iover, (b) jackknifingr and
(c) fatal accidents.
3. Roadside design requirements

. Breakavtay structures such as signs and
Iu¡ninaire supports do not pose a severe hazard to
the Large vehicle if the sign blank missile haz-
ard is properly treated.

. Crash cushions are not technically feasi-
bte for heavy trucks. However, designs to accon-
modâte light trucks (i.e. 

' uP to 10,000 Ib)
should be considered.

. Longitudinal barriers such as bridge
rails, guardraits, and nedian barriers are being
designed to accorunodate the Largest vehicles but
are relatively expensive and therefore sites nust
be carefully selected.

. Shoulder sideslope nay need to be exa¡n-
ined with regard to truck overturns and rollovers.
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rn May 1976 two significant accidents involving
traffic rails occurred. An am¡nonia truck in Houston,
Texasr struck a bridge raiJ. and fell on traffic
below leaving lL dead and 73 hospitalized and caus-
ing 100 other injuries for a total of 184 casual-
ties. In Martlnezr California, a school bus struck a
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23 injured. As a result of these accidents, an ex-
tensive effort has beên made to develop longitudínal
traffic barriers or rails capable of restraining and
redirecting buses and large trucks.
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Before f956' when the Interstate HighÌ¡ay Act e¡as
passed by Congress, most highway bridges crossed
rivers, streans' or other naturâl features. Fev¡

highways had traffic lanes divlded or separâted by
median barriers. Longitudinal barriers such as
bridge raiIs, median barriersr and guardraÍLs were
designed only to restrain and redirect passenger
âutonobiles. It was the general attitude that buses
and trucks were driven by trained, skilled, profes-
sional drivers, and sensational traffÍc barrier ac-
cidents with buses and trucks were rare.

since 1956 tens of thousands of miles of divideil
traffic 1âne Interstate highwaysr urban expressways,
and freev¡ays have been built. Most of the bridges

5.

6.

7.

8.

ABSTRACT

In May 19?6 two significant accidents occurred involving traffic bridge rails.
Àn amrnonia truck in Houston, Texasr struck a bridge rail leaving 11 dead, 73
hospitalized¡ and causing 100 other injuries for a total of 184 casualties. In
l'lartinez, California, â school bus struck a bridge rail and left 29 dead and 23
injured. Às a resuLt of these accidents, an extensive effort has been made to
develop longitudinal trâffic barriers or raits capable of restraining ancl redi-
recting buses and Large trucks. The results of 34 crâsh tests conducted using
automobiles and mostly buses and trucks on t6 differênt. traffic rails were ob-
tained from the references. vehicles represented are 4r500-lb passenger auto-
mobiles, a 4,000-Ib van or liqht truck' 20r000-1b school busesr 32'000- to
40r000-1b intercity buses, anil 40r000- to 80'000-lb tractor-trailer trucks. Re-
sults of these crash tests are sum¡narized. Theory and crash test results are
presented to dernonstrate the ¡nagnitude of the inpact forces these traffic rails
must resist and how high they must be to prevent vehicle rollover. Typical de-
signs of longitudlnal barriers that have been successfully crâsh tested in ac-
cordance with reco¡nmendeil proceilures are presented.
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(!) on these systems are grade separation structures
that cross other densely populated traffic 1anes. In
addition, with the de¡nise of railroads and the in-
crease ín school busing, there has been a signifi-
cant íncrease in the nu¡nber of buses and trucks on
the roadways. Consequently¡ the number of sensa-
tional bus and truck accidents involving longitu-
dinal barriers has increased. Many highway engineers
now believe that there are selected locations where
barriers capable of restraining and redirecting
buses and trucks are needed.

À search of the recent literature (L972 to 1985)
yields 14 references to 34 crash tests into longitu-
dinal traffíc barriers that were conducted essen-
tialLy in accordance with current recorilnended prac-
tice (3). These crâsh tests used auto¡nobiles¡ vans,
buses, and trucks ranging in weight fron approxi-
nately 41000 to 801000 lb. In general, the passenger
automobÍle and van tests were conducted at 60 mph at
a 2s-degree angl.e into the longitudinal barriers.
The school and intercity buses weighed from 201000
to 40.000 lb, and tests irith these vehicles v¡ere
conducted at 60 ¡nph at a ls-degree angle into the
IongitudinaL barriers. The tractor-trailer trucks
weighed from 40¡000 to 80.000 lb and were crash
tested at 50 mph at a Is-degree angle into the bar-
riers. À surnnary of these vehicle crash test result.s
is presented in Table 1.

These crash test results and sone elementâry
theory (-U,-19.) are presented to demonstrate the mag-
nitude of the impact forces these longitudinal traf-
fic barriers ¡nust resist and also how high these
barriers must be to prevent vehicle rollover. In
addition, typicaJ. designs are presented in Figures
1-3 of longitudinal barriers that, hâve been success-
fully crash tested in accordance with current recon-
mended procedures (¿). The costs per foot of length
shown on Figures l-3 vrould be typical of Texas and
are for cornparison only.

BÀSIC ¡4OTOR VEHICLE AND BÀRRIER PROPERTIES
TO BE CONSIDERED

Most current longitudinal traffic barriers (guard-
rai1s, bridge rails, and ¡nedian barriers) are de-
signed only to restrain and redirect passenger auto-
rnobiles ranging in weight fron 1r700 to 4r500 lb.
The recom¡nended strength test (¿) is for â 4,500-1b
auto¡nobile to be redirected at 60 mph and a 25-
degree angle impact. Figure I shovrs some basic prop-
erties of these automobiles and two common and ef-
fective longitudÍnal barriers that can restrain and
redirect the¡n. These autonobÍLes have centers of
gravity (CGs) ranging from 18 to 24 in. above the
roadway. The 27-in.-high standard guardrail and 32-
in.-high concrete safety shape are strong enough to
redirect the automobiles and high enough to prevent
rolIover. These barriers exert a redirecting and
stabilizing force on the fenders, tires, and door
panels of the impacting car, as shown in the figure.
The approxinate cost per foot of these trafflc bar-
riers is shown for conparison purposes.

Figure 2 shows so¡ne basic properties of buses
(school and intercity) and tr,ro traffic rails that
have restrained and redirected them. School buses
(66 passenger) generally weigh fron 201000 to 26,000
lb loaded. IntercÍty buses (45 passenger) generally
weigh fron 32,000 to 401000 1b loaded. The Cc of
these buses ranges from 46 to 58 in., with an aver-
age of about 52 in. the two mini¡num height râils
that have prevented these buses from rolling over
under 60 mph, Is-degree angle impact are the tero
shown wÍth heights of 38 and 42 ín. The approximate
cost per foot of the barrier is shown for co¡nparison
purposes.
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Traffic rails 32 in. and 34 in. high have consis-
tently produced rollover wÍth buses at this speed
and angle of impact. fhe significant redirection
force fro¡n these barriers is delivered to the bus
through the front and rear tires and ax1es. The
Iargest inpact force reported in Table I occurs when
the rear tires and axle strike the barrier.

Figure 3 shows sorne basic properties of van and
tank-type trucks and sorne longitudinal barriers that.
have restrained and redirected thern. These trucks
weigh fron 25r000 lb enpty up to 80,000 lb when
fully loaded (4) . ftre CG of an enpty truck can be
about 45 ín.r and a ful1y loaded truck could have a
CG of fro¡n 60 to 78 in. Figure 3 shows three dis-
tinct locations or heights vrhere a tongitudinal bar-
rier can effectÍve1y push on a van or tank truck to
redirect it. A 42-in.-high barrier can push on the
42-in.-high tires (and axle). For a van-type truck,
the floor systen fron 48 to 54 in. high is capable
of receiving a significant redirecting force. Above
this height the van truck generally has a very thin
weak sidewall that is not capâble of recelving much
redirecting force.

A tânk truck can receive a redirecting force
through the tires up to 42 in. high antl then another
redirecting force at about 84 in. high into the cen-
tral area of the usuaLLy circuLar tank. À t,raffic
rail element between approxinately 42 and 78 in.
usually has nothing to push against.

The 42-tn.-high concrete parapet barrier shown
redirected without rollover an 80r000-1b van truck
erith a 65-in.-high Cc. A simj.lar truck with a 78-
in.-high CG rolled over the 42-in.-high barrier (5).
À11 these tests are noninally at 50 rnph and L5-
degree angle impact.

The 50-in.-high combination barrier (concrete
parapet r,rith tnetal rail on top) restrained and redi-
rected an 80r000-1b van truck with a 66-in.-high CG.
The truck rolled over on its side. However, it did
not 90 over the bridge rail, and the truck remained
on the simulated bridge. This r,ras considered a suc-
cessful test for a truck. A rollover would not be
acceptable for a passenger automobile or a bus.

The 54-in.-high combination bridge rail shown
snoothÌy restrained and redirected an 80r000-1b van
truck with a 64-in.-high CG (no rollover).

STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS OF LONGITUDINÀL BARRIERS

A relatively sÍmple method of predlcting the i.mpact
forces on a longitudinal barrier is the eguations
presented in NCHRP Report 86 (221.

Figure 4 shows a vehicle striklng a longitudinal
traffic rail at an angle (0). From this illustra-
tion of the impact event it can be shoern that the
averåge lateral vehicle deceleration (G1¿¡) is

âvg Glar = [Vr, sin'z(0)]/(29(AL sin(0)

- BII - cos(o)] + D]) (I)

If the stiffness of the vehicle and rail could be
idealized as a linear spring, the imPact force-ti¡ne
curve would be in the shape of a sine curvei then
the peak or maxi¡nu¡n lateral vehicle deceleration
(max G1¿¡) r¡ould be

max G1"¡ = (¡/21 (avg G1¿¡) (2'l

The latera] inpact force (Flat) on the traffic
rail would then be equal to the lateral vehicle ile-
celeration times the vehicle welght. thus

avg FIat = (avg Glat)W

and

(3)
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TABTB I Surnmary of Vehicle Test Results

Max. Avg. 0.05-sec
Force

Author Test No.

Load
Cells
(kipÐ

Acceler-
ometer
(kips)

Test Condition Vehicle-CG
(i¡r. ) an<l
Vehicle Weight-Speed-Angle
(lb-mph-degrees)

Height of

Resul- Bar-
tant rier
(in.) (in.) Bar¡icr and Renrarks

Noel (3,4)

Buth /5/

Bùth 14)

Davis 16)

lvey (7)

Kiml¡all /8/

Davis /ó/

Buth /t
Kimball /8/

Hirsch /9/

Noel (3,4)

Hi¡sch /9/

Kimball //0/

Bronstad /i 1/

lvey ( 12)

Davis (6)

Hirsch /13l

Buth /t

Hirsch l14)

Hirsch /i 5/

Kimball110)

Hirsch //ó/

sz.t 43.6

59.9 69.6

20.0

83.7

70. I

63.8

102.8

97.6

120.0

120.0

t 06.0

89.7

No data

I 50.0

170.0

t79.9

164.0

96.s

73.8 82.2b

2tt.2 22ob

105.9

74.1

88.0

80.0

70.0

I 53.0

I 10.0

t43.2

I 94.0

t08.5

188.0

200.5

I t7.0

188.6

34Sl-32 Plymouth-22
4,680.52.9-t5

3451-36 Plymouth-22
4,740-59.9-24

4'198-7 Dodge van-30
3,983-59.2-24

3451-9 School bus-50-434
I 9,940-5 5.2- l 5

3451-10 Schoolbus-50438
20,0 l 0-52.0-l 3.3

3451-l I Intercity bus-4ó
3 I,880-58.4-16

3451-4 School bus-50
I 9,760-59.8-t4.3

3451-23 School bus-50
t9,920-57 .3-t4.8

3080-l School bus-51-5
20,270-6t.6-t5

3l l5-l School bus-S1.5
I 9,990-60.9-l 6

3825-8 School bus-50
20,000-57.7-l 5

RF-26 School bus-55
23,OOO-57 .t-t4.7

RF-27 Scenic¡uiser bus-56
40,000-59.7-l 7.6

8307-l Scenicruise¡ br¡s-50
40,020-54-16.2

8307-3 Scenicruiser bus-S0
40,030-54-l 4

4'198-12 Scenicruiser bus-56
39,970-59.6-t4.5

RF-28 Scenic¡uiser bus-56
40,000-56.3-l 4.5

230-3 School bus-50
I 9,690-54.4-l 5

3451-34 School bus-50
20,030-57.6-l 5

3451-35 Intercity bus46
32,020-56.9-15.7

230-5 Intercity bÌ¡s-46
32,080-61.1-15

BR-8 School bus-S3t
19,000-60.9-l 3.9

BR-l I Intercity bus.53t
40,000-54.2-l 5. I

TTR-2 School bus-S31
20,000-55.2-l 3.7

TfR-3 School bus-s3f
20,000-53.9-l s.3

3825-11 Fo¡d truck-58
I 8,240-60. l-l 5

8307-2 Tractor-trailer van-60
40,030-53- I 5

CMB-7 Tractor-trailer van-55
48,80G44.7-t 5

4348-2 Tractor-trailer van.78
80, I 80-52.8-l 5

4798-13 Tractor-trailer van-65
80,180-52.1-16.5

416-l Tractor-trailer van-66
80,08c48.4-15

230-6 Tractor-traile¡ van-64
79,770-49.1-15

BR-14 Tractor-trailer van-50
40,000-5 7.3- I 5.6

9l l-l Tractor-trâiler tank-?2
80,120-5t.4-ls

2t.2

2t.9

42 Concretc rvall; smooth rcdirection

42 Concrete wall; smooth redirection

27 W-bean guaxlrail, 2,34-ft deflection;van
rollecl over 270 dcg¡ees

27 Reinforced W-beam bridge rail; redirec-
tion, front axle strippeda

27 Reinforced W-beam bridgc rail; redirec-
tion, front axle strippeda

27 Reinforced rrV-bearn bridge raili redirec-
tion, bus rolled over

30 6- x 8-in. stcel tube on 9-in. concrete
parapet; redirection, bus rolled over

32 4-in. aluntinum rail on l8-in. concrete
parapet; Tcdirection, bus rolled over

32 CMB concrcte; bus rolled over

32 CMB concrete; bus rolled over

32 CMB concrete parapet; bus rolle<l over

32 Thric-l¡eam bridge rail; bus rolled over

32 Thrie-beam bridge rail; bus rolled over

32 CMB concrete; rediÌection

32 CMB concrete; rcdiÌection

34 Thrie-beam median barrier; bus rolled
over

38 Thrie-bealn bridgc railismooth rcdircc-
tion

42 Concrctc parapet and ¡netal rail; smooth
redirection

42 Corìcrete wâll; smooth redirection

42 Corrcrete wall; smooth redirection

42 Concrete parapet and metâl rail; smooth
redirection, 44-in. rail deflection

59 Collapsing ring bridge rail

59 Collapsing ring bridge mil, 35-in. pcrrna-
nent deflection

60 Thrie-beam bridge rail; bus rolled over,
rail dcflsction

60 Thlie-beam bridge rail; good redirection

32 CMB concrete; truck rolle<l over

32 CMB concrete; truck mounted and strad-
dled CMB

32 CMB concrete pârapet; snlooth redirec-
tion

42 Concrcte parapet CMB type; truck Ìollcd
over

42 Concrete parapet CMB type; redircction

50 Concrete parapet CMB type and rnetal
rail; truck rolled over

54 Concrete parapet and rnetal rail; smooth
redi¡ection

59 Collapsing ring bridge rail, I o.ft dcflec-
tioni truck rolled over, defective rail

90 Corìcrete pampet; smooth redirection

32.'Ì

28.4

- the bus.
bCorreclcd for shifting load.
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FIGURE I Basic properties of paasenger automobile and effective longitudinal barriers.
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FIGURE 3 Basic properties of tractor.trailer trucks (van and tank types) and some longitudinal barriere that
have restrained and redirected them.
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FIGURE 2 Bagic propeÌt¡e8 of bu8es and two effective longitudinal barriers.
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INSTANT OF VEHICLE - EARRIER
RAILING COLL ISION

nax F1¿¡ = (tt/21 (avg F1¿¡) (4)

The longitudinal forces on the rail could be deter-
mined by multiplying the lateral forces tirnes the
coefficient of friction (u) betereen the vehicle
and the rail. The syrnbol.s used are defined as fo1-
lows:

L = vehicle length (ft) r
28 = vehicle width (ft),
D = lateral displacenent of barrier railing (ft)

assumed to be zero for rigid rail,
AL = distance fron vehicLe's front end to center

of mass (ft) 'VI = vehicle impact velocity (fps),
v = vehicle exit velocity (fps),
0 = vehicle impact angle (degrees) 'u = coefficient of friction between vehicle

body and barrier raiLingr
a = vehicle deceleration (f.t/sec2l,
g = acceleration due to gravlty G.t/sec2) t
rn = vehicle mass (Ib-sec2/fLl, and
W = vehicle weight (1b).

Equations I-4 express average vehicle decelera-
tions as a function of (a) type of barrier railing,
rigid or flexible; (b) di¡nensions of the vehiclet
(c) locatÍon of the center of ¡nass of the vehiclei
(d) impact speed of the vehicle¡ (e) inpact angle of
the vehicle; and (f) coefficient of frÍction between
the vehicLe body and the barrier railing. When co¡n-
puted deceleratíon values frorn these equations were
cornpared with full-scale vehicLe crash test data, it
was found that these equations predicC the behavior
of standard-sized passenger automobiles to an accu-
racy of t20 percent. Such a comparison is remark-
able vrhen the simplicity of the model and the diffi-
culties involved in acqulring and reducing data
obtained fro¡n full-scaLe dynanic tests are con-
sidered.

these equations were used to cornpute the lateral
inpact forces a vehicle would inpose on a rigid
traffic rail or bridge raiÌ (Figure 5). For articu-
Lated vehícles like tractor-trailer trucks, only the
tractor is considered to strike the traffic rail.
The rear axles of the trailer and the load they are
supporting are not considered. NuÍìerous crash tests
have shown that the bÍg impact force is delivered by
the rear tandern axles of the tractor.

Table I and Figure 5 present sone actual neasure-
nents (from load ce1ls) of irnpact forcês during
crash tests. Table I also gives sone estlmates of
irnpact forces determined fro¡n acceleroneters located
on the vehicles. These estinates of impact forces
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INSTANT VEHICLE EECOMES
PARALLEL TO UNOEFORMEO

EARRIER RAILING

FIGURB 4 Mathcmatical Inodcl of vehicle-barricr railing collision /22l.

from accelerorneter readings were made in the foll.ow-
ing nanner:

1. For the passenger automobilesr vans, school
buses, and Ford trucksr the accelerometers were 10-
cated near the CG of the vehicle. The impact forces
were obtained by multiplying the maximu¡n average
50-ns acceleration in g's by the total vreight of the
veh icIe.

2. The inpâct forces for the intercity and sce-
nicruiser buses were obtained as described in Step 1

except for the two tests (tests 8307-I and 3) by
Davis (9). for those tv?o tests' the accelerometers
were located over the rear axles and thus the maxi-
¡nu¡n average 50-rns acceleration in grs was rnultiplied
by the weight on the rear axles only.

3. Impact forces for all the articulated trac-
tor-trailer rigs were obtained from accelerometers
located on or near the rear tandem axles of the
tractor. The naxinum âverage 50-¡ns acceleration in
grs was muttiplied by the weight on the rear tande¡n
axles only to obtain the recorded maxi¡num forces.

When these naximum 50-¡ns forces from the crash
tests with buses and trucks striking at nominally 60
rnph and 15 degrees are co¡npared with those predicted
by Equation 4, t,hey appear to be about 78 percent
higher. some reasons for this could be (a) buses and
trucks have a greater v¡heelbase lengthr (b) the pay-
load is a larger percentàge of the totaL load and
shifts during inpact, (c)' tractor-trailers are ar-
ticulated, and (d) these test results are the naxi-
¡nu¡n average 50-ms impact forces whereas the theory
is an idealized sinusoidal maximum force that occurs
during a ti¡ne period of 200 rns or ¡nore.

HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS OF LONGITUDINÀL BARRIERS

In the previous section data were presented on the
nagnitude of the lateral inpact forces to which a
longitudinal barrier would be subjected. Àlthough a

barrier nust be strong enough to restrain and redi-
rect a vehicle' it must also be high enough to pre-
vent the vehicle frorn rolling over it.

Figure 6 shows a rear or fronb view of a vehi-
cle striking a longitudinal rail. The force.(Ftat)
is the resiðting foice of the rait that rrould be-Iõ-
cated at the centroid of the rail me¡nber or top of a

concrete parapet. The height (H) of this resisting
force is defined as the effective height of the
rail. For example' the top of a standard l2-in.-deep
w-bean guardrail is ¡nounted 27 ín. high in Texast
however, Íts effectlve height (H) wouLd only be 21
in.

\ccl \o- èt
{ \í'=

OISPLACEO EARRIER RAILING
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In many cases the CG of an irnpact.ing vehicle may
be much higher (c) than the effective height (H) of
the rail. The vehicle does not necessarily roLl over
the rail in this case becâuse a stabilizing moment
equal to the vreight of the vehicle (w) ti¡nes one-
half the width of the vehicle (8,/2) is aLso acting
on the vehicle. Equation 5, shown in FÍgure 6r índi-
cates the approximate effective height required for
a bridge rail to prevent a vehicle from rolling over
it. This effective height is a function of the maxi-
nurn lateral inpact deceleration of the vehicle, the
height of the CG of the vehicle' and the width and
length of vehicle in this simplified ¡nathematical
model.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the required ef-
fective height of a longitudinal. rail to the CG

height for five selected design vehicles. From Fig-
ure 7 it can be seen that to prevent a large passen-
ger auto¡nobile with â cG of from 20 to 24 in. from
rolling over the rail, an effective height of from
16 to 21 in. is required. Às mentioned previouslyr

BUS

r-.1

4500rb
CAR

INTERCITY
BUS

f-]

TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT - KIPS

FIGUßß 5 fürnpalison of vchiclc impact forccs antl total vchiclc rvcight, thcory and tcst rcsr¡lts for
stiff lails.
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W= we¡ghl of veh¡cle

mox Glot. mo¡ loterol decelerotion of vehicle from Eq 2

C' he¡ghl to vehicle c.q., ¡n

H= effectivo h6¡ght of borrier roil, in

0= cenler of overlurning rotolion locdled ot centroid of
roil or lop of concrete poropei

8= width of vehicle, in.

Flot.= resisting roiling force locoted ol effect¡ve roil heighl

Mo= WmoxG¡o1 (C- H)- w8/2 = O

the standard guardrail has an effective height of 21
in. To prevent a school bus with a CG of fro¡n 50 to
55 in. from rolling over, the rail would require an
effective height of from 38 to 42 in. An intercity
bus would require rails of sinilar effective
heights. A large van tractor-trailer truck would
reguire a rail with an effective height of fron 50
to 54 in.

SUMMARY ÀND CONCIUSIONS

The information presented in this paper has shown
that longitudinal barriers (guardrails, median bar-
riers, and bridge rails) can be designed and con-
structed to restrain heavy vehicles such as buses
and trucks. Figure 5 indicates the magnitude of the
impact forces that these barriers must resist. These
forces are for fairly stiff to rigid longitudinal
barriers. To redirect a 20'000-lb school bus at 60
mph and a ls-ilegree angle, the barrier shouLd resist

403020

¡= moxGlot C- B/2
mox G¡01

( Eq 5 )

FIGURD 6 Approximate analysis of bridge rail effective height required to prevent vehicle from rolling over rail.
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about. I00r000 lb of force. To redirect a 40r000-Ib
intercity bus at 60 mph and a l5-degree angle, the
barrier should resist about t65r00O lb. To redirect
an 80r000-lb tractor-trailer at 50 mph and a 15-
degree angLe, the barrier should be capable of re-
sisting about 190r000 Ib. Barriers similar to those
shown in Figures 2 and 3 have de¡nonstrated this. For
precise design details of these barriers, the appro-
priate references should be consulted.

Figure 7 indicates that to redirect school and
intercity buses rrithout rollover, such barr iers
should be about 38 to 42 in. high. School buses are
more vuLnerable to rolLover than are intercity
buses. Figure 7 also indicates that van-type t,rucks
need a barrier from 50 to 54 in. high to minimize
rollover at 50 nph and ls-degree angle impact. Tank-
type trucks need a barrier from 78 to 90 in. high to
prevent rollover at the sane speed and angle.

The tests conducted so far indicate that barriers
with a vertical face on the traffic side are much
better for resisting vehicle rollover. Barriers si¡n-
ilar to the 54-in.-high conbinat,ion rail shoern in
Figure 2 are an exampLe. On the other hand, the
sloping-faced concrete safety shape assists vehicles
to ro11 over. For example, the 42-in.-high concrete
safety shape in Figure 2 permitted the vehicle to
ro11 24 degrees before it. contacted the top of the
barrier. The 50-in.-high cornbination raÍL Ín Figure
2 permitted the Ínpacting truck to ro11 11 degrees
before it contacted the upper steel rail.
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There are potential âccident situations develop-
ing as a result of the presence of nore trucks on
the road. Think of drivers nisreadingr nisinterpret-
ingr or missing a sign altogether because of total
or partial blockage and then overreacting or over-
compensatíng, or both. in an effort to recover fro¡n
the situation in which they find thenselves. They
miss a rampr pass the intersection at which they
should have turned, are in the wrong lane for
through traffic, do not see a stoP sign, or are con-
fronted with a sudden traffic pattern change. The
legal rarnifications for the politicat entity that is
responsible for the roadway could be devastating.

ours is a society that believes that if there is
a problem, the sotution is to sue. For a plaintiff

Traffic Control Device Problems

Associated with Large Trucks

DAVID JAY SCHORR

Ho$, often do you find that your view of the road
ahead is suddenly obliterated by a truck pulling
into the lane in front of you? Then you look in your
rear view ¡nirror to find yourself sandvtiched between
two units with a thÍrd passÍng to your left, and, in
the congestíon and confusion, you miss an important
directional or advisory sign. How many people real-
ize that when they pull out to pass a truckr they
may also be cuttlng off their view of all signs for
the next I/4 ní? And who of us can reail a sign nore
than 1/4 ni away?

ffiservicesr 1603 o1d York Roadt

Àbington, Pa.19001.

ÀBSTRÀCT

The changing pattern of traffic and increased truck volu¡nes and sizes are re-
sulting in blockage of road signs. The inability of drivers to see advisory anil
warnÍng signs wiil resuLt in an increasíng number of accidents leading to a

growing nu¡nber of law suits with the states as defendanÈs. There are sotne

ãuidelines that engineers can user but a general solution is not available at
this time.
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to get a case into court, he need only show that the
defendant--state, city, or borough--knew that condi-
t,ions existed thât night potentially result in an
accident. This places the question of actual negli-
gence in the hands of the jury. Unfortunately, the
question is all too often decided by enotions, how
nuch sympathy the attorney can generâte for the in-
jured party, not on the factual tnerits of the case.
The bottom líne is that the cost to the governing
body could be astrono¡nical.

What can be done to correct the problern and stay
the inevitable onslaught of law suits ând ¡,¡ho should
do it. are the current critical issues. But first,
engineers must recognize the problen. Trucks driving
in convoy, whether by design or coincidence, clus:
tering as they follow and pass each other are becom-
ing an ever more connon sight on highways. Trucks
involved in interstate and intercity transport fre-
quently dominâte the sight lines on expressways and
major roadways. On rural roads traffic ¡novement is
often restricted and limited by truck novenents, and
urban traffic is even more frequently doninated by
truck movernents and loading and unloading patterns.

The problems that these trucks and other large
vehicles create for t,he effectiveness of current
road signs and signals are at best difficult to cor-
rect. In reality there are an alnost infinite number
of problems, rnost without any complet,e solution
(1-!). the solution could be as sirnple as removing
aLL trucks from streets and highways. On the other
hand, the solut.ion could be as conplicated as having
to treat each and every sign and signal as a sepa-
rate engineering problem. Each sign and signal and
its location would be given individualized atten-
tionr and the final reco¡n¡nendation as to location,
height, size, and color would depend onLy on the
ability of the driver to see the sign; there would
be no other applicable standards. There may not be â
topic for r¿hich the advice that is given to the en-gineer in the standards, to use good engineering
judgment, is more significant.

The cornplexity of the problens is the focus of
this paper. Àn effort is ¡nade to alert the reader to
sone of the rnany factors of which the engineer needs
to be alrare and to some of the effects each factor
nay have on others. No effort is made to recomnend a
general sol-ution to the problems for, indeed, there
may not be one. The factors that affect visibility
and conprehension of road signs and signal.s are many
and what is of even ¡nore concern is that they are
ever changing. Even t,he most. obvious condit.ions that
affect sÍght lines, such as truck size (height and
Length) and driverrs eye height¡ have become vari-
ab1es.

There are at least six major categories that nust
be considered in each evaluation of visibility:

1. Trucks,
2, Automobiles (or other vehicles conveying pas-

sengers),
3. Roads,
4. Àtrnosphere,
5. Hu¡nan factors, and
6. Signs.

Each of these is a variable with numerous subfactors
that require understanding and evaluation (Table 1).

It is doubtful that there is any engÍneer¡ rê-
searcher, or psychologist with experience in this
field who could not add to this list or propose a
reasonable and meaningful further breakdown of sub-
factors, or both. It aLso becones obvious that there
is no way that the engineer concerned with the prob-
Lem wiII be able to account for each and every fac-
tor let alone the infinite combination with which
the designer will be confronted.

TABI,B I Visibility Dvaluation Factors
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Major Factor Subfactor

Trucks

Other vehicles

Road

Atmospherc

Human factors
(drivcr)

Signs

Sizc, lcngth, height, widlh
Number of units using the road
Frcquency of use
Specd
Position

Follorving distance (number in a row)
Passing

Pcrformancc charactcristics
Type
Drivcr's cye height
Vehicle visibility
Windshicld sizc and anglc
Side rvindorvs
Drivcr's position
Visibility angle through rvinclorvs

PositiÕn of units relativc to the t¡uck
Follorving
Passing

Performance cha¡acteristics
Type

Expressrvay or other high-speed multilane
Rural: trvo lane, thrce lane, one way, two way,

sidervalk
Urban: parking lancs, sidervalks, buildings, setbacks,

overhcad vi¡es, crossove¡s
Geomctry
Curuc: left, right, dcgrcc of
Grade: up, down, pcrcentage, crest, valley, on a

curve, ancl at vhat point
Number of lancs*rvidth
Median strip
width
Typc

Roadside conditions
Shoulde¡ type and vidth
Other recovcry arcas, if any
Blockage
Fixcd objects and their location
Seasonal (trees)

Lighting (if any)
Type, location, intensity
Sha<lorvs (fixed objects and others)
Shadows (seasonal, trecs)

Construction ând maintcnance zones
Day- or nighttime
Weather

Rain
Snorv
Fog

Background color (sky, clouds, etc. affccted by
geomctry and wcather)

Pe¡formancc
Behavior
Physical condition
Eyc range (full and effective)
Peripheral vision
Location
Side
Ovcrhead

Size
Color
lleight (sign and post)
Distance of setback
Illumination
Type
Shape

If any at,Èenpt is to be made to anaLyze the prob-
1em, the engineer should consider the road system as
composed of at least three categories of road:

1. Expressways and other multilane high-speed
h ighways,

2. Rural roads, and
3. Urbân streets.

The special conditions created by construction and
maintenânce zones shouLd be considered as a separate
problem.

The factors listed in Table 2 indicate that the
situåtion generâted on expressvrays is the 1east com-
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TABLB 2 Road Dvaluation Factors

Problerns of road
where zone exists

Additional condi-
tions

plex. This is due in pârt to the wider right-of-
ways, limited access' and ¡ninimal activity allovred
on these roads. There are also other advantages: at
least tvro lanes in each direction' built-in perio¿lic
overhead sign supports (bridges) that can be used
when needed, and tv¡o shoulders and off-road recovery
areas on which signs can be erected. If all vari-
ations in unit size are disregardedr driverrs eye
height and li¡nitations on sight range due to physi-
cal limits of the vehicle design (vrindshield size
and shaper etc.) and human factors, the study can be
reduced to its simPlest form.

PÀSSING

Consider a full-sized passenger vehicle passing a
5o-ft tractor-trailer. Ptace the autonobile so that
the front is adjacent to the rear of the trâiler
(Figure 1). This condition only linits the passing
driverrs view of roadside signs for a distance of
about 150 ft. Because off-road signs would be vis-
ible for quite sone distance to the sa¡ne dríver in
his following position (before he puLled out to
pass) 

' it is unlikely that an observant driver v¡ould
miss seeing any approaching signs. Hot¡ever, if the
first truck is foltowing a second truck (same size)
and is within 63 ft of that unit' the obliterated
sight distance is increased more than threefold to
¡nore than 455 ft. What causes the real problem is a
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potential third unit ahead of the second truck. If
the spacing between the second and third units is
L92 ft or less, the obstructed sight distance is ex-
tended and can be as much as 0.2 mi. This number and
spacing of tractor trailers on roadways is already
corûnon. (observations and an attempt to photograph
were nade on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, Us-8I be-
tween the Pennsylvania Turnpike and Hagerstown¡ and
PA-I32.) Àny roâdside signs in that area becone to-
talLy useless to the passing driver. The effect cân
be further exacerbated if there are other trucks in
the seguence or if the units are longer than 50 ft
(i.e., 55-ft or double trailers, both of which are
comnon on expressnays today). In such situationsr
there appear to be five obvious solutions:

l. Use overhead signs in the passing lanet
2. Repeat the signing,
3. Require greater spacing between trucks,
4. Restrict passing, and
5. P1ace signs high enough to be seen over the

top of a trailer.

OnIy Solutions I and 4 can provide reasonable as-
surance that a sign will be seen in adequate tine
for a driver to properly react to its message and
solution 4 is impractical and unrealistic on a muL-
tilane highway. Placing an additional sign is not a
guarantee because it too can be nissed in another
passing tnaneuver although the probability of seeing
the second sign is greåtly increased. I'lith regard to
spacing' rnaintaining a safe distance appeârs to be
the most sensible approach' but this is something
over which the traffic engineer has no control. It
is a ¡natter of 1aw enforcenentr and restrictions are
not li.kely to be effective. Elevâting the signing so
that it can be observed over the top of the trailers
is shor,rn in Figure 2. FoÊ eye height of a driver in
a fuIl-sized automobile (3 ft 9 in.) and a trailer
height of 12 ft, the required sign height is depen-
dent on the angle of observation over the top left
edge of the trailer. The heights shown are also a
function of the position of thê sign relative to the
edge of the road. The elevations shown are for the
bottom of any sign. If a sign were placed just off
the shoulder or I0 ft frotn the outside edge of the
right lâne' it would have to be 34 ft abpve the
roadway to be completely readabLe. It is interesting
to note that, in this situation' adjustnent for
truck height or driverrs eye height is not as criti-
caL as rnight be expected. A 3-in. adjustment only
changes the sign height reguirernent by I ft.

FOLLOWING

FolLowing a truck presents no significant difficulty
in seeing off-road signs on an expressetay but does
place a Iimitation on seeing overhead signs (and
signals on other roadways). rf, for illustration, a
speed of 50 rnph is assuned and the following vehicle
is dropped back five car lengths (95 ft) ' an over-
head sign with a 16-ft clearance cannot be fully
seen until the trailíng car is within 141 ft or I.92
sec of the sign (Figure 3). on the surfacer this
does not Look like too bad a situation, but tv¡o fac-
tors rnake it significant. First, it involves the un-
controllable situation of spacing or following dis-
tance. Second, should the follovting take place in
the passing lane under the passing conditions ex-
plained previouslyr it eli¡ninates overhead signing
âs an effective way of providing infor¡nation to
drivers of vehicles in the passing mode.

The information in Table 2 nakes it obvious that
no matter how cornplex âny solution nay be for an ex-
pressv¡ayr rural roads, urban streets, and construc-

Category Problem Factor

Open roads (express-
ways ând other multi-
lane high-speed high-
rvays)

Rural roads

Urban streets

Construction and
mâintenânce zoncs

Passing

Follorving

Problems of open
roacl

Other conditions

Problems of rurâl
roads

lntensification of
conditions

Additional condi-
tions

Position of tmcks
No. of trucks
Roadside signs
Overhcad signs (see Fig-

ure 3)
Distance
lleight of truck
Driver's eye height
Roadsidc signs
Ovcrhead signs

Limited sign locations
Sharper grades and cunes
Cross traffic
Pedestrian traffic
Greater nccd for signs
Inc¡eascd roadside âctivity

Limited sign location
Sharper grades and curues
Cros traffic
Pedest¡ian traffic
Greâtcr need for signs
lncreased roadside activity
Nced for nerv typc of signs
Small informational signs
(strcet names, no-parking,
etc.)

Higher trâffic volumes
Congestion
Parking
Loading and unloading ac-
tivity

Trâffic control dcvices

Limitations causcd by the
activity

Change in traffic pattern
Need to advise
Limitâtions of placing
temporary advisory signs,
channeling devices, traffic
control deviccs

Constant change
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FIGURE I Horizontal sight line-passing mode.

FIGURD 2 Vertical sight line-passing mode.

tion zones present. an even greater number of ti¡nita-
tions and hence reduce the probability of finding a
general solution to alnost zero. Àdd to this the ef-
fect of the atmosphere and nighttine driving and en-
gineers are faced with an alnost irnpossible task of
establishÍng an effective set of general standards
to satisfy all condit,ions.

There is no eay that the situation can correct
itself. Eye heights are dropping because of the re-
duced size of automobiles. Trucks are getting 1onger
and to a lÍmited extent talLer and wider by virtue
of carrying oversized loads. The number of trucks is
growing and clustering is íncreasing. Engineering
Ìogic says to do the best that can be done, that
nothing is ever 100 percent sure. But as WiIIiam À.
Sllver once said, "EngÍneering is logical but the
law is the law and lavr is not logical." The present
condition is sure to result in an increase Ín the
number of highway accidents and, with the eli¡nina-
tion of sovereígn irnmunÍty to protect t,he states, an
increase in law suits that nane states as prinary
defendants.

Lawyers wÍIl quote frorn the engineering standards

t05

that, say that. signs shouLd be placed and be of a
proper size and color to be readable at a great
enough distânce to alloe a driver anple time anrl
distance to interpret and react to the nessage. They
will say that the signs were placed to advise or
warn drivers and that by placing them in a position
that allowed a truck to obstruct the view of the
auto¡nobile operator (hence depriving hin of the ad-
vice and warning he had the right to expect) the
state placed the driver in danger. Hence, the state
knew of a potential hazard, or it would not have
placed the sign there in the first place, and then
Ieft the driver vulnerable by allowing the sign to
be blocked by a truck. Wd.th the image of the state
as the bad guy and the rnembers of the jury placing
the¡nselves in the positÍon of the confused dr.iver
v¡ho suddenly found himself in an accident because he
missed a warning sign, a gooél plaintiffts attorney
will get the jury to render a verdict based on emo-
tion, not on engineering logic and the díctates of
prudent driving.

The Lawyer would further argue that, by virtue of
the developed standard practice of placing signs¡

FIGURE 3 Vertical sight line-following mode.
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the driver hâs the right to expect to be âdvised of
and warned about hazardous situations and changes in
traffic patterns. Hence the state is negligent in
not having placed signs properly, which resulteél in
violatíon of the driver expectations and an accident.

I{hat can the engineer do to better protect the
public, the stater and the engineer? There nay not
be an answerr andr if there is oner this author does
not yet know of it. Several guidelines, however, are
worth noting:

1. Repeat signs whenever practical and if possi-
ble use them in combinationr roadside and overhead.

2. Educate the driving public placing emphâsis
on the need to maintain a suitable spacing not just
for stoppíng, which is where the big push has been,
but also for observing and reacting Eo signing.

3. Increased effort to enforce good driving with
legal criteriar not just a reconnendation, for vehi-
cle spacing.

4. Docunent all design and sign placenent with a
pernanent record to shovr that a study was conducted
and the installed systetn was the best possible.

5. Do a site inspection and check for any un-
usual condition that did not show up on paper (e.g.t
need for added height for a traffic signaL to be
seen when installed just beyond the crest of a grade
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or noving a sign so it precedes a drivesay that is
used by trucks that lvould block it while waiting to
enter the traffic strearn).

lhe cost of repeating, educatlng. enforcingr docu-
nenting, and inspecting for a year nay indeed be
less than the cost of legal defense of a slngle Ia!,
suit or being found liabler or both.
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Start-Up Accelerations of Heavy Trucks on Grades

THOMAS D. GILLESPIE

ÀBSTRACT

The acceleration perfornance of heâvy trucks starèing on grades represents an
irnportant. boundary consideration in highway design. Trucks generally possess
the lowest levels of acceleration performance. This, in combination vith their
Iength, tnakês them the highway vehicle class that requires the greatest tine to
proceed across intersections. Especially at railroad-highway grade crosslngs,
truck performance establishes bounds on the tirning requirenents for warning
devices. Guidelines on truck acceleration performance on level grades have been
established in the past for use in highway design. However, the nevr size and
weight alloerances r'rarrant revies of these guidelines and present the opportu-
nity to consider the influence of grade on performance. The perfornance bounds
for truck acceleration depend on both the truck properties and the driving
techniques used by the drÍver. The application of some "rules of thumbü for
drlving and knowledge of truck power train design provide a basís for a first-
order estlmate of the start-up perfornance range exPected on various grades.
The analysis is applied to the probLem of clearance times ât rail-highway grade
crossings where regulations mandate travel in the start-up gear and the time-
distance relationships are thus determined by the gear requlred for starting on
the grade. The analysis finds thaÈ attainable speed decreases with increasing
grade and affects the clearance times that should be allowed.

The acceleration perfornance of heavy trucks repre-
sents an important boundary consideration in highway
design. Trucks generally possess the lowest leveIs
of acceleration performance, whlch¡ in combination
r+ith their length, ¡nakes them the highway vehicle
class nost likeLy to impede other traffic. Truck ac-
celeration perfornance affects highway design in a
nurnber of areas¡

1. Need for climbing lanes on long upgradesr
2. Lengths of acceleration lanes at èraffic

¡nerge areast
3. Sight distance and signal tining at traffic

intersections, and
4. Clearance tirnes at rail-highway crossings.

À truckrs abiLity to accelerate fron a full stop
and clear an intersection is the key interest in the
last tr.¡o categorÍes. Yet, ín nany situations, the
truck cannot accelerate continuously¡ it ís con-
strained by regulations or grade conditlons to tra-
verse the intersectlon at the limiting speed of the
starting gear.

For exampler federal, state, and Bureau of Motor
Carrier Safety (BMCS) regulatlons require vehicles
transporting passengers and hazardous materials to
stop at rail-highway grade crosslngs regardless of
the type of warning device present. The regulations
then require the vehicle to proceed through the
crossing Ín a gear that a¡.Iovrs the vehlcle to corn-
plete the crossing wÍthout a change of gears. This
practlce rêsults in the vehicle negotiating the
crossing at the speed limit of the starting gear,
thus increasing exposure time in the hazard zone.

Similar situations may arise at an upgrade inter-
section where the truck nust stop. The low gear re-
quÍred for startlng on steep grades does not allow
the attain¡nent of sufficient speedl to permlt a shlft
to a higher gear to be acconplished without the ve-
hicle again slowing È,o a stop. Thus the driver must
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proceed in the starting gear to a point where the
grade diminÍshes. Though infreguent¡ these condi-
tions create hazards by obstructing traffic and
presenting longer exposure times in intersections.

Predlctlng truck clearance times ín intersections
requires an understanding of the rnechanics of the
start-up process andl how lt is influenced by grade.
The objective of thls paper is to present an analy-
sis of these nechanics and appi.y the rnethods to the
problern of predlictÍng truck clearance tfmes at rail-
highway grade crosslngs. The analysis is limited to
heavy highway trucks typified by the 80'000-1b trac-
tor-se¡nitrailer.

MECHANICS OF ÎRUCK START-UP

the start-up acceleration process for heavy highway
vehicles involves two ,phases of operation--the
start-up ¡node ln which the clutch is being engaged
and the fuII-throttle acceleratlon rnode from the
point of full clutch engagetnent until ¡naximun engine
speed is reached ln that gear. In normal situationst
a gear shlft would occur and the truck vtould con-
tinue to accelerate. Hoerever, at rail crossings or
uprgrade intersections it nay be necessary for the
vehicle to proceed in the start-up gear while it
clears the crossing or íntersection. For heavy high-
way vehfclesr predo¡nlnantly pov¡ered by diesel en-
gines, the maximum speed ls controlled by the gear
selected and the governed speed of the engine. Un-
like passenger autonobiles, heavy trucks are rou-
tinely driven with the engine at or near its maxlmu¡n
governed speed.

The start-up node involves the least ti¡ne and
distancet thereforer it has llttte dlrect influence
on the tine required to traverse an intersection.
Indirectly, the practices that are used may have
significance ln that the selection of the gear in
nhich the vehicle is started affects travel sPeed
through the crossing. The lovr gear ratios on trac-
tor-trailers nay include "deep reduction gears' in-
tended for use in terminal operations or vrhen theMichigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48109.
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vehicle is off the road. The choice of the lowest
gear may Limit the vehicle to an unnecessarily low
speed for the duration of the travel, and the gear
chosen may be so low as to be ân unreasonable choice
by the driver.

In the acceleration phase the full torque output
of the engine is applied to âccelerating the rotat-
ing components as well as the vehicle itsetf. Char-
acteristically, in the lower gears, the effective
inert.ia of the rotating conponents may be as large
as, or larger than, the translation inertia of the
vehicle. The effect,ive inertia of the rotating com-
ponents is dependent on the square of the gear ra-
tiot thus selection of an unnecessarily 1ow gear
will adversely affect the acceleration phase of the
travel.

FinalLy, during travel at top speed in low gear,
which represents the najority of the tine reguired
for clearing the crossing, the specific choice of
gear, and the associated top speed, will dírectly
influence the tine consu¡ned.

Select,ion of Starting Gear

Little quantitative information is available to aid
in identifying the nornal practices of drivers in
seleceing a gear and actuating the clutch fro¡n a

full stop in tractor-trailer vehicles. At best the
practices thât would be usedl by a conscientious
driver can be described as releasing the clutch
erhile the engine is at, or near, idle speed without
allowing the engine to stall then fulLy applyinq the
throttLe v¡hile the vehicle is accelerated. Klokkenga
(I) suggests that the gear selected for start-up
should be the highest gear (lovrest nunerical ratio)
for which the steâdy-state gradabiJ.ity of the vehi-
cIe exceeds the local grade by 12 percent. According
to knor,¡Iedgeable engineers in conpanies that are
manufacturers of heavy-truck clutch and transmission
components, a good rule of thumb for engine outpub
torque during start-up is 500 ft-lb. The gear se-
Lected nust be of a high enough ratio to allow com-
plete engagement within a períod of I to 2 sec with-
out pulling the engine to a speed of much less than
500 revolutions per minute (rp¡n). In general, this
requirement is in consonance with the 12 percent re-
serve suggested by Klokkenga.

The gearing of the transmission is not the onLy
reduclion in the driveLine¡ there is also geâring in
the rear axle. rn addition, the maximurn speed of the
engine, which is fixed by the governor¡ wilL di-
rectfy affect the maxi¡nu¡n speed possible in a gear.
Although these factors appear to present additional
variables of choice in the analysis, rules of thumb
can again be appl-ied to help rationalize a selec-
tion. The rationale derives fro¡n the fact that the
overâIl gearing in the majority of trucks is se-
lected in conjunction with the governed speed of the
engine and the tire size to produce a maximum speed
of about 60 to 65 rnph. Rarely would the selection
yield a maximum speed of 55 nph or Iess. Accord-
ingly, gearing for rnuch higher speeds is not corìmon
except in some of the specialty (or'rner-operator)
trucks used in the west. Inasnuch as the top speed
is normally associated with direct drive in the
transmission (a I:1 input-to-output speed ratio) r
the maximum speed possible in the other gears of the
transmission can be readily estirnated by dividing 60
mph by the numerical ratio. For exampl.e, a lore gear
ratio of 10:l will have a top speed of 60,/10 or 6

mph. Ratios for the lovrest gears co¡nrnonly used in
tractor-t.railers range fro¡n 7.5:I to L5:1. Maxinum
speeds for these tvro ratios arer respectively, I and
4 mph.

The gear ratio necessary to start up on different
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grades while satisfying the previously mentioned
criteria can be determined by writing Newtonrs sec-
ond law for the truck. Neglecting aerodynamic drag
because of the low speed¿ the governing equation is

Fx=W(a,/g+G+cr) (1)

where

Fx = tract,ive force at the ground fro¡n the drive
wheels,

a = vehÍcle acceleration,
g = gravitational acceleration,
G = grade, and

Cr = coefficient of rollinq resistance.

The drive force comes from the engine and can be
related to engine torgue by

Fx = TNtNrntnr/R (2)

where

T = engine torque,
N¡rN¡ = transmission and rear axle gear ratios,
lì¡rrì¡ = transmission and rear axle drive effi-

ciencies, and
R = radius of drive wheels.

In clutch engagement the trans¡nission gear ratio
selected for Equâtion 2 rnust be high enough that the
acceleration in Equat,ion I is sufficient to achieve
a vehicLe speed that synchronizes with the engine
idle speed (nominatly 500 rpm) in a period of about
I to 2 sec. The parameters Nr,/R in Equation 2 sirn-
ply relate engine speed and forward speed in direct
drive (high gear). Substituting q^,/V, for these pa-
rameters and combining the equations yields a qua-
drat,ic equat.ion for the trans¡nission ratio required
by the start-up conditions:

Nt' - {[w(c + cr)vrn],/Tn¡n.Q¡)N¿

- ($Ivm'zOs/Om2t.gTn¿n.) = 0

r,rhere

t" = time for clutch engagement,
Os = engine speed at synchronization,
Om = naximum governed engine speêd, and
V, = maximun governed vehicle speed with Nt = I.

This equation can then be solved to find the
"best" ratio for the start-up gear at any grade con-
dition. Figure I shows the solution as a function of
grade with positive values for upgrade conditions
and negative values for downgrades. Solutions for
both a l"- and a 2-sec clutch engagement time are
shovrn. For this plot a ¡naxi¡num vehicle weight of
801000 lb has been assurned, and the other parâmeter
choices are as listed in Table 1.

-12-8.404812
Grade (%)

FIGURB I Start-up gear ratio predictions for
various grades.
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TABLB I Palarncters for Calc¡¡lation of Stalt-Up Gear

Symbol Meaniìg Value

1 200

600 1000 1400 1800
Engine Speed (RPM)

2200

ITIGURD 3 Torquc chalacteristics of a tvpical
tluck diescl cngine.

rpm) this engine rs characteristics are cLose to
those of a constant torque ¡noilel. Some other ¡nodern
diesel engines have a "torque rise" r¡ith decreasing
speed that is nearly equivalent to constant por,ter.

To preciseLy calculate acceleration during this
period of fuIl-throttle application, more cornpre-
hensive eguations, which take into account the ro-
tating inertias of the drive system' must be vtrit-
t.en. Instead of taking this J.aborious route¡ a
computer simulation available at the Universlty of
Michigan Transportation Research Institute (tMTRI)
has been used to study this phase of truck acceLer-
ation.

Among the computer prograns developed over the
years at UMTRI for simulating various aspects of
heavy-truck perfor¡nance is a Truck Acceleration Per-
formance program that operates on the IBM-PC desktop
computer (2). rt¡e progra¡n calculates, as a function
of time, the speed of a truck encountering arbitrary
grades at full throttLe. A typical application is to
caLculate the change in speed as a truck encounters
a grade in the road and thus to generate a speed-
distance or speed-time profile. Tine-based integra-
tion is perforrned using the rnathernatical equations
that incLude the drag effects on the vehicle from
tire rolling resistance. aerodynamic drâg, and
grade. Tractive force from the engine is calculated
as a function of its torque output' gear ratios,
driveline efficienciesr tire radius, and other ap-
proprÍate factors. Algorith¡ns are included that se-
lect the highest possibJ.e gear at all times' deter-
nine appropriate shift points' and account for the
loss of engine effort during the shift periods.

Ithe program was used to calculate truck acceler-
ations during a start-up naneuver as discussed in
the preceding section. specificâlLy, when started
from zero speed¡ an engine torque value of 500 ft-lb
is applied to the driveline until such tirne as the
vehicle speed increases to match a 500 rpm engine
speed. Thereafter' a wide-open throttle condition
that, allows the vehicle to acceLerate to the gov-
erned speed of the engine is assumed. For these ca1-
culations the engine r,ras assuned to be a constant
torque source equivalent to 300 hp at a governed
speed of 2100 rpn (typical values for a tractor-
trailer of the assumed type). The tires v¡ere assumed
to be of the radial type with a rolling coefficient
obtained frorn SAE reco¡n¡nendations. For these 1ow
speeds the aerodynamic parameters are not important
and v¡ere sirnply set ât typical values for van-type
trailers. The gross co¡nbination $¡eight vtas 80r000 lb.

start-up simulations were conducted using the
first gear ratios indicated in Figure I for the l-
sec clutch engagement time on different grade condi-
tions. When naximum speed has been reached in a
gear, in the case in which the driver cannot shiftr
the time-distance values beyond this point can be
readily calculated from
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Maxi¡num specd in direct drive
Dngine torque during stârt-up
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These predictions of the starting gear ratio
atign weII $¡ith reat practice and support the con-
straint assumptions from which they are derived. For
the most cotrunon upgrade conditions, nornaLly li¡nited
to the O to 6 percent range on rnain highways, Figure
I indicates that the gear of choice $¡ouÌd not have
to exceed a ratio of 9:1. The first gear on many
¡nodern trucks intended for highsray use has a ratio
of 7.5 to 8. Thus they can readily start up vtith
only 1 to 2 sec of clutch slip on grades of uP to 4

percent and v¡ith only slight).y greater abuse on
grades of up to,6 percent. on steeper grades a lower
gear is used irlavaitable or, if a loi,rer gear is not
availabler th€ driver may typically try to avoid
coming to a fu stop.

on downgrad. the gear ratios drop well below the
7.5 to I range \vailable in first gear. This sinply
refLects the reality that under these circumstancês
the vehicte can be started in a higher gear (l-ovter

numerical ratio).
on the assumption that the maxi¡nu¡n road speed is

60 nph. the naxirnum speed in the start-up gear can
be determined. The val-ue is sirnpty 60 divided by the
numerical ratio. By defining the best start-uP gear
ratio as that reguired for the l-sec clutch engage-
¡nent, the ¡naximum speed in the start-up gear can be
predict,ed for upgrade conditions as shown in Figure
2. For level conditions the speed is approximatei.y 8

rnph but nay drop as low as 4 mph on steep grades
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FIGURB 2 Maximum speeds in the start'up gcar

required fol l-scc clutch cngagement.

where the highest available reductions (a 15:l first
geâr) woul.d be used.

Full-Throttle Àcceleration

lilhen clutch engagement is complete, routine driving
practice with a heavy truck involves full-throttle
acceleration up to mâxirnum engine speed. At that
point the governor wi1Ì cut back on the a¡nount of
fuel supplied to prevent the engine from going above
its rated speed. These characLeristics for a tyPical
diesel engine (l) are shovrn in Figure 3. Note that
over nost of thã operating speed ranqe (600 to 2000

I
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¿
Eooo
U)

E
l
E
(ú

dx = vnaxdt (4)
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where

dX = incre¡nental distance traveled,
Vmax = maximun velocity in that gear, and

dt = incre¡nental t,ime consumed.

The calcuLated ti¡ne-distance plots for grades of
from 0 to 10 percent âre shovrn in Figure 4. The ini-
lÍal start-up and acceleration phâse occurs at the
far left of the figure (covering no more than the
first. 25 ft). In this region perfornance varies lit-
tle with grade. Howevêr, because of the different
limiting speeds on each grade, the performance
curves begin to diverge significantly when ¡naxi¡nu¡n
speed has been reached. Note that the distance
traveled during stãrt-up and acceleration is rela-
tively smaIl, from 6 to 20 ft., which is only a frac-
tion of the length of the truck. The majority of the
travel distance (and t.ine) required to cross and
clear an intersection is covered whiLe the truck is
running at constant speed, and the prirnary variable
controlling t,his perfornance is the ratio of the
st,art-up gear. Thus the exact shape of the curves in
the initial phase of acceleration is of littIe sig-
nificance. The constant-speed region of the time-
distance curves represents the area of primary in-
terest.

Grade

1Oo/o

8ó/"

6o/o

2k

0 50 100 150 200 250

Distance (Ft) 
.

FIGURB 4 Time.distance plots calculated for various
gradcs.

If the ti¡ne-distance lines are extrapoLated back
to zero distance, they al.] intercept the tine axis
at approximateLy 3 sec or Less. Consequently truck
performance can be easiLy characterized by

Time (sec) = Distance/Vmt + 3 (sec) (5)

where v^1 is the ¡naximu¡n speed in the start-up
gear as shown in Figure 2. The reasonableness of the
tine constraint on clutch engagenent can be seen
more directly by considering $rhat happens if only
one gear ratio is used on all grades. Si¡nulated
starts erere performed using only a L2sL low gear
râtio on 0r 51 10, and 13 percent grâdes. The re-
sult,s are shown in Figure 5. The initial curve in
each of the plot,ted lines represents the clutch en-
gage¡nent segment al.ong with acceleration to ¡naxi¡num
engine speed. For 0 and 5 percent grades, the clutch
is engaged within the first fe¡,¡ seconds of the
start-up process. Note that. this cannot be seen
readiJ.y on the plots but is obtained fro¡n the calcu-
lations in the computer simul-ation. Therefore the
L2¡L ratio is a reasonable gear selection for start-
ing on those grades. Àt the extre¡ne of the 13 per-
cent grade¡ the cLutch ¡nust slip for more than 5
sec, v,¡hich v¡ould be considered a very severe start
for the vehicle. Thus a still lovrer gear would be
seLected by an experienced driver if it were avaiL-
ab1e. Many t,ruck trans¡nissions do not have a gear
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FIGURE 5 Sirnulated start-up rvith a 12 to I gcar
ratio on various grades,

lor,rer than the L2:L ratio, in part because a J.3 per-
cent grade situåt.ion is infrequent. However, if such
a grade vrere encountered, most drivers would conpen-
sate either by stopping at a different point, where
the grade was Less severe, or by not coning to a
cornplete stop in order to avoid having to overvrork
the clutch.

PREDICTIONS OF R.AIL-HIGHWÀY CLEARANCE TIMES

A practical application of t.his analysis lies in
estimating the clearance ti¡nes for various trâctor-
trailer combinations under differing grade condi-
tions at rail-highway grade crossings. This issue
was brought up in a recent project conducted by
Goodell-Grivas, Inc. r "Consequences of l{ândatory
Stops at, Railroad-Highway Crossings" (3). At such
crossings the vehicle is required to stop before the
crossing and then proceed in a low gear until the
crossing is cleared. Thê highlray betr,reen and in the
near vicinity of the tracks, as shown in Figure 6,
represents a hazard zone where collision with a
train is a risk. The time interval fro¡n vehicle

FIGURB 6 Hazard zonc at a rail-highrvay
grade crossing.

start-up untiL the reâr of the unit clears the haz-
ard zone is therefore a key variable in properly
timing warning devices and establishing necessary
sight distances.

By using Equation 4 the problem of estimating
clearance times is reduced to a decision about what
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TABLD 2 Clcarance Time (sec) for 65-ft Tractor.Semitrailcr

Length of Hazard Zone (ft)

Grade (7o') 35 I l5105958s75655545

o-2
3.5
6- 10
lr-13

t4.9
18.9
22.1
26.9

I ¡.5 t2.4 13.2 14.I
14.4 l s.5 t6.6 t7.7
16.6 18.0 t9.4 20.7
20.0 2t.8 23.5 25.2

l s.8 t6.6
20.0 2t.2
23.5 24.8
28.6 30.3

17.5 18.3
22.3 23.5
26.2 27.5
32.0 33.'t

TABLB 3 Clearance Time (sec) for 70-ft Doubles

Length of Hazard Zone (ft)

Crade (/o) 35 ll5105958575655545

o-2
3-5
6- 10
ll-t3

I 1.9 12.8
t4.9 16.l
t7 .3 18.7
20.9 22.6

13.6
17.2
20.0
24.3

14.5 15.4 16.2 l7 .t t7 .9 18.8
18.3 I 9.5 20.6 2t .8 22.9 24.0
21.4 22.8 24.t 25.5 26.9 28.2
26.0 27 .7 29.4 3 I . I 32.8 34.5

TABLB 4 Clearance Time (sec) for ll5.ft Triples

Length of llazard Zonc (ft)

Crade (o/o) 35 ll5105958575655545

o-2
3-5
6-r0
I t-13

15.8 16.6
20.0 2t.2
23.5 24.8
28.6 30.3

17.5
22.3
26.2
32.0

18.3 19.2 20.0 20.9 21.8 22.6
23.s 24.6 zs.'t 26.9 28.0 29.1
z't.s 28.9 30.3 3 1.6 33.0 34.4
33.7 3s.4 37.t 38.8 40.5 42.2

constitutes a reasonable vaLue for the maxirnum speed
in the start-up gear. From Figurê 4 is it evident
that clearance times can vary over a substantial
range depending on the starting gear selected. On
shallow grades any of the gears couLd be selected
depending on driver choice. On steeper grades there
are fewer choices for a reasonable gear. Hence it is
only possible to estlnate a range of clearance times
that reflects the varÍat.ions in driver practices.

The times required for se¡nitrailers, doubLes, and
triples erere estlmated for the Goodell-crivas study
using an anal.ysÍs simllar to that presented here.
Assuning 80r000-1b gross vehicle weights and a
30o-hp engine. the cleârânce times for the three
vehicle combinations given in Tables 2, 3, and 4
lrere obtained. It should be noted that overalL
vehicle length is the only distinct.ion anong semÍ-
trailers, doubles, and triples that is relevant. to
this analysis. That is, the acceleration and speeds
achieved by the vehicles are not affected by the
configuration because they are all assumed to be at.
maximurn gross greight. It should aLso be noted that
the power reserve of the engine is adequate in every
grade condition to reach governêd speed. ÀLthough Ín
reality the ¡naxÍrnum speeds possible will be slightly
reduced on higher grades (perhaps by a factor of a
few percent) because of engine governor characteris-
tics, this effect yras neglected ln the analysis.

The shortest. times for each of the grade ranges
in the tables can be lnterpreted as reasonable estÍ-
rnates for typical vehicles and driver practices on
the indicated grade.

The longest tlnes. listed for grades of fron 1I
to 13 percent, not only apply to rail-highway cross-
ings with those grade conditlons, they nay also be
interpreted as the prevailing clearance times for
that portion of the truck population vrith gear ra-
tios of approxinately 15sI available (and presuming
the drlvers proceed through the crossing in the loa,r-
est gear).

Clearance tines that are best to use in any par-

ticular applícation, of course, should be selected
with knowledge of the consequences. The ¡naximun
ti¡nes shown in the tables (for the 11 to 13 percent
grades) are suggested as the ¡nost conservative
choice, regardless of the grade ât a crossing, for
design of warning devices. Though the choice will be
conservative in conparison with the performance of a
majority of the Èractor-trailers encountering any
given rail crossing, it will accommodate the slower
vehicles that exist. within the overall truck popula-
tion.

COMPÀRISON WITH EXPERIMENTÀL DÀTA

Data were col.Iected at three locations in Michigan
for comparison with the predictions. AII of the 1o-
cations i{ere at zero grade because of the difficulty
of finding crosslngs that vrere on roadlray grades.
Observations of time versus distance were nade of a
total of 7? tractor-trailers that came to a complete
stop before the crossÍng. There vras no knowledge of
which vehicles were ernpty or loaded or of gross ve-
hicle weight. In additionr no doubles or triples
were included in the sample.

The data are compared r¡lth the predictions for
tractor-semitrailers on the 0 to 2 percent grade in
Figure ?. The experimental data are guite scattered,
reflecting the difference capabilities of each vehi-
cle and the different practices of each driver. The
najority of the experimental points properly fall
below the prediction, which is an estimate of the
upper bound on the clearance ti¡nes. The points below
the predlction line represent vehicles loaded to
less than thê naxinu¡n permitted weight assumed in
the calculations or started from higher gears, or
both. Lower weight allows better performance and
thus shorter clearance tines. The points that, falI
above the prediction line would represent trucks
started in gears that are lower than necessary or
drivêrs who are ¡nore casual in their start-up prac-
tices.
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FIGURB 7 Comparison of cxperimcntal and
predicted time-distance lelationships on a level
grade rvith tmctor-semitrailcrs.

CONCLUSION

The agreement seen in Figure 7 indicates that nomi-
nal predictions of truck stârt-up performance can be
made from the analysis presented. Because trucks and
driver practices differ, the perfor¡nance is vari-
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abLe. Hovrever, the predictions from the analysis
capture approximately 90 percent of the vehicles and
at. that. leveI provide a reasonable est.imate of maxi-
mum clearance times required. Experimental data were
only avaiJ.able for level grade crossings, so the âc-
curacy of the predictions for steeper grades cannot
be assessed.
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California Design Practice for Large Trucks
EART ROGTìRS

ABSTRACT

Highway design engineers have long been concerned about. the çride offtracking
characteristics of large trucks. With, the enactment of the Surface Transporta-
tion Assistânce Àct (STAÀ) of 1982t a truck longer and wider than ever before
wâs allowed on the Interstate and qualifying prinary system knovrn as the desig-
nated syste¡n. Folloering the passage of the 1982 STÀÀr the California State Leg-
islâture changed state lar,rs to comply with federal truck regulations on the
designated systen. The nev¡ state law prescribes access to thê system. service
access and terminal access are separately defined. The forner is handlêd by the
state Department of Transportation. tocal agencies are responsible for the Lat-
ter. California has adopted an Interstate design vehicle based on dimensions
spelled out in the 1982 STAA. A computer program is nor,¡ available for generat-
ing offt.racking plots. Às a tool for highway design engineers a set of truck-
turn templates has been prepared. Design practice is evolving. current practice
requires highway designers to use the Interstate truck-turn te¡nplates on alL
new or upgraded interchange projects. Some exceptions to the current practice
are a}lowed. On 3R projects at designated service access poínts large trucks
are accomnodated if the r,rork can be done at reasonable cost nith no extra
right-of-way. The answer to r,¡ho beârs the cost of retrofitting interchanges and
upgrading l-ocal roads for terminal access is also evolving. The most likely
arrangement will probably be shared cost with both public and private funding.

Highway design engineers have long been concerned
about the offtracking characteristics of large
trucks. With the enact¡nent of the Surface Transpor-

Geometric Dêsign & Standards Branch, Office of Proj-
ect Planning & Design, California Department of
Transportation, 1120 N Street, Sacranento, CaIif.
9 s814 .

tation Àssistance Act (STAA) of L982, a truck longer
and wider than ever before was allowed on the Inter-
state and qualifying primary systen known as the
designated system.

California has traditÍonally controlled offtrack-
ing by liniting the ¡naximu¡n kingpin-to-rear axle
di¡nension. Currently, California law places a 38-ft
Ii¡nit on the kingpin dimensÍon except on the deslg-
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nated system where the conbination of a 48-ft-1on9
sernitrailer and an unLirnited vehicle length have
disrupted the controls on offtracking. what does
this mean for design engineers? Àt the very least it
means that ramp intersections will have to be re-
designed with wider flaresi eLectroliers, signsr and
signal poles will have to be moved¡ loop ramps wiII
require wídening¡ curbs and gutters erill have to be
replaced¡ anri drainage inlets will needl to be reset.

California has built about 61000 freeway ramps on
the Interstate systern alone. If all of those ranp
intersections were to be fixed and if al1 of the
loop rarnps were to be widenedr the esèimated cost
would exceed $I00 ¡niIIion.

The extra 6 in. of width allowed by the new lav¡
has also conÈributed to the severity of offtracking.
lloreover, in the big cities California has restriped
many niles of freerùays using shoulders to provide an
extra trâffic lane and reducing the lane width to 1I
ft. Àn 8.5-ft-wlde truck ¡nust nou operate with less
nìaneuvering space in the narrow lanes.

ACCESS TO THE DESIGNAÎED SYSTEM

After enact¡nent of the 1982 STAÀ, a biLl was intro-
duced in the CaLifornia !.egÍslature to make state
laws confor¡n to federal Laws for trucks usÍng the
designated system. This legislatíon $¡as required of
the states in order to avoid losÍng federal highvtåy
funds. The Ca¡.ifornia bÍll that !úas signed lnto law
by the governor in ,Iune 1983 âIso deaLt with the
question of access to the systemr dividing access
into two parts.

Service access is pernitted for fuel' food, lotlg-
ing, and repairs providedl those services are withÍn
L/2 ní of an interchange.

Terninal accessr on the other hand, places no
Ii¡níts on the distance bethreen terrninal and inter-
change. "TernÍnalr' is sornewhat broadly defined as a
facility at which freight is consolidated to be
shipped; or nhere full-load consignments nay be off-
loaded; or at which vehicle combinatÍons are regu-
larly naintained, stored¡ or manufactured.

Service access is handled by the California De-
partment of Transportation (Caltrans) r.tith the con-
currence of local agencies. An interchange where
service is currently available is reviewed for big
truck accessÍbility. If fix-up vrork, such as rninor
paving or moving signsr can be done inexpensiveÌy,
it rnay be handled by rninor contractr or it may be
'incorporated into a 3R pavenent rehabilitation proj-
ect. Service access signs are placed on the freeway
in advance of the interchange makíng it legal for a
big truck to exit or enter the freeeray r.rithout being
cited. Figure I shov¡s a service access sign.

Ter¡nina1 access is treatedl differently. tocal
agencies bear the prirnary responsibilicy for terml-
nal access routes. Instead of placing a limÍtation
on thê distance fro¡n the designated systern to a ter-
rninalr CêIifornia reviews each route for safe oper-
ation on a case-by-case basis. TerrnÍnal access
routes originate as a request frorn the terninal op-
erator to the local agency. Figure 2 showe a termi-
nal access sign.

INTERSTÀTE DESIGN VEHICLE

Since enactnent of the 1982 sTAAr Caltrans designers
have been using two different design vehicles. The
Interstate design vehicle is for use on the desig-
nâted syste¡nr which nol¡ incLudes 4¡200 centerline
ûìlles of Interstate and non-Interstate freeway and
sone conventional highway.

The off-fnterstate design vehÍcle shol'rn ln Figure

FIGURD I Interstate truck service access sign
(blue on white).

FIGURE 2 Interstate truck terminal accese sign

(blue on white).

3 is the nodel used eoti tf," remainder of tbe state
highways ín Californiar about 1Ir000 centerline
¡niIes.

Figure 4 shows the di¡nensions of the Interstate
design vehicler a hypothetical tractor-semitrailer
combination that is being used in California for the
design of interchanges on the designated systen. The
48-ft length and the 8.5-ft width of the sernitrailer
are the onÌy dimensions spe}led out in the 1982 act.
AII other dimensions are assumed.
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FIGURB 3 'f9$ California off-Interstâte design vehicle.
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The Interstate design vehicle became the basis
for truck-turn templates deve).oped by Caltrans in
early J-983 following passage of the 1982 STÀÀ. The
original work on t,he templat,es was done using a
drafting tool (tractrix integrator) that draws an
inked trace of the turning path of a tractor-seni-
trailer combination on â sheet of vellum to a prede-
termined scale. The job took many months to complete
becâuse the Ínitial graphic work had to be drawn to
a large scaLe, digitized. run through a conputer
smoothing routine. and finally drar,rn at a reduced
scale on an automated plotter.

In November 1983 Caltrans ran field tests using a
tractor with a wheelbase of 15 ft 6 in. and a semi-
trailer kingpin-to-rear axle dimension of 40 ft 6
in. These dimensions, somewhat less than those of
the Interstat,e design vehicle, yielded swept widths
that were about 5 percent less at ¡naximum offtrack-
ing than the results of the graphic plots.

I{ore recently CaLtrans has been using a co¡nputer
program that was originally developed by the Univer-
sity of ùlichigan Transportation Research Institute
in cooperat,ion with FHI{A (see Vehicle Offtracking
Models by M.W. Sayers in this Record). Caltrans
added a number of enhance¡nents and adapted the pro-
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gra¡n to run on an IBM 360 driving a CaJ.comp or xy-
netics automated plotter. The cornputer program will
generate offtracking plots for virtually any vehicle
combinat.ion in a fraction of the time previously re-
quired. the computer-generâted plots shoi,, good re-
sults compared with those of fietd tests, hand-
drafted graphic pl-ots, and the SÀE fornula. The
tractrix integrator and hand-drâfted graphic solu-
tions to offtracking problens have becorne history.

Figures 5 and 6 show the Interstate truck-turn
templates for a 50- and a 60-ft turning radius. Fig-
ure 7 is a tabulation of loop ramp widening needed
to accommodate the Interstate design vehicle.

DESIGN PRÀCTICE IN CALIFORNIA

The shortest, horizontal curve radius necessary for
the design vehicle to stay within a J.2-ft traffic
lane whil-e turning through 180 degrees of central
angle is about 300 ft. In other words, all- offt.rack-
ing will take place r¡ithin the 12-ft lane provided
the out.side wheel of the steering axle is crowding
the outside lane Iine. On the assumption that a
J.arge truck should not cross a lane 1ine. especially
a centerline, r,rhen traveling around a curve, and aI-
lowing for some ¡nârgin of error, a 400-ft mini¡num
curve radius r,ras eståblished for the designated sys-
tem. Certain routes on conventional highways have
been deleted from the designated systern because of
the 400-ft radius ru1e.

At freeway off-ramps the wide pavement areâ
needed for truck turns at the crossroad intersection
has raised some safety and operationaJ. questions.
The wide pavement area makes sign placernent. diffi-
cult, increases the chance of v¡rong-way moves be-
cause the off-ramp looks more like an on-ramp, and
reguires longer pedestrian travel distance. Despite
these concerns¡ current practice requires highway
designers to apply the Interstate truck-turn tem-
plates on aLl nevr construction or major nodifica-
tions to interchange and intersection projects. Hotr-
ever, cost, right-of-lray, environmental sensitivity,
local agency desires, and the type of community be-
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FIGURE 5 Interetate truck-turn template for. 50-ft turning radius.
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To date only a handful of terminal access routes
have been requested, and most of these are for mili-
bary reservations like Fort Ord in the Monterey area
and Vandenberg Air Force Base in Santa Bârbara
County. Às rnore and more terminal access routes are
proposed, it is expected that a good-faith effort
wil.l- be made by the participants to reach an
agreed-on sharing of costs.

CONCLUSIONS

Californiars design practice for targe trucks is
still evolving. Caltrans and the local agencies are
reluctant to undertake expensíve retrofitting of
freeway interchanges and street intersections for
the sole purpose of big truck accêss r,rhen other se-
rious operational inprovements are begging for
money. À11 parties are st,iLl waiting to see just hor,,
the cost sharing for terminal access routes v¡iI1
shake out.

Except, for signs and ¡ninor inprovenents for ser-
vice access, no major construct.ion srork, such as
widening, noving drainage inlets, extending pipes,
or rnoving traffic signals, has yet been done. It is
not entÍrely clear how such projects should be
funded and whether they should compete eith other
operational improvement projects for federal and
state dollars.
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MERSTATE SEMITRAILER WHEEL TRACK

!c L! x FEEI 60' TURNING RADIUS

ITIGURD 6 Interstatc truck-turn template for 60-ft turning radius.

LOOP RAMP WIDENING

Ramp
Radius

W¡dening Lane
w¡drh

Lane Plus
Shoulder

120'

1 50'

1 80'

210'

250'
300',

6'
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1'

0'
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16'

15'

14'

13'

12'

26'

24'

23'

22'

21'

20'

FIGURB 7 loop ramp widening nceded to
accommodate thc Interstate design vchicle.

ing served are facbors that will, on occasion, re-
quire exceptions to the current practice.

who bears the cost of retrofitting interchanges
and upgrading locaL roads for terrninal access is un-
clear at this Èi¡ne. The most likeLy procedure wiII
be a specific cost deterninatíon for each route with
the state, the local agency, or the prlvate sector
paying all or a share of the cost.

On 3R-type projects at both service and terminal
access points, nodifications may be ¡nade to accomno-
date Large trucks if the work can be done at reason-
able cost with no taking of extra right-of-way.



Swept Paths of Large Trucks in Right
Turns of Small Radius

J. R. BILLING an<l W. R. J. MERCER

ABSTRACT

t{hen a large truck makes a turn of large radius, the driver nay ¡nake a steady
steering input and the swept path of the vehicle through the turn ¡nay be com-
puted by an offtracking procedure. However, when a large truck must ¡nake a turn
of s¡nall radius, such as a right turn at an urban intersection, the driver must
devise a rnore conplex steering input that minimizes Íntrusion of the vehicle
into the space of other vehicles and also keeps the trailer vehicle units fro¡n
encroaching on the curb. Deterrnination of the steering input necessary for such
a turn is defined as a steering-path problem. In this pâper is described a
purely geometric approach to the solution of the steering-path problem that
results in steering inputs and swept paths typical of those observed in real
turning tnaneuvers by i.arge trucks. The method has been inpl-enented as a com-
puter progran for IBM mainframe cornputers.

l{hen a Large truck makes a turn, the strategy used
by the driver depends on some relationship among the
turn geonetry, the overalL vehicle length, and the
length and turning properties of the individual
vehicle units. For purposes of discussion, only
9o-degree turns of circular arc will be considered,
such as the situat.ion in which a two- or four-lane
two-way road intersects with a four-lane two-vray
road (Figure J.). Such a turn would often be made
after a complete stop, but that is not relevant to
this discussion. the method to be prêsented is, how-
ever, quite general and may be applied in other
situations.
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FIGURB I Typical intcrscction.

when a Èruck turns left at the example intersec-
tion, the driver ¡nay start fro¡n a central position
in the entry lane and ¡naneuver to terninate in the
curb lane of the exit roadway, as shown in Figure 2.
Such a turn typically would have a radius of 25 m or
nore. The driver simply steers such that the tractor

Autonot.ive Technology Office' Technology and Energy
Branch, Ontario Ministry of Transportation & con-
munication, 1201 I{ilson Avenue, Downsview¡ ontario
M3¡.4 1J8, Canada.
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FICURE 2 l¿ft-turn trajcctory of tractor-trailcr at typical
intersection.

steering axLe follows a circuLar arc. The remainder
of the vehicle combination follor,¡s, and its trajec-
tory cân be computed by the standard nethods of off-
tracking (see ,vehicle Offtracking Models" by M.w.
Sayers in this Record). There is generally enough
space in the roaderay intersect.ion that the offtrack-
ing of the vehicle does not interfere with other
traffic or obst.ructions such as curbs or islands.
Such turns are straightforerard because the turn
radius is sufficiently large in comparison with the
size of the truck and the roadway width that a steady
steering input by the driver is all that is necessary
to make the turn.

Àn entirely different situation arises, however,
when the truck turns right at the same intersection,
as shovrn in Figure 3. the driver r,¿il1 usually ¡¡¡ove
as far as possibLe to the left in the entry lane to
increase the available radius. This radius coul.d be
further increased by rnoving even more to the left,
if traffic vrouLd pernit. fsuch a move is considered
hazardous because of the possibility that â foLlor¡-
ing vehicle (cycle, rnotorcycle, or small car) also

TRAJECTORY OF RIGHT
FRONT TRACTOR TIRE

TRAJECTORY OF
LEFT REAR
TRAILEB TIRE
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FIGURD 3 Right'tuln trâjcctoly of tractor'trailer at typical

intcrscction'

intending to nake the right turn might be tempted to
pass inside the truck and would be trapped between

ihe truck and the curb as the truck proceeded through
the turn.l The truck driver negotiates the turn using
a steering input that is intended to ¡ninimize in¡ru-

"ion 
oe tie iractor into Lanes other than the exist

Iane and to keep trail.ing vehicLe units from running
over the inside curb. Ttte steering input demands of
the driver may be rather co¡nplext especially tor
nuì.tiply artiðulated vehicle combinations--doubles

"nà 
tiiþr"". The driver essentially has to solve an

ãptitni"ätion problem. ninimizing intrusion into other
lånes while subject to the constraint of not running
over the curb.

There is evidently a great difference betv¡een the

"teãii.tg 
input made by a driver in a right turn and

that ¡naãe in a left turn. This difference arises
from the nuch larger left-turn radius, due to the
available space of the onconing traffic lane' that
allows the driver to constrain the steering axle to
follow a circulâr arc so that the rest of the vehicle
wiII follow. For a right turn the driver genêraLly
constrains the rear axle of the vehicle to follol'¡
some path that cornes close to but does not itnpinge

on the curb, for at least some critical portion of
the turn.

For a left turn the swept path of the vêhicle can
be deter¡nined in a straighifoiward ¡nanner by an off-
tracking procedure. However r for the snall-radius
rigtrt turn, no such procedure has lceen available'
tf¡å steering-path problem is therefore defined as

the determination of the steering input a driver
must provide to make a right turn with the rear of
the våhicle following the curb as closely as possi-
ble. This problen is unconstrained in the sense that
bhe driver is free to make the turn subject only to
the limitations that encroachnent on the curb and

movement to the left outside the enery lane are not
permitted. À constrained steering-path problem' in

"f,i.t tt" driver would also be required to avoid
obstacles such as other vehicles or isJ'ands, might
be defined. This is considered nuch nore complicated
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

The sfeering-path problem may be addressed in
several ways. It night for instance be treated as a

multivariaÀIe optimization problem' a boundary value
problem, or a feedback control problen' The latter
rnigtt indeed be a rather instructive approach' A

puiery geometric approachr which depends on the as-
ru¡nption of a Path for the rear unit of the vehicle
traversing the curver is described next'

rL7

STEERING-PATH PROBLEM

The steering-path problern is the deterrnination of
the driverrs steering input in a turn when the rear
of the vehicle tracks around a curve. If a path is
assu¡ned for the track of the turn center of the rear
unit of the vehicle around the curve' the problem

rnay be solved purely geornetrically'
First, some definitions are necessâry' A vehicle

unit is a component of a vehicle that nay steer or
articulate reLative to an attached vehicle unit' The

tractor steering axle is, by this definition, con-
sidered a vehicle unit, and it tows the body of the
tractor. Trailers and conventional converter dollies
are also vehicle unitsr as are any self-steering
axles attached thereto. A vehicle conbination is a

vehicle conposed of a number of vehicle units, with
the steerin! axte follovring sone path prescribed by
the driver ãnd subsequent vehicle units in tow' Àn

offtracking procedure is a conputâtionai' algorithm
by which the trajectory of the towed units of a

.rãhicIe combination may be obtained when the sceer-
ing axle follows a prescribed path.

For purposes of this paPer, the turning properties
ot a vehicle co¡nbination will be deter¡nined by fol-
lowing the conunon practice of using a zero-width

"bicyãle ¡nodel" of the vêhicle' in which each vehicle
uniC has an eguivalent wheelbase or distance from

its hitch point to turn center (see paper by M'w'
sayers in it¡is Record). when a vehicLe is driven at
loi speed along a prescribed path, the steering axle
follows that path and at every point is tangential to
it' if the s¡nalL slip effects present are ignored'
An offtrâcking procedure then permits the trajectory
of the towed units of the vehicle to be determined'
The offtracking procedure used in this paper is the
nethod of pure pursuit. As the ith unit of a vehicLe
combination ¡noves in small steps along the patht the
problem is to find the position and orientation of
lhe towed unit. This is done on the geonetric as-
sumption that the turn center of the towed unit ends

on ã tin. joíning its new hitch point Iocation and

its previous turn center location' other more

sophisticated procedures are available and could as

readily be used.
Now consider the steering-path problen' The key

to this is the realization that' at every point
through the turn, the turn center of the last unit
of the vehicle co¡nbination is tangential to the

"peciiiea Path. At first, therefore, the steering
pätn t"y be generated by an offtracking procedure

,itt t¡t" vehicle reversed throuqh the turnt as shown

in nlqut. 4 for the rear trailer of a vehicle combi-

nation. This l"eads írnrnediately¡ however' to three
problems: First. if a towed unit, which in reverse
lracking becomes a tovJing unit' has the hitch ahead

of the turn center of the unit it is towing in
reverse, then thât unit is unstable and will si¡nply
perform-a pirouette as shown in Figure 5' This usu-
åffy .ris"Ã for the tractor because of the location
ot ttre fifth vrheel. This problem is overco¡ne by mak-

i"s ã 
"t 

irt oc hitch point so that stabitity is ob-
tained. UsuaIIy the shift requirecl is small' no more

than a fev¡ centimeters. The second problen is that
units towed in reverse, and particularly the trâctor'
tend to cut inside the specified path initially as

turning in reverse is com¡nenced' This is actually
what iã required to back around a corner but is un-

representatlve of a right turn. Thís problem is cured

sirnply by modifying the path so that the tractor is
noi pättitt"d inside the curb, as shown in Figure 6'
A s¡nooth transition ¡nay be inserted between the
reverse offtracking ând the ¡nodified paths' vùhen the
modified path has been estabLished, the vehicle is
driven forward to generate a sv¡ept path using an

offtracking procedure. This rnay result in a ¡ninor

15.24 m
RADIUS

TRAJECTORY OF
RIGHT REAR
TRAILER TIRE

3.66 m 3.66 m
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FIGURE 4 Locus of trailer kingpin as vehicle unit is
backed with axle tangential to a spccified curve.
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2. Define the curb as a 9o-degree circular arc
of given radius at the points vrhere the curb meets
the rays, also shown in Figure 7.

3. Specify the path of the centerline of the
rear unit of the vehicle, either as a 9O-degree cir-
cular arc or as a set. of poÍnts measured fro¡n test
data. In the for¡ner case, data points are defined on
the râys. In the latter case, the given points are
fitted by a series of cubic splines and data points
are generated on the rays by solution for the point
of intersection of each ray with the appropriate
cubic spline curve.

FIGURE 7 füordinate system.

4. Define the geornetric data for the vehícLe.
5. Position the rear of the vehicle on the final

(lO-degree) ray, and perform t,he rearward offtracking
procedure untiL the rear of the vehicle reaches the
260-degree ray.

6. Correc! any inward incursion of the tractor
inside the specified path, as described earlier.

7. Cotnpute the required steering angle for thê
corrected path by using a cubic spline curve fit to
the 25I data points of the pathr which gives directLy
the tangent to this path at each poínt.

8. Wherever the steering angle exceeds the
vehicle steering Iirnitr produce a circular arc of
the mininurn steering radius until it neets the cor-
rected path and arrange a suitable transition where
the pâths meet.

9. Drive the vehicle forward using the off-
tracking procedure along the modified path fron Step
I and develop the actual steeríng angle using the
procedurê described in Step 7.

10. From the hitch position of each towing unit,
the orientatlon of each towed unit, and the edge
geonetry of each towed unlt, compute a vehicle swept
path as the inner¡nost and outer¡nost lirnits r,rhere
each vehicle edge at each step of the offtracking
procedure ¡neets each of the rays. Then conpute the
clearance betvreen the ínside of the vehicle and the
curb.

11. Print the results and store them for plot-
ting.

The progran vras written !o develop the rnethod
described in this paper. It is not considered sult-
able for highway geometric design purposes. rt could
be relatively easily ¡nodified in various ways, such
adding curb- or path-generation methods to represent
particular highway geometric design standardst
building in the dimensions of standard vehicles used
in highway geonetric designr or including other off-

TRACTOR

{orAïoN
TRAILER
KINGPIN
TRAJECTORY

CURB _/

FIGURE 5 Tfactor pirouettc.

TRAILER
KINGPIN
TRAJECTORY T\\\

-\
MODIFIED TRACTOR
STEER AXLE
TRAJECTORY

TRAILER AXLE
TRAJECTORY

INITIAL TRACTOR
STEER AXLE
TRAJECTORY

FIGURE 6 Modification of tractor path necessitated by
re{erse offtracking.

incursion (a few centi¡neters) of the the vehicle
inside the specified path. The final problern arises
during this forr,rard offtrackÍng step. For sotne con-
binations large steering anglesr which exceed the
steering angle límit, nay be required. when the
steering li¡nit is reached in the forward offtracking
phase, that steerÍng angle ¡nust be held and the
vehicle made to proceed forward in a steady turn
until that turn trajectory ¡neets the desired trajec-
tory when a smooth transition is arranged onto the
desired trajectory.

COMPUTER PROGRÀM

The steering-path rnethod outlined has been prograruned
in FORTRAN for an IBM 3o8x-series computer. The pro-
gram proceeds fn the following steps!

1. Define a coordinate systern origin and define
251 rays at l-degree angfes fron +10 to +260 degrees,
as shown in rigure 7.
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FIGURE B llactor steering angle hietory in right turn of 9.144'm
radiue.

tracking procedures. lhe program takes only a few
secondE to run. However, because of the accuracy
necessary in this type of geometric computationr
double-precision arlth¡netlc is used throughout. Many
large arrays are also used to si¡nplify programming.
The progra¡n is therefore not reâdlly transferable to
a nicrocornputer' though undoubtedly lt could be with
some modlfication to the flogr of cornputation and sorne
careful evaluation of the actual nurnber of rays re-
quired for partfcular vehicles. The progratn lrill deal
rrith vehlcles of up to seven unitsr r+hlch is the con-
ventlonal triple. It will not at present handle a
¡nultibranched chaln of vehicle units, though agalnr
Ëhat rnight not be a difficult ¡nodificatlon.
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Flgure 8 showE the steering angle history of a
tractor in co¡nbination rrith a 13.7-¡n (45-ft) seni-
trailer conputed by thís progra¡n in a go-degree right
turn of 9.144-m radius. Thls is clearly different
fro¡n the steady value used in conventional offtrack-
ing procedures. It is of Ínterest that the program
of sayer could be u6ed to determine the steering
path ln a right turn by suítable choice of steering
input segments through a geries of iterations.

The major li¡nitation of both the ¡nethod and the
prograrn ls that the user must specify the path of
the rear of the vehicle. This path may not always be
easily deternlned. subtle variations in this path
rnay also cause signíficant effects on the duration
and magnitude of excurslon out of the exit lane.
Nevertheless, this rnethod does reproduce the charac-
teristic trajectory of the right turnr which Ís not
readily possible with a direct offtracking procedure.

CONCI,USIONS

À method has been developed that perrnits conputatlon
of the sÍrept path of a vehlcle combination of arbi-
trâry conflguration as lt rnakes a rlght turn of snall
radius. fhls ¡nethod, the Eteering-path rnethodr re-
quÍres a good estinate of the path of the reâr of
the vehicle Íf the svrept path is to be real.istlc.
Such as estfnate may. in sone cases. be relativeJ.y
easíly obtalned. llhe ¡nethod has been progranmed in
FORTRÀN for a large-scale IBM computer system.

The nork to date demonstrates that there is a
direct cotnputational method for estimating the Ewept
path of a truck combination in a small-radius right
turn, a sÍtuatfon for which ân offtracklng procedure
is often inappropriate.9lhen fully developedr the
nethod nay be of interest where extenaled length con-
binations are required to travel to urban areas that
have highway geonetrics of a bygone standard.

STEER 
1

RrGHrl

STEERI
LEFT

260
DISTANCE
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Consideration of Larger Trucks in Pavement

Design and Management

JOHN M. MASON' Jr., and VERONICA S. DRISCOTL

ABSTRÀCT

corûnon pave¡nent design methods (empirical and theoretical) and axle loaal equiv-
alency factors are reviewed. Research on techniques for ¡nodeling nel, truck con-
fÍgurations permitted by the 1982 Surface Transportation Assistance Àct is sum-
¡narized. À synthesis of various pavement managenent system nethods is provided
along with tno case study examples of the i¡npact of heavy truck loads and the
use of double-botton traÍi.ers.

The Surface TransportatÍon Assistance Àct (STAA) of
1982 permitted longerr wider, and heavier trucks to
operate on the Interstate system and on the prinary
systen designated by the Secretary of Transporta-
tion. An inÍtiai. step tovrard understanding the i¡n-
pact of this new traffic on roadway pavements re-
quires a knor,rledge of various pavement deslgn
nethods.

one of the highest priorÍty needs in pavenent
design is for data to support future evaluations. In
addition to the fundamental pave¡nent structurâI re-
Iationships. the effects of increased loadings on
pavement performance and deterioration tnust be in-
vestigated. Conposition of the vehicular fLeet, axle
configurations, weight distributions, tire construc-
tion, and nagnitude of tire pressures are changing
rapidly and are expected to have a significant irn-
pact on the rate of highway deterioration (1).

In 198I the Transportatíon Research Board pre-
pared a proposal, which was subsequently funded by
the FIlwA, to do a study entitled the Strategic
Transportation Reseârch Study (STRS). The resuLts of
the TRB Com¡nitteers efforts e¡ere reported in special
Report 202, nÀ¡nericars Highways--ÀcceJ.erating the
Search for Innovation.rr the highway portion of the
STRS is currêntly the Strategic Highlray Research
Prograrn (SHRP). A najor component of the SHRP is the
study of long-tern pavernent performance in the
United states. This ambitious undertaking is ex-
pected to continue f.or 20 years. Ànticipated dâta
coLlection includes information on loading, environ-
nent, naterial properties ând variabílityr construc-
tion quality, and maintenance levels in pavement
distress and performance. The objectives are to
evaluate existing design methodsr inprove design
rnethodologies and strategies for rehabilitation of
existing pavements' and inprove design equations for
new and reconstructed pave¡nents (I).

Given these considerations, the purpose of this
paper is to underscore the need to provide an over-
view of current pavetnent technology. Conclusions
regarding the effects of larger trucks on highway
pave¡nents can only be dravrn fro¡n a perspective of
the dile¡nma associated vrith establishing a long-term
pave¡nent data bank. Àmong the specific concerns that
need to be addressed is the ability to accurately
coLlect and ¡naintain traffic and weight, data from
which the effects of loading can be deter¡nined.

Texas À&M university Systemr college station, Tex.
77843.

Traffic is incorporated in design ¡nethods primar-
ily through repetitions of an I8-kip equivalent
single axle Load (ESAL). Conversion of ¡nixed traffic
consisting of various axle loads and configurations
to an 18-kip ESAL is accomplished through the use of
axle load equivalency factors. The most comnonly
used equivalency factors are the enpirical values
derived by ÀASHÎO (2). Researchers have attenpted to
establish theoretical equations to replicate the
AASHTo values and to model axle loads and configura-
tions not included in the original AASHÎO data base.
Treybig (3) has developed a set of equivalency fac-
tors for use erith flexible pavement design. Shar¡na
et aI. (i) have developed equivalency factors for
both flexible and rigid pavement designs.

The empirical pavenent design methotls reviewed in
this paper are generally based on the widely used
AASHO Road Test resuLts. Boussinesg theory is the
basis for elastÍc layer analysis and is the corner-
stone of theoretical pavement deslgn. The theoretl-
cal ¡nethods ldentified ln this paper include those
set forth by the Àsphalt Inst,itute (!) r Monismith
(6), shell (l), Chevron (8), and Chua and Lytton (g).

At, first it ¡nay appear that these tvro approaches
are distinctly different. Àctuâlly, the design
rnethods vary from pure Itfield" experience to de-
tailed finÍte elernent analysis technÍques. Às a re-
sult it is not uncotnmon to obtain different answers
(pavement thicknesses) frorn different desÍgn methods
using identical input factors (2).

Pavement nanagement systems (PMSS), which assess
and predict roadway conditions and rank ¡naintenance
scheduting in priority order, are valuãble tools for
calculating the impact of new truck traffic charac-
teristics. currently inplenented PMs rnethoalsr in-
cluding their respective procedures for calculating
traffic i¡npact, are reviewed in this discusslon.

AIso reviewed are studies that investigate spe-
cific topics related to the sTÀÀ. Included are re-
ports on oil fÍeld trafflc, doubLe bottoms, and
productivity savings.

PAVEIT1ENÎ DESICN METHODS

the evaluatÍon of the effects of heavier, widerr and
longer trucks is usually accornplÍshed through the
use of standard pavement design equatÍons. An under-
standing of these design metho¿ls is therefore neces-
sary to ensure the proper assessnent of the inpact
of these vehicles. Every rational pavenent design
nethod consists of (a) a theory to predict faiLure
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or a specific distress pârameter or para¡neters, (b)
ân evaluation of pertinent rnateriat properties, and
(c) a relationship between the magnitude of the pa-
rameter in question and failure ât a specific per-
formance leve1 (¿). Both e¡npirical and theoretical
procedures are explained.

Empirical Desiqn Methods

ÀASHTO

The ÀÀSHTO pavement design procedure (2) is centered
on the idea of perfornance as the failire criterion.
Performance is defined as the ability of a pavement
to satisfactorily serve traffic over a period of
time. The perfornance of a pavement, at any point in
time is neasured by the present serviceability index(PSI). PSI is calculated using a regression equation
that considers the folJ.owing distress variables:
J.ongitudinal roughness, rut depth, cracking, and
patching. À damage eguation is used to esti¡nate the
nu¡nber of l8-kip ESÀLS necessary to obtain a spe-
cific value of PSI. The number of axle load apptíca-
tions, however, is a function of pavenent structure,
terminal PSI value, environ¡nental factors, and sub-
grade characteristic value. The depth of each layer¡
the actual desÍgn. is then obtained through a re-
gression eguation that uses the structural vâLue of
the pavement,.

¡.todifications to ÀASHTO Method

The AÀSHÎO method has been implemented for many
yeârs. Alterations, proposed by Lytton et al. gg.)
for flexible pavements and Darter as cited by Lytton
et al. G9.) for jointed concrete pavements, exist
with respect to the shape of the damage equation. To
satisfy both the inherent boundary conditions and
the experinental evidence¡ the equation has been
revised to yÍeld an S-shaped curve. The AASHTO de-
sign equation is of the form:

9 = (e1 - P)/(Pí - e¡) = (N,zo)B (t)

where

g = darnage function that begins at O and becomes
lwhenp=p ttPi = initial serviceability index,

P = present serviceabilÍty index,
Pt = terminal serviceabÍIity index,

N = nu¡nber of l8-kip BSÀLS, and
pr8 = constants that depend on the pavement

structure and the load acting on it..

The eguation used by Darter for descrj.bing the long-
tern perfornance of jointed concrete pavements is of
the for¡n:

(P - r¡),/(e1 - P¡) = I/ cgf (tl,/p) - 1l + 1) (2')

where P¡ is the asynptotic value of serviceability
index that the perfornance equation approaches.

Àccording to Lytton, t,he long-term perfornance of
flexible pavements is described by the equation:

(P-e¡),/(P1 -P¡) =r-e-(P,/N)B (3)

Equations I and 2 are conpared in Figure I for an
8-in.-thick jointed concrete slab. Figure 2 is a
conparison of Equations I and 3 for a fLexible pave-
nent sect.ion (seal-coated pavement) with a struc-
tural nunber of approximately 1.0. The graphs illus-

12t
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FIGURE I fümparison of or.iginal ÂASHTO
¡rerformancc eguation, Darte¡.'s ncrv ¡ærformance
equation, and actual performance data for B-in.-thick
jointed concrete slab.
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FIGURB 2 fümparison of AASHTO
performance equation, Lytton's new
pcrformance equation, and actual pcrformance
data for a flexible pavemcnt.

trate the more accurâte modeling of fietd data by
the S-shaped curves of Equations 2 and 3.

Theoretical Design Methods

A significant advancement in flexible pavement de-
sign lras the introduction of rnechanistic design
methods that enploy the Boussinesq theory for calcu-
Iating stresses, strains, and deflect,ions. The
Boussinesq theory is only directly applicable to one-
layer systens¡ however, adaptations of the theory
are used in anaLyzing multilayer systems. The latest
developnent in pavenent design is the incorporation
of finite ele¡nent analysis. prinary distrêsses con-
sidered in mechanistic approaches include permanent
defor¡nation, caused by vertical compressive straj.n
at the subgrade surface, and cracking, caused by
horizontal tensile strain in the asphâIt layer. Var-
ious methods, usÍng different material charâcteriza-
tions ând distress eguations, have been proposed by
the Àsphalt Institute (9), Monis¡nith (6), She1l (7),
Chevron (9), and Chua and Lytton (9).

Asphalt Institute

The Asphalt InstÍtute method for heavy wheel loads
(5) incorporates â multilayer elastic theory to de-
sign ful.I-depth asphalt pavements. The horizontal
tensile strain is not considered; therefore the de-
sign is based on Iiniting the subgrade vertical
strain. The asphalt thickness is a function of the
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NOT€: lnd¡v¡dual points represent
¡ndivrdual test sections.
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subgrade strength and the contact pressure of the
1oad. Figure 3 shows this procedure.

Monisnlth

Monisnith (6) incorporated the origÍnal Shell nomo-
graph, by van der Poel, in his procedure as a means
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of calculating ghe bitunen stiffneEs given tine of
Ioading, temperaturer and penetration index. À aec-
ond nornograph allor,rs the deter¡nfnatlon of the as-
phalt rnix stiffnesE given bitunen stiffness and per-
centage voids in the nineral aggregate. Other inputs
to the Monisnith method lnclude the average asphalt
tenperature, the average vehicular speed¡ the number
of standard axles, and the subgrade elastic modulus.
Figure 4 shows Monisrnithrs rnethoilology.

FIGURE 3 Flow diagram for the Aephalt Institute pavement dceign method
for heavy wheel loads.
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FINALISE DESIGN

FIGURE 4 Flow diagram for the Monismith asphalt pavement deeign method.
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SheU.

Extension to a three-Iayer linear elastic systen is
possibte with the Shell method (1). an uPdated ver-
sion of the shell nomograph allows the deterrnination
of the asphalt mix stiffness given the percentage
volume of nineral aggregate, the bitumen stiffness,
and the percentage volume of bitumen. The BISAR com-
puter program is used to obtain the limiting strain
values and the corresponding nunber of 18-kip EsALs.
Figure 5 shows the Shell analytical procedure.

chevron

The Chevron ¡nethod (g) uses a two-Iayer elastic
structural model. The contributing factors incluile
the number of t8-kip ESÀLs, the subgrade strength,
the rnodulus of rupture of the âsphalt, and the cure
state of the asphalt. Figure 6 is a flow chart that
illustrates this method.

chua and Lytton

chua and Lytton (!) calculate the nunber of passes
of a specific foad thât causes a critical rut depth.
The procedure can be used iteratively to obtain a
pâvenent structure that will suffer a specific rut
depth for given traffic conditions. The load-deflec-
tion retationship is described by a hyperbolic
stress-strain curve for repetitive loaillng. This
relationship combined with the ILLI-PAVE finite
element program, v'thich simulates defLection basins,
results in rut depth histories for given pavements.

IOAD EQUIVALENCY FACTORS

The traffic factor included in each of the preceding
pavenent design ¡¡ethods is an integral conponent of
the calculation of pavement life spans. With respect
to the design of highway pavements, the traffic in-
pact is nornally incorporated through ESALS. (Figure
7). The damage effects of all vehicle types in the
traffic strearn are converted through the use of
equivalent axle load factors to relative ilamage
caused by a standard vehicle. The end result is the
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OETIRMINE CRITICAL STRAINS AND

ITAXIMUM ALLO}IABLE LOAD APPLICATIONS
OVER DESIGN LIFE OF STRUCTURE

OETERI4INE DESIGII THICKNTSS
TO SATISFY TENSILT STRAIN
CONDI I I ONS

DETERI'IlNE DESIGN THICKNESS T0
SATISFY VERTICAL SUBGRADE STRAIN
CONO I T IONS

SELECT THE LARGEST IHICKNESS
AS TIIE FINAL DESIGN THICKNESS

FIGURE 6 Flow diagram for the Chewon asphalt
pavement dcsign method.

computation of the nunber of axle load applications
that a pavernent is designed to r,rithstand in its
Lifetine. The values used as the equivalency factors
therefore constitute a critical step in the pavenent
design process. Tâbles 1 and 2 give the equivalent
axle loads calculated usÍng the AÀSHTO, Monismithr
and Shell equivalency procedures for the same situ-
atlon. The total number of 18-kip (80-kN) ESALs in
Tables l and 2 are AASHTO' 1r443i ltlonis¡nith, 11675;
and SheII' 1r501. Monis¡nithrs values tliffer from
those of AASHTO by +16 percent, and the Shell values
differ froÍi those of ÀASHTO by +4 percent.

ÀÀsHTo

The most widely used eguivalent axle load factors
are those developed fro¡n the original AASHO Road

TXPICTED NUI'IBER

18 KtP tsAL'S
I4ATTR I ALS
CHARACTTRISTICS

ESTINATE ASPHALT
FATIGUE STRAIN

SELECT ALTERNATIVE
STRUCTURTS

PREDICT RUT OTPTH

FIGURE 5 Flow diagam for the Shell asphalt pavement design method.
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FIGUßD ? Rcduction of ttaffic data to cquivalent axle loadings.

TABTB I Contlast of Bquivalent Axle Loads Calculated Using thc AASHTO, Monismith, and Shell
Bquivalcncy hocedures fol Singlc Axlcs for flypothetical Pavement hoblem in Wlúch SN = 3.0,
p= 2.5.

Axle Load

--- 

No. of
(kips) (kN) Axles

Equivalcncy Factors Dquivalent l8-kip (80-kN) Axle Loads

AASIITO /2/ Monismith /ó/ Shell (7) AASIITO Monismith

TABLB 2 Contrast of Bquivalent Axle Loads Calculated Using the AASHTO, Monisrnith, and Shell Bquivalency hocedures
fol Tandon Axles for Hypothetical Pavement Problem in Which SN = 3.0, p = 2.5.

Axle Load

Tandem Singlc Equivalency Factors
Equivalent l8-kip (80-kN)
Axle Loads

Shell

2
6

t0
t4
l8
22
26

Totâl

8.9 500
26.7 500
44.5 I,000
62.3 300
80.0 200
97 .8 100

115,6 r0

0.0003
0.02
0.t2
0.40
1.00
2.t7
4.3t

0.0002
0.012
0.096
0.37
1.00
2.23
4.36

0.000 l
0.01I
0.086
0.33
0.90
2.01
3.93

0.1 5

l0
120
t20
200
2t7

43.t

7 t0.25

0.1
6

96
lll
200
223

43.6

679.7

0.05
5.5

86
99

180
20t

39.3

610.85

No. of Axles

(kips) (kN) (kips) (kN) Tandem Single AASHTO /2/ Monismith /6/â Shell 17)¿ AASHTO Monismith Shell

2
6

l0
t4
l8

4
t2
20
28
36

17.8
s3.4
89.0

t24.5
160.1

8.9
26.7
44.5
62.3
80.0

0.01
o.o2
0. l6
0.55
1.38

0.0002
0.012
0.096
0.37
1.00

0.000!
0.01I
0.086
0.33
0.90

0.2
6

80
440
207

733.2

0.008
1a

96
592
300

20 40
300 600
s00 1,000
800 1,600
lso 300

0.004
6.6

86
528
2?O

995.208 890.604Total

aone t.nden axle ¡s cons¡dered to be two single axles.

Test pavernent design procedure (2). fn response to a
1982 studyr 43 state transportation agencies stated
that they used the AASHTo guide in deternining
wheel-axle load eguivalencies (U,pp.1-4). Thi.s pro-
cedure computes the number of axle load repetitions
to failure for the pavement being designed. The num-
ber of repêtitions is a function of pave¡nent rigid-
ity, load châracteristics, and tertninal serviceabil-
ity value. The load characteristics consist of t.he
magnitude of the axle load and Èhe axle configura-
tion (single or tandern). The actual eguivalency fac-
tor (Fj) is given as the ratio of the number of

repetitions to failure for a stândard 18-kip single
axle load (Nffg) to the number of repetitions to
failure for the given axle load and configuration
(Nfi). This ratio has been defined as a regression
.quåtion that includes the variables of axle load
(L1) r axle configuration (L2) r and pavernent chârac-
teristics (Gr 8r a' b):

Fj = Nrre/Nrj

= t (Lr + L)a/ es + r)al troc/B / (toG/B : ltbl (4)
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Values of the equivalent axle load factor have been
tabulated as computed functions of the structural
number (flexible pavenents), the pave¡nent thickness
(rigid pavenents), the terminal serviceability
(P¿) r the axle load, and the axle configuration
(2\ .

AsÞhalt Institute

The Àsphatt Institute pavernent design method for
heavy vrheel loads (5) incorporates traffic data as
eguivalent single wheel loads rather than as equiva-
lent single axle loads. This rnethod is typical of
airport pavement design procedures on which the de-
sign rnethodology is based. The standard highway
pavenent design procedure set forth by the ÀsPhalt
Instituter hor.rever, uses the AASHTO eguivalency fac-
tors.

Monismith

Monismithrs procedure defines the load equivalency
factor (EFw) in terns of axle loads:

EF, = 1¡a766¡t

= 2.44 x l0-8l|rr (5)

r.rhere

EFw = axle load equivalency factor,
w = any particuLar axle Ioad (kN) 

' and
80 = standard axle load (kN).

The 80-kN standard axle i.oad is roughly eguivaLent
to the 18-kip standard axle load of the AÀSHTO de-
sign (6).

Shel1

The Shell design procedure also st.ipulates the use
of ESÀLS through an equation nearly identical to
ì.,lonisrnith I s !

n = 2.2 x I0-8Lf (6)

where n is axle load equivalency factor and L is
other axle load (kN). The standard axle consists of
two dual" 20-kN wheels with contact stresses of 600
kN per square meter and a loaded area radius of 105
mm. This reLationship is based on the AÀsHTo equiva-
lency factors (7).

chevron

Traffic is reduced to l8-kip EsALs for the Chevron
pavement design procedure. À particular for¡nula for
calcutat,ing the 18-kip ESAL is not givenr thus aI-
lowing the designer to use his or,rn judgment in
choosing an equivalency definition.

Chua and Lytton

The procedure of Chua and tytton does not include
Ioad equivalency factors. Individual traffic loads
are directly incorporated and the resulting rut
depths are calculated (g).

Recent DeveLopnents in Equival'ency Factors

A significant problem arises when an attempt is nade
to use the AÀSHTO or related equivalency factors for
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situations that do not faII within the scope of the
AASHTO experirnental data. An exa¡nple of this con-
flict is the evaluation of new or unique truck axle
configurations. Extrapolation of the AASHTO equiva-
Iency factors for these new trucks is not adequater
and therefore new approaches are necessary.

A funda¡nental relationship for the equivalency
factor was devised by Treybig (¡). This relationshiP
results in factors si¡nilar to the AASHTO factors for
identical situations, but it also provides for the
calculation of factors for axle loads and configura-
tions not represented by the original AÀsHTo equiva-
lency factors. The eguation for the eguivalency fac-
tors IF(xn)I (3,p.36) is

F(xn) = te1(x¡),/e (t8s)lB
n

+ I { teial(x¡) I - tei-i+t(xn)l/e (rss) }B (7)
i=1

B = log r(Xs),/Iog [e (Xs),/e (I8s) ]

v¡here

Fi (xn) = equivalency factor for axle configu-
ration n of J.oad xt

e (18s) = ¡naxi¡nu¡n asphatt strain or subgrade
vertical strain for the 18-kiP ESAL'

e1(X¡) = naximu¡n asphalt strain or subgrade
vertical st.rain under the leading
axLe or axle configuration of load x,

ei.r1(X¡) = maximu¡n asphalt strain or subgrade
vertical. strain under axle i + 1 of
âxle configuration n of load x,

e1-i¡1(X¡) = maxi¡num asphalt strain or subgrade
verticaL strain in the critical di-
rection between axles i and i + I of
axle configuration n of load x.

e (Xs) = maximum asphalt strain or subgrade
- vertical strain for an x-kip singJ.e

axle load, and
F (Xs) = AÀSHTO equivalency factor for an X-

kip single axle load.

This equat.ion should only be applied to pavements
that are si.¡nilar to those of the ÀAsHo Roâd Test
r,rith respect to naterial propertíes and thicknesses.
AIso, this relationship is only applicable to fLex-
ible pavernentsi a si¡nilar relationship deriveil for
rigid pavenents did not correlate well with the
AASHTO vaLues.

The trend toward theoreticalLy baseal eguivalency
factors $ras continued by Sharma et aI. (A). Their
rnethod converts mixed traffic with single or tandem
axles and dual tíres or single tires of various
widths to equiva).ent I8-kip dual-tire single axle
load applications (Figure 8). lvo separate sets of
equivaiency valuês vtere conputed, one for flexibLe
pavernents and another for rigid pavements.

For flexible pavernents the calculation of equiva-
lent wheel load factors began with elastic layer
theory to calculate maxirnum horizontal strains.
Next, the nurnber of axle load repetitions until
failure was deternined using fatigue analysis. The

equivalent wheel load factors were then co¡nputed for
single tires (widths = I0r L2, 14, 16r and 18 in.)
on single axles to allow conversion to 18-kip dual-
tire (widtt¡ = 10 in.) single axle loads. Both the
flexible and the rigid pâvetnent equivalent wheel
load factors were verifÍed by field studies (4).

Rigid pavement Procedure entailed the use of a

finite element analysis, ILtI-sLÀB' to calculate
maximu¡n flexural stresses. Warping stresses are then
ådded to the flexuraL stressesi the co¡nbination is
then used to calculate the nurnber of axle repeti-
tions to failure using fatigue analysis. FinalLyt

(8)
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Standard axle configuration:

H+l l+ |./ = lO',
w

Tandem axles

Dual Tires

H
Hì*þ

equivalent wheel load factors vrere developed for
single tires (widths = 10r L2, L4, 16r and lB in.)
on single ax1es, dual tires (width = l0 in.) on tan-
den axles¡ and singJ.e tires (width = 13 in.) on tan-
dem axles as conversion factors to l8-kip duaL-tire
(widtt¡ = 10 in.) single axle Loads (4).

PÀVEMENT MANÀGEI{ENÎ SYSTEMS

If the various design theories are correct, in assum-
ing shorter life expectancies and increased distress
levels for pavenents subjected to heavier, wider,
and longer trucks¡ then the ability to monitor these
pavements becomes essential. pave¡nent managernent,
syste¡ns (PMSS) are technigues or methodologies used
to assess the condition of a current pavement net-
vrork, predict the location of future distresses, and
rank t.he scheduling of necessary maintenance in
order of priority. Fiscal restraints and responsi-
bilities support the inplenentâtion of a pMS to en-
sure the efficient use of noney and materials.

Pavenent managetnent systens are necessarily tai-
lored to each agencyrs needs and desires. The level
of conprehensiveness varies greatly. Current systems
range fron those that are primarily visual and sub-
jective to empirical ¡nodels that estímate various
pavement distresses and related serviceability. In
general, the effects of truck traffic are included
through fixed percentage increases in the nunber of
18-kip ESAL repetitions. Seasonal variations and
subgrade condition and composition are also incorpo-
rated in nost current PMS procedures. Several exa¡n-
p1e6 illustrate the implementation of a pllts.
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l8 Kip dual tire sjngìe axle

w=10"

Arvada, Colorado

The city of Arvada, Colorado, inplemented a metho¿l
of monitoring and evaluating the present condition
of the pave¡nent nêterork in order to identify and
reco¡nmend immediate ând future correct.ive rneasures
(f?). À visual inspection of the network is made to
note and rate various types of pavement distress.
Ride quality is determined and the condition of
structural appurtenances is also recorded. Individ-
ual deduct values are determined for each distress
noted, and a pavement condition rating score (pRS)
is calculâted. A conputerized decision t.ree is then
used to obtain the optinum rehabilitation techniques
and assocÍated costs. Finally, a priority value is
calculated as a funct,ion of cost, Iength of pave-
ment, average daily traffic, pRS, and presence of
industrial or co¡nmercial vehicles (trucks). No dis-
tinction is made erith respect to type of trucks in-
volved, axle loadings, or axle configurations.

Alberta, Canada

The PMs used by the province of ÀIberta, Canada, is
an empirically based procedure that incorporates
pavement performance prediction models to ldentify
both current, and future needs (Þ) . Field rneasure-
nents are first obtai.ned. Then these measurements
are used as input for several regression equations
to determine three indices: a riding guality index
(RQI) represents the roughness of the pavernent¡ the
structural ability of the pave¡nent to wÍthstand
traffic ls based on a structural adequacy índex

Non standard axle configurations which were equated through computed equivaìence
factors to the standard axle configuration shot¿n above.

Sìngle axles

Singìe Tires

w = 10, 12, ì4, 16, and 18 inches

w=13"

FIGURB B Àrle configurations exarnined by Shar.ma, Hallin, and Mahoney (4).

Singìe Tires

H
H

-.1 l*w

H-l l*
w
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(sÀI) t and severity and extent of surface distress
are recorded as a visual condition index (VCI). The
overall quality of the pavenent is represented by
the pavenent qual.ity index (PQI) 

' ethich is a func-
tion of RQI, SÀI, and vcl. Rehabilitation needs are
then established for each index. The inclusion of
truck traffic is acco¡nplished in the calculation of
SAI and is based on the number of 18-kíp ESAL repe-
titions. Àpproximate axle load equivalency factors
are therefore a necessary requirement.

Texas Flexible Pâvernent Damage Function6

Texas flexible pavénent damâge functions also rely
on an esÈi¡nate of 18-kip ESAL repetitions (10). The
Texas method requires the input of the average daily
trâffic count, the percentage of trucks' the flex-
ible base thickness, the subgrade Atterburg linits,
the maxi¡nu¡n, Dynaflect deflections, and climatic
data. The nunber of t8-kip ESAL repetitions is cal-
culated and used as input to several pavenent dis-
tress eguations. Pave¡nent distress equations have
been developed to examine rutting, flushing' alli-
gator crackíng, ravelingr and longitudinal cracking.
À pavement score ranging fron 0 to 100 is then ob-
tained with a value of 35 defined as ùfallure." The
distress types deened nost significant at the tine
of faíLure are identified. Appropriate rehabiLíta-
tion strategies can then be reco¡n¡nended to re¡nedy
the condition.

TRUCK IIUPÀCT STUDIES

oil Field Traffic

The usefulness of the Texas Pavement distress meth-
odology was denonstrated in a study conducted for
the Texas State Department of Highlrays and Public
Transportation (fÐ. This study lllustrated the ef-
fects of oil field truck traffic on low-volurner sur-
face-treated flexible pavements. A conputer Program
was created that esti¡nates the service life of thln
surface-treated pavernents serving both oil field
traffic and orÍgina1 rrintended-user traffic. In ad-
dition to the Texas flexible pavement distress equa-
tions, the program also determines a pavenent ser-
viceabiLity index based on the standard AASHTo

18-kip EsÀL equivalency factors.

Double Bottons

I¡npacts of the I982 STÀÀ permitting larger t.rucks
are difficult to ascertain. ThÍs point ls evident in
a study by Tobin and Neveau (!ã) who investlgated
the effects of tandem trailers (double bottoms). The
assumptfons on which the study was based are criti-
cal ln that the presence of double bottoms could
either increase or decrease the number of axle load-
ings and correspondingly the anount of Pavernent de-
terloration. If the freight tonnage e¡ere to remain
constant and be carried vía double trailers rather
than single trailers' then the number of axle load-
ings would be smaller because there would be fer.ter
tractors. shipping via doubles, bowever¡ is less
costty per freight unit than shipplng vla singles.
Therefore the allowance of doubles could result in
greater freight tonnage anélr hencer more trucks and
tnore axle loadings.

The ÀÀsnTo 18-kip ESAL equivalency factors were
used to ¡nodel the truck axles and obtaln pave¡nent
deterioration rates. study results indlcate that, in
the short term (lo-year span), the i¡npact of tanden
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trailers appears to be negligÍb1e with respect to
maintenance costs. For the long tern (20-year span)
no clear relationship could be identifÍeil between
maintenance costs and pavement deterloration rates.
The ambiguity lies in the various accompanying fac-
tors incLuding percentage of trucksr type of main-
tenancer and ¡naintenance scheduling.

Productivity savings

Econo¡nic irnplications of the 1982 sTÀA for governing
entities !¡ith respect to pavement management must
also be viewed from the perspective of increased
productivity. Àlthough the STAÀ permitted larger
trucks, it aLso provided for lncreased taxes to be
levied on the trucking industry. Nevertheless' the
u.S. Department of Transportation estimated a net
productivlty savings for the trucking industry of
$3.24 billion. The Arnerican trucking industry, how-
ever, calcul.ated a net productivity savings of $829
rnillion to be realized fron the tlrne of passage of
the bIIl until 198s (!Ð.

SUMMÀRY

The effects of heavier, widerr and longer trucks
pernitted by the 1982 sTAÀ are not well establÍshed
at this time. various pavement nanagenent systens
are¡ howeverr being used to monitor roadlway systerns
and will provide insÍght Ínto the contributÍon of
traffic to pavernent failure. Each system discussed
in this paper relies primarily on conversion of the
traffic data to 18-kip EsALs through AÀsHTo loail
equivalency factors.

AxIe load equivalency is the funda¡nental concept
through which ¡nixed traffic l.s transforned for use
in pavernent design and pavenent nanagenent. This
traditional methodology is also being used to mea-
sure the effects of new truck sizes and axle config-
urations. Most widely used ls the AÀSHTO conversion
to l8-kip EsALs (11).

Extrapolation of the AASHTO 18-kip equivalency
factors for the nev, axle configurations of larger
trucks is not possible becâuse of linitâtions of the
empirical data on erhich the existing factors are
based. Various atternpts have been made by Treybig
(1) and Sharna et aI. (4) to establish sets of theo-
retÍcally based equivalency factors that rrould be
capable of nodeling the heavier loaals and various
axLe configurations pernitted by the 1982 sTAÀ.

Research is li¡nited ilr the area of load equiva-
Iency factors. If the axle load equivalency concept
continues to be applied in analysis, then additional
efforts y¡ill be necessary to deternine the proper
values for implementation. changes, such as those
brought about by the 1982 STAA, require contínued
investigatfons to tnore closely identifyr assess, and
predict the irnpacts of longer, widerr and heavier
trucks.
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ÀBSTRACT

The Surface Transportation Assistance Àct (STAÀ) of 1982 legalized the natlon-
wide use of tr.rin-trailer trucks on Interstate highways and other designated
prímary routes. In this paper witl be reviewed what is knoen to date about the
effect this legislation has had on the trucking industry--who is using these
vehicles, where¡ and for what purposes. This information, coupled with earlier
research findings concerning twlns and other heavy trucks, will be used as the
basis for a brief discussion of the likely effects of twins on the design,
maintenance, and operations of highway facilities. Specific topics r¡ill include
road geometry, pavenents, bridges, and traffic capacity. Throughout, references
$tilÌ al.so be made to other new trucks legalized by the 1982 STAÀ--the 48-ft
single-trailer truck and 102-in.-wide trucks.

TRB's Study of Twin-Trailer Trucks

Tr,rin-trailer trucks--truck tractors pullinq tvro
traÍIing units with individual lengths of. 27 to 28
ft--have been operating in the United States for
more than 35 yearsr but their operatlon has been

Transportation Research Board, 2101 Constitution
Àvenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20418.
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tion. These changes in truck size limits were in-
tended to increase productivity in the ¡notor carrier
industry to at. least. partl"y offset. increâsed taxes
and fees enacted at the same tine.

The 1982 sTÀA also directed that the National Re-
search counciLrs Transportation Research Board moni-
tor the effects of tvrin-trailer truck use on high-
ways and highvrây sâfety. A specÍal study conmittee¡
appointed by the National Research council, devel-
oped a study design and began its work in.Iune L984.
The study wilL be completed in June 1986.

In developing the plan for its work the study
conmittee decided to include a thorough review of
prior studies and research dealing with twins and,
for the most part, rely on the continuing data col-
]ection efforts of other organizations to monitor
the short-term effects of twins. This approach was
seLected because the conmittee chose to exanine a
broad range of possible effects including industry
use and econonics, safetyr vehicle performance,
highway design and maintenancer traffic operations,
and highway administrat,ion. The study connittee has
completed its revievr and critique of prior studies
and is in the midst of assenbling data and informa-
tj.on on the first 2 L/2 years of nat.ionwide use of
tvrins.

The purpose of this paper is to share prelininary
study findings about the notor carrier Índustryrs
response to the availability of twins and other STAA
vehicles on a nationwide basis. These findings ad-
dress the foJ.Iowing key questions:

. What types of firms are purchasing these ve-
h icles?

. For erhat purposes?

. What are the specific advantages that these
trailers offer?

. How do new equipment decisÍons vary by region?

Questions such as these are particularly impor-
tant because their answers cân be used to speculate
about the long-tern role and use of twins and other
STÀA vehicles in the United states. The use leveL of
these vehicles affects the scope and magnitude of
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virtuaLly âll impacts of interest, fron highway ac-
cidents to pavernent wear.

Before specific industry responses are discussed,
the structure of the U.S. rnotor carrier industry is
reviewed and the characteristics of twins and their
relative advantages and disadvantages are outlined.
!{ith this background established, pre-I983 use of
twins and what is known so far about post-1983 use
are examined.

STRUCTURE OF lHE MOTOR CÀRRIER INDUSTRY

The notor carri.er Índustry is highly varied; five
carrier types predorninate: firms that provide ship-
ping to the public for a fee (the conmon carriers) 'firms that shíp goods to specific companies under
cont.râct (the contract carriers) r indePendent, ovrner-
operatorsr companies that are not in the primary
business of trucking but that instead have fleets to
nìove their $rholesaLe or retaÍl goods to the points
of sale (private carriers), and carriers that oper-
ate solely within state lines (intrastate and local
carriers).

These definitions have been used since the Inter-
ståte co¡n¡nerce Co¡nmission (ICc) began regulating the
industry in the mid-I930s; howeverr the definitions
overlap considerably. Although the deregulation of
the motor carrier industry that began in 19B0 has
further blurred the distinctions bêtween industry
segments, the available infornation about the indus-
try is still classified according to the traditional
definitions (Figure 1).

The ICC regulated trucking according to hovr firms
sold their service to the public, the types of con-
modities that they shipped, and the routes on which
they moved. Private carriers, bêcause they were not
primarily in the business of trucking, were not reg-
ulated. Although included in the definition of the
for-hire industry, movers of certain goods, part.icu-
larLy raw agricultural com¡nodities, vrere also
Iârgely exempt fron ICC reguJ.atÍon. Companies that
only operated within a single state v¡ere comPletely
exempt from ICC regulatÍon.

REGULAR
ROUTE

IRREGULAR

Special Comnìodilios

- Machinory
- Pglrolsum
. Relrigorated Products
- Molor Voh¡cles
- Bu¡ldin9 Mater¡åls
. Housshold Goods
. Othsr

FIGURE I Structure of the motor carrier industry.
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Unregulated Carriers

The unregulated carriers accounted for the majority
(60 percent) of intercity tonnage and total revenues
in 1983 (TâbIe 1). Mâny national wholesale and re-
tail stores, leasing companies, large grocery
chains, utilities, governments, and oil cornpanies
own and operate private fleets. These fleets vary
vridely in size, from fewer than five tractor-seni-
trailer combinations in rnany fleets to Ryder Truck
Rentalrs ¡¡ore than 20r000 vehicles (5). Àlthough
this category also includes independent owner-opera-
tors, t.he private fleets âccount for the lionts
share of travel by unregulated carriers. fndeed, ac-
cording to the estimates in Table 1, private car-
riers account for 40 percent of all combinat,ion-
truck travel.

Regulated Carriers

In the regulated seg¡nent of the industry, there are
firns that offer shipping to the publÍc according t.o
established rates (coÍ¡mon carriers) and others that
nove goods for individual companies only under con-
tract (contract carriers). Contract carriers nostly
transport goods classified by the ICC as special
com¡nodities. These goods tend to require a specific
type of t.ractor-trailer conbination and include, for
exatnple, automobiles, petroleun, and refrigerated
products. In addition, these goods move fro¡n the
factory, or point of origin, directly to the desti-
nation in what are referred to as trtruckload" Iots.
This sinply means that the carrÍer picks up a single
shipment and rnoves it directly to its destination.
Contract carriers nay account for as much as one-
third of the combination vehicle miles of travel
(VMT) of regulated carriers and about, 15 percent, of
all combinâtion VMT (Table I).

Cornnon carriers transport special com¡nodities and
truckload freight also, but the majority of the
largest conmon carriers handles less-than-truckload
(LTL) shipments of general freight. The ICC classi-
fies LTL freight. as those individual shipnents
weighing less than i.0r000 lb not as the extent to
which a trailer is filled.

At t.er¡ninâls fron which goods are headed in the
same direction, individual LTL shipnents are 1oaded
into trailers and then transported to other terni-
nals for distribution to the final destination. Com-
mon carriers transport most of the regulated

TABLE I Motol C¿rrier lndustry Freight, Travel, and Revenues:
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freight; they travel about twice as much and own
twice as many vehicles as do contract. carriers
(Table 1).

The comnon carrier segment of the industry is
characterized by a few giants surrounded by hundreds
of mediun-sized companies and tens of thousands of
srnalL firms. The top 10 revenue earners for 1983
were responsíble for one-guarter of the total reve-
nue of the entire regulated notor carrÍer industry.
The shâre of earnings increased to 40 percent for
Lhe top 50 revenue earners and to just under 50 per-
cent for the top 100 revenue earners (5.rp.65).

I¡npact of Deregulation on Industry Structure

The Motor Carrier Act of 1980 i.ifted mâny of the
regulatory constraints on the industry. Anong the
nore important changes, the ICC has (a) ¡nade entry
into the industry relatÍvely sinple, (b) allovred
private fleets to operate more like for-hire car-
riers, (c) expanded the classification of exe¡npt
con¡noditles, and (d) made it easier for carriers to
add service to new poinÈs or drop existing service
points in their networks.

Although it is too early to assess the fuII con-
seguences of deregulation, severaL observations can
be made about. the experience durÍng the first 5
years. First, despite a sêvere industrywide reces-
sion in the early I980s, tens of thousands of nev,
firms have sought and received Icc operatíng rights,
mostly for co¡n¡non carrier service. Secondr distinc-
tions among rnajor industry segnents have been fur-
ther blurred as firms have begun to offer services
outside their traditional areas. Third, as existing
firrns have sought ne$r rnarkets and ner¿ firms have
entered the trucking industry, competition has in-
tensified and rates have stabilized or dropped. Fi-
nally, Iarger trucking firms have emerged from the
recession of the early 1980s nore quickly than snall
and medium-sized firms, and a number of the larger
corunon carriers are pursuing expansÍon plans and
making rnajor equiprnent purchases.

C}IARÀCTERISTICS OF TWINS

with the rnotor carrier industry in a perioil of un-
precedented competitiveness and cost consciousrì€ssr
the nationwide legalization of twins and other 1ârge
trucks by the STAÀ of 1982 has provided ner,r op[þr-

Regulated and Unregulated Segments, 1983

Intercity Tonnagea Intercity Ton-Milesb CombinationVMTc CombinationVehiclesd Reventrese

Industry Segment

Millions
of Percerrt-
Tons age

Billions
of Percent-
Ton-Miles 

^ge

Billions
of Percent-
Miles age

Billions
Percent- of Percent.
age Dollars age

Thousands
of
Vehicles

Regulated carriers
Common
Contract

Subtotal

Unregulated carriers
Private
Exempt

Subtotal

Total
.l"l_1!.0. 60. r

I,894.0

NA
NÄ.

NA
NA

56.0
6.2

595.8
65.6

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

7 56.0

NA
NA

NA
NA-
39.4

NA
NA

227.6

323.4

55 1.0

NA
NA

4t.3

58.7

19. I
8.8

27.9

24.6
4.9

22_.6_

57.5

33.2
l 5.3

48.5

42.8
8.5

51.5

278.4
124.7

403.t

661.3

I,064.4

26.2 27.7 25.3
I l .7 18.8 t7 .2

37.9 46.5 42.s

62.1 _622_ s7.5

t09.4

Note: NA = nol availableiVMT = vehicle miles of travel.

lTonnagc by ¡nodc f¡om Trônsportâtion in Amcrica (r,p,?).
:Ton-miles by mode from Transportation in Amer¡ca (r.p.ó).
;Total trovel cst¡matcd by FHW^. (2, Tablc VM-l), Share of trûvel based on distr¡bution by carrier type reported by Census Ru¡cau (3, Table ?).
;Tolal combination vehiclcs estimsted by FIIWA (2). Share based on distribut¡on by ca.rier type roported by Ccnsus Bureau (t).
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tunities for increasedl productivity' but these op-
portunities are not the same for atl segments of the
industry. Because of the cargo they carry ând the
nature of theír operationsr so¡ne carriers r'ri11 be
rnore attracted to tr.¡ins than others. In Èhis section
a sunmary is gÍven of the characteristics of tt'rins
and their potential advantages and disadvantages
conpared with the semitraiter trucks that they typi-
cally replace.

rvoical Pre-I983 Twin-Trailer Trucks

The twin-trailer truck nost widely used ln the
unÍted States before 1983 consists of a tr¡o-axle
tractor drawing two singfe-axle semitrailers, each
2? ft tong (Figure 2). rhe senitrailers are coupled
by a single-axle converter dolley: a short frame
mounted on an axle with a hook-and-eye connection to
the front traiter and a fifth-wheel connection to
the rear trailer.

The overall Length of this truck is 65 ft, the
¡naximu¡n legal length in 25 of the 36 states where
the vehicle vras perrnitted before t983 (the other ll
had longer ¡naximu¡ns). Àpparently the 2?-ft length of
each trailer and the typical use of short-wheelbased
tractors of the cab-over-engine style was dÍctated
by this connon 65-ft Ii¡nit. The width of the vehicle
(excluding certain projections such as rear-viev¡
mirrors) is 96 in.r the legal' maximun on all roads
in 42 states (7) and the federal maxi¡nu¡n on Inter-
stâtes (8) before 1983.

other Pre-1983 Double-Trailer lrucks

À variety of other co¡nbinations with two traiLers
vras ln use before 1983. These include turnpike
doubles--nine-ax1e vehicles with twin 40- or 45-ft
trai).ers, a length of approxirnately 100 ft, and a

¡naxi¡nu¡n weight of up to 1051500 tb (Lega}, at least
on sone roads, in 14 states Ín 1983)--and the Rocky-
Mountain double--a tractor pulling a standard length
semitrailer plus a shorter seconil traiter ' wlth
seven or eight âxles and an overall length of about
85 ft (Iegal in 11 states ín 1983). The L982 act had
no effect on the leqality of these longer or heavíer
doubles because it Provided only for doubLe trailers
each 28 ft or less in length that are subject to the
sa¡ne 8O rOoo-lb welght Iimit aPplled to single-
trailer trucks.

65',- 0"
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FttWÀ vehicle classification count data (!) show a

smaLl number of six-axle double-trailer comblnations
that are identical to the twin trailer except that
they have three axles on the tractor. This configu-
ration is likely to be used íncreasingly while new

twins are being introduced because nost tractors in
fleets that did not empl.oy twins before 1983 have
three ax1es.

trins Leqalized bY the 1982 Act

The Congress in 1982 permitted twins that had
trailers up to 28 ft long, unLirnited overall length'
and a ¡¿idth of lO2 in. on Interstates' the federally
designated netvrork, and state-selected access roads.
Figure 3 shows typical di¡nensions of these vehicLes
and of the 48-ft se¡nitrailer combination also legal-
ized. The overall length of the twÍn is at least 67
f! because the spacing between unlts and the tractor
length of the 65-ft pre-STAÀ twin !'tere already at a

mini¡num. Twins with conventional (rather than cab-
over-engine) tractorsr in which the engine is under
a hood forward of the cab' rnay be 2 to 5 ft longer.

Àdvantaqes of î,¿ins

To truckinq firms, tlrins can offer two prirnary ad-
vantages relative to se¡nitrailer trucks--greater
cubic capacity and greater operâtlonal fJ-exibility.

Greater cubic caPacity

The 28-ft by 102-in. twin has 3I percent rnore volune
capacity than the standard pre-1983 single trailer
and 16 percent more than the 48-ft by 102-in. single
trail.er that Congress also pernltted in 1982 (Table
2',, .

The same federal gross weight limit of 801000 lb
applies to both twins and senitrailers on the Inter-
states. Howeverr twins are easier to load to the
maximu¡n overall lirnit without exceeding federal in-
dividual axle load lirnits than are five-axle seni-
trallers, which requíre careful bal'ancing of the
axle loads to maxi¡nize the rreight legalIy carried.
on semitraiLere 48 ft by 102 in. "cublng outn oc-
cursi that isr the entire volune capacity of the
trailer is used before the gross weight linÍt is

FIGURE 2 Typical dimeneions of prc.t983 five-axle double-trailer combination'
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Use of convent¡onal tractor adds 3 to 7 tt to total length

67'-0"

FIGURB 3 Typical dimensions of doubles and singles permitted under STAA of 1982.

TABLD 2 Typical Inside Dimensions and Volumes of Dr.y Van
Tfailers

Inside Dimensions

Type and Extcrior
Dimensions

reached at freight densities below L4.2 Lb/f.E .
However, tr,rins can carry the maximum weight with
cargo as dense as L2.3 lb/f.tt.

Thus carriers with cargoes of reLatively lovr den-
sity can carry larger loads with twins than with the
se¡nitrailers they replacer êvêlì if that sernitrailer
is the new 48-ft by 102-in. type. For example, one
of the biggest common carriers in the country has an
average freight density of 11.5 ¡'b,/f.tt. Carriers
such as this are taking advantage of this added
cubic capacity to reduce their line-haul costs ¡
which are about half of all. costs to LTt common car-
riers (I0).

Greater Operational Flexibility

For carriers that transport mixed cargoes over large
networks with rnany pickup and delivery points, twins

can reduce the nu¡nber of times that freight must be
handled--unloaded and reloaded--on its journey.

For exanpLe. consider the interclty novement of
LTL freight. As shown ín Figure 4, LTL shipments
trânsported in setnitrailers must be handled several
tirnes between the poínts of origin and destination.
Twin trailers offer an opportunity to bypass so¡ne of
the nor¡na1 handling steps in a hub-and-spoke LTL
operation. À standard se¡nitrailer might arrive at an
intermediate terminal in CharLotte, North Carolina,
for instancer and have part of its load re¡noved for
transport to Atlanta, ceorgia, lrith the balance
bound for Colu¡nbia, South CaroLina. The space in the
trailer bound for Colu¡nbia might be filled with
other sbipments to Columbia and the shipments bound
for Atlanta wouLd be consolidated with others ln a
different trailer. In contrast, a twin trailer ar-
riving at that same terminal could bypass the break-
bulk operation. The shipnents in the trailer bound
for At.lanta vrould not have to be unloadedt j.nstead,
the trailers would simply be separated. In addiÈion
to labor cost savings, time savings would be real-
ized because the shipments bound for Atlanta could
be dispatched iNnediately. Further cost savings
could be realized if á 28-ft semitrailer eras used to
pick up the freight from one metropolitan âr€â¡ rlâs
thên attached to a tractor and another twin for the
line-haul portion of the trip, and was ultimately
used as the vehicle for deJ.ivery. In thÍs case the
freight would be handled only at pickup and deliv-
ery. Reduced handling means reduceil ter¡ninal and
break-bulk costs, which account for roughly 20 per-
cent of LTL common carrier costs.

widrh
(in.)

Height Length Volume
(in.) (in.) (ft3)

Semitrailer
45 ft x 96 in.
48 ft x 102 in.

Twin
27 ft x 96 in. (each)
28 ft x 102 in. (each)

93 I08 533
99 108 569

93 t08 3t7
99 r08 329

3,098
3,520

3,685 (pai¡)
4,070 (pair)
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Handling wilh slandard
(40.48 lt) lrailer

Avo¡d¡ng ¡nlermediate
handl¡ng w¡th
lwin lrailêrs

Avoid¡ng lsrm¡nal and
intermediato handling

L

FIGUBD 4 Freight handling eliminated by use of twin trailers.

Disadvântages of Tvins

Twin trailers also have some disadvantages. A pair
of 28-ft trailers plus thê dolly seIl for about 6 to
7 percent more than a 48-ft senitrailer. The addi-
tional size and the dolly also increase the tare
weight by about 31000 lbr thus reducing the poten-
tial shipnent weight. For terminat-to-ter¡ninaI
freight operators, twins can increase the amount of
vehicle handling required at the terminal. The
Erailers have to be separated' and if both are to be
unloaded, additional labor is required to back the
Erailers up to the loading dock or move the¡n around
the terminal. In addition, the new twins can intro-
duce some problems in keeping the fleet in balance
when inbound freight tends to be LTL and outbound
freight tends to be TL.

PRE-I983 USE OF TWINS

The use of twin trailers has been a t¡estern, and
primarily a Californiâr phenonenon. Atthough tt'rins
were legal in 37 states in the early I980s, in only
9 rrestern states (Àrizona, California, Idahor Mon-
tana, Nevadar oregonr Utâhr washington, and wyo¡ning)
and one state outside the west (Nebraska) did they
account for 4 percent or more of total co¡nbination

-l

traffic. In four states where twins were lega1 at
the tine (Delâ$rarer Louisianar Maryland, and Missis-
sippi), none v¡as observed j.n the FHWA vehicle clas-
sification counts before 1983.

Although historicat data on twin use provide sorne

guide to future üsêf,s¡ national statistics can be
nisleading. statistics on twin travel are do¡ninatetl
by Calíforniar v¡here use of tvrins permitted carriers
of all types to take âdvantage of the tnâximum vehi-
c1e v¡eights. Because of the axle weight Limits and
spacing of axles, a pair of twin trailers could ef-
fectively carry a few thousand pounds nore cargo
than a single trailer. In additlon' California pro-
duce farmers found twins particularly suited to some

of the special characteristics of their harvesting
operations. Judging from accident statistics GU,
as nuch as one-half of alL twin traffic occurred in
california before 1983. Twins registered in CaIi-
fornia accounted for an even larger share of twin-
trailer traffic (]). Because under the sTAÀ of 1982

t$rins now have the same gross weight li¡nits as sin-
glesr nationwide pre-1983 experience is not neces-
sarily a good basis from lrhich to predict future
twin traffic.

To exa¡nine regional variations in the pre-1983
use of twins and isolate the California experience,
the study hâs tabulated by regionat (Californiat
other v¡estern and ¡nountain states, and eastern and

r
OUTBOUND
TERMINAL

INTERMEDIATE
TEBMINAL

INBOUND
TERMINAL

P¡ck up sh¡pments
and load ¡nto
truck

Rêload ¡nto tw¡n
trailsr and connscl
to anothsr headêd
in same dir€clion

Separâtê lra¡lers and

rsconnect to trailer
'¡""ã"¿ 

¡*"rns d¡rect¡on

Pick up sh¡pmonts
and load into
28.ft s¡ngls trailer

Connect loaded 28.ft

tra¡ler lo anothsr

headed in sâme d¡rsction

Rgload into trailer
headod to dsstinalion

t-;
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central states) data from the Ànnual Truck Weight
Study (9) conducted by the states and reported to
rHWA, supplemented by Bureau of lrlotor Carrier Safety
(BMCS) ãccident data (I¿) and the Truck Inventory
and Use Survey of the Bureau of the Census (3). In
a1I tabulâtions, twins were cotnpared r,¿ith three-
axle-t,ractor tr,ro-axIe-se¡nitrailer combinations, the
alternative vehicle for nearly all twin applica-
tions. Key findings âre as follor¡s:

. Industry class. ICC-regulated for-hire car-
riers (contract and common carriers) operated 93
percent of twins in the eastern and central stâtes
before 1983 conpared with 63 percent of five-axle
single-trailer co¡nbinations. The lCC-regulated firms
accounted for 74 percent of twin use in the other
vrestern and mountain states but only 25 percent in
California. Virtually all lcc-regulated twin nileage
is produced by comnon carriers. Nearly one-half of
the California twins and one-fifth of those in other
r,restern and ¡nountain states were privateLy operated.
In L983 BMCS data, J.arge private Interstate twin
users included retailers and producers of food and
forest, products.

. Cargoes. Operators outside California predorn-
inantly used tr,rin trailers for general freight and
smal-l-package cârgoes. Cargoes on tr¿ins v.rere much
nrore highly concentrated in these con¡nodity catego-
ries than were those on se¡nitrailer combinations. In
California, in contrast, the corìnodities carried by
tv?ins were as varied as those in semitrailersi the
largest category $râs âgricultural and food product.s.

. Trâiler body types. Examining trailer body
types gives another indication of the users of
twins. Às the previous tabulations would suggest,
twÍns in the eastern and central states and other
western and mountain states were mainly enclosed dry
vans, whereas ts¡in flatbeds and bulk cornmodity car-
riers (hoppers and tank trailers) vrere cornmon in
California. There was no appreciable traffic of twin
refrigerated vans or furniture-moving vans in any
r eg ion.

In suÍunary, in the eastern and centraL regions
before L983, ¡nost twins carried general freight and
were operated by conìmon carriers. In CaIÍfornia,
twins were used for purposes as diverse as those of
senitrailer trucks. In other western and rnountain
states, twin use patterns reflected the spillover of
California twin traffic but were closer to the pat-
terns of the eastern and central regions.

POST-1983 INDUSTRY USE OF TWINS

Because of their light-density cargoes and compLex
nêterorks with nultiple terminals and break-bu1k fa-
cilities, co¡n¡non carriers of LTt general freight ap-
pear to be the industry segrnent rnost able to take
advantage of the capacity and operational character-
istics of tr.rins. Because of this, pre-1983 studies
of truck size and weight changes generally identi-
fied this segrnent as the primary user of twins if
they were to be legalized on a natíonv¡ide basis (as
they r,¡ere by the STÀA of L982 Ërp.III-I). More-
over, the pre-1983 experience, except in California.
is consistent with this expectation.

Neverthelessr there are â nurnber of uncertainties
and unresolved questions. To what extent will twins
be adopted for use by LTL conmon carriers? Hor,, does
the availability of wider and longer semitrailers
affect industry eguipnent choices? Are there other
segnents of the industry besides LTL common carriers
that will adopt the use of twins? Is increased ca-
pacity or greater fLexibility in handling and rout-
ing cargo the key factor in choosing tr,rins? To begin
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answering such questions, the TRB study has exa¡nined
post-L983 traíIer sales statistics and interviewed
trailer manufacturers and a nu¡nber of carriers. The
preliminary findings of these act,ivities are pre-
sented in the folLowing paragraphs.

Trailer Sales

For analyzing the industry response to the availa-
bility of nevr truck configuratíons, t,railer saLes
statistics are 1Ímited and can be misleading--the
characteristics of trailers purchased in any given
year do not. necessarily represent the desired or
ideal mix of trailer sizes. Instead they refLect the
inmediate eguiprnent needs of motor carriers that are
in a position to acquire new equipment. Quite pos-
sibly these carriers initially acquire newly avail-
âble equipment in proportions beyond those planned
for their overall long-tern lnventories sirnpty bê-
cause none of this eguipment is on their current in-
ventory.

Nevertheless, trailer sales stat,ist.ics are the
first place that changes in eguipnent choices by the
industry ¡,¡ouLd become apparent. Statistics on
trailer sales by size are compiled periodically by
the Truck Trailer Manufacturers Àssociation (TTl'lA)
(!L). Their 1984 survey of van trail.ers took place
over a period of 9 to 15 months after the effective
STAÀ date at a tirne when the industry was starting
to rebound from its recession and rnany uncertainties
about the extent of the designâted network had been
resolved. Trailer sales in 1984 were nearly twice
the 1983 levels ($) .

Compared ¡¡ith 1982 survey results. the 1984 TTIIA
survey revealed a major shÍft in the characteristics
of ner,, trailer sales, indicating that the STAÀ of
1982 is having an effect on industry equipment
choices (Table 3). The most dranatic shifts con-
cerned van trailer r,¡idths and the longer semi-
trailers. About ?0 percent of all 1984 sales were of
trailers 102 in. wíde, up from nearJ.y zero in 1982.
The 45-ft semitrailer dropped fro¡n three-quarters of
the van market to 15 percent as the rnarket share of
the 48-ft semitrailer grew fron nearly zero to nore
than one-half of new traíIer sales. Tnins (27- and
28-ft i.engths) also increased their ¡narket, share,
but nore nodestly, from 8 to 22 percent.

TABLD 3 Van Tlailer Sales by
Size (14).

Percentage

Dimension t982 1984

lrngth
More than 48 ft
Exactly 48 ft
Exactly 45 ft
21-28 ft
Other

width
Exactly 96 in.
Exactly I 02 in.
Other

2al
2a 56

75 15
822

15 5

99.7
0
0.3

29.5
70.3
0.2

atncludcs all tÌailers wilh lengths g.cate¡ thal 45
ft.

ÀIthough these changes are significant and denon-
strate that industry ts beginning to use twins and
the other ner,, vehicle types' the trailer sales sta-
tistics alone do not reveal lrhat motor carrier types
purchased the ner., 1982 STAÀ trailer typesr why, or
how long this trend r,rill contlnue.
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Interviews with Trailer Manufacturers

As pârt, of the studyr staff members have interviewed
eight large trailer manufacturers, which collec-
tively selÌ eguipment to motor carriers based
throughout the United states. Twin trailers cur-
rently account for 5 to 30 percent of their market,
and 48-ft semitrailers account for about 30 to 75
percent, figures that âre generally consistent r¿ith
the trail-er sales figures discussed earlier. The
manufacturers provided their assess¡nent of thê cur-
rent anil future market characteristics for twins,
48-ft-Long semitrailersr âtrd 102-in.-wide se¡ni-
trailers.

Twins

Most of the manufacturers agreed that the primary
market, for twins is LTL cornmon carriers, and so far
the larger corn¡non carriers have accounted for the
bulk of twin purchases. Virtually alJ. orders are for
van trailers, and regionally the sale of tvrins has
been strongest in the Midwest and in the south-
eastern states. In the Northeast, sales of twins
have been sluggish, and the manufacturers cite smaLl
terminals in congested urban areas and shorter trip
lengths as underlying factors that dininish the ad-
vantages of added cubic capacity and operational
flexibility of twins. In the Vlest, sales have noE
greatly increased because nany pre-1983 twins are
still in service. In addition to con¡non carriers¡
the nanufacturers report scattered sales to private
and contract carriers, rnostly serving industriesr
such as food and retail store chains, that move 1ow-
density comnodities to nany distribution points.

so far. the manufacturers report that carriers
are âttracted to twins because of the added cubic
capacityr operational flexibility will not be a reâl
factorr they believe, until carriers have had more
experience with twins.

The trailer nanufacturers disagree about the
long-term outlook. Some believe that. twins are most
âdvantageous to the large LTL cotn¡non carriers who
are currentLy buying them and expect that the surge
in twins saLes will end shortly. Others expect that
twin sales will continue to be strong as smaller LTL
comnon carriers and ¡nore specialized cont.ract and
private carriers adopt their use.

sernitrailers 48 ft Long

Manufacturers report that the 48-ft semitrailer is
becoming the industry standard. All types of car-
r iers are purchasing then, especially truckload
contract and private carriers. Although J.onger semi-
trailers are novt legal in many states under grand-
fâther clausesr the trâiler manufacturers expect
that sales of those longer than 48 ft will be con-
fined to specialized users, such as can ¡nanufactur-
ers' and vrill account for a tlny share of the market.

semitrailers 102 Ín. Wide

Manufacturers report that the predominant width for
new twin trailers is L02 in. For other trailer
lengths, including the 48-ft semitrailers, it is a

corünon but not an overwhel¡ning choice. So¡ne indus-
tries, such as food store chains, Prefer the 96-in.
width because the paLlet.s for their com¡nodities are
designed for this vridth. overal}, hor¿everr ¡nanufac-
turers expêct 102-in.-wlde traiLers to beco¡ne in-
creasingly popular.

I3s

Carrier Interviews

As of June 1985, study stâff had interviewed four
LTL common carriers with predorninantly eastern and
midwestern operations that range in size from 600 to
3r000 line-haul tractors in service, tr¡o California-
based carriers, and one transcontinental carrler.
Àlthough a nore reliable picture of the industry
will be available when more interviews have been
completed, the results of the early interviews are
generally consistent with one another and consistent
with the findings of the trailer ¡nanufacturer inter-
v iews.

Tvrins

ÀlI the carriers interviewed are heavily integrating
twins into their operations--eastern and nidr.restern
firrns report that twins currently account for 20 to
40 percent of their line-haul vehicle ¡niles and that
in 5 years they expect this figure to be 50 to BO
percent. Àlthough aII of the carriers would be con-
sidered large, size was not so nuch a factor in the
select.ion of twins as r,rere netr,rork characteristics.
Twins accounted for nore than 85 percent of the
fLeet for the California-based and nationwide car-
riers.

Most of the carriers pull twins occasionally r,rith
three-axle tractors, but the incidence of the re-
sulting six-ax1e twins will decline as ner,r t$¡o-axle
tractors are acquired. À11 the carriers interviewed
are ordering identical drive trains for new tractors
regardless of whether they are intended to pull
tnins or semitrailers.

Three of the four eastern carriers report that
their major use of twins is on high-volume routes
between break-bulk facilities, ¡¿hich takes advantage
of the higher cubic capacity of twins to reduce
Line-haul truck miles. ALthough they expect to take
advantage of the routing flexibility of twins, this
will require substantial modification of operating
practicesr which they believe cannot occur until
they have more experience with twins and more twins
are available. one regional carrier, however, lrÍth
few high-density routes, decided to ailopt the use of
twins primarily because of the potential for im-
proved operating f lexibility.

The use of twins to maxi¡nÍze flexibility and min-
irnize capital cost is com¡non among regional LTL car-
riers in the west. These carriers do not organize
their ter¡ninals on the htlb-and-spoke pattern charâc-
teristic of eastern and .natíonwide fÍrms. Insteadt
they load directly to the individual terminals in
their networks. with few lines having high volurnes
of freight and with terninals spaced much farther
apart than in the East, the western carriers find
the twins essential to serving their market. For ex-
arnple, it is quicker to load a 28-ft trailer than a
Ionger se¡nitrailer. Because shippers in the lt¡est ex-
pect overnight delivery within 500 ¡ni, this ability
to load and dispatch is essential for scheduling. rn
addition. the use of the single 28-ft trailer for
pickup and delivery elininates nuch of the need for
an additionaL fleet of straight trucks.

Regionally¡ the carrÍers indicated that use of
twins has been somewhat curtailed in the Northeâst
and a few southeastern stâtes because of li¡nitations
of the designated net$rork and âccess to the network.
fron an overall perspective, however, they report
that the effect of these limitations is slight be-
cause tvrin operations have so far been concentrated
on Interstate routes between break-bulk faciLities.
Use in the west has barely been affected, with the
exception of increased purchase of 102-in.-wide
twins.
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semitrailers 48 ft Long

None of the carriers interviewed plan to use 48-ft
senitrailers for their LTL operations, though they
do plan to continue using some 40- to 46-ft serni-
trailers. Those that al-so have truckload carrier
subsidiaries indicated that these carriers vrere
starting to use 48-ft semitrailers.

Semitrailers L02 in. wide

All carriers are now ordering 102-ln. twin trailers
exclusively. Because they generally wíll not be or-
dering Longer semitrailers (40 to 46 ft) for sone
tine, the width of those longer se¡nitrailers is not
k nown.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON INDUSTRY USE OF TWINS AND

OTHER STAÀ VEHICLES

The revievr of the pre-I983 use of twins and post-
1983 experiencer as observed through preliminary
traiLer sales statistics, trailer manufacturer in-
terviews, and LTL rnotor carrier interviev¡s, suggests
the following findings!

. Pre-1983 use of twins vras concentrâted in
e¡estern ståtes. Except in California where earlier
gross lreight advantages had nade twins appealing for
a variety of users, tTL conmon carriers were the
rnost frequent users of twÍns. Because of their rela-
tively low-density freight and cornplex networks with
many terninals and inter¡nediate break-bulk facili-
ties, LTt co¡ûnon carriers can take advantage of the
added cubic capacity of twins and the added routing
flexibility that is provided by separating freight
into tvro units that can be easily divided.

. The 1982 STAA has had significant effects on
the motor carrier industryrs equiprnent decisions.
These effects include the increased use of tv¡inst in
1984 twin-sized trailers accounted for nearLy one-
quarter of alL van trailer sales, up fron less than
10 percent in 1982. Even nore striking is the shift
in new trailer purchâses to 102-in.-v¡ide and 48-ft-
long semitrailers. In 1984 trailers with 102-Ín.
widths accounted for about 70 percent of all van
sales, and the 48-ft semitrailer became the most
popular van trailer length, accounting for 56 per-
cent of van sales.

. Large LTL corünon carrÍers are the prirnary nevt
users of twins. Eastern and ¡nidwestern carriers in-
terviewed report that tvrins already account for 20
to 40 percent of their line-hau1 vehicle ¡niles and
that in 5 years they wiLl account for 50 to 80 per-
cent. If these percentages hold nationwide, by 1990
tvrins carrying LTL freight will account. for I per-
cent of all combination-t,ruck trâffic. This could
increase during the longer run. Connon carriers in
the West oft,en have fleets that consist. totaLly of
twinsi thus midv¡estern and eastern carriers may
ultimately use twins more than they now expect.

. There are scattered instances of other (non-
LTt) carriers that have begun using twins. For the
¡nost part this use is related to industires that
move low-density cargoes to nurnerous distribution or
outlet pointsr such as food stores and retail
chains. ALthough it is too early to tell how ¡nany
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businesses of this type will adopt the use of tvrins,
the availabLe evidence indicates that such use will
develop slovrly and not be a najor contributor to
totaMT by twins.

. A¡nong new users of twinsr the primary motiva-
tion so far has been added cubic capacity. LTL con-
mon carriers are concentrating twins on high-volune
routes between break-bulk facilities to produce an
immediate reduction in line-haul vehicle miles.
tater, after they have had more experience with
twins and have larger fleets of themr these carriers
hope to achieve further operational efficiency by
exploiting the routing flexibility, and twins will
begin running more frequently on non-Interstate
highways.

. Common carriers in the Midwest and southeast
are guickly adopting the use of twins, but carriers
in the Northeast are not. Reasons for the Limited
use include shorter Iine-haul trip lengths, which
reduce thê cost saving fro¡n the added cubic capac-
ity; smâIler terminals in congested urban areas'
which lack the added space needed to maneuver twins;
fewer primary highways on the designated netr.rork.
which makes routes for twins less direct; and some
problems in gaining access to terminals.
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Truck Accident

LAWRBNCTì E. JACKSON

This paper is a cornpilation of the data on and anal-
ysis of many of the in-depth multidisciplinaryr
heavy-truck accident investigations that have been
conducted by the National Transportation safety
Board (NTSB). In part.icular accidents that involved
the truck, its design or operation, and the rela-
tionship with the roadway environ¡nent vrere selected
for further elaboration. A revier¡ was made of the
literature and of several national accident datâ
files in order to describe the potential nagnitude
of problens highlighted during the in-depth investi-
gations.

This ¡nethodology is used because most accident
data files do not contain sufficient data to allow
exaninâtion of the human, vehicle¡ and roadway en-
vironmental factors that are involved in an acci-
dent. In addition, rnost accidents are investigated
by individuals who either do not have the necessary
experience or do not have the time that is required
to fulJ.y investigate a heavy-truck accident. Some-
times poJ.ice investigations appear to place too much
enphasis on l¡unan failure so that blame can bê as-
sessed and a citation issued. Often unwarranted ci-
tations are issued to truck drivers after accidents
for speeding or speed excessive for conditions sim-
ply because of the anount of danage caused by tbe
heavier truck. To calculate speeds of trucks in-
volved in accidents, complex analyses are reguired
t.hât often use equations that police are unfa¡niliar
with or incapable of using. There are a 1ot of fac-
tors that may not be accounted for in police inves-
tigations, such as tire capability, braking effi-
ciency, and weight shift. some police officers will
not highlight a defect. or failure of the roadway
environ¡nent even if they recognize it because of
jurisdictional pressure to avoid liabÍIity.

For a sinilâr r€âsonr carriers may not highlight
vehicle deficiencies in their report of accidents to
the Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS). Thus ac-
cident files such as the National Highway Traffic
safety Ad¡ninistration's (NHTSÀrs) Fatal Àccident
Reporting sysben (FÀRS) and the BMcs accident files
that are corrunonly referred to because they are trthe

Bureau of Technology' National Transportation safety
Board, U.s. Department of Transportation, washington¡
D.C. 20594.
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best files we have" may be biased because of finan-
cial responsibility or Iitníted in scope because of
investigative experience and may not provide inpor-
tant information necessary for analyzing cornpLex
interrelationships to determine design criteria. In
additionr there are usuaLly limited measures of ex-
posure by vehicle type and load configuration that
can be correlated r¡ith accidents by type of truck
and load configurati.on. other in-depth accident in-
vestigation teams such as Californiars Multidisci-
pline Investigation Team (MÀIT), Virginiars crash
Team, and NHTsArs National Accident Sampling system
(NAss) teams anâlyze accidents in depth. only the
NÀss accidents are computerized, and those accidents
may still not provide sufficient data because of
Lack of heavy-duty experience or evidence that is
destroyed or prohibited because of civil or criminal
litigation.

ROADWÀY ENVIRONMENT DESIGN TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS

In the past, traffic engineers often designed for 85
percent of the vehicles. As an exanple' speed li¡nits
were posted on the basis of the 85th percentile ve-
hicle. Howeverr in the past, trucks accounted for
only I0 percent of the traffic on nany roads.

There are specific highway segnents that carry a
disproportionate amount of heavy-vehicle traffic. At
so¡ne of the nore recent truck accident sites the
NTSB investigated' the average daily traffic (ADT) t
type of road, t.ruck percentage, and truck-involved
percentage were as given in Table l.

one recent report (!) stated that 20 percent of
the vehicles on the highway are com¡nercial vehicles.
Approximately one-half of tt¡ese are the conmon trac-
tor-se¡nitrailers. In an unpublished paper, cited in
The Influence of Roadlray Surface Discontinuities on
Safety (9.), an author suggests that trucks will make
up 34 pãrcent of the vehicle populationr are in-
creasing precipitously in number r and are increasing
in size and weight as fast as the technical, eco-
nomic, and polÍtical climates will allow.

Future highway designs for high-volume truck
routes eriLl warrant special designs for trucks to
provide for safety of motorists. As wil-I be dis-
cussed laterr the highv¡ay design ¡nay have to reflect
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ABSTRACT

Data compiled for most accident reporting systems are typically the result of
police accident investigations. PoIice ófficers usually have neither the time
nor the experience to conduct in-depth accident investigations or collect the
necessary data, when trucks are involved, that will allorv examination of the
relationships betvreen trucks and the roadway environment. When accidents in-
volve multiple deaths or nurnerous injuries, special police agencies or accident
investigation teans may devote the resources necessary to examine truck-roadvray
environ¡nent relationships. Microscopic data, inctuding specific accident inves-
tigations, are examined to determine problen areas ând to ldentify vehicle
characteristics. Then rnacroscopic studies and nationwide accident statistics
are analyzed to define the potential scope of problems related to trucks and
roadway environnent. Truck accidents involving runavraysr intersections, grade
crossings, pavement roughness, barriers, overturns, and wet pavement are ex-
a¡nined.

Studies
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TAIILD I Characteristics of Sites of Truck Accidents
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CHARÀCTERISTICS OF TRUCKS

Before specific types of accidents are discussed in
depthr vehicle factors that are cornmon to many
trucks should be exa¡nined. Thesê marginal vehicle
factors often combine with marginal roadvray environ-
mental and human factors and result in an accident.
Characterist.ics of trucks that differ from those of
autonobiles include, but are not limited to, tires,
brakes, height of center of gravity, acceleration
and deceleration characteristics, and length and
weight. Some of these characteristics are related to
each other (e.9., tires and acceleration or tires
and brâking).

Truck Tires

Truck tires are usually designed for mÍleage and
unfortunately sacrifice traction to achieve longer
wear. Typically, the rubber conpound is made of hard
¡naterial thât provides Less adhesion for stopping.
As examples, tests conducted on vret asphalt in which
the ASTM skid trâiler obtained a value of 0.60 re-
sulted in a corresponding friction vâLue of 0.50
with a truck tire at the same speed. On a wet port-
Land ce¡nent concrete surface with an ASTM value of
0.35, a truck tire would be expected to have a fric-
tion value of about. 0.23. Truck tire traction could
be expected to be about 65 to 85 percent of that of
ân automobile. There are numêrous studies (8rg) that.
relate truck tire traction to ASTM numbers or auto-
mobile traction. Figures I and 2 show examples of
some of the data. One study (8) stated that rrAI-
though it is difficult to conpare t.ract,ion measure-
ments ¡nade on different pavements at different
times, the difference in traction performance be-
tr,¡een truck tires and passenger car tires in trac-
tion performance is very clear."

TRUCK T¡RES

-.zCARTIRES

Type
of
Road

Trucks
(u/o)

T¡uck-lnvolvcd
Accidcnts (70)ÀDT Rcferc¡rce

4,400 s.R. t7
8,871 U.S. 17.8

13,000 u.s. 26
3,500 u.s. 4t
2,650 U.S. 20.9

(1)
I 5.4 semitrt¡cks (2)

(3)
2l hcavy (4)
39.1 uuck conrbinations (J)

the vehicle conditions and operating characteristics
of trucks unless vehicle conditions are improved
through state inspection of trucks and drivers. Cur-
rently, BMCS is funding a Motor Carrier Safety Às-
sistance Program (MCSAP) in an at,tempt to i¡nprove
truck conditions.

Designs and ¡naintenance programs in the future
will warrant escape râ¡npsi special traffic control
devices¡ wider, less sharp turning radii¡ longer ac-
celeration and deceleration rampsi stronger and
taJ-Ier barriers; and better maintained, higher fric-
tion surfaces.

CURRENT INVOLVE¡IIENT OF TRUCKS IN ACCIDENTS

The 1983 FÀRS data indicate that there were 3,30I
fatal accidents (out of a total of 37 r97I fataL ac-
cidents) involving "trucks with trailers." The first
har¡nful- event., in these 3r301 accidents, r.¡as a col-
Iision with another vehicle 72.L percent of the
time. The other leading fírst harmful events in-
cluded collisions with pedestrians (8.0 percent),
guardrails (2.7 percent), trains (0.5 percent), and
overturns (5.4 percent). About 19.5 percent of fataL
collisions occur on curvesi 17.0 percent on wet
pavernenti 5.3 percent on snovr, slush, or ice; and
78.2 percent where there are no traffic controls.
(For comparison, rARS indicates that 39.3 percent of
all fatal accidents involved collisions with motor
vehicl.es in transport,16 percent involved pedes-
trians, 5.3 percent involved guardrails, 1.1 percent
involved trainsr 6.5 percent were overturns, and
15.1 percent, occurred on wet pavenent.)

In L983 ¡notor carriers subject to the BMCS regu-
lâtions reported (7') 3I,628 accidents ($2,000 or
more in property danage). These accidents resulted
in 2,528 fatalities, 261692 injuriesr and
$3421900,000 in property damage. In 82.I percent of
the accidents the type of truck involved was a trac-
tor-se¡nitrai.Ler. Other types of vehicLes involved
included single trucks (9.6 percent), tractor-fu1l-
semitrailer (3.7 percent), tractor with bobtail (3.2
percent), and truck with full trailer (0.? percent).
of the accidents involving collisions, 58.1 percent
of the accidents and 62.6 percent of the fatalities
involved collisions with automobiles. About 17.1
percent of the collisions involved other commercial
trucks. collisions with fixed objects account for
9.7 percent of all truck accidents. Noncollisions
account for 25.8 percent of all truck accidents in-
cluding overturns (8.7 percent), run-off-the-roads
(7.7 percent), and jackknives (7.1 percent). only
0.46 percent of the accidents (145 accÍdents) in-
volved collisions with trains, which vJere reported
to have resulted in $2r768¡000 in propert,y damage.
The motor carriers reported that only 5 percent of
the accidents invoLved mechanical defects of which 2

percent were brakes, I percent wheels and tÍresr and
2 percent others.

,10

FIGURB I locked-wheel braking on rvct asphalt-
trucks versus automobiles (B).

Brakes

Truck stopping is further depreciâted if brake ad-
justments are not made at regular intervals. As
shown in Figure 3r for one particular type of braket
brake efficiency usually deteriorates rapidLy as the
slack adjustment begins to exceed 2 in. the maximun
available stroke on nany large brakes is 2.5 in.
l'1any truck mechanics and drivers state that the
front brakes of tractors should be backed off to
a1low steering in emergencies because a locked wheel
slides straight. It is not unusual ât the scene of
an âccident. involving a truck to find front brakes
on the front wheels either backed off compLetely or
even "capped" to immobilize them. In addition, an
accident investigator or vehicle inspector can find
other brakes out of adjustnent.

Oerner-operators of tractors often lease or use
company trailers. These t,ruck drivers tend to use
trailer brakes in order to save theír tractor
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FIGURD 2 Iluck tire friction on
dry pavement (9).
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justrnents in 47 percent of the cases with manual
slack adjusters and in 42 percent of the cases with
automatic sLack adjusters. In 15 percent of the
trucks with manual slack adjusters and 9 percent of
the trucks r,rÍth autonatic slack adjusters the vehi-
cles were placed out of service.

Ànother study (12) "estimated that more than hal.f
of all air braked vehicles have at least one brake
out of adjustment and that approxi¡nateLy a fourth of
alL vehicles have 40 percent or more of their brakes
out of adjustment.ü Many trucks have poorly main-
tained brakes and the highway engineer should con-
sider designing for actual conditions if inprovement
in brake conditions is not obtaineil through other
neans.

Besides creatÍng longer stopping distances'
trucks with deficient brakes creâte other problems.
one phenomenon created by a truck with improperly
functioning brakes is weíght shift (Figure 4).
weight. shift is the transfer of weight from one axle
to another. Às an exa¡npler when an auto¡nobile is
brâkeal suddenly the front end dips down because of
additional loading on the springs and shocks. If a
vehicle has brakes that retard equally on all of its
wheels, weight shift can be ignored. ouring braking
of a tractor or trailer the Lack of brakes on an
axle in front of the center of gravity causes weight
shift to axles that cannot dissipate energy. Às an
exampLe, a bobtail tractor without front brakes
night only have an effective friction value of 0.34
cornpared with 0.40 assuming even weight distribu-
tion. This is an additional reduction of braking ef-
ficiency of about 15 percent due to weight shlft
G3.¡.

on steep long downgrades inproperly adjusted
brakes place higher demands on functioning brakes.
This results in a bulldup of heat in the brakes and
the brakes nay begin to fade, v¡hich can result ln a
runahray truck. when the pavement is wet, inproperly
adjusted brakes can result in uneven braking that
will cause a truck combination to jackknife.

The california Highway Patrol (CHP), the Bureau
of Motor Carrier sâfetyr and the National Transpor-
tation safety Board have investigated numerous acci-
dents that were caused by deficient brakes. Former
California Highway Pâtrol leâders have helped to
for¡n the Comnercial Vehicle ÀILiance (CvÀ). The CvA
and the BMCS are now promoting a national inspection
progran (t'{CsAP) that emphasizes checking of brakes
and driversr hours of service (for fatÍgue) because
these are the two ¡nost cornnon casual factors high-
J.ighted by inspections and accident investigations.

Overturns

The center of gravity of loaded tank trucks' flatbed
trucks Loaded with high loads, or concrete trucks
rnay approach 70 to 80 in. off the ground. These ve-
hicles may overturn when centrifugal forces on the
vehicle exceed 0.24 to 0.45 grs. In additionr tank
trucks may experience liquid surge and trucks cârry-
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FIGURE 3 hake efficiency-force
versus ôtroke.

brakes. Lessors nay not naintain trailers because of
the lack of ti¡¡e the trailer is in their facility'
the length of the lease' substantial travel before
coming back to the home terminal, or the desire to
turn the trail.er over to another lessee to make

higher profits. often an investigator wiII find
deficient brakes on trailers.

In BMcs field surveys in 1982,33,L74 vehicles
were inspected and 32'510 had violations of the
Federal ¡,totor carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR).

There vrere :-2r564 violations discovered that re-
sulted in a vehicle being placed out of service (38
percent of the vehicles). Brakes accounted for 37
percent of all defects, and 5r946 vehicles 1I7.9
percent) $rere placed out of service (19). Another
small study exa¡nined 190 units to determine the ben-
efits of automatic slack adjusters conpared with
manuaÌ slack adjusters. This study Ë) found that
one or nore brakes exceeded recoÍìnended maxi¡num ad-

Troct
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FIGURE 4 weight shift.
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ing meat may have swinging
tional unstabl.e forces that
over.

Acceleration

meat' which add addi-
tend to turn vehicles

The acceleration capability of empty trucks may be
as slow as 2.0 ft per second per second. Loaded
trucks wiII be even slower, especíaIIy on hills.
This creates problems for truckers turning onto
high-speed roads from intersections where acceler-
ation lanesr if they exist, were probab1y designed
for automobiles. If intersections are tight, trucks
rnay have to turn into the high-speed lanes. Àt rail-
highway grade crossings some trucks are reguired to
stop and are prohibited from changing gears. Depend-
ing on grâde and load, a truck may be restricted to
first or second gear. This may transLate into a max-
imun speed of 5 to 10 mph. This increases exposure
time significantly, especialLy if two or three
tracks are involved.

Other characteristics identified during NTSB ac-
cident investigations included overhanging loads
that swing into opposing lanes on turns. Finally,
the additional load on trucks conpared with auto-
nobiles increases kinetic energy of t.he vehicles to
20 times that of autonobiles used to test barriers
and renders most guardrails ineffective.

NTSB INVESTIGATIONS

In the past, because of limited staff, NTSB has in-
vestigated only the more spectacuJ-ar highway acci-
dents. Many of these accidents involved large trucks
and resuLted in large amounts of property darnage or
numerous fatalities. The accidents NTSB investigated
were not representat.ive of any population, except
perhaps to shovr the extent of the nost serious acci-
dents. When several accidents of any one type are
vieered together, patterns begin t,o emerge.

Runanays

In the late 1970s NTSB investigated many runaway ac-
cidents involving t,rucks that had lost brakes be-
cause of heat fade or deficient brakes (-Ll-]Z). Usu-
alLy vrhen a t,ruck runs away the driver tries to
change gear and rnisses, leaving the runanay truck in
neutral. fn four of the accidents grades were I to 4
rni long and fro¡n I to 10.6 percent. In three of the
cases about half of the brake adjustments exceeded
2.125 in. In the other accident brakes on a trailer
were jury rigged vrith nails and wire.

Roadway designers have addressed ¡nany problem
Iocations by adding t.ruck pullout areas and escape
ramps. The only areas v¡here proble¡ns may still exist
are short steep grades approaching urban areas. NTSB
highlighted this problern to the FHWA that determined
that crash attenuators or other devices that do not
require a long runout are not feasible. This may be
a problern because many small urban areas developed
near r+ater and are locåted at the bottom of steep
hiLls or because urban areas expanded to include
steep hills. In this scenario trucks could run away
striking automobiles that might be stopped for a
traffic signal at the bottom of the grade. It is
hoped that pedestrians, patrons of adjacent busi-
nesses, and residents will not become invotved.

Recently, in June 1985, a truck in van Buren,
Àrkansas, missed two signs (another J.arge sign had
been removed by a sewer contractor) and ran ar,ray
down a Ir9oo-ft-long hill on which trucks nere pro-
hibited. The t.ruck struck a statÍon wagon and pushed
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it through a guardrail and tno historic brick build-
ings¡ after which the wagon ignited. Nine people
v¡ere killed and three buildings burned to the
ground. At. this location, standard signing has not
worked.

Intersections

Intersections, especially those near some industrial
âfêâs¡ are another problem area for trucks. Trucks
not only have deceleration proble¡ns, discussed pre-
viously, they also have acceleration and turning
problens. NTSB investigated an accident in the
timber belt that involved a truck transporting 80-
ft-long pine logs that was making a turn into a pulp
¡niII (18). As the truck turned right onto the cross-
road, t.he rear of the logs swung out into the oppos-
ing lane and ripped through an oncoming school bus.
Three students were killed. Special precautions are
warranted for trucks near some industrial areas such
as tirnber operationsr hazardous material users,
steel fabricatorsr or other large-conrnodity users or
producer s.

In another accident (]9) an empty truck turned a
corner and in 927 f.t had accelerated to about 42 mph
r,¡hen it was struck in the rear by a bus. The highway
had a speed Ii¡nit of 55 nph and the bus was going 5

to L0 mph over the speed limit when the collision
occurred. Speed differential of vehicles has been
cited in numerous studies as contributing to con-
flicts that often resuLt in accidents. At this acci-
<.tent site the acceleration lane eras marked to be 345
ft longt the original design r.ras for 575 fE¡ and
AÀSHTO standards at the time of the accident called
for a 900-ft-Iong acceleration 1ane. This empty
truck on a 0.8 percent up,grade could accelerate to
onLy 42 mph in I,927 î.8. The particular state where
the accident occurred allolrs vehicles to drive on
the shoulder, but a better solution may be longer
acceleration lanes.

Grade Crossinqs

Rail-highway grade crossings are a special type of
intersection. Although a few highway departments do
not pay much attention to grade crossing accidents
because they represent only åbout I.3 percent of the
nation's fatalities on highvrays' grade crossing fa-
talities represent more than half the fatålities to
the railroad industry (575 versus 498) (20). e re-
cently investigated accident (?!) highlighted the
probLems ât crossings for trucks such as lowboysf
"Nu-Car" carriers' or house trailers that ¡nay beco¡ne
hung up due to the profile of the crossing. This
type of accident appears to be occurring nore fre-
quently as roads and rails are raised during peri-
odic maintenance. Recently an FIIWA-sponsored com-
rnittee that assessed grade crossing research needs
highlighted this problem as a high priority. A pro-
posal to study this problem is currentJ.y being con-
sidered by the NCHRP.

The NTSB recently investigated several accidents
that involved trucks at crossings that vtere equipped
$rith crossbucks only. Àudibility tests shoi,red that
in most large trucks the horn of a high-speed train
coutd be heard only t to 2 sec before itnpact. In
several accidents the large side mirrors of the
truck blocked the driver's vlew of the approaching
engine--the most conspicuous part of the train' In
another accident (22) a truck âpproaching a crossing
at 25 mph needed 104 ft to stop short of the cross-
ing, but the driver could not see the crossing until
88 ft before the crossing.

In tero recent accidents both trucks had front
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axles with inoperable brakes and the rear-axle
trailer brakes of one of the trucks probâbly r,rere
not working. If the truck drivers had seen the
trains t,hey night. have been hampered severely in
trying to stop the trucks, especially the driver of
the truck loaded with gravel on a tirnber bridge deck
on a 9 percent downgrade approaching the crossing.
This 1984 accident alone resulted in t3 milLion in
property damage, more than what carriers reported to
BMCS in the 145 train-involved accidents in 1983.

The NTSB previously published a study (P, that
described sone of the problems of trucks transport-
ing hazardous materials. These vehicles are reguired
by the BMCS to stop before every grade crossing even
$rhen Iights are not flashing at those crossings
eguipped erith flashing signals. Trucks that stop
cannot shift gears when crossing the tracks, which
li¡nits top speed to 5 to l0 mph. In one accident
(!! on a 5 percent upgrade, the nanufâcturer caLcu-
lated that it would have taken the loaded truck 23
sec to cross the single tracks. High-speed trains
cannot be detected easily erhen they are haLf a mile
away and drivers have to ¡nake a decision, especially
if visibility is restricted by weather, vegetationt
or buildings. At active crossings sone signals pro-
vide only 20 sec of clearance time before the ar-
rivaL of a train. this has resulted in collisions
and in t.rucks breaking gates vrhen the gates descend
on tânk semitrailer manhoLe covers and are pulled
fore¡ard by the moving truck.

Goodell-Grivasr fnc. r has recently completed a

study (25) for F¡twA that addresses tnany of these
issues. This study recomnends that trucks and school
buses not be required to stop at active crossings
unless the devices are flashing. Active devices are
recomrnended for installation near hazardous ¡naterial
depots and storâge facÍ1ities, and research is
needed to determine the adeguacy of the 20-sec ad-
vance warning for double- or triple-bottom tractor-
!railer conbinâtions.

Trucks are a serious concern at grade crossings
because of many of the probLems previously cited.
The 1983 data of the Federal Railroad Adrninistration
(FRA) indicate that 3I percent of all grade crossing
accidents involve trucks. Àbout 7.5 percent of the
grade crossing accidents involve "truck-trailers."
NHTSA-FÀRS data indicated that 4.2 percent of the
fatal accidents at grade crossings involved co¡nbina-
tion trucks, 2.5 percent involved "other trucksr"
and 23.4 percent involved pickups. These two data
bases nay not be comparable because the FRArs data
involve many injury accidents. Drivers of large
trucks are more likety to survive a grade crossing
accident than are pickup drivers if the reâr of the
truck or the trailer is struck.

Pavement Roughness

NTSB has investigated tr.to truck accidents that may

have been related to pavement roughness. one acci-
dent (26) involved a 1- to 1.25-in. depression that
had been dug out and replaced. When the truck rode
over the depression the t,ractoris tandem egualizer
beam failed and the truck overturned on a guardrail
that punctured the gasoline tank and resulted in ig-
nition. In another accident (271 a truck broke its
right bogie Leaf spring assembi.y about a mile or tero
after running ovèr a rough section of pavenent. This
pavenent ¡nay have hetped strain the spring to such
an extent that any ninor pavement irregularity could
have resulted in the fracture of the spring. When

the spring broke, the truckr v¡hich included a tank
semitrailer, went into an uncontrollabLe left turn
and overturned on a concrete nedian barrier. The
high center of gravity of the trailer and the broken
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spring in combination with the concrete median bar-
rier enhanced the probability of overturn.

In one recent report, cited in The Influence of
Roadway Surface Discontinuities on Sâfety (g), it
vras stated that

Perhaps the one area of possibLe influ-
ence that has not been well addressed in the
literature is the significance of special
wavelengths of road roughness to which
trucks may be sensitive. It is known anong
experienced truckdrivers that certain long
r,rave undulations, as typified by Pavernent
settlements in bridge approach areas' may be
peculiarly dÍfficult to negotiate erith com-
mercial vehicles, particularly t,ractor-semi-
trailers. These features tune to the low-
frequency rigid-body bounce and pitch nodes
of these vehicles. Because the drivers are
Iocated near the extrernities of the vehicle
(far fron the center of gravity). large dis-
placement verticat and fore-aft motions can
be imposed on the driver, thus compLicating
the task of ¡naintaining control when negoti-
ating these road features. There is anec-
dotal evidence that t.ruck drivers have expe-
rÍenced controL problems reflecting on
safety due to these effects' but there has
been no known effort to cornpile statistics
guantifying the magnitude of this particu}ar
probtem. Unfortunately' available accident
data are not specific enough in their re-
corded detail to provide thât answer.

Bar r ier s

In tr+o accidents (27,28, trucks climbed over or
overturned on concrete barriers. In one accident
(22) the truck cli¡nbed over the bârrier at each suc-
cessive joint as the wheeLs broke through the bar-
rier that v¡as not reinforced through the joints. In
the other accident (28) a full truck-trailerrs tank
trailer flipped over the 32-in.-high barrier. Fro¡n

other accidents (29) it has becone clear that trucks
"blow-through" guardrails and many steel bridge
rails. Work being conducted at the Texas Transporta-
tion Institute G.q) to design barriers capable of
restraining trucks for use in selected locations is
promising.

on the basis of the testing this author has seen
and studiedr he r.rould encourage the use of longer
test sections to determine what occurs during sec-
ondary and tertiary impacts against the barrier. The
author is also concerned that the typical concrete
median barrier section rnay have a tendency to break
or distodge the tractorrs front axle, which will
disable the truckrs steering and stability. Although
the guardrail usually provides Iittle protectÍon to
trucks, a recent (llarch 1985) Iow-speed accident in-
volving a school bus overturn on an I percent up-
grade in North Carolina could have been prevented if
a guardrail had been in place Ín front of the 63
percent slope that has a 24-ft drop.

Overturns

The FÀRs indicates that 5.4 percent of accidents in-
volving trucks with trailers are overturns. The
nìotor carriers reported to BMCS that 8.7 percent of
accidents are overturns. The NTSB has investigated
nurnerous accidents (_31-!.3) that involved tank trucks
and loaded flatbeds overturning on curves. In one
accident (!1) a driver of a propane truck traveling
at 25 mph flattened a ll9-ft-radius curve to I84 ft.
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When the truck driver took corrective action to
avoid an onconing vehícle the truck overturned. In
another accident (32) a gasoline truck traveling 55
to 60 mph overturned on a curve. The only speed
guide was a 50-mph speed limit sign. This truck
driver ¡rras also taking the curve a little wide and
sharpened the turn as the truck approâched another
vehicle, only to overturn.

In Denver, the inexperienced driver of a serni-
trailer truck, which was carrying Navy torpedoes,
goÍng from one Interstate to another missed a 2s-rnph
advisory speed and other visual cues and overturned
at 42.5 mph (33). À California study (34) exarnined
131 tank truck accidents and found that tank trucks
have three tirnes the rate of overturns of other
trucks for fatal and injury accidents and six tines
the rate of other trucks for property danage acci-
dents. About 50 percent of the accidents nere on
curves or rarnps, ând tank truck accident rates were
twice ås high as those for other trucks at night.
Two-thirds of the speed-related âccidents involved
overturn on a curve where the speed of the vehicle
was 55 mph or less. OnJ.y 14 percent, of the overturn
accidents involved speeds greater than 55 mph.

Several publications by Erwin (ë136) give an in-
dication that some trucks overturn at 0.24 to 0.45
grs. Researchers and AASHTo @) often believe that
the side frictÍon values of 0.12 to 0.30 that. are
used for roadway design are suffícient. Some even
state that motorists will accept a higher level of
discomforÈ on l-ovr-speed streets wlth Íntersecting
traffic, perhaps as high as 0.30 gts at 20 mph.

As cited in the NTSB investigations, truck
drÍvers take curves flatter initially and tighten up
the radius of the curve later. This phenornênon was
observed in studies involving pâssenger vehicles by
Glennon (39) in the early L970s. clennonrs data for
a 7-degree curve (818-ft radius) shor,, that the aver-
age minimum radius driven was 69I ft and the 85th
percentile radius v¡as 645 ftr 21 percent sharper
than what was designed. Data on the radii truck
drivers use on curves on ra¡nps need to be collected.

Not only do some trucks have a lor,r threshold for
overturn and drivers turn curves sharper than the
design for the curve, but trucks are also suscep-
tible to yaw divergence or instability. 'rYav, diver-
gence will lead to rollover in the absence of cor-
rectÍve steering âction or reduced speed. yavt

instability manifests itself as the tendency of a
vehiclers heading to diverge or increasingly point
away fron the direction of travelr' (39).

Griffith and cillespie (!'p.38) state that

By the nature of the way in vrhich the load
is carried, and the eray 1n which the rolt
resistance is shared atnong axles on conmer-
cial vehicles, their turning performance is
most often limited by loss of cornering
force on the reår axles of a truck or trac-
tor. When this occurs, spin-out foLlowsr
with a subsequent rlsk of rollover. The loss
of cornering force isr in part, a function
of the road surface and lts friction level.
In pure cornerlng naneuvers, the threshoLd
of instability occurs at rather moderate
slip conditions (3 to 5 degrees of slip an-
gle), where the cornering force propertles
are much rnore dependent on the etiffness of
the tire carcass than on the tlre-road coef-
ficient of friction. However, when braking
is also combined vrith cornering, brake slip
at the rear wheels will contrlbute to loss
of cornering force and subsequent Jackknife.
Consequently, the potential for thÍs type of
accident ia greatest when the vehicle is un-
loaded or when the tlre-road coefficient of
friction is low.
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This phenotnenon will occur at, about 0.20 gts if
the center of gravity is about 80 in. and the speed
is 40 nph. The greatest deterrent to yâw instability
is superelevation, which eli¡ninates the proble¡n un-
der normal conditions (39).

The author rs concern in this area is vrhether
roadway designers can provide enough nargin of
safety to truck drivers v¡ith curve advisory signs.
In addition, the author is concerned that at inter-
sections and on nerges roadway designers may taper
down or completely eliminate superelevation at crit-
ical locations, perhaps where the tank truck is be-
ginning to turn a sharper radius than that which was
designed.

Wet Pave¡¡ìent

The 1983 FARS data indicate that trucks are slightly
overrepresented in accfdents on wet, pave¡nent corn-

. pared with all other vehicles (16.7 versus 14.4 per-
cent). T¡ucks tend to be susceptible to jackknifing
on r,ret pâvement, because of lower lateral resistance.
In L977 the Safety Board investigators suspected
t,hat an enpty t.ruck mÍght have hydroplaned before
striking a van (å), but researchers claimed that
trucks could not hydroplane because of the high aír
pressure in their tires. Recent research (W.8.
Horne, Trâctor-Trailer .Iackknifing on Flooded pave-
rnents, working paper for TRB Conmlttee À2BO?, Jan-
uary 1985. and 40) Índicates that trucks can hydro-
plane and that the old formula should be adjusted to
account for the pattern of truck tires. A truck tire
at 40 to I00 psi will hydroplane at betvreen 50 and
60 mph. TypÍcally, at rnore than 55 rnph a truck tíre
wilI not dynanically hydroplane without combining
effects of viscous dynamic hydroplaning. The co¡n-
bined effects decrease cornering ablttty. lrlhen vehi-
cles encounter flooded surfaces, drivers rnust react
with proper steering input quickly and accurately
and correct when coning out of the flooded surface,
otherwise directional control wlII be lost.

Forces due to flooding can easily approach ?50 Ib
at. 60 nph when there is pondlng. Thls type of condi-
tion can create large turning mornents that can jack-
knife a vehicle.

The NTSB has investigated tlro accfdents involving
e¡npty trucks on ¡ret pavement. fn one accídent (ål
the roadway had an Ínconsistent. crown with a flat
spot 50 to 100 ft before impact on a 3.? percent up-
grade. In this accident the truck driver lost con-
trol. In â recent accident (2') involving an enpty
truck, unbalanced braking caused jackknifing to oc-
cur when the truck driver hit the brakes. For thÍs
accident the University of Mlchigan Transportat,íon
Research Instituters T3DRS:VI sinulation nas used to
examine the braking of the truck on r.ret pavernent. À
truck can jackknife fully in less than 5 to 6 sec on
wet pavenent. The model also indicated that trucks
wÍth balanced brakes jackknÍfe vrhen braked because
of the tractorrs proportioning val.ve or the 2 per-
cent cross sLope, or a combination of the two. The
model showed that the truck r,rould not have jack-
knifed on a high-friction surface even when the sur-
face was wet.

NÀSS data eere analyzed to deterrnine if enpty
trucks are more susceptibJ.e Èo accidents on v¡et
pavement. Unweighted and vreighted samples indicated
that enpty trucks tend to be in accidents on wet
pavenent tnore often than loaded trucks. Table 2
gives the NASS data for the weighted sanples.

Past studies (3.L,1?.) have aLso highlighted that
trucks are involved more freguently in accidents on
wet pavement. On the basis of 1977 BMCS data one re-
searcher (3.I) noted that Íret and sno¡ry pavernents
raised the accÍdent rates of alt trucks on all
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sure data' and conditions shouLd be separated and

studied individually. In addition' better statisti-
cal control is needed to avoid contradictory resuLts.

Another study (3-q) suggesteal that truck drivers
represent a more experíenceil segnent of the driving
population ând therefore may react differently in
potentially hazardous situations and thus may not
warrant 2.5 sec of perception anCl reaction time. In
the truck accidents NTSB investigated, cunulative or
short-terrn fatigue' experienced by 1on9-distance
truck drivers who may be bored or tired' inilicates a

need for longer reaction times.

NUMEROUS FACTORS

one of the first accidents the author investlgated
involved a gasoline truck (high center of gravity),
a ?2o-ft-long L2.6 percent downgrade, and a curve of
II7- to loo-ft radius at the bottorn of the grade
followed by a raiJ.road track with activated flashers
and stopped vehicles. The truck overturned and burst
into fla¡nes. The driving task eas perhaps too greatr
and an accident rras inìminent. Accidents often occur
when vehicle, human, and roadway environmental fac-
tors are deficient or mârginal.

CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMI,IENDATIONS

1. Future heavy-truck populations on sorne spe-
cific routes wiLl warrant additional roadway designs
for trucks.

2, Trucks often have deflciencies thât ¡nay hâve
to be accounted for in roadway and vehicle designs
because of the frequent occurrence of such defi-
cienciesr including

. Truck tires provide low friction Levelsi
' Brakes, especialty front brakesr are not

functional in 30 percent or tnore of the vehicles
inspected depending on the study cited; and

. If trucks have nonfunctioning brakes' the
load mây undergo a weight shift to those wheels
that would further depreciate braking capability.
3. Good solutions for runâvray trucks on short

steep grades approaching poputated areas $¡ith Lirn-
ited Land for escape ranps have not been developed'

4. Intersections âdjacent to special industries
such as wood or steel nills nay need to have special
curning ra¡nps to elininate load entry into adjacent
lanes.

5. At grade crossings trucks have special prob-
lems and crossings may have to be desÍgned for
trucks near sone industries. Trucks have audibility,
visibility, low clearancer accelerationr and expo-
sure problems at grade crossings.

6. Pavement roughness may cause uncontrollable
loss of truck steering due to broken springs' flât
tires, or other components.

7. Most bârriers placed before the early 1970s
are lneffective in redirecting a truck.

8. Trucks overturn frequently and nay turn over
vrhen centrifugal loads exceed 0.24 Eo 0.45 grs if
the driver can drive at the design radius of the
curve. often a driver creates a shârPer radius'

9. Trucks are overrepresented in accidents on

wet pavenent and tend to jackknife under many condi-
tions, such as unbalanced braking, Iack of brakest
or on low-friction surfacesr and can hydroPLane vthen

ttghtly loaded.
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ABSTRACT

Debat,es about changes in federal truck size and vreight limits have emphasized
safety as a rnajor Íssue, and in a1r cases it has been found that adequate in-
forrnation concerning the sâfety irnplications of the proposed changes has been
lacking. Arthough size and r.reight issues have recently dominated FHWA's con-
cerns about truck safetyr there are many questions and issues rerated to rarge
truck safety on the highway t,hat are stilr unresoLved. rn this pâper are dis-
cussed preliminary findÍngs that read up to a stucly plan of data needs neces-
sary to address lårge truck safety issues in a systematic ¡nanner. First, the
critical t.ruck safety issues that need to be resolved so that FHWA and the
states can make better infor¡ned decisions åbout truck operation restrictions or
modifications to the highiray system are identified. Next, data elenents re-
guired to anâIyze t,hese issues are identified. Thê ability of existing data
bases to provide these ele¡nents is discussed as are alternate methods for col--
Iectj.ng nonavailable data.

Accident Data Needs for Truck Safety Issues

HUGH W. McGEE

To resolve an issue, t.est a hypothesis, or merely go
on a problern-searching expedit.ion, data t.o analyze
are needed. These data must be of the right kind and
in sufficient quantity to permit statistically valid
analyses.

It, is also true, or at least it shoutd be, that.
data are collectêd for a specific purpose. That isr
the data are, or are anticipâted to be, used to
develop stat,istics that are analyzed to present
trends, identify problems, develop relationships,
and perform evaluations.

In sunmary, data requirements are dictâted by
current or anticipated issues that need to be re-
sol-ved. More specific to the thene of this symposium,
truck data needs are, in part, a function of truck
safety issues. This should be an obvious point, but.
it is one that. is too often overlooked in dãta col-
Lection systems.

In this paper are presented what this author be-
lieves are the minimum truck data that are reguired
for addressing key truck safety issues, particularly
those relevant to the highway conmunity. The paper
is focused on âccident and exposure data requl,red
for truck accident studies. It is recognized that
there are other t,ruck issues and, therefore, data
ele¡nents that are important to the highway comrnunity.
these are not discussed here.

TRUCK SAFETY ISSUES

The first step in identifying truck safety data needs
is to define what, the truck safety issues are or are
likely to be. More specifically, erhat are the truck
safety issues that can be addressed through tradi-
tional accident analyses?

To ident,ify these issues, representatives of the
various operating offices of the FlIl{À (e.g., Office
of Traffic Operat,ions, Office of Highway planning)
were interviewed. Additional input came from the
Iiterature (i.e., what íssues were being raised and
evaluated by others). Finally, a panel of researchers
experienced in truck accident studies offered their
opinions regarding truck safety issues.

These activities resulted in t.he identification

BeLlono-l'lccee, Inc., 410 pine Street, S.8., Vienna,
va. 22180.

of 66 issues. However, many of these were interre-
Lated and some were not resolvable t.hrough tradi-
tional âccÍdent analyses. A Iist of those issues
that are considered to be the highest priority truck
safety issues follolrs.

. What is the safety record of various truck
types and v¡hat variables influence their safety?

. What is the relationship of gross weight to
truck safety?

. What is the relationship of truck tength (or
trailer length) to truck safety?

. What is the relationshÍp of the type of high-
$ray to truck type?

. Where do truck accidents occur on various
highway types and does this vary by truck type?

. How is truck safety affected by critical geo-
metric elements such as J.ane wÍdth, shoulder width,
degree of curvature, grade, and so forth?

. What is t.he reLationship of traffic volume
(and truck volu¡ne) to truck safety?. In what type of accidents are different types
of trucks involved?

. Àre restrictions of trucks by tane or tine of
day effective safety measures?

. What is the incidence of drivers under the
influence of aJ.cohol, drugs, or fat.igue in truck
accidents?

. Àre various types of barrier systems (e.g.,
guardrail, concrete safety shape¡ impact attenuators)
effective in reducing truck accident severity?

The order of listing in no way signifies the order
of priority. It should be emphasized that these is-
sues are, for the most pârt, highway oriented and
therefore within the interests of FHWA and, presum-
ably, state highway departments. No doubt there are
other valid issues that are of high priorit,y to other
organizations and agencies.

Also, except for a fev, specific ones, these issues
tend to be global issues for which more specÍfic
subissues could be fornulated. Indeed, the first
issue could be considered an ,,u¡nbrella" issue for
nearly all of the others listed. This is so because
in order to determine vrhat variables affect truck
âccident rates, consideration must be given to var-
ious characteristics of t.he truck, the driver, the
highway, and the environnent.
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GENERAL DATA REQUIR3MENTS

After what vrere believed to be the critical safety
issues related to truck safety were identified, tt¡e
next effort wâs to identify the data elements that
would be needed.

In any evaluation of híghway safety using acci-
dent rates as a measurer there are two types of data.
The first, of course, is the accident data them-
seLves. oepending on the issue, various data on the
accident may be required. These rnay range fron a

sinple count of accidents involving a certain vehicle
type to a specific aspect of the accidenb (e.9.,
r¿hen it occurred, type of accident, actions before
the accident, driver condition).

Accident measures are typically expressed as ac-
cident rates (i.e.' accidents per mile of highway or
more commonly accidents per vehicle nÍIes traveled).
The denominator that provides the rate calcuLation
is typically expressed as the exposure value. Hence,
the second principal type of data is the exposure of
the vehicles.

Exposure data are i¡nportant because they are
crucial to calculâting the actual lÍkelihood of an

accident. To be meaningful, the exPosure data ¡nust
be related to the variable (issue) being evaluated.
For example, if an accident rate for double-trailer
trucks with a van trailer configuration is being
soughtr then the voLu¡ne of these trucks over the
study section is needed as well- as the number of
accidents.

with regard to the first issue Listed previously
(i.e., what is the safety record of various truck
types and what variables influence their safety?) 'if a researcher were asked what factors are likely
t.o influence truck accident rates, he would likely
identify quite a few. This is r'¡hat was done by a
panel of five experts in the field of accident re-
search.

The following subsections give the factorsr hence
the types of datâ, that it was thought necessary to
consider in addressing this basic issue. The factors
are grouped into truck factors r driver factors,
highway factorsr traffic factors, and environmental
condition factors. Collectively there are 27 factors,
not including possible subcategories.

Truck Factor Data Elements

I. TyPe
2. Number of axles

' Tractor
. Trailer

3. TraÍIer tYPe
4. Cab tYPe
5. Cargo tYPe
6. Width
7. Length

. OveraLl

. Tractor
' Trailer or trailers

8. Ifeight
' Gross
. Net cargo

9. rriP tYPe
10. Carrier tYPe
11. Condition of vehicle equipnent

Driver Factor Data Elenents

1. Age
2. Driving exPerience

' Trucks in general
. ParticuLar truck
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Driver Factor Data Elements

3. Hours of service
4. Driving record
5. Driver training

Highr,rav Factor Data Elenents

l. Highway type
. Function
. Access control
. Nunber of lanes
. Divided or undivided
. Design speed

2. Geometric elements
. Curve
. Grade
. Passing or no-passing zone
. Interchange
. Inbersection
. work zone

' Lane r,ridth
' shoulder vtidth

3. Location
. urban or rural
' State

Traffic Factor Data Elenents

1. volune
. Àverage daily trâffic
. Hour1y traffic

2. Level of service
3. Truck volune
4. Percentage of trucks
5. speed

Environmental Factor Data Ele¡nents

1. Temporal
. Season
. Tirne of day

2. Pavement conditions
3. Light conditions
4. Visibility conditions

Îf it is truly believed that all of these factors
affect truck accident rates, albeit to varying levels
of significance, then, to be stati.stically accurate,
an experimental design that would ensure that there
is enough of a sample (in this case accidents and
exposure) to establish a teLiabLe estimate of each
specific ceÌt accident rater should be developeal.
Clearly¡ the samplê size reguirenents r,rould be quite
J-arge and probably unattainable within reasonable
periods of time and with available resources.

consequently, to reduce the data collection task
to a ¡nanageabLe levelr some judgnents rnust be ¡nade

about those variables of prinary interest and those
that can be accepted a priori as insignificant or
sirnply ignored. For exampler what if it were true
that trucks with cab-over-engÍne tractors experienced
a higher injury rate than cab-behinil-engine tractors?
i{hat if it v¡ere also true that double-trailer trucks
had a tnuch greater percentage of cab-over-engine
tractors than single-trailer trucks? Thenr assurning
all other factors were accounteil forr if doubles had

a higher accident rate than singlesr it could be
attributed, at least in part¡ to the tractor type
rather than to the trailer configuration. This would
have been indeterminable if the cab type had not
been included as a ¿lata element and considered in
the analysís.
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It. is these possible relationships t.hat argue for
more rather than fe$¡er factors being included in the
experinental design ând, hence, data elements. Still,
resources and time are limited, so consideration
nust be given to reducing the number of factors
(variables) and strata r,¡ithin a factor.

A list, of factors was developed that should be
considered a minimu¡n. These factors and the strata
assigned for the factors (variables) dictate the
data eLements. In the next few sections these factors
are discussed in more detail.

SPECIFIC DATA ELE¡I1ENTS

Truck Type

One of the most critical issues is the ability to
differentiate the sâfety of various truck types.
Types of trucks can be described in many ways de-
pending on the specific issue at hand. Indeed, a
truck could be classified according to its

. Nutnber of âxles,
' Number of trailers,
. Trailer type,
' Tractor (cab) type,
. weight, and
' Lengtb and r,ridth.

Here, truck type is considered to be t.he general
description of the truck as determined by the con-
figuration of the power unit (tractor) and the cargo
unit or units. It ís therefore the lowest order or,
expressed another wayr the leâst specific classifi-
cation of trucks. Under this assurnption the following
truck types are of concern for safety issues.

14. Single-unit t.ruck--all trucks vrith the cargo
unit and tractor on a single fra¡ne having tvro or
more axles with at least. six tires (2-0 and 3-A).

lB. Single-unit truck with trailer--a single-unit
truck puÌLing any type of trailer (2-I, 2-2, 2-3,
3-2, 3-3).

2. Tractor-senitrailer (semi)--a truck combina-
tion consisting of a tractor with two or more axleç
ând â semitrailer with one or nore axles (2s-I, 2s-21
3s-1, 3S-2).

3. Tractor-semi plus fuIl trailer (double)--a
truck combination consisting of a tractor with tr.¡o
or ¡nore axles, a semitrailer with one or more axles,
and a full trailer vrith one or more axles (2SI-2,
2s2-2, 3Sl-2, 352-2',).

or

34. Turnpike double--three-axle tractor and tiro
two-axle se¡nitrailers each 40 to 45 ft long coupled
by a two-axle dolly.

38. Rocky-Mountain double--a three-axle tractor'
a two-axle 40- to 45-ft senitraiLer, a one-axle
dolly, and a second 27- to 28-ft single-axLe semi-
tra iler .

3C. Twin-trailer truck--a doubLe trailer truck
with a two- Òr three-axle tractor and two single-axle
semitrâilers, each usually 27 or 28 ft long, coupled
by a single-axle dolly.

4. Tractor-se¡ni pLus fulL plus fuLl- trailer
(triple)--a truck cornbination consisting of a tr¡o- or
three-axle tractor, a semitrailer with one or more
axles, and tno full trailers with one or nore axÌes
each.
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Note that this classification schene yields four,
five, sixr or seven truck typesr depending on the
level of detaiL.

The s¡nalLest strâta ¡,rould aIIor,, distinction of
four truck types:

L. Single-unit truck (straÍght),
2. Tractor-semitrailer (single),
3. Tractor-semitrailer-full trailer (double) 

' and
4. Tractor-semitraii.er-full trailer-fu11 trailer

(triple).

The largest strata classification vrould distin-
guish between single-unit trucks with and without a
trailer and aLso would establish three separate types
of doubles: the so-called turnpike double, the
Rocky-Mountain double, and the twin-trailer double.
These three types of doubles are different enough in
terms of their configuration and operation that they
should be evaluated separately.

The obvious truck characteristic missing from
this classification is the number of axLes. This is
so because it was beLieved that the number of axles
does not significantly affect safety. If this prernise
is accepted, there is no reason to be able to dis-
tinguish the number of axles in either the accident
or the exposure data.

For accident data. the truck classifications
recommended can only be discerned from the Bureau of
Motor Carrier Safety (BMCS), Fatal Accident Report-
ing Systems (FARS), and National Accident Sampling
System (NASS) data bâses. OnJ.y five states current.ly
have an accident report forn that can distinguish
between a single- and double-trailer truck type. Con-
sequently, to determine truck type in accident in-
volvement wiII require a special data collection
e ffor t.

On the exposure side, truck cLâssifÍcations are
established on the basis of the number of axles and
traiLers, so it is possible to distinguish among
straight trucks, and single- and double-trailer corn-
binations. However, the different types of doubles
(i.e., i'restern versus Rocky Mountain versus twin
trailer) cannot. be dist,inguished by current traffic
counting systens.

Truck Length

The relationship of truck length to truck safety
still remains an unresolved key issue. On the basis
of safety, just hov, Iong can trailers or the total
tractor-trailer or traiLers conbination be aIlo$red
to be? There are valid argunents for evaluating both
trailer length and overall length, but it is believed
that overalL length is the rnore reÌevant highway
safety issue. The only exception to this statenent
is, perhaps, the specific issue of turning trucks
and offtracking. Longer trailers and more specifi-
caIIy longer wheelbases are rnore critical than is
overall length.

Àssuming t,hat overaLJ. length is accepted as the
key variable' it must be possible to distinguish' as
a ninimun, total truck i.ength in both the accident
and the exposure data. For accident dataf overall
truck length is avaiLable from the BMCS and the NASS
data base. However, none of the states currently
records either overall truck length or trailer length
on their police accident report form.

For exposure, truck length is not generally
available from truck cl.assification or lreight sur-
veys. Hence, this requires a speciaL data collection
effort. The technology for identifying vehicle length
is still developing and therefore not yet being used
to any significant degree.
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Truck ¡{eight

Maximum allowable gross and axle vreight is certainly
an issue related to pavement and bridge structure
performance. weight is aLso a critical safety issue.
Hence, it is a necessary data elernent for a compre-
hensive analysis of truck safety.

Gross vreight of t.rucks involved in accidents is
available fro¡n both the BMCS data and the NASS data
base. The problen with the BMCS r,reight data is that
they are self-reported and therefore susceptible to
underreporting for overr.reight trucks. None of the
states reports gross weight, on police accident report
forms.

Gross weight exposure dâta are available from
truck weigh stations for some classes of roads.
However, the weights obtained from these are often
not representative of the lower and overvreight
stratun because drivers of overweight trucks, ar,rare
thât the vreigh scales âre open, bypass them by using
alternate routes. Also, trucks are sometines allowed
to pass by the scales if it is observed that they
are empty.

The technology for portabl-e and weigh-in-motion
devices is improving¡ which should ¡nake it more
feasible to collect reliable weight data for a
variety of highlrây types.

Trailer Type

The relative safety of trucks with different trailer
(cargo) types i,ras not identified as a high-priority
issue. Still it is a required data element for the
follor,ring reâson. There are nunerous types of trailer
configurations for both straight trucks and tractor-
semitrailer combinations. Hovrever, for double- and
triple-trailer combinations, there are relatively
few trailer types, primariJ.y Ii¡nited to enclosed
vans, r.rith some tankers, bulk comnodityr and automo-
bile trailers. An analysis of singles versus double-
trailer combinations would be more reliabLe if
similar trailer conbinations vrere compared. This
would ensure that any effect due to trailer type is
controlled.

To do this it is necessary to identify trailer
type in the accident and exposure data collection
systen. Thêre arê nunerous traiLer types, so to
minimize the classification st,râta, the following
classification scheme is suggested.

1. van--cargo is conpletely hidden from viewi
cargo unit has soLid top, sides, front, and rear.

2. Tank, liquid carrier--may have different con-
figurations but contains a liquid substânce.

3. Platform--flat cargo-carrying unit with no
sides or top structure.

4. Bulk corunodity--loose or se¡niloose solids
carrier (e.9., agricultural products' cement) has
sides but no hard top.

5. AIl other cargo body types.

!lssentiaJ.ly four distinct trailer types are estab-
lished with all others grouped in a fifth class.

For accident datar trailer type is avaiLable fro¡n
the BMcs data but the classifications are not the
same as suggested here. This is true of the NASS

data base as weLl. cargo or trailer type are not
identified on any state accident rePorting system.

For exposure datar there are no currently avail-
able trailer type classification counts. Unfortu-
nately, this is one truck characteristic that cannot
be recorded automatical.ly and reguires manual obser-
vatÍon.
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Type of operator

A factor that is believed to be related to truck
safety is operator type. By this is meant the classi-
fication of the truck driver by employment status.
It has been hypothesized that owner-operators are
overinvolved in truck accidents compared with em-
ployees of either corrunon or private fleet operâtors.
If this is true, this factor should be considered in
the desÍgn of any analysis of accident rates by truck
tyPe.

There are basically two classes of operators: (a)
owner-operators vrho or,rn the tractor and possibly the
trailer and (b) employed drivers r,rho are hired to
operate rigs owned by someone else. This is one of
the more difficult data iterns to acquire. It is not
availabLe from BMCS, FARS' or NASS and none of the
states records this on the police accident report.
for¡n. Consequently, it has to be obtained from sup-
ple¡nental investigations, such as a ¡nail or phone
survey as was done by the University of Michiganrs
Transportation Research Institute.

Exposure data for this variable are likewise not
readily available and are not being collected in any
data collection syste¡n. These data, too, r,rill require
supp).enental surveys conducted on the road at weigh
stations, truck stops, rest areas, ând other places.

Ilriver Age

The age of the driver has been found to correlate
with accidents in generaL, and this appears to carry
over to truck drivers as well. older, more experi-
enced truck drivers have a better accident rate than
young, inexperienced drivers. If this is true, age
may be an influencing variable in the issue of the
relative safety of singles versus doubles because it
has been claimed that drivers of double-trailer
trucks are general.ly the older and more experienced
drivers. If so, age shouJ.d be considered in the
analysis.

The age of the driver is an easily obtainable
data element for the accident data conponent. It is
available from the police accident report. However,
obtaining truck-type nileage by driver age will re-
quire special field surveys.

Highr,¿ay Type

From the perspective of the highway engineering com-
munity, a key issue is to be able to identify the
relationship of truck safety to highway type. It has
long been recognized that accident rates vary by
highway type as well as other influencing variables,
so it can be expected that trucks experÍence dif-
ferent accident rates on different highl'ray types'
and, perhaps' this difference varies atnong the truck
types.

There currently is no formal "highway type" clas-
sification. Highways can be classified by any number
of factors including

1. Function,
2. Access control.
3. Number of lanes
4. Divided or undividedr
5. Lane or pavement width, and
6. Design speed.

To develop a highway type cLassification system,
the percentage of nileage and vehicle miles traveLed
for highways defined by the first four of the factors
noted previously vras determined. Frorn bhat anal.ysis
the fotlowing highv¡ay types ¡,rere established.
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Urban

t. fnterstates and other freevrays and expreas-
ways, ¡nore than two Lanes, divided¿ full access con-
trol.

2. Interstates and other freeways and express-
v,rays. tnore than two lanes, divided, partial access
control.

3. Other principal arterials, t!,ro 1anes, un-
divided, no access control.

4. Other prlncipal arterials, more than two
Ianes, dÍvided, no access control.

5. Other principal arterials, tnore than trro
lanes, undivided, no access control.

6. Minor arterials, two lanes, undivided, no
access control.

7. Mínor arterials, more than two lanes, divided,
no access control.
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9. Minor collectors, two lanesr undivided, no
access control.

This classification yields nine types of urban high-
nays and nine types of rural highways.

SUMMÀRY

It is believed that the key variables that influence
truck safety include

. Truck type,. Truck length,

. Truck trailer type,. ltruck r,reÍght,. Driver type,. Driver age, and. Higheay type.

These variables should dictate the experimental de-
sign and sanpling requirements. and both accident
and exposure data, as a nLnimum, have to be obtained
for these variables.
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8. Minor arterials, more than trro
divided, no access control.

9. Collectors, two lanes, undivided¡
control.

1anes. un-

no accesa

Rural

I. Interstatesr more than two lanes, divided,
full access control.

2. Other principal arterials, two lanes, un-
divided, no access control.

3. Other principal arterials, nore than tsro
J.anes, divided¡ full access control.

4. Other principal arterials, ¡nore than two
lanes¡ dfvided, partial access control.

5. OÈher principal arterial6. rnore than two
lanes, divided, no access control.

6. Minor arterials, tvro lanes, undivided, no
access control.

7. Minor arterials, more than tr,ro lanes¡ dividedr
no access control.

8. Major collectors, ëwo lanes, undivided, no
access control.
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the Interstate syste¡n frorn 181000 to 20r000 Ib for
single axles, fro¡n 32'000 to 341000 1b for tanden
axles, and from 73r280 to 80'000 lb gross vehicle
weight.

Sweeping changes to truck size and weight lÍmits
v¡ere made in the Surface Transportation Assistance
Act (STAA) of 1982. First, federal gross vehicle
weight limits and axÌe weight limits on t.he Inter-
state systen were ¡nade mininum as vrelL as maximum to
compel the three "barrier" states along the Missis-
sippi River to raise their weight limits on the rn-
terstate system to the federal maxi¡nu¡n. Second. fed-
eral requirenents concerning vehicle lengths vrere
estabLished for the first tirne. States were required
to pernit co¡nbinations with tv¡o 28-ft trailing units
and co¡nbinations with a single 48-ft se¡nitrailer on
Interstate and designated Federal-Aid prinary high-
ways, and they vrere prohibited from imposing overalJ.
Iength limits for semitrailer and double-botton corn-
binations on those highvrays. Third, the 1982 sTÀA
increased the maxinu¡n width of trucks that states
were required to permit on Interstate and designated
prinary highways from 96 to 102 in.

Irnplernenting the vehicle length and width provi-
sions of the 1982 STAA was difficult. One reason for
this difficulty was that the only criteria specified
by Congress for designating highways grere that seg-
nents be safe for the larþer vehicles and that the
segnents for¡n a "national networkr" which implies a
considerable degree of route continuity. There was
little firm evidence, however¡ to determine what
highway design characteristics nould be unsafe for
vehicles with the di¡nensions specified by the STAA.

Sections 138 and 415 of the 1982 STAA, which
called for a study of the feasibility of allowing
truck combinations up to 110 ft in length to operate
on a 1i¡nited systern of highways, also required an
anal.ysis of the safety of large trucks on various
highway types. In the limited time available for
that study, little origÍnal. research could be con-
ducted on access needsr equipment reguirenents,
driver qualifications, operational restrictions. and
other factors that affect the safe operation of
longer combinations. Potential safety inpacts could
only be discussed in general terns on the basis of
the limited research that had been done by states
that currently per¡nit the operation of turnpike
doubles. Rocky-Mountain doubles. and triples. ùluch
more research ís required on the operational and
safety problems of longer combinations.

Large-Truck Safety Research

ùI. D. FRT.]ITAS

In 1975 a new research project was initiated in the
federally coordinated program of highway research
and develop¡nent in response to a need for better
informacion concerning the safety inplications of
increased truck size and weight li¡nits. This project
was designated Project IU, "Safety Aspects of In-
creased Size and weight of Heavy Vehicles." In recent
years this project has been expanded to include more
general truck safety issues, and the title has bêen
changed to "Large Truck safety Research."

BACKGROUND

The trucking industry has experienced phenomenal
growth in the last several decadesi there have been
significant increases in the volume of trucks,
especially large combinations, on many highways.
Trucks novr represent ¡nore than 20 percent of the
vehicles on so¡ne major arterials. The average size
of trucks has gradually increased over the yeârst
and twin-trailer combinations have become common in
many vrestern states. Às the volumes of large con-
¡nercial notor vehicles have grown, public concern
about the safety of those vehicles has also in-
creased. Not only are large conbinations perceived
as having poor hândling and perfornance characteris-
tics, but there is also concern about the increasing
discrepancy betvleen the size of trucks and passenger
vehicles that are sharing the same roadway.

Federal and state regulations have generally
li¡nited increases in the sizes and weights of com-
¡nercial motor vehicles. À11 states regulate truck
dimensions such as length, width, axle weights' and
gross vehicle weight, and federal statutes required
states to restrict vehÍcle width¡ axle weight and
spacing, and gross vehicle weight on the Interstate
systen.

The original federal 1i¡nits were established in
the Federal-Aid Highway Act. of 1956r the sane act
that authorized the first expendltures for the In-
terstate highway system. Those lirnits were intended
to protect the federal investment in the Interstate
system. In 1974r in response to the oil embargot
Congress increased the federal weight Ii¡nits, which
permitted states to increase their weight li¡nits on

FHwÀ, U.S. Department of TransPortation, Turner
Fairbank Higheray Reseârch Center, 6300 Georgetovtn
Pike, McLean, Ya. 22]-OI.

ABSTPÂCT

Federal truck size and weight limits have existed since L956. Their original
intent !.ras to protect the federal investment in the Interstate syste¡n. These
limits were maximu¡n allowable limits. Minor chânges were rnade to these limits,
but they remained ¡naximum all-owable. The Surface Transportation Assistance Act
(STAÀ) of 1982 changed all that. Federal limits became mandatory ¡ninirnuns and
for the first time vehicle tength was incLuded. The establíshment of a national
truck network was also included in the 1982 STAÀ. To clearly understand the
problems facing t.he highway comrnunity in implernenting the truck size and weight
provisions of the 1982 STAÀ, it is necessary to fully understand those provi-
sions. In this paper a history of t,he federal size and weight linits is pre-
sented, the nev¡ ti¡nits are explained, and so¡ne of the critical issues that have
surfaced during inplernentation of these provisÍons are described.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The original object,ive of Project IU was to deter-
mine the impâct of increases in truck size and weight
limits on highway safety ând to develop cost-effec-
tive solutions to identified safety problê¡ns. fn
recent years the objective has been expanded to in-
cLude the identÍfication of truck safety problems
related to highway design or operation and the
development of counterrneasures.

The project can be divided into four basic areas
of research, generally referred to as tasks. The
first t,ask, "AccÍdent, Investigation of Large Trucksr,,
includes all the studies in the project involving
accident and exposure data collect.ion analysis. The
second task, rrEffect. of targe Trucks on safety of
Traffic Operations," inc.Ludes studies that invoLve
the interaction of trucks with various highway design
elements, such as grades, interchanges, two-lane
roads, and intersections. The third task, ',The Effect,
of Truck Size on the Interaction of Trucks r,rith Other
Vehiclesr'r j.nvolves t,he investigation of t.he effect
of trucks on other vehicles. Research on automobile
driver behavior as well as splash and spray is in-
cluded in this task. The fourth task, "Safety lrnpact
of Large Truck Dynamicsrú focuses on vehicLe han-
dIing. Tt incLudes the development and use of vehicle
simulat,ion models as well as fuIl-scale testing of
large trucks.

PAST ÀND ONGOING RESEÀRCH

The first study conducted in project lU was the most
ambitious, the most controversial, and has drawn the
nost, attention since its inception in 1925. The con-
tract was titled, 'rThe Effect of Truck Size and
Weight on Accident Experience and Traffic Opera-
tions¡" but it has been connonly referred to as the
BioTech study because it was conducted by BioTech-
nology, Inc. (Ir¿). This contract eras, in reality¡
tvro separate studies that were awarded as one con-
tract. It is the first, port,ion of the contract, which
<Íea1s with t.ruck accidents, that has drawn all the
att,ention.

Effects of Trucks on Accidents

This st,udy attempted to address the basic guestion
of how various t,ruck characteristics (especially
truck size and ireight variables) influence t.ruck
accident experience. To acconplish this, an ambitious
data coLlection scheme was developed. Six states
were selected partly on the basis of the range of
truck types conmon to those states. Individual road-
r"ay seg¡nents were then selected in each stat,e to
represent various roadway types and characteristics.

for I L/2 years, detailed accident data r¿ere col-
lected for êach large truck accident. at each site.
These data included detailed descriptions of the
trucksr roadways, drivers, environmentâl conditions,
and accidents. At the same time, detailed classifi-
cat,ion data were being collected using auto¡nated
cameras and surveys at truck scales. These data vrere
used to câlculate vehicle ¡niles of travel by truck
and driver characteristics.

These data were then used to calculate accident
rates t.hat, could be co¡npâred to determine the in-
fluence of various factors on truck accident experi-
ence. The two primary issues that $rere to be ad-
ilressed in this study, vehicle weight and truck type'
resuLted in the two most interesting and cont.rover-
siaL results of the study. The truck type analysis
concluded t.hat twin-trailer combinations, or doubles,
experienced higher accident rates than did tractor-
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semit,rail-er combinations, or singles. The truck
weight anaLysis concluded that increased truck weight
did not increase truck accident rates. The anatysis
of truck ireight data indicated that empty combina-
tions experienced much higher accident rates than
loaded trucks.

These t$ro conclusions were quite controversial.
Reviews of the report by representatives of the
trucking industry pointed out many errors in the
report and in the way the study r.ras conducted. They
generally dismissed the reportts conclusions as in-
accurate or unsubstantiated. A Later, much rnore ex-
tensive review pointed out many problems with the
way data were collected and analyzed. Although the
inpact of these various criticis¡ns on the accuracy
of the study conclusions has never been determined,
they have severeLy reduced the credibility of this
study.

Effects of Trucks on Trâffic operations

The second portion of this contract dealt with the
effect. of truck size and weight on traffic opera-
tions. A nu¡nber of geonetric conditions were selected
under which it vras hypothesized that larger or
heavier trucks might influence traffic operâtions.
The selected geometries were upgrades (short, long,
slight, steep), downgrades (long, steep), curves
(freeway, nonfreeway), grade-curve combinations,
rnerge areas, ramps, and urban intersections. MaÈched
weight and operational data were gathered at these
sites on nearly 61000 trucks ranging in gross $reight
from approxirnateJ.y 20'000 to 160r000 lb. Operational
measures including volu¡nes, speedsr and vehicle
headways were obtained for many different traffic
condit,ions and roadway geometries by using electronic
roadÍray sensors. From these data, accident potential,
vehicle delay, and passing behavior erere anâlyzed
for the various roadway conditions.

Three general issues were examined: (a) whether
t,rucks with different loads or configurations have
different i¡npacts on traffic operations; (b) whether
t,here are correlations a¡nong truck characteristics
and traffic speed, headway, and other measures of
traffic operations; and (c) whether the effect of
truck $reight on speed can be predicted. Anong the
findings of the study v¡ere that (a) Ioaded vehicles
and doubles traveled slower, deviated rnore from the
average speed of other traffic, and caused following
vehicles to decelerate faster and leave shorter
headways on upgrades than empty Erucks and singles'
respectively; (b) truck length does not have a sig-
nificant effect on traffic operationsi (c) the ¡nost
serious safety problems caused by large trucks are
on up,grades¡ and (d) statisticalLyr only about one-
third of the effects of trucks on traffic operations
could be explained by differences in truck size and
weight for the range of sizes and weights tested.

Informat.ion About Trucks and Àutomobile Drivers

Many notorists experience anxiety v¡hen driving near
Iarge co¡n¡nercial motor vehicles. The FHWA vras con-
cerned that such anxieties might, influence the driv-
ing performance and behavior of some notorists and
actually create unsafe driving situations. In other
r¡ords, the truck would contribute to accidents just
by being therei the autotnobile drÍvers, while pass-
ing, merging, or otherwise interacting with these
large trucks, might. behave in an unsafe nanner be-
cause of concern about a big truck.

Two studies were initiated to examine this issue.
One specifically addressed the influence of truck
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size on driver behavior¡ the second examined driver
attitudes toward larger trucks.

The first study' titled "The Effect of Truck Size

on Driver Behaviorr" was conducted by the Institute
for Research (3). As Part of this study, several
specific auto¡õbiIe-truck interaction situations
were selected for study. Specifically, the infLuence
of truck length and configuration v¡as examined at a

freeway entrance merger a main-line lane changet and

a narrow bridge. Truck width was studied in a rural
tr,¡o-laner two-!,ray passing situation' The influence
of tengti and configuration vras also examined in a

tvro-1aner tvto-vJay passing situation¡ but problerns

were experienced with data collection durinq this
experirneit and no resuLts were obtained' Field work

involved the collection of ¡nicroscopic traffic ¡nea-

sures using the Traffic Evaluåtor system, photo-
graphic data, and observations of erratic naneuvers
and vehicle types. In general, the study did not
indicate any serious driver behavioral problems as-
sociated with the Presence of large trucks'

One experinent consisted of operating a wÍde truck
on a narrow tl'ro-Iane road to deternine the behavior
of autonobile drivers in passing situations' In gen-

eralr automobile drivers did adjust their driving
behavior as trucks got wider, but not in an unsafe
manner. Lateral placenentr gap acceptancet and fol-
J.owing distânce all changed but within reasonable
levels.

Another experiment examined the effect of truck
length on the merging and weaving behavior of auto-
rnobile drivers. To quote the authors of the report
(3,p.14) :

whíIe there v¡ere nore forced lane changesr
gore encroachments, and braking neâr the
Lriple trâilêr co¡nbinations in the merging
situation and more lane changes in front of
the triple in a weaving situation, it is
possible that these effects were due to lower
speeds of the tripler !¡hich r'ras interjected
into the traffic stream for study purPosesi
hence, the effect may have been due to vehi-
cle speed rather than configuration.

Thusr there was no basis for an indict-
¡nent of increased truck length regarding the
safety of nearby vehicles. On the other hand

the eeaknesses in the data precluiled any
strong conclusions regarding the absence of
deleterious effects.

The cornpanion study' entitled "Motoristsr Atti-
budes Towards Large Trucksr" r¿as intended to survey
driver attitudes to determine whether certain truck
configurations create high levels of anxiety or con-

""rn 
ln specific driving situatlons. Administrative

problensr however, prevented the study from being
completed.

Brakinq and Handling Characteristics of Heavv Trucrc

one hypothesis concerning larger and heavier trucks
was that increases in size and weight would adversely
affect the braking and handling properties of these
vehicles. several studies were initiated simulta-
neously to begin to address this issue.

The purpose of the first study $'as to develop or
motlify ì vehicle simulation nodel to analyze the
braking and handling ability of large trucks' In
this s1udy, the Highway safety Research Institute
(HSRI), näw known ãs the University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute (IJMTRI) 

' 
moilified

their hantli.ing and performance ¡node1 to allow anal"y-
sà" oe ¡nultitrailei combinations and to meet other
FHI{À specifications. The second study was simply an
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effort to nake several fulL-scale tests of large
trucks to validate the ¡nodel described' This study
was conducted by the lexas Transportation rnstitute'
The third study involved the development and fabri-
cation of an instrumentation package to be used in
later fult-scale truck-hândling tests' This contract
$ras conducted by Systems Technologyt Inc'

None of these studies resulted in any actual
exâminations of vehicLe handling. ALI three studies
v¡ere aimed at developing usefu!- tools for vehicle-
handling research. As such, they served as a lead-in
to a náior truck-handling stualy conducted by UMTRI

as part of Project LU. The final report of that

"l.aï' 
tÍtted "influence of size and weight vari-

ablei on the stabitity anal Control ProPerties of
Heavy Trucksr" is being prepared for publication (4)'

es tne title indicates, this study exanined how

variations in truck size and weight influenced the
braking and handLing ability of large trucks' The

study included both vehicle simulations and fu11-
scalã testing. six general issues were addressed in
the final report: axle weights' gross vehicle weight'
Iength of individual units or overall vehicles' types
of multitrailer combinations, vehicle widthr and

bridge formuLa constraints.
Tire conclusions are too extensive to list here

but two concLusions are especially worthy of discus-
sion because of their ti¡neLiness and the interest
õ"n"t"t"¿ by them. The firsb involves various nulti-
lraiter combinations and a phenomenon known as "rear-
ward ampJ.ification. " This is a characteristic of

^uftiunil 
vehicles in which the lateral acceleration

experienced by the first unit in a quick evasive

^un"ru"t 
is amplified rearward to such an extent

that the rearmost unit could be caused to rÕ11- over '
A comparison of various truck configurations

deter¡nined that western twin-trailer combinations
àna tripfe-trailer combinations exhibited the highest
anplifiãation ratios (lateral acceleration of the
reãr¡nost traÍler,/lateral acceleration of the tractor)

"i[tt 
ttt" tripJ.e experiencing an arnplification ratio

of 3 to 1. other research conducted by Uy¡ÎRI for
Canada indicates that i¡nproved coupling mechanisms

could reduce these amplification ratios and reduce

the opportunity for rear-trailer rollover accidents'
À second important conclusion of the study about

vetricle width las that increasing truck etidths fron
96 to LO2 in. might be one of the ¡nost important

i*p-rr.rn.nt" to vehicle dynarnics possibì'e' Widening

tråctor-se¡nitrailer cornbinations could result in
irftott"ment" in rollover threshol'ds of up to 18 per-

""rrt 
(if both the tractor ancl trailer are wÍdened) '

To realize the fulL inprovenent in stabilityr hor'r-

êvêr¡ â Lo2-in-wide trailing unit must be equipped

with wider axles than are used on a 96-in-wide unit'
The wider tire and spring spacings significantly
irnprove the rollover threshold'

Cargo Shifting in Trucks

There was one contract let to study vehicle handJ'Íng

l.-"t":""t IU entitled "Si¡nuLation of Cargo shifting
rffect! on Vehicle Handlingr" ¡¿hich was conducted by

tt¡e-eppfiea Physics Laboratory' This study (å) at-
temptÃã to rnodel the dynamics of trucks with shifting
.urio." such as tankers and trucks with hanging sides

ot ireat. The fÍnaL model deveLoped could predict the

influences of liquid stoshing wíth some success but

cáufa not predict the influence of swinging meat'

Fortunately, fro¡n a vehicle dynamics point of view'
the meat industry appears to be reducing the amount

of Ueet and pork tnãi is shipped in sides' t'lost meat

leaves slauihterhouses boxed in smaLler portionsr
which elininates this Problen'
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Truck Splash and Spray

Ànother study in Project lU addressed an issue that
has concerned the public for many years--truck splasl.r
and sprãy. There was some fear that longer t.rucks,
especially multitrailer co¡nbinations, would create
more splash and spray than conventional combinations.

The st.udy, which was conducted by Systens Tech-
noLogy, Inc., examined the influence of truck size
and weight on splash and spray and tested possible
solutions to the splash and spray problem (!). tne
study involved wind tunnel tests and extensive con-
t,rolled field tests. The study concluded t,hat larger
trucks did not. create-aíánificantly greater spray
patterns prinarily because as t.railers are added to
a òombination, the wheel paths of the l-ast trailer
ar'e virtually dry. The major part of the spray for
âny combination is generated by the tractor so tittte
water is left for the traiLer wheels. The field tests
of countermeasures resulted in several prornising
prototype solut.ions and one quite effective off-the-
shelf device. That type of device¡ which might, be
generically called a fuzzy mud flap, is now being
narketed by several companies and is the basis of
the recent legislation reguiring splash and spray
suppression devices on trucks.

Às stâted earlier, the initiat intent of project.
1U i{as to exa¡nine the safety conseguences of in-
creased truck size and ereight and to develop possible
counterneasures. As the project pJ.an was being de-
veloped and input was being soticited fro¡n Ftfi{A op-
erating offices and the states, it became apparent
that there were a number of generaL truck safety is-
sues, not related to truck size and weight, that
were of concern to the highway conmunity. When these
were deter¡nined to be related to the design or oper-
ation of the highway, they were included in the proj-
ect. To understand t,he full scope of t,he project, it
is important to be fa¡niliar with these studies.

Runasray Trucks on Steep Downgrades

À longstanding safety concern for both truckers and
the highway connunity is the proble¡n of runaway
trucks on steep dor.rngrades. Several years ago the
American Trucking Associatíon suggested thôt a method
be developed to help drivers anticipate the severity
of dovrngrades so that they could adjust. their ap-
proach speeds accordingly. Systems Technology, Inc.
(STI), conducted a study to determine the feasibil-
ity of a grade severity râting systen (7).

This ¡nethod originally consisted of a numerical
rating schene for downgrades that would be based on
their overall severity measured by truck brake
te¡nperatures. This concept proved to be unfeasible
for trucks of various weights. Furthernore, although
it would provide bet.ter information to the truck
driver concerning the relat,ive severity of the grade,
it also presumed that the driver would know r,rhat to
do r.¡ith that information.

To resolve these tr,ro problems, a second study was
avrarded to STI to develop a system that would provide
¡riaximum safe speeds of descent based on the severity
of the grade and the weight of the truck (9). rnis
proved to be a feasible concept. The result r.ras a
sy'stern of eeight-specÍfic speed signs that are cur-
rently being field tested in several states by the
Transportation Research Corporation.

Truck Stopping Siqht Distance

Ànother issue of less apparent irnportance, but cer-
tainly a nagging issue of concern to t.he highway
cornmunity, is the subject of truck stopping sight
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distance requirenents. present crest vertical curves
have been designed to provide adequate stopping dis-
tânce for typical automobiles. Trucks have always
been ignored, on the âssumpt,ion that the superior
sight distance that large trucks provide their
drivers more than compensates for the inferior brak-
ing ability of these vehicles. This assutnpt.ion had
never been adequateÌy addressed, however, so a con-
tract r,ras avrarded to Autonated Sciences Group, fnc.,
to examine truck stopping sight distance requirements
and to quantify any apparent deficiencies (9). The
study consisted of an analysis of typical truãk con-
figurations on various combinations of grades. The
study concluded that truck stopping sight distance
is not adequate on a large number of crest vertical
curves but that, on the najority of these hil1s,
deficiencies occur on onty a sma1J. portion of the
curve. Few grade combinat.ions produce â situation in
vrhich truck sight distance is overly restricted for
any significant, portion of the grade.

Offtrack ing

One performance characterisÈic of large trucks that.
has concerned highway engineers over the years has
been offtracking. Design engineers use turning têm-
plates to deterrnine the ability of trucks to negot,i-
ate a specific turn. Unfortunatel_y, the existing
tenplates are li¡nited in terms of curve radii and
truck configurat.ion, and cu¡nberso¡ne and time-consu¡n-
ing procedures have been required to generate new
templates. To correct these probl.ems, a user-friendly
offtracking progran has been developed that operates
on an Apple II computer. with this progra¡n, the user
may specify the path and configuration of a truck
and the program will generate a turning template for
use in highway design. Currently, work is under r,ray
to develop an IBM-PC version of this program with
increased capabii.ity. The ne!, version wil1 also pro-
vide digital output for users vrithout an x-y plotter.

Currently, there are a nunber of truck safety
research studies under way and several are pLanned
for the near future. These studies involve irnproved
accident and exposure data, truck-related operational
problens, and future truck issues.

CURRENT STUDIES

Impact of Specific ceometric Features on
Truck Operations and Safety at Interchanges

The BioTech study exatnined. among other things, ac-
cident location. Freeway off-ra¡nps surfaced as a
high accident location for trucks. For this reason a
study was initiated to exa¡nine the causes of truck
accidents at interchange off-ramps and to develop
possible counter¡neasurês. This study, lrhich is neâr-
ing completion, is being conducted by UMTRI. Off-
ranps with a history of truck accidents have been
idenbified using state accident recordsi and de-
scriptive data on the sites have been obtained from
the state or through site visits. À vehicle dynamics
nodel was used to assess the design adequacy of the
ranps in question and to identify possible solutions.

Truck Tractive Poi{er Criteria

One long-recognized perfornance problen thât, trucks
exhibit on highways is their inability to ¡naintain
acceptable operating speeds on long upgrades. Present
day highway design procedures provide guidance for
determining the perfornance of a typical truck on
the grade Ín question. Unfortunately, this informa-
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. Effects. on safety (accidents, driver stress,
etc. ) .

Safety Implications of Future Config!.lrations

Background

fn the past changes in truck size and weight lirnits
sornetirnes resulted in unexpected truck configurations
with less than desirabJ.e performance characterÍstics
or other problens. Changes to existing Li¡nits in the
near future could create sinilar problems. For exan_ple' if the 80f000-1b weight Ii¡rit is eLininated,trucks of the future may include unusual features
such as spread tanden axles, tri-axLes, dual steeringaxles, and self-steering belly axles. Before con_sideration can be given to renoving Èhe g0r0OO-1b
capr the safety implicatlons of such an action nust
be determined. Issues to be studíed include braking¿stability, and steering control.

Objective

The objective trould be to identify possible truck
configurations thât wouÌd be feasÍble under various
possible changes in the size and weight limÍts and
to evaLuate the dynamíc properties of such configu-
rations using vehicle sirnulation.

Background

To determine whether the current system of designated
highways for nestern twins and other federally man-
dated vehicles can be expanded in the future or
should be reduced to eLininate unsafe segments, an
accident study to evaluate the operatlon of larger
trucks on the current system ís necessary. Às noted
previously, a plan for the conduct of this study is
currently under development.

TransportatÍon Research Record L052

Objective

The objective would be to deternine the accident
experience of large combination vehicLes on the
designated system of Federal-Aid Highways.

In this paper the history, goals, and status of
the FHWA truck safety research progratn have been re-
viewed. Sone fairly complex and important studies
and issues have been briefly described.
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Findings of the Longer Combination Vehicle

JAÙITìS W. ìVIARCH
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Study

ABSTRACT

In this paper are presented findings contained in the U.s. Departnent of Trans-
portation's report to Congress entitled "The Feasibitity of a Nationvride Net-
r,rork for Longer Combination Vehicles" that was mandated by sections 138 and 415
of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982. The purpose of t.his study
was to examine the feasibility of establishing a netÌrork of highways for the
operation of Rocky-Mountain doubles, turnpike doubles. and triple-trailer co¡nbi-
nations. Anong the factors that were considered in assessing the feasibility of
a network were (a) safety, (b) vehicle perforrnance and handling, (c) highway
improvenents needed to allow the safe operation of longer combinations, (d)
regulat.ions imposed by states that currently allow longer co¡nbinations, and (e)
increases in productivity that rnight be achieved by longer conbinations. Anong
the findings of the study were that (a) longer conbinations âre aLnost always
operated under special permits issued by states or turnpike authorities¡ (b)
Ionger cornbinations usually must meet certain performance standards. and many

states require special driver certification; (c) nost Interstate interchanges
would have to be ¡nodified to safely acconmodate t.urnpike doubles; (d) it is
uncLear where and under what conditions various longer combinations could be
operated safel-yt and (e) pavement condition. interchange spacing and geometrics'
the availability of services, bridge châracteristics, Iane rcidths, curves and
grades, and traffic leve1s would all have to be considered when assessing the
suitabitity of a particutar highway route for longer co¡nbinations.

sections 138 and 4t5 of the surface Transportation
Assistance Act (sTAÀ) of L982 required that the
secretary of Transportation conduct a study of the
feasibility of a nationr,ride netr+ork for the opera-
tion of tong combination vehicles (tCVs) up to 110
ft in length. For purposes of the study' it vtas to
be assumed that the 80r000-Lb weíght cap would be
lifted and that gross weights would be linited only
by the bridge formula.

Conceivably nany different vehicle configurations
could have been analyzed in this study. Three general
vehicle configurations that currently are used on a
Iimited basis were chosen for analysis--the turnpike
double, which consists of a tractor and tvto trailing
unit,s each up to 48 ft long; the Rocky-Mountain
double, which consists of a tractor and two trailing
units, one of v¡hich may be up to 48 ft long and the
other of which is limited to about 28 ft in lengtht
and the tripler whÍch consists of a tractor and three
trailing units each up to 28 ft Ín length.

Àmong the factors considered in assessing the
overall feasibility of a network for these long com-
binations were

1. safety and the irnportance of operating re-
strictions on the accident experience of existing
LCv operaiions,

2. The geometric adequacy of various highways in
rural and urban areas,

3. The costs of highway improvements necessary
to accomnodate LCVS,

4. Thê need to construct special staging areas
where tCVs could assemble and disasse¡nble adjacent
to segrnents of a networkt

5. The potent,ial increases in productivity
achievable if longer combinations were alLowed to
opêrate t

office of Progra¡n and Policy Planningr FlI!{À' U.s.
Department of Transportation, Nassif Building. 400
7th Street, S.W., washingtonr D.C. 20590.

6. Da¡nage to pavements and bridges if longer
combinations were allowed to operater and

7. The administrative constraints to establishing
a national network for longer co¡nbinations.

The pri¡nary sources of infornation for this study
were (a) reports from previous state studies of
J.onger co¡nbinations; (b) a survey' sponsored by the
l{estern Highway Institute, the llmerican Trucking
Associationsr ând the Private Truck Councilr of
shippers and carriers that potentiall-y night use
longer co¡nbinations; (c) a survey by the Interna-
tional Bridge, TunneL and Turnpike Àssociation of
LCV operations on turnpikesi (d) a survey of the
states, sponsored by ÀÀsHTo, to identify problems
that states foresaw if various longer combinations
were alLowed on their highway systemsi (e) comnents
to the docket established for the study; and (f) the
Truck Inventory and Use survey and the Conmodity
Transportation survey conducted by the census Bureau.

Table 1 gives the states that currently allow
longer combinations to operate on pârt or aIl of the
state highway system. Maxi¡num lengths and weights
and the number of ¡niles of state highways open to
each conbination are also given. Rocky-Mountain
doubles are currentLy permitted in 11 states, triples
in 6 states, and turnpike doubLes in 7 states. ÀI-
lowable weights for these operations range fro¡n
80,000 Ib in colorado to 129'000 lb in utah and
south Dakota (turnpike doubLes only). In most states
the longer combinations âre allowed to operate on

only certain state highways, and not all configura-
tions may be allowed to use the same highways. With
the exception of California' which does not allos¡
Ionger combinations, and Arizona, which allows them
on only 29 mi. there is a soLid bLock of t¡estern
states thât allow various longer conbinations to
operate on an extensive network of highways. Rocky-
Mountain doubles can traveL on a total of more than
601000 ni in those states.

In addition to the states that alloi{ longer con-
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TABLE I Cu¡rent længth, lVeight, and Route Miles for longer
fümbination Velúcles Operating on State Highways
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TABLE 2 Current Len$h, IVeight, and Route Miles for Longer

Combination Vehicles Operating on Turnpikes

Rocky-Mountain
Doubles Triples
nensth (ft) üensth (ft)
rveight (lb) rveight (lb)

State milcsl milesl

Turnpike
Doubles
[ength (ft)
weisht (lb)
milesì

Rocky-Mountâin
Doubles
Ilength (ft)
rveight (lb)

State milesì

Tumpike
T¡iples Doubles

üength (ft) nensth (ft)
weight (lb) wcight 0b)
milesl milesl

Idâho

Alaska

Arizonâ

Colorado

Montana

90
I I 1,000
29
95
80,000
9,2t8
105
I 05,500
2,t50
95
I 05,000
I I,405
105
l 29,000
4,872
ll0
105,500
2,t70
75
l 05,s00
4,065
90
r 05,000
7,8'15
90
l 29,000
5,000
75
l 05,500
6,9t7
8s
I I ?,000
6,378

l0s
l l l,000
29
105
80,000
9,218
105
I 05,500
2,1 50

105
l 29,000
4,872
ll0
l 05,500
2,t70
105
I 05,500
3,525

l0s
I 29,000
690

105
I 09,000
475
105
I I 1,000
29
105
80,000
9,2t8

105
I 29,000
4,872
ll0
I 05,500
2,t70

ll0
l 29,000
6?9
105
I 29,000
690

Florida

Indiana

Kansas

Massachusetts

Nerv York

Ohio

NA
tz't,400
t57
ll9
I 20,000
231
108
I 27,000
t32
tt4
143,000
53t
108
l2?,000
241

NA
t27,400
t57
l19
I 20,000
231

ll0
l 38,000
272
NA
t27,400
157
ll9
120,000
23t
108
r 27,000
t32
l14
143,000
531
t08
127,000
241

Nevada

North Dakota

Oregon

South Dakota

Utah

Washington

Wyoming

binations to travel on state highways, there are
several states in which longer combinations are al-
Lowed to travel on turnpikes. TâbIe 2 gives the
Iengths and vreights of longer combinations that are
allowed on turnpikes as well as the number of milês
on r.rhich t,hey can traveL in each state.

whether they operate on state highways or on
turnpikes, Ionger cornbinations are subject to re-
strictions that are not generally applied to conven-
tional vehicLes. There are three ¡nain areas of regu-
lation--vehicle eguipment, operations. and driver
qualifications. The itens of equipment most often
subject to regulations are brakes, plntle hooks, and
draw bars. operating restrictions imposed by various
states may require that LCvs (a) maintain a rninimum
speedr (b) naintain ¡ninimu¡n follovring distances, (c)
travel only in good vreather, (d) travel only duríng
off-peak periods, ând (e) travel only on certa'in
specified highways. More than half of the states
have special drÍver requirenents that nay cover age,
experience, training, or sâfety record.

In reports on the safety of longer conbination
vehicles, there appears to be a consensus among both
researchers and highway agency officials that the
various restrictions irnposed on rcV operations have
contributed signlficantly to the relatively good
safety record of LCVS. Perhaps even more important
than operating restríctions are the permits that
carriers must have to operate longer combinations.
The knowledge that pernits wilL be revoked Íf car-
riers do not comply with operating restrictions or
if they have poor safety records ís a strong incen-
tive for them to follow the strictest of safety
standards. Although the relative contributlon of
speciflc restrictions cannot be determined. permlts

and rest,rictions âlmost certainly have inproved
safety records of longer co¡nbinations currently
use.

AÀSHTO SURVEY

Àn important aspect of the longer combination vehicle
study was assesslng the operational charâcteristics
of LCVS and analyzing hoe those characteristics would
affect the safe and efficient operation of an rcv
network. Officials of ÀASHTO vrere particularly con-
cerned about the potentlaf cosÈs of highway Ímprove-
¡nents that rnight be necessary to allow LCVS to oper-
ate. In JuIy 1984 AÀSHTO sent a questionnaire to
members of its Subconmittee on Design requêsting
information on the nature and extent of potential
highway problems in each state and the cost of im-
provenents needed to safely accom¡nodate LCVS.

Forty-six states responded to the AÀSHTO survey,
and responses to the survey were rnade available to
the FHWA so that reLevant findings could be su¡n-
marized in the report to congress on the longer com-
bination vehÍcle study. In this paper, survey re-
sponses are discussed in greater detail than vras
possÍble in the report to Congress.

SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESPONSES

one question concerned Interstate highway systern
interchanges that could not acconmodate varÍous types
of longer conbinations. Part À of that question re-
quested information on the percentage of interchanges
in rural and urban areas that could acco¡nrnodate the
various longer co¡nbinations. Part B requested an
estinate of the percentâge of deficient interchanges
that could not be reconstructed for various r€âSonsr
and Parts c and D concerned the average cost of im-
proving interchanges to safely accorn¡nodate rcvs.

The average percentages of rural and urban Inter-
state systen interchanges that states estimated could
accomnodate the several longer co¡nbinatíon vehicLes
are as folLows:

Rural
Turnpike double 27.5
TrÍple 42,L
Rocky-Mountain double 33.6

Urban
27.2
43.7
34. r

the
in
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More than 40 percent of the interchanges natlonwide
were judged by the states to be adequate for triples.
but only about one-quarter of Interstate interchanges
were deened adeguate for turnpike iloubles. Ànong the
states there were substantial differences reported
in the adequacy of Interstate interchanges. Many
states responded that fewer than 10 percent of their
interchanges were adeguate for Lcvsr but nany others
indicated that 75 percent or rnore of theÍr lnter-
changes could acco¡n¡nodate longer co¡nbinations nithout
improvenents. ltost of these latter states are ln the
¡{est vrhere longer co¡nbinations already operate on a
limited basis.

There vrere large variations in state estinates of
required inèerchange irnprovement costs. Many states
esti¡nated costs of less than $100r000 to improve
typical interchanges to acco¡nmodate ICvs, but ln
several stâtes improvenents were esti¡nated to cost
more than $2 rnillion per interchange. Costs were
typically at least 50 percent greater in urban areas
than in rural areas. Cost variations reflect dif-
ferences in the anount of additional right-of-vray
required' whether complete or only partial recon-
struction rrould be necessaryr $¡hether structures
would have to be reconstructed, and nany other
factors.

The average interchange inprovernent costs to ac-
corrur¡odate each of the rcv types in rura¡. and urban
areas were

Rural (S) Urban ($)
Turnpike doubles 500,452 877,031
Triples 320,3'15 5051748
Rocky-¡'lountain doubLes 3861759 6251797

Costs generally varied directly with the relative
turning radius of each vehÍcLe.

On the basis of estirnates of the number and aver-
age cost of interchanges needing improvenents, the
cost, of improvlng aIl inadequate interchanges was
calculated. Total estÍmated needs in tnany states
would be less than $5 ¡nillion, but, Ín several
others, total improvenent needs would be ¡nore than
$250 nillion. The average costs ln each state to
¡nake all necessary interchange i¡nprovenents to ac-
comnodate various Longer combinations in rural and
urban areas were estimated to be

Rural Urban
($ miuÍons) ($ millions)

Turnpike doubles 50
Triples 32
Rocky-Mountain doubles 37

In practicer not all Interstâte interchanges v¡ould
have to be improved before a network for LCV6 could
be establishedi needs in each state would depend on
many locaI factors.

Costs for states to irnprove every inadequate in-
terchange that could feasibly be inproved are given
in Table 3. Estimated costs vary widely¡ costs in
rnany states would be less than $10 ¡nillionr but in
several states costs would be more than $300 milllon.
The average cost for each state to nake all necessary
and feasible lnprovements to acconmoilate turnpike
doubles would be almost S50 million.

Although potential problens at interchange areas
were of particular concern to AASHTO in its survey,
information on several other toPics related to the
operation of LCvs was also requested in the survey.
Those topics were (a) the spaclng betlreen inter-
changes with nearby truckstopsr (b) problems on
through portions of the Interstate systemr and (c)
the cost of lrnproving typical at-grade intersections
to accotntlodate LCVS.

Figure I shows the distance betvreen Interstate
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TABLE 3 Number of States with Various Coste for All
Feasible Interchange Improvements To Accommodate LCVs

Cost
(S millions)

Turnpike
Doubles

Rocky-Mountain
DoublesTriples

0-9
l0- 19
20-49
50-99
I 00-l 99
200-299
> 300

interchanges that have truckstops and other service
facilities within a ¡nite of the interchange in var-
ious states. The average dÍstance betvreen inter-
changes with nearby service faciLities is 24 ¡ni.
only six states fndicated that service facilities
were spaced farther than 50 rni apart. Although the
survey question stipulated that the facilities had
to be capåbIe of accorilnodating LCvs, interchanges
and access roads ¡nlght have to be improved in rnany
instances to allow J.onger co¡nbinâtions to safely get
to the service facÍlities.

¡'lost states indicated that through portions of
the Interstate systern vrere generally safe for ICvs.
several specific problems associated with LCV opera-
tions were nentionedr howeverr including (a) poor
perfornance on steep grades, (b) safety and opera-
tional difficulties on congested urban segments, (c)
rest areas and weigh stations that couLd not accom-
modate Lcvsr and (d) safety and operational dfffi-
culties during adverse r,reather. The number of states
that mentÍoned each of these problems is

Problen sfates
Steep grades 18
weigh stations and rest areas t4
Urban congestion 14
Poor v¡eather 4

the questlonnaÍre did not suggest these or other
potentiat problems to the statesi the states ldentf-
fied the problens on their oern. Other states might
also have identified these problems if they had been
suggested to then.

In ¡nentioning problems that Lcvs would have on
steep gradesr states implicitly assu¡ned that Lcvs
would not be pulled by rnore poererful tractors thân
are used nith conventidnal conbinations. vÍithout
rnore powerful tractors, rcvs could not accelerate or
climb hills as well as conventional combinations. To
reduce operational problems caused by speed and per-
formance dlfferentials, states indicated they ¡night
have to construct adilltional climbinq lanes and ex-
tend acceleration lanes leading on to some Interstate
hiqhways. Most states that currently allow Lcvs re-
quire that they be able to maintain a ninimum speed
of about 20 mph. such regulations reduce performance
differentials between heâvy LCvs and conventional
combinations and elininate the need for many costly
improvements.

The problen of turnpike doubles and perhaps
Rocky-Mountain doubles not being able to get into
$refgh statlons and rest areas because of theÍr large
turning radli was rnentioned by 14 states but would
probably apply to many others ag welI. Reconstructing
every rest area and v¡eigh station on the hterstate
systen to acconìmodate turnpike doubles nould require
a slgnificant investnent and would be difficult to
justify in many states if an LcV netrrork were estab-
lished. on the other hand, weighing heavy vehicles
and providing drÍvers anple opportunities to stop
for rest contribute to safe and efflcient highway

t4
7

l8
8
4

4
a

4

20
8
6
5

I
1

2

89
48
57
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operations. Each state vrould have to develop ã plan
for dealing with problems of access to weigh stations
and rest areas.

Safety and operational probLens that tCVs }¡ould
have in congested urbân areas were ¡nentioned by only
L4 states but could be expected in nost metropolitân
areas. Potential re¡nedies would be to either prohibit
sorne or a1l LCVS entireJ.y from certain seg¡nents or
to restrict their operatíons to hours when congestion
is not severe. If LCVS were banned during peak pe-
riods, productivity wouLd be reduced far less than
if they were conpLeteLy banned from a segment, and
the most severe safety and operationat problems erould
be eli¡ninated.

Weather-related problens were mentioned by only
four states but could be anticipated wherever LCVs
operate. Many statês that currently allow LCVS re-
strict their operations during adverse v¡eather. AÌ-
though there is no solid research evidence that LCVS
are significantly less safe than other large combi-
nations in adverse weather, their length, weight,
and nu¡nber of art.iculation points suggest that LCVS
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FIGURB I Tïuckstop spacing in various states.
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FIGURE 2 Estimatcd staging arca costs.

could have greater safety and operational problerns
than conventional tractor-se¡nitrailer combinations
when visibility is reduced or when pavernents are
slick.

Another guestion on the ÀÀSHTO survey concerned
the costs of staging areas adjacent to the Interstate
systetn where longer co¡nbinations could assemble and
disassemble. Such staging areas are used by many
turnpikes that permit LCvs because the longer vehi-
cles are generally not allowed on state highways
connecting with the turnpikes.

Forty-tr,ro stâtes estimated costs to construct
staging areas on the fringe of urban areas. The sur-
vey asked for the cost of a 2-acre staging area plus
aJ.I rarnps that would be necessary to operate the
break-up area. The âverage cost estimated by the
states hras $7I71000 and ranged fron $52.000 to f¡3
nillion. As shovrn in Figure 2, almost, half the states
esbimâted that each staging area would cost between
$500.000 and $I ¡nillion. Of the states with estimates
falling outside this range, many rnore estimated costs
of less t.han $500r000 than estimated costs greater
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than $1 million. Several states suggested that 2
acres would not be enough space for staging areas
adjacent to large urban areas.

Several other questions that were included on the
AÀSHTO survey will not be discussed in this paper.
Those questions for the most part required narrative
answers or detail that cânnot be condensed in an
overview of the survey.

In examining the results of this survey it is
inportant to renember that the purpose was not. to
get precise estimates of i¡nprovênent needs but rather
to estirnate the order of nagnitude of the needs and
to determine the factors that would influence costs
for stâtes in various regions of the country. Basic
assumptions used in developing cost estimates varied
considerably arnong the states, and these variations
led to large differences in estimated improvement
needs. The many views expressed by the states on
access, staging areasr and other policy issues were
perhaps just as important as their estimates of
highway improvement costs.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The DOT|s longer cornbination vehicle study had sev-
eral specific findings related to the operation of
LCVs and the geo¡netric design problems associated
vrith longer combinations. Among those findings were

. Felr nonfreeway street intersections could
realistically be modified to accommodate turnpike
doubles and' although modification could be con-
sidered for the Interstate system, nost interchânges
v¡ould have to be upgraded to accommodate the¡n.

. LCVS operating at heavy weights need high-
power engines to ¡naintain speed on grâdes and thus
avoid creating traffic operation problems or safety
hazards.

. Performance and handling limitations of LCvs'
as well as their higher gross i{eights' could create
significant. sâfety problems if LCvs are used more
generally under a greater variety of road, environ-
mental, and traffic conditions.

. Each potential LCv route should be analyzed
segrnent by segrnent to determine whether LCVS could
be safely operated.

. Mountainous terrain and urban areas are pri-
¡nary locations of geometric or capacity deficiencies
on the Interstate system.
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. Pavement condition, interchange spacing and
geometrics, availability of services, bridge charac-
teristics, Lane widths, curves and grades, and traf-
fic levels all must be considered when assessing the
suitability of a particular highway route for in-
clusion in an LCV network.

. Costs of providing staging areas orr alter-
natively, of rebuilding interchanges to allovr partial
access to points off the network could be substan-
tial. These costs are highly dependent on the access
policies that are adopted.

Many issues concerning the ad¡ninistrabion and
operation of a netlrork for longer conbinations could
not be resolved during the course of the longer con-
bination vehicle study. Among those unresolved issues
were

. How could the federal governnent administer a
network and ensure the enforcenent of weight and
operating restrictions?

. fÍhich vehicles should be allowed on the net-
work? The three vehicle types in use today have dif-
ferent operating characteristics thåt affect not
only productivity and safety but also the improve-
ments that would be required to acco¡nrnodate those
vehicles on a nationaL netvrork.

. what operat.ing restrictions and permit prac-
tices, at a mininum, should be required for longer
conb inations nationwide?

. How extensive a network for longer combina-
t.ions should be designated? Potential productivity
gains would suggest a large network, but the invest-
nent required to afford longer combinations access
to and fro¡n the net$rork might prohibit a large net-
work, especially because the necessary invest¡nent
would be a front-end cost that would be incurred
before any productivity gains were realized.

. How can a reasonable level of local access be
assured, and will t,he local access policies result
in large inequities a¡nong potential users of longer
cotnbinations and those who must pay the cost, of
special facilities for those vehicles?
Mâny factors other than geometric design r'rere con-
sidered in the DOT longer combination vehicle study,
but geonetric design problerns are cLearly among the
most important considerations in decisions regarding
the operation of LCVS on the nationrs highways.




